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Abstract
In this thesis, we investigated the role of sleep in the consolidation of declarative 
memory in humans and addressed several issues that have not been studied in detail 
in the existing literature, including (a) whether declarative memory consolidation can 
be viewed as involving two processes, namely memory enhancement and 
stabilization, (b) whether the semantic relatedness, the level of learning, and the 
amount of declarative materials acquired modifies subsequent offline memory 
processing during sleep, (c) whether the consolidation of declarative and procedural 
memory during sleep is supported by the same or different systems, (d) whether 
having a nap immediately after learning facilitates declarative memory consolidation 
to the same extent as a delayed nap, and (e) whether sleep duration and architecture 
is related to offline declarative memory processing. This thesis consists of five 
studies, and we examined the effects of nocturnal sleep in Study 1 (N = 60) and 
Study 2 (N = 20), while the effects of daytime napping were investigated in Study 3 
(N = 20), Study 4 (N = 20), and Study 5 (N = 32). Our results indicated that 
declarative memory consolidation consists of both enhancement and stabilization. 
Furthermore, sleep plays an important role in the enhancement of poorly acquired, 
hippocampally independent declarative associations as well as the stabilization of 
moderately acquired, hippocampally dependent declarative associations, but this 
facilitative role of sleep in the offline processing of declarative memory diminishes 
as the declarative materials become better learned. We also found that the 
enhancement and stabilization of declarative memory during sleep requires brain 
mechanisms and resources that differ from those involved in the consolidation of 
procedural memory, is independent of the amount of learning materials acquired at 
each level of learning, cannot be accounted for by the duration of the post-leaming
Abstract
sleep episode or any particular sleep stage, and is independent of the timing of the 
sleep episode relative to the end of learning.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
Memory consolidation has been traditionally viewed as the offline processes during 
which memory becomes more resistant to interference over time after learning has 
ceased (McGaugh, 2000). In human, early work on memory consolidation focused 
on declarative memory, the type of long-term memory which supports the storage 
and conscious recollection of general knowledge (semantic memory) and more 
personalized events (episodic memory). In the early 1900s, there was some empirical 
evidence showing that instead of being a time-dependent process, declarative 
memory consolidation might also rely on sleep, a physiological state in which 
forgetting is reduced (Jenkins & Dallenbach, 1924; Van Ormer, 1932). However, the 
sleep-memory relationship in human did not attract much scientific attention until the 
1990s, when the consolidation of procedural memory, the type of long-term memory 
supporting the acquisition and unconscious recall of skills and habits, was found to 
be disrupted by selective REM sleep deprivation (Kami, Tanne, Rubenstein, 
Askenasy, & Sagi, 1994). More recent studies suggest that procedural memory is 
stabilized over time independent of physiological state, resulting in performance 
maintenance, while sleep is required for memory enhancement and as a result, 
performance improvement (Walker, 2005).
In this thesis, we will primarily focus on the effect of sleep on declarative memory 
consolidation in human from a behavioural and electrophysiological perspective. In 
this introductory chapter, we will begin with a brief background section of sleep 
physiology and circadian rhythms. It will be followed by an overview of the origin of 
the memory consolidation concept and the role of time in its traditional definition.
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We will then provide a more detailed literature review on the critical importance of 
sleep in the offline processing of declarative memory and subsequent memory recall. 
We will also extend the concept of memory stabilization and enhancement which 
originates from procedural memory to declarative memory. Finally, the purposes of 
the five studies conducted to investigate the time- vs. sleep-dependent nature of 
declarative memory stabilization and enhancement will be summarized.
1.1 Sleep physiology and circadian rhythms
Sleep is not a unitary phenomenon but, in fact, consists of five different stages which 
are chatacterized by distinct electroencephalographic patterns. Stage 1 sleep marks 
the transition from waking to sleep. It is defined by desynchronized EEG of 
relatively low amplitude and mixed frequency, and activity in the theta range (2-7 
Hz) is the most prominent. Stage 2 sleep is represented by sleep spindles (short 
synchronized oscillations in the 12-14 Hz range) and K complexes (large electrical 
sharp waves). Stage 3 and Stage 4 sleep, together known as slow wave sleep (SWS), 
are the deepest stages of sleep and are defined by synchronized EEG activities of 
high amplitude and low frequency (delta range: 0.5-2 Hz). These four stages of sleep 
are commonly called non-rapid eye movement sleep (NREM sleep) as opposed to 
rapid eye movement sleep (REM sleep). During REM sleep, EEG activities become 
desynchronized with the occurrence of fast synchronous activity in the gamma range 
(30-80 Hz). REM sleep is also characterized by rapid horizontal eye movement and 
muscle atonia. NREM sleep and REM sleep occur in cycles that last for 90-100 
minutes. A normal night of sleep consists of 4-5 NREM-REM cycles with NREM
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sleep being more abundant during the first half of the night and REM sleep during 
the second half.
The regulation of sleep and wakefulness is determined by two processes (Borbely, 
1982); a circadian process (Process C) and a homeostatic process (Process S). 
Process C is regulated by a circadian pacemaker located in the suprachiasmatic 
nucleus (SCN) in the hypothalamus and is entrained by external zeitgebers, the most 
prominent of which is light. Process C determines the rhythms of a high threshold 
(H) and a low threshold (L) for Process S (Figure 1.1). Process S reflects sleep 
propensity and depends on sleep history. It builds up during wakefulness, and when 
it reaches H, sleep is initiated. During sleep, process S decreases exponentially, and 
when it drops to L, sleep ends (Daan, Beersma, & Borbely, 1984).
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Figure 1.1 The two-process model of sleep-wake regulation
ORCADIAN SLEEP WAKE CYCLE
W S
Note: Adapted from Daan, Beersma, and Borbely (1984);
W and S at the bottom = wake and sleep respectively;
S on the left = Process S;
H and L = the high and low thresholds of Process S which is regulated by 
Process C
The hormonal and electrophysiological aspects of sleep and its regulation are under 
strong circadian influence. For example, melatonin, the sleep hormone which 
promotes sleepiness, is at a minimum level during daytime, but its secretion 
increases in the evening (Lynch, Wurtman, Moskowitz, Archer, & Ho, 1975; Viola et 
al., 2007). Furthermore, the level of acetylcholine is higher during REM sleep and 
waking than during NREM sleep (Lee, Hassani, Alonso, & Jones, 2005), and 
acetylcholine has been found to be closely related to the desynchomization of 
cortical neurons during REM sleep and waking (Lee et al., 2005; Vazquez & 
Baghdoyan, 2001). Circadian rhythmicity can also be observed in
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electroencephalographic events during sleep, e.g. sleep spindles (Wei, Riel, Czeisler, 
& Dijk, 1999). Early in the morning (at about 06:00 at the nadir of the body 
temperature), the duration and the number of sleep spindles increases to a maximum, 
while the frequency of the sleep spindles decreases to a minimum. The amplitude of 
sleep spindles is at its minimum shortly after this time.
In addition to sleep, behavioural performance during waking is under circadian 
control (Viola et al., 2007). For example, executive functions, which involve a range 
of cognitive functions such as planning, action initiation and inhibition, are relatively 
stable during the day until the biological night when it starts to decline and reaches 
its minimum at about four hours after the nadir of the melatonin profile which 
corresponds to the early morning hours (Groeger et al., 2008). Because of this, in this 
thesis, we will examine the circadian influence on memory performance when the 
time of day of memory acquisition and retest differs between experimental groups or 
experimental conditions.
1.2 Time-dependence: The traditional concept of memory
consolidation
The concept of memory consolidation was introduced by Müller and Pilzecker 
(1900). In their 300-page monograph (in German), they reported the results of 40 
experiments which showed that memory of the newly acquired associations of pairs 
of nonsense syllables was labile immediately after learning, but became more
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resistant to retroactive inhibition^ over time. They called this process ‘perseveration’. 
It is unfortunate that not all of their results have been translated into English, but 
after almost one century since the concept was first documented, Lechner, Squire, 
and Byrne (1999) summarized some of their important findings.
In one experiment, Müller and Pilzecker (1900) demonstrated that if acquisition of a 
list of nonsense syllable pairs (list A) was followed by the learning of a second list 
(list X) 34 seconds later, delayed recall of list A after a 6-minute retention interval 
was impaired as compared to the control condition when only list A was learned. 
This phenomenon was termed retroactive inhibition by Müller and Pilzecker (1900). 
Note that these findings can also be easily explained by the interference theory which 
states that interpolated learning results in interference by competing with previously 
learned materials for representational space.
In another experiment, Müller and Pilzecker (1900), manipulated the time between 
the acquisition of the first and the second lists (17 seconds vs. 6 minutes) and 
obtained some interesting findings. Retention of the first list after 1.5 hours was 
compromised by interpolated learning when the two lists were learned 17 seconds 
apart, but not when the lag was increased to 6 minutes. Therefore, they concluded 
that with a longer retention interval, ‘perseveration’ processes which strengthened 
the newly acquired associations of the first list could take place over a longer period 
of time, reducing the impairing effect of interpolated learning. These findings
 ^ Retroactive inhibition interferes with the perseveration process which strengthens memory 
associations.
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together suggested that memory consolidation is a time-dependent process through 
which memory traces become stronger and more resistant to interference.
The time-dependent nature of memory consolidation, particularly that of declarative 
memory, can be observed in patients with bilateral medial temporal lobe resection or 
lesions who typically suffers from temporally graded retrograde amnesia. Among 
them, H.M., whose bilateral medial temporal lobe structures were removed to relieve 
his epileptic seizures, is the most famous and has been studied by various teams of 
scientists for about 50 years (see Corkin, 2002 for a review). Scoville and Milner 
(1957) reported that H.M. could recall remote declarative memories, but not those 
formed several years that led up to his surgery. For instance, when asked where he 
lived, he could not provide his current address but instead, gave the one he stayed 
long before the surgery (an anecdote reported in Corkin, 2002). His inability to form 
new and retrieve recent declarative memory strongly suggested that the medial 
temporal lobe, particularly the hippocampus, is critical for the storage and retrieval 
of recently acquired declarative memory, but its importance decreases over time as 
the memory becomes consolidated.
Based on studies on human patients and animals with temporally graded retrograde 
amnesia. Squire and Alvarez proposed what is known as the standard model of 
consolidation (Alvarez & Squire, 1994; Squire & Alvarez, 1995). During learning, 
information is encoded in parallel in the cortical areas as well as the medial temporal 
lobe, including the hippocampus. While the neocortex will be the permanent 
repository of long-term memory, the hippocampus acts as a temporary storage and 
binds the geographically distributed cortical areas, forming a coherent memory trace.
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When the hippocampal-neocortical network is repeatedly reactivated, the cortico- 
cortical connections will be strengthened, becoming more independent of 
hippocampal mediation. This reorganization of brain structures that support the 
memory is termed system consolidation. This time-dependent process is undoubtedly 
not as efficient as directly incorporating the newly acquired information into existing 
memory in the neocortical networks, but is necessary because plastic changes 
involved in the formation of cortico-cortical connections are slow, while 
hippocampal-neocortical connections as well as connections within the medial 
temporal lobe can be formed more rapidly (Alvarez et al., 1994; McClelland, 
McNaughton, & O'Reilly, 1995).
The standard model does not differentiate the role of hippocampus in the 
consolidation of episodic and semantic memory, and therefore, it predicts that 
hippocampal damage will impair both types of declarative memory. However, Nadel 
and Moscovitch (1997) argued that damage to medial temporal lobe produced 
ungraded retrograde amnesia for autobiographicial (episodic) memory in some 
patients, implying a long-lasting, instead of a time-limited, role of hippocampus in 
detailed recall of autobiographical memory, an emphasis of their multiple trace 
theory. On the other hand, for semantic memory, hippocampal mediation is initially 
required but decreases over time. Regardless of these discrepancies, the models 
proposed by Alvarez and Squire (1994) and Nadel and Moscovitch (1997) suggest 
that memory consolidation takes place over time and relies on the successive 
reactivation of the hippocampo-neocortical networks.
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1.3 State-dependence: Importance of sleep after memory acquisition
While memory consohdation has been traditionally viewed as a time-dependent 
process, i.e. memory will become more resistant to interference over time, its close 
association with physiological states, or more specifically, sleep, has been reported in 
numerous studies. Three main experimental paradigms have been used to examine 
the contribution of sleep to memory consolidation: (1) contrasting the effects of sleep 
versus wakefulness / sleep deprivation on memory consolidation, (2) investigating 
the impact of learning on post-leaming sleep, and (3) examining the influence of 
stimulation during sleep on the sleep episode and overnight change in memory 
performance. Since this thesis focuses on the relationship between sleep and 
primarily declarative memory, a detailed literature review in this aspect is provided 
below, and the relative importance of the two main substates of sleep, NREM and 
REM sleep, to declarative memory consolidation will be discussed. Findings in the 
procedural memory literature will be summarized briefly to illustrate that memory 
consolidation consists of two processes where stabilization takes place over time and 
helps maintain performance, but memory enhancement and behavioural 
improvement requires sleep. The application of this two-process model to the 
consolidation of declarative memory will be examined.
1.3.1 Declarative memory
The first evidence supporting a role of sleep in memory consolidation was obtained 
with a declarative memory task. In fact, early work in the field focused on this type 
of long-term memory.
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1.3.1.1 Contrasting the effects of sleep versus wakefulness /  sleep
deprivation on memory consolidation
The first empirical evidence suggesting that the consolidation of declarative memory 
may be dependent on physiological state rather than on the mere passage of time was 
reported in Jenkins and Dallenbach’s (1924) classic study. They required their (two) 
participants to learn lists of nonsense syllables, and manipulated their physiological 
states (nocturnal sleep and daytime wakefulness) after learning. Memory was tested 
following a retention interval of 1, 2, 4, or 8 hours. The forgetting curves resulted 
demonstrated that as expected, recall performance deteriorated across the 8 hours 
after learning with the deepest decrease observed in the first hour. More importantly, 
if the retention interval involved a period of nocturnal sleep, forgetting was slower 
and the forgetting curves levelled off at about two hours after learning. On the 
contrary, in the wake condition, the number of correct recalls continuously dropped, 
though at a lower rate towards the end. Because of these differences in forgetting 
rates across sleep and across wakefulness, an advantage of sleep over wakefulness in 
delayed recall performence was detected as early as one hour after learning, and the 
difference increased with longer retention intervals. The two psychologists 
interpreted these exciting findings within the context of the interference theory rather 
than within the context of a contribution of sleep towards the consolidation of 
recently acquired memory. Thus in their views, sleep does not play an active role in 
offline memory processing, but only passively shields memory from interference.
Van Ormer (1932) attempted to replicate Jenkins and Dallenbach’s (1924) findings 
with a more refined and precise measurement, i.e. savings - the number of stimulus
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presentations that were saved at retest in order to obtain the same level of 
performance acquired before the retention interval. The two participants (Van Ormer 
and his wife) learned lists of nonsense syllables until reaching the 100% criterion. 
After a retention interval of 1, 2, 4, or 8 hours filled with nocturnal sleep or daytime 
wakefulness, they relearned the same materials, and their savings were measured. 
The superiority of retention of materials after sleep compared to the retention after 
wakefulness began to emerge 2 hours after learning, and continued to increase with 
longer retention intervals. However, unlike Jenkins and Dallenbach (1924), Van 
Ormer (1932) did not find any sleep / wake difference 1 hour after learning, and 
importantly, he considered memory consolidation during sleep as a possible 
explanation of his findings:
“May it not be that the waking activity not only inhibits and obliterates what 
has been learned, but that it also precents or holds in check a perseveration 
or consolidation process which continues for a while in the nervous system 
after the impression of the learned material?” (Van Ormer, 1932, p.45)
The question about whether sleep only passively protects declarative memory from 
interference or actively facilitates its consolidation process was not further 
investigated until the 1960s and 1970s in a series of studies by Ekstrand and 
colleagues. The paired-associate task was consistently used across these studies 
where participants needed to learn cue-target word pairs by forming an association 
between two words. In the first study, in order to examine the effect of sleep on
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proactive  ^ and retroactive interference, Ekstrand (1967) adopted the ABAC 
paradigm. Upon acquiring the associations of a list of cues (A) and targets (B), 
participants learned a second list containing the same cues (A) that were paired up 
with new target words (C). Memory of either the AB or the AC pairs was tested after 
8 hours of nocturnal sleep or daytime wakefulness. The sleep groups recalled more 
AC pairs than the wake groups, indicating that nocturnal sleep helps release 
proactive interference. Interestingly, the sleep-wake difference was more pronounced 
in the recall of AB pairs. This greater beneficial effect of sleep on recovering 
memory from retroactive interference was further studied by this research group in 
their second experiment.
In their second study, Ekstrand and colleagues (1971) again used the ABAC design, 
but they investigated the contribution of stage 4 and REM sleep to the recovery of 
AB pairs from retroactive interference by selectively depriving their participants of 
either of these sleep stages (Ekstrand, Sullivan, Parker, & West, 1971). Results 
showed that recall of AB pairs did not differ between these two groups and also did 
not differ from the pseudo-deprived participants who were awakened for a similar 
number of times across the night but never during stage 4 or REM sleep^. It was.
 ^Proactive interference refers to the impaired retrieval of subsequently acquired information due to 
the acquisition of previously learned materials.
 ^In this study, Ekstrand and colleagues also showed that recall performance tended to be better in a 
delayed recall session 20 minutes after learning than in an immediate recall test. These researchers, 
therefore, concluded that recovery from retroactive interference did not occur during post-leaming 
sleep per se, but took place within 20 minutes after learning, and that sleep only facilitated the recall 
of the recovered memory. This conclusion has been lately refuted by Bom and colleagues 
(Drosopoulos, Schulze, Fischer, & Bom, 2007). Their participants, after learning both an AB and an 
AC lists, were either allowed to sleep or sleep deprived for one night. Recall was delayed until after an 
additional night in which the sleep-deprived participants obtained their recovery sleep. While both 
groups did not differ in their recall of AC pairs, the sleep group remembered 34% more AB pairs than 
their sleep-deprived counterparts. More importantly, two additional groups of participants, whose 
memory was tested either immediately or 20 minutes after learning recalled a similar number of AB
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therefore, concluded that neither stage 4 nor REM sleep was responsible for releasing 
declarative materials from retroactive interference.
The limitation of using the interference theory to explain the beneficial effects of 
sleep on declarative memory consolidation is further revealed in Ekstrand and 
colleagues’ third published study (Yaroush, Sullivan, & Ekstrand, 1971). After 
learning word pairs, participants slept in a 4-hour retention interval placed in either 
the first half of the night (stage 4 sleep-dominant) or the second half (REM sleep- 
dominant; see Figure 1.2 - top left panel for a pictorial illustration of the study 
design). Contrary to the interference theory which will predict similar extent of 
forgetting, those participants who slept in the first half forgot fewer word pairs than 
those who slept in the second half of the night. In fact, this latter group did no better 
than the daytime wakefulness retention group, which again cannot be explained by 
the interference theory. Ekstrand and colleagues, thus, proposed that sleep, 
particularity stage 4 sleep, facilitates the consolidation of newly acquired declarative 
memory, which was further supported by their later study (Fowler, Sullivan, & 
Ekstrand, 1973) with a similar experimental design (Figure 1.2- bottom left panel).
word pairs. Therefore, declarative memory that had been subject to retroactive interference was not 
recovered within 20 minutes following learning, and that sleep specifically facilitates the 
consolidation of memory that was weak at encoding which might be caused by interference. Not only 
does sleep recover declarative memory which has been subject to interference before sleep, but sleep 
also facihtates active memory consolidation, increasing its resistance against interference that occurs 
after sleep (Ellenbogen, Hulbert, Stickgold, Dinges, & Thompson-Schill, 2006).
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Figure 1.2 Experimental paradigm of four previous studies contrasting the effects 
of sleep during the first and the second half of the night with wakefulness on paired- 
associate performance
Yaroush et aL (1971) Barrett & Ekstrand (1972)
Daytime
First half tleep 
Second half sleep 
Wakefulness control
Sleep I Sleep
I  Wake I
Fowler et al (1973)
First half sleqi j |
Second half sleep 
Wakefulness control
Daytime
Sleep I Sleep
First half sleep 
Second half sleep 
Wakefulness control
PUkal and Born fl997 and 1999)
First half sleep 
First half wake 
Second half sleep 
Second half wake Wake
Sleep I Sleep
Note: Paired-associate learning was indicated by thick arrows and retest by narrow
arrows.
However, Ekstrand and colleagues’ studies and in fact, all studies constrasting the 
effects of nocturnal sleep and daytime wakefulness are confounded with circadian 
factors because the time of day of learning as well as retest varied across groups. In 
addition, those studies that compare performance change across the first and the 
second half of the night are also limited by the differences in physiological states 
(sleep and wake) that precede learning. Another study by Ekstrand’s group (Barrett 
& Ekstrand, 1972) controlled for the circadian confound and the physiological states 
prior to learning confound, and also aimed at investigating the first vs. second half 
effect. This was accomplished by scheduling the retention interval over the same 
period of time (between 02:50 and 06:50) for all the three groups of participants
14
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(sleep - first half, sleep - second half, and wake; see Figure 1.2 - top right panel for 
the study design). In other words, they all acquired and were retested for the memory 
of word pairs at the same time of day, and learning was always preceded by sleep 
(Barrett et al., 1972). Results showed that the superior effect of first half sleep 
remained, although unlike their earlier study (Yaroush et al., 1971), sleeping in the 
second half of the night also alleviated the extent of forgetting when compared to an 
equivalent period of wakefulness. The facilitative effect of sleep in the first half of 
the night on declarative memory consolidation has been replicated by Plihal and 
Bom (1997; 1999) with both verbal and non-verbal declarative materials (see Figure
1.2 - bottom right panel for study design), although some researchers doubted the 
superior effect of sleeping in the first over the second half of the night (Grosvenor & 
Lack, 1984).
The circadian confound associated with the comparison of sleep and wakefulness can 
also be addressed with total sleep deprivation paradigms. In Gais and colleagues’ 
(2007) study, participants’ brain activity was recorded with fMRI during both word 
pair acquisition and the retest session two days after learning. While some 
participants slept during both nights, some were deprived of sleep in the first and had 
a recovery sleep episode in the second. Hippocampal activities of the two groups 
were similar at learning, but in the retest session, the sleep group showed greater 
hippocampal involvement than their sleep-deprived counterparts. More importantly, 
a functional connection between the hippocampus and the medial prefrontal cortex 
was found in the sleep group at this early stage of memory consolidation. The 
hippocampal-neocortical interplay which was presumed by the authors to continue 
after the retest session may help explain why in a delayed recall session 6 months
15
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following learning, the medial prefrontal cortex was more activated during the recall 
of correct word pairs in the sleep group than the sleep-deprived participants. These 
results, thus, provided evidence for the system consolidation of declarative memory 
where memory retrieval was initially supported by the hippocampus and the medial 
prefrontal cortex took over this role over time, and that sleep in the first post-leaming 
night was cmcial for this process. This facilitative effect of sleep on the 
reorganization of neural network has also been demonstrated with a spatial 
navigation task (Orban et al., 2006). Although sleep deprivation is associated with 
various confounding factors such as stress (Home & McGrath, 1984), these studies 
have illustrated clearly the importance of post-leaming sleep in the system 
consolidation of declarative memory.
To summarize, studies contrasting the effects of sleep and wakefulness have 
consistently supported the critical importance of sleep in the offline processing of 
declarative memory. Although some studies using a selective REM vs. NREM sleep 
deprivation paradigm have pointed out that REM sleep might be more important in 
the consolidation of verbal materials than NREM sleep (Empson & Clarke, 1970; 
Tilley, 1981; Tilley & Empson, 1978), the existing literature presents a strong case 
arguing for the sleep-dependent nature of declarative memory consolidation and 
suggests a greater contribution of NREM than REM sleep.
1.3.1.2 Investigating the impact of learning on post-learning sleep
Reactivation of waking experience during subsequent sleep was first found in 
animals. The hippocampal place cells of rats which had been exposed to their place
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field during waking fired at a higher rate in the subsequent sleep episode than the 
unexposed cells (Pavlides & Winson, 1989). Furthermore, hippocampal place cells 
activated in a spatial task were more likely to fire simultaneously during post- 
leaming SWS than before teaming took place (Qin, McNaughton, Skaggs, & Bames, 
1997; Wilson & McNaughton, 1994). It can, therefore, be concluded that neuronal 
activities during sleep were modified by prior waking experience, and more 
critically, waking experience was ‘replayed’ during subsequent SWS.
Buzsaki (1996) proposed that ‘replay’ occurred during SWS particularly when 
neurons in hippocampus fire in synchrony (hippocampal sharp wave ripples) through 
which a ‘hippocampo-neocortical dialogue’ was established and newly acquired 
declarative memory was reactivated and could be transferred to the neocortical 
network. Acetylcholine has been proposed to regulate the direction of this dialogue 
(Hasselmo, 1999). Specifically, during waking, acetylcholine concentrations are 
high, partially suppressing the excitatory hippocampal feedback to the neocortex. 
However, during SWS when activity of cholinergic neuron is the lowest, the 
suppression is released and activation in the hippocampus can spread to the 
neocortex. In fact, there is evidence that during SWS, sharp wave ripples in the 
hippocampus are temporally correlated with spindle activities in cortical areas in rats 
(Siapas & Wilson, 1998).
In human, brain activity during sleep is also modified by the acquisition of 
declarative materials in the preceding waking episode, and these changes are related 
to behavioural performance. For example. Gais and colleagues (2002) compared 
sleep spindle density following word pair leaming with that after a non-leaming
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control task. There was a remarkable increase in stage 2 spindle activity in the 
leaming condition, and this was particularly pronounced in the frontal areas during 
the first 90-minute period of post-leaming sleep. In addition, spindle activity was 
found to be highly related to paired-associate performance before and after the 
retention interval.
Using a similar design, Schabus and colleagues found a reliable improvement in 
paired-associate performance across the retention interval only in those participants 
who showed an increase in spindle activity from the non-leaming to the leaming 
condition, i.e. spindle enhancers, but not in those without enhanced spindle activity, 
i.e. spindle non-enhancers (see also Schabus et al., 2008). Furthermore, such increase 
in spindle activity was highly correlated with the extent of ovemight performance 
improvement in word pair recall.
Modification of spindle activity has also been observed during a daytime nap 
episode. Schmidt and colleagues (2006) demonstrated that compared to the non- 
leaming condition, lower frequency spindle power (11.5 Hz - 13.25 Hz) in frontal 
and central areas was enhanced in a post-leaming sleep, especially when the word 
pairs were difficult. More importantly, the greater the increase in spindle activity, the 
more the paired-associate performance improved over the 4-hour nap episode.
The impact of previous leaming experience on subsequent sleep episodes is not only 
limited to verbal materials but is also found with non-verbal declarative stimuli. 
Hippocampal areas engaged in the acquisition of a spatial navigation task are 
reactivated during post-leaming SWS (Peigneux et al., 2004). More critically, the
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amount of hippocampal reactivation accounted for nearly 90% of the variance of the 
ovemight improvement in the spatial navigation task.
There is some evidence that the amount of REM sleep increases during a language 
course and is related to the extent of improvement in language proficiency (De 
Koninck, Lorrain, Christ, Proulx, & Coulombe, 1989). However, findings from 
studies investigating the modification of sleep architecture, sleep spindle activitiy 
and brain activities during post-leaming sleep suggest a more important role of 
NREM sleep than REM sleep in declarative memory consolidation and subsequent 
performance improvement.
1.3.1.3 Examining the influence of stimulation during sleep on overnight
change in memory performance
Although as discussed in the previous section, brain areas engaged in the acquisition 
of a declarative memory task were found to be later reactivated during SWS 
(Peigneux et al., 2004), such reactivation was spontaneous, and experimental 
manipulation is needed to further investigate the significance of reactivation of 
waking experience during sleep. To address this important issue. Bom and 
colleagues (Rasch, Buchel, Gais, & Bom, 2007), in an ingenious study, manipulated 
the presentation of an olfactory cue (the scent of rose) during the leaming session as 
well as post-leaming SWS. When exposed to the cue in both occasions, participants 
showed better retention of the declarative materials than in the control condition 
where the odour was presented during sleep alone. These researchers also showed 
that an odour cue which was given during REM or wakefulness did not help with
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subsequent recall performance, indicating the specificity of the cue in reactivating 
and consolidating declarative memory during SWS. This was further supported by 
fMRI data which showed stronger hippocampal activation during SWS when 
participants were exposed to the odour cue as compared to during wakefulness.
Apart from manipulating brain reactivation during sleep with a context cue, this 
research group also showed that stimulation by means of weak transcranial direct 
current stimulation (tDCS) during post-leaming SWS facilitated the recall of word 
pairs (Marshall, Molle, Hallschmid, & Bom, 2004). This beneficial effect was 
attributed to the increased slow oscillatory activity (< 3Hz) observed during brief 
periods of tDCS as compared to during the intervening periods when stimulation was 
discontinued. In a subsequent study (Marshall, Helgadottir, Molle, & Bom, 2006), 
these researchers boosted slow oscillation during NREM sleep with transcranial 
magnetic stimulation, and they found superior word pair recall performance in the 
slow oscillation stimulation condition (0.75 Hz) than in the sham stimulation 
condition.
In conclusion, based on various paradigms, the existing literature consistently points 
to the importance of physiological states in declarative memory consolidation. Sleep, 
particularly SWS, following leaming facilitates the offline processing of declarative 
materials and subsequent recall performance.
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1.3.2 Procedural memory: Insights to resolve the importance of time
and sleep in declarative memory consolidation
So far, the behavioural and the neurophysiological evidence supporting the role of 
sleep in the offline processing of declarative memory has been summarized, and it is 
clear that the behavioural outcome of this consolidation process is reduced forgetting 
over the retention interval and as a result, better maintenance of recall performance. 
However, recent studies using procedural tasks have suggested that sleep is required 
not simply for maintaining performance, but is necessary for memory enhancement 
and behavioural improvement (see Walker & Stickgold, 2006 for a recent review).
Walker and colleagues (2002) trained their participants on a sequential finger- 
tapping task at either 10:00 or 22:00, and their performance was retested 12 hours as 
well as 24 hours later. After the first retention interval when the morning leaming 
group stayed awake, their performance was similar to that observed at the end of the 
leaming session, but after a noctumal sleep in the second retention interval, they 
showed marked improvement in performance. This ovemight improvement was also 
observed in the evening leaming group in the first retest, and their performance did 
not improve further after they stayed awake in the following 12 hours. Hence, newly 
acquired procedural memory was enhanced during sleep, but not during wakefulness. 
Memory enhancement is not limited to the first night after leaming but continues at 
least for three nights (Walker et al., 2003), and is supported by ovemight changes in 
the involvement of various brain stmctures which together produce more accurate 
and faster motor performance and reducing the need of conscious spatial monitoring 
(Walker, Stickgold, Alsop, Gaab, & Schlaug, 2005).
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In another interesting study by the same research group (Walker, Brakefield, 
Hobson, & Stickgold, 2003), participants learned two motor sequences immediately 
after another. Both the accuracy and speed in typing the second sequence improved 
across the 24-hour retention interval, whereas for the first sequence, there was no 
apparent increase in accuracy, indicating that sleep-dependent enhancement of the 
first sequence was disrupted and interfered with by the acquisition of the second 
sequence. However, if leaming of the second sequence was delayed for 6 hours 
(participants stayed awake in the interim), ovemight improvement was found in both- 
sequences. These researchers concluded that newly acquired procedural memory has 
stabilized and become resistant to interference within the first 6 hours after leaming 
even during wakefulness, but memory enhancement was only facilitated during 
sleep.
Based on these findings and after summarizing existing ones in a detailed literature 
review. Walker (2005) proposed a two-process model in which consolidation of 
procedural memory involved both a time-dependent process of stabilization and a 
state-dependent (more specifically, sleep-dependent) process of enhancement. Newly 
acquired procedural memory is stabilized over time, regardless of physiological state, 
resulting in performance maintenance, while only during sleep can procedural 
memory be enhanced, leading to performance improvement over the retention 
interval even without further practice.
Can Walker’s (2005) model help explain findings regarding sleep and declarative 
memory consolidation? From 1885 when the forgetting curve of verbal materials was 
first published (Ebbinghaus, 1885) until the 1990s, improvement in declarative
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performance over a retention interval has been rarely documented. Even when the 
retention interval involved sleep, as summarized previously, declarative memory 
performance either was maintained or deteriorated more slowly than across an 
equivalent period of wakefulness. In Walker’s (2005) terms, the newly acquired 
declarative memory is stabilized during sleep.
However, improvement^ in declarative performance across noctumal sleep was first 
reported in 1997 by Plihal and Bom. As mentioned previously, the two researchers 
contrasted the effects of sleep in the first and second halves of the night on paired- 
associate performance similar to Ekstrand and colleagues’s studies (Barrett et al., 
1972; Fowler et al., 1973; Yaroush et al., 1971). But instead of using a daytime 
wakefulness control group, Plihal and Bom used two better wake control conditions 
which were conducted at the same time of day, i.e. over the first and the second 
halves of the night, as the respective experimental sleep conditions (see Figure 1.2 -  
bottom right panel for study design). They reported an impressive 32.4% increase in 
the number of correctly recalled word pairs over a 3-hour sleep episode in the first 
half of the night, while only a 16.5% improvement was found in the corresponding 
wake group. The effect of sleep in the second half of the night was also relatively 
small (11.1%) and did not differ from that observed in the corresponding wake group 
(12.2%). Their PSG data showed that the amount of SWS was five times more in the 
first than in the second half of the night, so it was concluded that declarative memory 
enhancement was facilitated during SWS. Since then, there has been a rapidly
 ^The question about whether the improvement in declarative performance across noctumal sleep and 
daytime nap documented in the existing literature indeed reflects memory enhancement will be further 
discussed in section 1.4.1.
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increasing number of studies that used the paired-associate task and replicated this 
enhancing effect of sleep (e.g. Gais & Bom, 2004; Marshall et al., 2006; Tucker et 
al., 2006; Wilhelm, Diekelmann, & Bom, 2008).
This difference between earlier and more recent studies about the effects of sleep on 
declarative memory consolidation is striking since they all used the same task, i.e. 
the paired-associate task. Stickgold (2004) attributed this dramatic change in 
empirical findings to the differences in the leaming materials used. He pointed out 
that behavioural improvement was observed across sleep only in those studies that 
used semantically related word pairs, the associations of which were pre-existing and 
did not require the mediation of the hippocampus. In contrast, recall performance did 
not improve over sleep when semantically unrelated word pairs were used because 
hippocampal mediation was required for these newly formed associations. Using 
Walker’s (2005) terms, sleep facilitates the stabilization of recently acquired, 
hippocampally-dependent declarative associations and the enhancement of pre­
existing, hippocampally-independent declarative associations.
1.4 Limitations of existing literature
1.4.1 Poor pre-retention (baseline) and post-retention assessment of
declarative memory performance
Although Stickgold’s (2004) hypothesis is consistent with the majority of the studies 
in the existing literature, some studies did show improved recall of semantically 
unrelated word pairs across sleep. These findings, however, were based on poor
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performance assessment before or after the retention interval. For example, in one 
study, baseline recall performance was assessed before a final presentation of all the 
word pairs in the leaming session (Tucker & Fishbein, 2008). It is likely that this 
extra presentation would result in further leaming and improve post-retention recall 
performance, resulting in an ‘illusionary’ memory enhancement effect. In addition, 
extra presentations of word pairs were administered by some researchers 
immediately after a retention interval, i.e. before any post-retention assessment was 
performed, so perhaps it is not surprising to observe a 28.5% increase in the number 
of unrelated word pairs recalled two weeks after leaming (Fogel, Smith, & Cote, 
2007). Although some studies that used more adequate pre- and post-retention 
assessment showed a statistically significant improvement in paired-associate 
performance across sleep, the extent was only between 1.7% and 4.1% (Gorfine, 
Yeshumn, & Zisapel, 2007; Schabus et al., 2004). In general, recall performance of 
unrelated word pairs either was maintained or its forgetting slowed down if the 
retention interval involved sleep (e.g. Barrett et al., 1972; Fowler et al., 1973; Gais, 
Molle, Helms, & Bom, 2002; Schmidt et al., 2006; e.g. Yaroush et al., 1971), 
indicating sleep’s stabilizing effect on newly acquired declarative memory and 
consistent with Stickgold’s (2004) hypothesis.
On the other hand, the improvement in recalling semantically related word pairs 
observed over sleep and the underlying memory enhancement reported in the 
literature seems to be consistent with Stickgold’s (2004) hypothesis but may, in fact, 
be due to an underestimation of baseline performance attained before the retention 
interval. In the majority of the studies which used related word pairs (Gais et al., 
2004; Marshall et al., 2006; e.g. Plihal & Bom, 1997; Tucker et al., 2006),
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participants were first presented with all the stimuli, and their memory was assessed 
with cued recall tests until performance had reached a specific leaming criterion. 
During these tests, participants were shown the correct target word of each pair 
regardless of the accuracy of their responses. This kind of feedback may have similar 
effects as word pair presentation, i.e. providing further leaming and improving recall 
performance. However, in most, if not all, of these studies, a feedback-free recall test 
was not administered at the end of the leaming session to provide an appropriate 
assessment of baseline pre-retention performance which as a result, was 
underestimated. Therefore, the increase in semantically related word pairs across 
sleep may not be attributed to a sleep-dependent memory enhancement process, but 
due to poor baseline assessment prior to the retention interval.
In order to address these limitations of existing literature, the first four studies 
reported in this thesis did not involve the use of feedback in the paired-associate task. 
In the leaming session of Study 5, correct responses were shown in the cued recall 
tests which, however, always ended with a feedback-free test. Furthermore, after the 
retention interval in all the five studies, the delayed cued recall tests were also free of 
feedback and the correct cue-target pairs were never shown to the participants again.
1.4.2 Crude assessment of the change in performance across the
retention interval
Since the majority of sleep and memory studies used the paired-associate task to 
examine the role of sleep in offline declarative memory processing, the most 
common, if not the only, behavioural improvement index was an increase in the
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number of correctly recalled word pairs from before to after a sleep retention 
interval^, while a decrease in the number of correct responses indicated forgetting. 
This traditional, global approach, though simple and efficient, focuses on the recall 
of all the word pairs, instead of examining the consistency of successfully retrieving 
individual pair across the retention interval. This word pair-level analysis can 
provide more information about the offline processing of declarative memory. For 
instance, at retest, correct recall responses may consist of word pairs that have never 
been retrieved successfully during leaming (‘memory gain’), and some of the word 
pairs recalled at leaming have been forgotten during the retention interval (‘memory 
loss’). When the gain is equal to the loss, the global analysis will show maintenance 
of recall performance, implying a stabilization of declarative memory. But, 
obviously, memory of word pairs ‘gained’ and those ‘lost’ has undergone different 
offline processing. Specifically, ‘memory gain’ can be attributed to the offline 
enhancement of word pairs never recalled at leaming, resulting in its successful 
retrieval at retest. On the other hand, ‘memory loss’ reflects a lack of stabilization of 
the previously acquired materials during the retention interval, leading to retrieval 
failure at retest. In other words, memory stabilization will allow word pairs recalled 
at leaming to be retrieved again at retest.
Since enhancement can only be shown with word pairs that have been poorly leamed 
and not recalled in the leaming session, while stabilization can only occur to those 
word pairs acquired successfully, the first step to distinguish between these two
 ^ Reaction time was measured in several studies, but it was indicated by the time elapsed from 
stimulus onset (presentation of cue) to button pressing before the verbal response was actually 
produced by the participants (Gais et al., 2007; Gorfine et al., 2007; Schabus et al., 2004; Schabus, 
Hôdlmoser, Pecherstorfer, & Klôsch, 2005). The limitation of this reaction time measure will be 
discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
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offline processes of declarative memory will be to categorize word pairs based on 
how well they have been acquired, i.e. level of leaming. The impact of level of 
leaming at a word pair levef on the sleep-declarative memory relationship has been 
reported in only two studies three to four decades ago. Lovatt and Warr (1968) who 
found that the more frequently an unrelated word pair was recalled in the leaming 
session, i.e. the better leamed the word pair was, the more likely it would be recalled 
in a delayed recall test after a 9-hour retention interval. More importantly, for those 
word pairs that were moderately leamed and only recalled once during leaming, 
sleep helped increase their recall probability in the delayed recall test as compared to 
an equivalent period of wakefulness (.92 vs. .59). However, as the level of leaming 
increased, the benefit of sleep over wakefulness in delayed recall probability 
narrowed, and in fact, no longer existed for extremely well acquired materials. Since 
these data were based on word pairs that had been recalled at least once in the 
leaming session, it can be concluded that sleep facilitates the stabilization of 
moderately leamed word pairs but not very well leamed declarative materials. It is 
unfortunate that Lovatt and Warr (1968) did not report the delayed recall probability 
of those poorly leamed word pairs which were not recalled at all in the leaming 
session, and hence, the effect of sleep on declarative memory enhancement could not 
be determined. Contrary to Lovatt and Warr’s (1968) results, Benson and Feinberg
 ^ The moderating role of level of performance in the sleep-declarative memory consolidation 
relationship has been investigated in two recent studies, but level of performance was based on the 
number of correctly recalled word pairs in cued recall tests instead of the consistency in recall as in 
the word pair level approach. Tucker and Fishbein (2008) categorized their participants into better and 
poorer learners with a median split of the number of correct recalls at the end of the leaming session. 
They showed that sleep improved the recall of semantically unrelated word pairs in better learners, but 
not in poorer learners. Drosopoulos and colleagues (2007) manipulated the level of performance either 
by interference or systematically varying the duration of stimulus presentation and leaming criterion. 
Their results indicated that sleep selectively facilitated the consolidation of weaker memory 
associations, i.e. those impaired by interference and those acquired with a shorter stimulus 
presentation duration and to a lower leaming criterion.
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(1977) found that the memory stabilizing effect of sleep on semantically unrelated 
word pairs decreased with level of leaming.
In light of these earlier findings (Benson & Feinberg, 1977; Lovatt & Warr, 1968), in 
all the five studies reported in this thesis, the paired-associate leaming session 
involved three presentations of word pairs, each followed by an immediate cued 
recall test. Thé level of leaming of each word pair was based on the number of 
immediate recall tests in which it was correctly recollected (immediate recall 
frequency or IRF). The retest session of Studies 1-4 consisted of three delayed cued 
recall tests, and how well each word pair was remembered after the retention interval 
was determined by the number of delayed recall tests where it was correctly recalled 
(delayed recall frequency or DRF).
For those word pairs never recalled during leaming, i.e. IRF = 0, the more its 
memory has been enhanced during the retention interval, the more frequently they 
will be remembered in the delayed cued recall tests (high DRF). If the enhancement 
of declarative memory depends on sleep, DRF of these word pairs will be higher 
after sleep than after wakefulness retention.
On the other hand, for those word pairs that have been correctly recalled at least once 
in the leaming session (IRF >= 1), their successful retrieval after the retention 
interval indicates a maintenance of performance and memory stabilization. On the 
contrary, an absence of stabilization will result in forgetting, and at retest, the word 
pair will not be consistently recollected, or in the most severe case, no longer be 
retrievable. Low DRFs will, therefore, be resulted. If sleep facilitates the stabilization
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of declarative memory, DRF after sleep will be higher than that found after 
wakefulness.
However, even when no feedback is given in a recall test, performance in subsequent 
tests may improve (Bjork, 1975). Therefore, a more stringent way to quantify 
memory enhancement and stabilization is to consider the amount of word pairs at 
each level of leaming that are correctly recalled in the first test after the retention 
interval. Specifically, the extent of enhancement is indicated by the percentage of 
word pairs never recalled at leaming that could be remembered in the first delayed 
recall test. To quantify the extent of forgetting or a lack of stabilization, among those 
word pairs that had been consistently recalled throughout the leaming session (i.e. in 
all the three tests at leaming), the percentage that was not remembered in the first 
delayed test was calculated. A similar percentage was calculated for the forgetting of 
word pairs correctly recalled twice (i.e. in the second and the third tests at leaming), 
and those correctly recalled once (i.e. only in the final recall test at leaming). By 
comparing these three percentages which represent the forgetting of word pairs 
acquired to various extents, the effect of level of leaming on memory stabilization 
can be determined. The impact of sleep can also be investigated by contrasting these 
percentages after sleep and after wakefulness retention. It should be highlighted that 
to ensure that forgetting of those word pairs recalled in only some of the tests in the 
leaming session did occur during the retention interval, only those pairs successfully 
retrieved at the end of leaming were included. This is essential because for those 
word pairs correctly recalled initially during acquisition but was no longer 
remembered later in the leaming session, it is not clear whether forgetting took place 
before or during the retention interval.
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Due to the additional details provided by a word pair level analysis over the 
traditional method, in this thesis, these two more sophisticated, word pair level 
approaches to define declarative memory stabilization and enhancement, both of 
which involving the examination of the consistency of word pair retrieval at leaming 
and at retest, were explored. The role of sleep in stabilizing and enhancing 
declarative memory as assessed with these two new approaches as well as the 
traditional method were contrasted.
1.4.3 Lack of experimental testing on Stickgold’s (2004) hypothesis
In the existing literature, participants were required to leam either semantically 
related or unrelated word pairs, and because of the differences among these studies in 
experimental paradigms and procedures, e.g. the use of daytime wakefulness or sleep 
deprived controls, and the number of word pairs leamed, it is difficult to compare the 
consolidating effect of sleep on declarative materials varying in semantic relatedness. 
Thus, at the start of the research reported in this thesis, Stickgold’s (2004) hypothesis 
remained to be tested systematically within the same participants in a single study. In 
all the five studies reported here, the influence of both noctumal sleep and daytime 
napping were examined, and semantic relatedness was experimentally manipulated 
in order to obtain convergent evidence on its moderating effect on the sleep-memory 
relationship. Specifically, all the participants were required to leam both related and 
unrelated word pairs within the same laboratory session. This would help to clarify 
whether sleep facilitates the stabilization of the recently acquired associations of 
unrelated word pairs and thereby reduces forgetting as well as the enhancement of
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the pre-existing associations of related word pair to improve recall performance 
across a retention interval.
1.5 Purposes of the five studies of this thesis
The results of five empirical studies are reported in this thesis. Study 1 and study 2 
focused on the effect of ovemight sleep, and examined whether the sleep-declarative 
memory relationship was influenced by the semantic relatedness as well as the level 
of leaming of the word pairs. Since level of leaming was derived post hoc in the first 
two studies, it was experimentally manipulated by using a concurrent distraction task 
in Study 3, or semantic linkages in Study 4 so as to impair or improve leaming 
performance. A daytime napping paradigm was used in Study 3 and Study 4 as an 
attempt to obtain convergent evidence for the role of both ovemight sleep and 
daytime nap. The effect of a daytime nap was further examined in Study 5 to 
determine whether having a nap immediately after leaming as opposed to a delayed 
nap contributed differently to the consolidation of declarative memory. Before 
reporting the results of each study, an overview of the general methodology is first 
provided.
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CHAPTER 2 GENERAL METHODOLOGY
In this chapter, we will provide an overview of the psychological measures used in 
screening and the five studies as well as the details of the electrophysiological 
measures used for polysomnography in Studies 3, 4, and 5. Finally, the statistics used 
in the studies will be summarized.
2.1 Psychological measures
2.1.1 Screening
Participants were recruited through poster campaigns on the University of Surrey 
campus and the university email system between October and December 2006 for 
Study 1 (n = 185), in March 2007 for Study 2 (n = 56), between October 2007 and 
January 2008 for Study 3 and Study 4 (n = 199), and between April and June 2008 
for Study 5 (n = 105). Participants in all the five studies were required to complete a 
screening questionnaire. Hard copies of the screening questionnaire were available at 
the Department of Psychology, and upon request, electronic copies were sent to the 
participants.
A total of 545 questionnaires were returned. The mean age of the respondents was 
23.21 (SD = 6.68), and 90.1% were between 17 and 30 years old. About two-third 
were females (male: 32.2%; female: 67.8%). Because of the differences in the 
requirements across studies (such as the need to have daytime naps in the laboratory 
in Studies 3, 4, and 5), selection criteria were adjusted and the screening
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questionnaire was modified accordingly. In general, the screening questionnaire 
consisted of the British Sleep Survey (Groeger, Zijlstra, & Dijk, 2004), the 
Momingness-Eveningness Questionnaire (Home & Ostberg, 1976), the Pittsburgh 
Sleep Quality Index (Buysse, Reynolds, III, Monk, Berman, & Kupfer, 1989), and 
the Epworth Sleepiness Scale (Johns, 1991).
2.1.1.1 British Sleep Survey
The screening questionnaire used in each study consisted of items extracted from the 
British Sleep Survey (BSS; Groeger et al., 2004) which assessed participants’ sleep / 
wake schedule, sleep quality, and frequency of sleep difficulties over the past seven 
days (Appendix 1). Participants were required to report their bedtime and wake time 
on work days as well as on rest days. They also indicated their sleep quality in the 
previous week on a 6-point Likert scale (“0” = “very good”; “5” = “very poor”). In 
addition, they reported the frequency of feeling rested and refreshed upon waking on 
a 5-point scale (“1” = “never”; “5” = “always”), and rated the degree of tiredness 
they experienced when they went to bed on a 6-point Likert scale (“0” = “not at all”; 
“5” = “very tired”). Participants indicated the frequency of having difficulty getting 
to sleep, staying asleep, waking on time, getting enough sleep, and getting going 
after they woke up in the past week (“1” = “not at all”; “2” = “1-3 nights”, “3” = “4 
or more nights”; “4” = “don’t know / can’t recall”).
We found that participants showed marked difference in their sleep / wake schedules 
on work days and on rest days (Table 2.1).
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Table 2.1 Differences in sleep / wake schedule and sleep quality on work days 
and on rest days
N
Work day 
Mean SD
Rest day 
Mean SD t
Bedtime (hr:min) 543 23:53 (01:17) 01:02 (02:06) 13.94 ***
Wake time (hrrmin) 543 07:55 (01:07) 10:11 (02:02) 29.53 ***
Time in bed (hr:min) 541 07:29 (01:08) 08:57 (01:58) 17.51 ***
Nap duration (hr) 542 0.43 ( 0.73) 0.43 ( 0.87) .04
Sleep quality 542 2.22 ( 1.26) 1.79 ( 1.33) 7.74***
Frequency of feeling rested / refreshed upon waking 541 2.96 ( 1.33) 3.55 ( 0.92) 10.12 ***
Degree of tiredness when going to bed 542 3.58 ( 1.03) 3.30 ( 1.18) 4.99 ***
Note: ***/?<.001
Compared to work days, on rest days, participants went to bed approximately one 
hour later and woke up approximately two hours later (r(542) = 13.94 and 29.53, 
both ps < .001). As a result, they slept for a longer period of time on rest days (8.95 ± 
1.97 hours vs. 7.48 ± 1.13 hours; r(540) = 17.51, p < .001). A recent large-scale sleep 
survey (Groeger et al., 2004) showed that British adults, particularly those who were 
employed, slept for 6.94 hours on work days, and their sleep duration increased to 
7.32 hours on rest days. Note that participants in the present sample reported a longer 
sleep duration than the survey sample. This was probably because of the fact that the 
present sample was recruited on university campus and consisted mainly of young 
individuals.
The effect of work days and rest days did not only affect sleep timing and duration, 
but also sleep quality. Participants reported higher quality of sleep on rest days
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(r(541) = 7.74, p < .001). In addition, on rest days, participants were less tired when 
they went to bed (^(541) = 4.99, p < .001), and more frequently felt rested and 
refreshed upon waking (r(540) = 10.12, p < .001). Durations of naps on work days 
and rest days were very similar (r(541) = .04, p > .05).
In the present sample, the most prevalent sleep difficulty reported was difficulty 
getting enough sleep with 25.1% of the participants having this problem for four or 
more nights in the past week (Table 2.2). Difficulty waking on time and getting 
going after waking for the majority of the nights in the previous week was reported 
by about 20% of the participants. About 10% reported having difficulties getting to 
sleep and staying asleep in the majority of nights in the past week. The prevalence of 
these sleep difficulties (except difficulty getting going after waking) has been 
reported in a recent large-scale survey on British adults (Groeger et al., 2004), and 
the data of the three youngest age groups in that study (16-19, 20-24, and 25-29 
years) were averaged and listed in Table 2.2. Those age groups were chosen since the 
present screening sample consisted mainly of individuals below 30 years of age. The 
prevalence rates reported here and previously were similar.
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Table 2.2 Prevalence of sleep difficulties in the present screening sample and a 
previous large-scale British sleep survey
Present screening Younger age groups in 
sample Groeger et ai. (2004)
Difficulty getting enough sleep 25.1% 19.1%
Difficulty waking on time 21.3% 14.2%
Difficulty getting going after waking 18.9% -
Difficulty getting to sleep 12.3% 13.6%
Difficulty staying asleep 8.9% 11.2%
2.1.1.2 The Momingness-Eveningness Questionnaire
In all the five studies, participants’ momingness-eveningness preference was 
assessed with the Momingness-Eveningness Questionnaire (MEQ; Home et al., 
1976). On five of the items, participants were provided with a time scale on which 
they indicated their preferred working, rising and bedtimes, their usual bedtime, and 
the time they “feel best”. On each of the other items, four options were given, and 
participants were required to choose the answer that described them best. The total 
score, which ranges from 6 to 86 with high scores indicating momingness 
preference, was calculated and used to categorize participants into the extreme 
evening type (6-30), the moderately evening type (31-41), the neither type (42-58), 
the moderately moming type (59-69), or the extreme moming type (70-86).
Most of the respondents (62.8%) belonged to the neither type, while 12.1% and 
20.7% belonged to the moderately moming type and the moderately evening type
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respectively. As might be expected, the two extreme types were the least common 
(definitely moming type; 0.9%; definitely evening type: 3.4%; Figure 2.1). The low 
prevalence of the two extreme types were also found in another study using a British 
sample (N = 484; Archer et al., 2003).
Figure 2.1 Distribution of momingness-eveningness preference in all the five 
studies (N = 535)
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Since daytime napping was involved in Studies 3, 4, and 5, participants in these 
studies were required to report how frequently they napped every week (never, 1-2 
times a week, 3-4 times a week, 5-6 times a week, or every day). Of the 304 
individuals who retumed their screening questionnaire in Studies 3, 4, and 5, 39.4%
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of them never napped, 41.1%, 15.2%, 2.3%, and 2.0% took a nap 1-2 times a week, 
3-4 times a week, 5-6 times a week, and everyday respectively.
2.1.1.4 The Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index
The Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI; Buysse et al., 1989) was included only in 
Study 5 in order to measure participants’ long-term sleep quality. Participants 
reported their usual bedtime, wake time, duration of actual sleep, sleep latency, sleep 
quality, the frequency of using sleep medicine, and the frequency of experiencing 
daytime dysfunction in the past month. They also needed to indicate how frequently 
during the past month they experienced nine different sleep disturbances, including 
failing to sleep within 30 minutes, waking up in the middle of the night or early 
moming, having to get up to use the bathroom, failure to breathe comfortably, 
coughing or snoring loudly, feeling too cold, feeling too hot, having bad dreams, and 
having pain. Participants could also report other disturbances they had had in the past 
month and the frequency of occurrence. Based on participants’ responses, the score 
of each of the seven PSQI components (sleep quality, sleep latency, sleep duration, 
habitual sleep efficiency, sleep disturbance, use of sleep medication, and daytime 
dysfunction) was computed. Each component score ranges from 0 to 3 with high 
scores indicating poor sleep. The sum of these component scores is referred to as the 
global PSQI score. Individuals with a global PSQI score greater than 5 were poor 
sleepers (Buysse et al., 1989). Of the 105 respondents in Study 5, 35.6% had a global 
PSQI score greater than 5 and therefore, were poor sleepers (Figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.2 Distribution of PSQI global score in Study 5 (N = 104)
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The Epworth Sleepiness Scale
The Epworth Sleepiness Scale (BSS; Johns, 1991) was used only in Study 5 to 
measure participants’ level of daytime sleepiness. Participants rated the chance of 
dozing in eight situations on a 4-point Likert scale (“0” = “would never doze”; “1” = 
“slight chance of dozing”; “2” = “moderate chance of dozing”; “3” = “high chance of 
dozing”). The eight situations are sitting and reading, watching TV, sitting / inactive 
in a public place, as a passenger in a car for an hour without a break, lying down to 
rest in the afternoon when circumstances permit, sitting and talking to someone, 
sitting quietly after a lunch without alcohol, and in a car while stopped for a few 
minutes in the traffic. The sum of participants’ responses was computed and a score 
greater than 10 indicated excessive daytime sleepiness. In our screening sample, the 
prevalence of excessive daytime sleepiness, i.e. an ESS score greater than 10, was 
18.3% (Figure 2.3).
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Figure 2.3 Distribution of ESS score in Study 5 (N = 104)
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In general, the screening sample consisted mainly of young individuals who were 
representative of the young British population in terms of their sleep pattern, the 
prevalence of their sleep difficulties and their momingness-eveningness preference. 
More than one-third of the respondents were poor sleepers, and 1 out of 5 was found 
to be excessively sleepy during the day.
2.1.2 Studies
In this section, the details of those psychological measures used in the majority of the 
studies will be briefly summarized. For those measures that were used in only Study 
1 and Study 2, their details will be reported in the method sections of the 
corresponding study.
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2.1.2.1 Paired-associate task
In all the five studies, participants were required to leam a list of 80 cue-target word 
pairs in each laboratory session. The word pairs were presented on a computer screen 
three times. Following each presentation, participants’ memory was tested 
immediately with a cued recall test. Recall performance was assessed again after a 
retention interval which ranged from 90 minutes in Study 3 and Study 4 to 12 hours 
in Study 1 and Study 2. Among the 80 word pairs, 40 were semantically related to 
each other (e.g. pilot-plane), while the others were semantically unrelated (e.g. 
pepper-elbow). All the responses were subsequently coded manually. Stimulus 
presentations and response capture was controlled by Cognitive Performance Test 
Battery software (Groeger, 2007). Details about the nature of the word pairs (e.g. 
their semantic relatedness and how they were formed) and stimuli presentation (e.g. 
inter-pair interval) differ across studies and, therefore, will be reported in the method 
section in each of the following chapters.
Paired-associate performance was reflected by the number of correctly recalled word 
pairs in each immediate and delayed recall test. In each study, the extent of 
declarative memory enhancement and stabilization was first determined in a 
traditional approach by comparing the total number of correct recalls before and after 
the retention interval similar to most of the previous studies (section 2.1.2.1.1). We 
also used a word pair level approach which involves first categorizing how well each 
word pair was acquired prior to the retention interval and then measuring how often 
the word pairs at each level of leaming could be recalled after the retention interval 
(section 2.1.2.1.2). We also examined the percentage of word pairs at each level of
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leaming that were recalled or forgotten across the retention interval (section 
2.1.2.1.3).
2.1.2.1.1 Number of correct recalls
The total number of related and unrelated words correctly recalled in each of the 
three immediate recall tests at leaming and each of the three delayed recall tests at 
retest was counted. As in most previous studies, the effect of the retention interval 
was quantified by comparing the number of correct recalls in the final immediate 
recall test before the retention interval with that in the first delayed recall test after 
(each segment o f) the retention interval. Memory enhancement was indicated by an 
increase in the number of correctly recalled word pairs across the retention interval 
(Table 2.3). In contrast, memory stabilization was reflected by a maintenance of 
recall performance. A lack of memory stabilization would result in a decrease in the 
number of correct recalls, i.e. forgetting, across the retention interval.
Percentage change from the final immediate recall test to the first delayed recall test 
was also calculated and compared between the sleep and the wake groups (Study 1, 
Study 2, and Study 5) or conditions (Study 3 and Study 4) to determine the effects of 
sleep on the extent of memory enhancement and stabilization.
’ Due to the design of Study 5, recall performance was assessed at three time points across the 7.75- 
hour retention interval (refer to 5.2.2 for further details).
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2.1.2.1.2 Delayed recall frequency at different levels of learning
For each participant, the number of times each of the 80 word pairs was correctly 
recalled during the three immediate cued recall tests in the leaming session was 
counted to determine its immediate recall frequency (IRF), which reflects its level of 
leaming. The same procedure was performed on retest responses to determine how 
often each word pair was successfully retrieved during the three delayed recall tests 
after the retention interval which indicates its delayed recall frequency (DRF).
For those word pairs that had never been recalled during leaming, which will be 
referred to as IRFq pairs hereafter, successful retrieval after the retention interval 
reflected offline memory enhancement (Table 2.3). On the other hand, for those word 
pairs that had been correctly recalled in one, two, or all three of the immediate recall 
tests in the leaming session (IRFi, IRF2, and IRF3 pairs), successful retrieval at retest 
indicated offline memory stabilization which protected the word pairs from 
forgetting. To quantify the consistency of these enhanced and stabilized word pairs 
being retrieved after the retention interval, the delayed recall frequency (DRF) of 
each of these word pairs was counted. The average DRF of word pairs at each level 
of leaming was calculated for each participant, and was compared between the sleep 
and the wake groups (Study 1, Study 2, and Study 5) or conditions (Study 3 and 
Study 4) to determine whether word pairs were recalled more often after sleep than 
after wakefulness. This approach was used in the first four studies, but not Study 5, 
because of study design.
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2.1.2.1.3 Percentage of word pairs (not) recalled in the first delayed recall 
test
The second word-pair level approach considered participants’ recall responses in 
only the first delayed recall test after (each segment of) the retention interval, in 
contrast to the previous approach where accuracy and consistency of responses in all 
the three delayed recall tests were taken into account. This helped to eliminate the 
possibility that any performance improvement observed in the retest session was due 
to multiple retrieval attempts after the retention interval. In this approach, the 
percentage of IRFq word pairs that could be recalled in the first delayed recall test 
was calculated to quantify the extent of enhancement (Table 2.3). To quantify the 
extent of forgetting, the percentage of IRF3 pairs that were no longer remembered at 
retest was calculated. A similar percentage was calculated separately for the 
forgetting of IRFi and IRF2 word pairs. However, for these word pairs which had not 
been consistently recalled in the learning session, in order to ensure that forgetting 
took place during, but not before, the retention interval, we only considered those 
IRFi pairs correctly recalled in the final immediate recall test, and those IRF2 pairs 
correctly recalled in the last two immediate recall tests (Table 2.4).
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Table 2.3 Summary of the three approaches to define declarative memory 
enhancement and stabilization
Approach Enhancement Stabilization
Forgetting (Lack of 
Stabilization)
1. Change in the number Increase 
o f correct recalls
N o significant change Decrease
2. Delayed recall 
frequency (DRF)
3. Percentage (not) 
recalled in the first word pairs recalled 
delayed recall test
DRF o f IRFo word DRF o f IRFi, IRF2,
pairs and IRF3 word pairs
Percentage of IRFo - Percentage of IRFi,
IRF2, and IRF3 word 
pairs not recalled
Note: IRF = immediate recall frequency, i.e. the number of immediate recall tests 
where the word pair was correctly recalled in the learning session
Table 2.4 Categorization of word pairs enhanced and forgotten during the 
retention interval
Correct recalls in each 
immediate recall test
Correct recalls in 
the first delayed 
recall test
(Number of (A) word pairs /  Number of
IRl IR2 IR3 DRl (A) DRl (B) (A)+(B) word pairs) x 100%
IRFo X X X y X % enhanced
IRFi X X / X y % not stabilized (forgotten)
IRF2 X / y X y % not stabilized (forgotten)
IRF3 y y X y % not stabilized (forgotten)
Note: FRX = the immediate recall test;
DRl = the first delayed recall test
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2.1.2.2 Karolinska Sleepiness Scale
The Karolinska Sleepiness Scale (KSS) was used in all the five studies except Study 
1 to measure subjective sleepiness level in the learning and the retest sessions. 
Participants were presented on a computer screen nine descriptions about different 
levels of sleepiness. They were instructed to choose the option which best described 
their current level of sleepiness on a 9-point scale (“1” = “very alert”; “9” = “very 
sleepy, great effort to keep awake”; see Appendix 2 for verbatim instructions and all 
the nine descriptions) (Akerstedt & Gillberg, 1990). Stimulus presentations and 
response capture for KSS was controlled by the Cognitive Performance Test Battery 
software (Groeger, 2007).
2.1.2.3 Psychomotor vigilance task
A 10-minute computerized psychomotor vigilance task (PVT), modified from Dinges 
and Powell (1985), was administered in Study 3, Study 4, and Study 5 to assess 
participants’ vigilance level at learning and retest. A counter which started counting 
at variable intervals ranging from 2,000 ms to 10,000 ms was presented on the 
computer screen. Participants were required to respond as quickly as possible every 
time the counter started counting by a mouse click (see Appendix 3 for verbatim 
instructions). After each response, the counter stopped and participants were 
informed in advance that the number on the screen represented their reaction time in 
millisecond. If no response was given within 10,000 ms, a new trial began. If the 
participants responded before stimulus onset, the word ‘ANTICIPATION’ was 
displayed. The mean, median, and standard deviation of reaction time, the inverse of
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the mean reaction time of the fastest 10% responses as well as that of the slowest 
10% responses, the number of lapses (> 500 ms), and the number of anticipations 
were analyzed. Stimulus presentations and response capture for PVT was controlled 
by Cognitive Performance Test Battery software (Groeger, 2007).
2.2 Sleep measures
2.2.1 Actigraphy
Participants in all the five studies were required to wear an actiwatch for the 
assessment of habitual sleep-wake schedule and compliance with the protocol. The 
duration of the actigraphy period varied across studies and will be specified in the 
method section of each chapter. Actiwatches record all movements greater than 
0.05g with filters set to 3-11 Hz. Participants’ movement data were recorded in 1- 
minute epoch. Actigraphy data were scored with the Actiwatch Activity and Sleep 
Analysis software (version 5.43, Cambridge Neurotechnology Ltd.). The final 
activity score was calculated by using the algorithm A = 0.04E.2 + 0.20E_i + Eq +
0.20E+1 + 0.04E+2 (A = final activity score, E = epoch). Nocturnal sleep parameters, 
such as sleep duration and sleep efficiency, were calculated using a medium 
sensitivity algorithm, with which an activity count greater than or equal to 40 was 
defined as waking.
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2.2.2 Polysomnography
In Study 3, Study 4, and Study 5, sleep EEG during the 90-minute nap opportunities 
was recorded with a Vitaport 3 recorder (TEMEC®) and a ten-channel montage 
consisting of six EEG (F3-A2, F4-A1, C3-A2, C4-A1, 02-Al, 01-A2), two EGG, 
and two EMG channels. Each 30-second epoch was scored according to standard 
criteria (Rechtschaffen & Kales, 1968).
2.2.3 Statistics
In the following chapters, the mean of the psychological and sleep measures of each 
sleep and wake groups or conditions will be presented, and variability within group 
or condition will be indicated by standard deviation (SD) unless otherwise specified. 
Between-subject contrasts will be tested with independent-samples t tests and 
ANOVAs, while within-subject contrasts will be tested with paired-samples t tests 
and repeated-measures ANOVAs with Greenhouse-Geisser correction where 
appropriate. Results of Pearson correlational analyses will be reported to show the 
relationship between sleep and the offline processing of declarative memory.
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CHAPTER 3 ENHANCEMENT AND STABH.IZATION OF DECLARATIVE 
AND PROCEDURAL MEMORY DURING NOCTURNAL SLEEP AND 
DAYTIME WAKEFULNESS
3.1 Introduction
Empirical findings regarding the effect of nocturnal sleep on offline declarative 
memory processing are mixed. Some studies showed that nocturnal sleep facilitated 
the stabilization of recently acquired declarative memory, thereby reducing the 
amount of information forgotten over time (Barrett et al., 1972; Ekstrand, 1967; 
Ekstrand et al., 1971; Fowler et al., 1973; Yaroush et al., 1971). In contrast, Plihal 
and Bom (1997) more recently demonstrated an improvement in the recall of 
declarative information over sleep at night, and hence, revealed that during nocturnal 
sleep, declarative memory was enhanced, instead of merely stabilized.
Stickgold (2004) hypothesized that semantic relatedness of the declarative materials 
learned was the critical factor in determining the presence and absence of overnight 
improvement in memory recall. Accordingly, nocturnal sleep facilitates memory 
enhancement of semantically related materials because they involve hippocampally- 
independent, pre-existing associations, in contrast to the hippocamplly-dependent, 
newly acquired associations of semantically unrelated stimuli. In Study 1, 
Stickgold’s (2004) hypothesis was tested by directly examining the moderating effect 
of semantic relatedness. In this experiment, participants acquired both related and 
unrelated word pairs in the same laboratory session. Based on Stickgold’s (2004) 
proposal and previous empirical findings, it was hypothesized that the number of
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correctly recalled related word pairs would increase across an overnight sleep 
retention interval but not over an equivalent period of daytime wakefulness. In 
contrast, the number of correctly recalled unrelated word pairs would not increase 
regardless of the type of retention interval involved.
In addition to the traditional approach which is based on the total number of word 
pairs recalled, we also used two new word pair level approaches, which took level of 
learning of each word pair into account, to explore the differential effects of 
nocturnal sleep on the stabilization and enhancement of related and unrelated word 
pairs that had been acquired to different levels of learning. In the first approach, we 
assessed the frequency of recall of word pairs acquired at each level of learning. 
Based on the selective memory enhancing effect of sleep on related word pairs, we 
hypothesized that when word pairs had been poorly learned, related, but not 
unrelated, word pairs would be preferentially enhanced during sleep and therefore, 
more frequently recalled after overnight than after daytime retention. Due to the 
empirical evidence for the slower forgetting of unrelated word pairs over sleep than 
over wakefulness, we hypothesized that when word pairs had been relatively well 
learned, memory of unrelated, but not related, word pairs would be preferentially 
stabilized during sleep, resulting in a higher delayed recall frequency of unrelated 
word pairs after overnight than after daytime retention. Similarly, the second 
approach which measured the percentage of word pairs recalled or forgotten at retest 
would reveal a greater percentage of poorly learned related word pairs that could be 
recovered after overnight than after daytime retention, while a smaller percentage of 
relatively well learned unrelated word pairs would be forgotten during overnight than 
during daytime retention.
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Apart from the effect of nocturnal sleep on declarative memory, we also investigated 
the relationship between sleep and procedural memory stabilization and enhancement 
in Study 1. We did so for two reasons. Firstly, previous sleep and declarative 
memory studies suggested that nocturnal sleep selectively enhanced the memory of 
semantically related word pairs which are easier to acquire because of the pre­
existing associations involved than unrelated word pairs. However, in the procedural 
memory domain, instead of improving easier motor skills, sleep selectively facilitates 
the enhancement of the more difficult component of procedural memory tasks. Using 
the finger-tapping task. Walker and colleagues identified for each participant, the 
quickest and the slowest transitions which respectively represented the easiest and 
the most difficult component of the task (Kuriyama, Stickgold, & Walker, 2004). 
They showed that while the speed of the fastest transition increased for only 1% 
overnight, an 18% increase in speed was found for the slowest transition, providing 
the first evidence for the moderating effect of task difficulty on the sleep-procedural 
memory relationship. It is not clear whether these results could be generalized to 
other motor skills, and this was addressed in Study 1 with the use of a procedural 
motor task which, unbeknownst to the participants, involved both an easier and a 
more difficult learning components (the pursuit-tracking task). Based on Walker and 
colleagues’s (2004) study, it was hypothesized that across overnight retention, 
performance of the more difficult motor component, but not the easier one, would 
improve, and there would not be any change in performance across daytime retention 
regardless of task difficulty.
The second reason for investigating the role of nocturnal sleep in offline declarative 
as well as procedural processing is that the independence of the mechanisms
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involved could be examined. Declarative and procedural memory are supported by 
different brain structures (for a review, see Squire & Zola, 1996), and experience- 
dependent activities in these brain areas during post-leaming sleep are related to 
overnight performance improvement (Maquet et al., 2000; Peigneux et al., 2004). 
Therefore, neurophysiological evidence does suggest that distinct brain areas are 
involved in the offline processing of declarative and procedural memory.
The independence of the declarative and the procedural memory systems during 
sleep are also supported by behavioural data, but interestingly, during wakefulness, 
offline processing of declarative memory is impaired if in the learning session, 
paired-associate learning was followed by the acquisition of a ‘procedural’ task 
(Brown & Robertson, 2007a). However, the ‘procedural’ task used in that study was 
a serial reaction time task which, in fact, involves declarative components (Brown & 
Robertson, 2007b). It may be these declarative rather than the procedural 
components of this ‘procedural’ task that interfere with declarative memory 
consolidation. Therefore, in Study 1, we used a procedural task without any 
declarative components, i.e. pursuit tracking, to determine whether its acquisition 
had any impact on offline declarative memory processing both during sleep and 
wakefulness. Some participants acquired both the paired-associate task and the 
pursuit tracking task within the same laboratory session, and the change in their 
declarative and procedural performance was compared with those who acquired only 
one of these tasks so as to determine the independence of offline consolidation 
mechanisms of declarative and procedural memory at a behavioural level. Dual-task 
groups were used in some previous studies (Backhaus & Junghanns, 2006; Plihal et
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al., 1997; Tucker et al., 2006), although they did not include any single-task control 
group.
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3.2 Study 1
3.2.1 Method
3.2.1.1 Participants
The sample consisted of 15 male and 45 female participants (mean age = 22.73, SD 
= 5.02 years), who were all screened for sleep duration and difficulties based on 
items derived from the British Sleep Survey (Groeger et al., 2004), and the 
Momingness-Eveningness Questionnaire (MEQ; Home et al., 1976). The inclusion 
criteria are listed below:
1. Reported bed time: 22:30-01:00;
2. Reported wake time: 06:30-08:30;
3. Reported sleep duration: 5-9 hours every night, i.e. within one standard deviation
of the average amount of sleep British people in their 20s had each night
(Groeger et al., 2004);
4. Reported no persistent sleep difficulties;
5. Reported neither extreme momingness nor eveningness preference; and
6. Reported not taking any medication (except oral contraceptives).
All participants were financially compensated for their time and effort.
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3.2.1.2 Procedure and design
Figure 3.1 Experimental protocol of Study 1
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Twenty-four hours before participating in the two laboratory sessions (learning and 
retest), all the participants began wearing an actiwatch (Actiwatch-L Cambridge 
Neurotechnology Ltd) so that their pre-learning sleep duration, sleep latency, and 
sleep efficiency could be assessed (Figure 3.1; refer to section 2.2.1 for further 
details about actigraphy). Participants were instructed to sleep according to their 
habitual sleep-wake schedule, and to abstain from caffeine, alcohol, and napping for 
the duration of the study. Participants were permitted to engage in their normal daily 
activities outside the laboratory sessions.
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In the learning session, participants first performed working memory tasks (verbal 1-, 
2- and 3-back) which assessed their cognitive executive functions (see Groeger et al., 
2008). Then, 20 participants were randomly assigned to learn a declarative task 
(paired-associate task; PA-only group), and another 20 learned a procedural task 
(pursuit tracking task; PT-only group). The remaining 20 participants learned both 
tasks (PA-PT group) with the order of task presentation counterbalanced between 
subjects but remaining the same in both the learning and the retest sessions. 
Performance of all the participants was retested after a 12-hour retention interval on 
whatever tasks had been learned earlier. However, in each of the three groups, half of 
the participants had their learning session at 21:00 and were retested at 09:00 the 
following day, so they slept during the retention interval (overnight retention group), 
with sleep parameters monitored using actigraphy. The learning session of the 
remaining participants started at 09:00, with retesting at 21:00 on the same day and 
thus, this group’s retention interval involved a period of wakefulness (daytime 
retention group). They were instructed not to nap during the retention interval, and 
compliance was confirmed with actigraphy.
3.2.1.3 Measures and data treatment
Verbal n-back. Participants’ cognitive executive functions at both learning and 
retest were assessed with the verbal version of the 1-, 2-, and 3-back tasks which 
were adapted from previous studies (Braver et al., 1997; Groeger et al., 2008). 
Participants were shown nine consonants, one at a time, on a computer screen, and 
were required to indicate whether the current stimulus matched with the one 
immediately before it (i.e. 1-back). In the 2-back task, the current stimulus was
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compared with the one that appeared two items previously, while in the 3-back task, 
the current stimulus was compared with the one that appeared three items previously 
(see Appendix 4 for verbatim instructions). Each stimulus was presented for 500 ms 
and the inter-stimulus interval was 1,500 ms. The ratio of match to non-match trials 
was 1:2. In both laboratory sessions, all the participants first performed the 1-back 
task, followed by the 2-back task, and finally the 3-back task. Each task lasted for 
about 2 minutes. Stimulus presentations and response capture was controlled by 
Cognitive Performance Test Battery software (Groeger, 2007). The number of 
correct responses in each of the three tasks was measured, and the percentage of 
correct responses was used in all the analyses.
Paired-associate task (PA). Eighty cue-target word pairs, taken from an earlier 
study (Furstenberg, Sebrechts, & Seamonm, 1987), were presented sequentially on a 
computer screen for 3,000 ms each, with an inter-stimulus interval of 500 ms. Cues 
were always displayed on the left side of the screen and targets on the right (see 
Appendix 5 for verbatim instructions and pictorial illustration). Each presentation 
block was immediately followed by a cued recall test (immediate cued recall) in 
which participants were shown only the cue of each pair for 2,000 ms, and they 
needed to say aloud the target word with which each was originally paired (see 
Appendix 6 for verbatim instructions and pictorial illustration). Participants’ verbal 
responses were recorded and subsequently coded manually. Stimulus presentations 
and response capture was controlled by Cognitive Performance Test Battery software 
(Groeger, 2007).
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Among the 80 word pairs, 40 were semantically related to each other (e.g. pilot- 
plane), while the others were semantically unrelated (e.g. pepper-elbow). The 
difference in semantic relatedness between these two kinds of word pairs was 
validated in a pilot study (N = 10) in which participants rated each pair on how well 
the two words were related to each other in meaning (“0” = “very unrelated”; “4” = 
“very related”; refer to Appendix 7 for detailed instructions) ^ . They attributed 
significantly higher ratings in semantic relatedness to the a priori defined related 
pairs (3.44 ± 0.21 vs. 0.92 ± 0.54, r(78) = 26.37, p < .001). In fact, these pairs had the 
highest forty semantic relatedness ratings while the lowest 40 ratings were given to 
the a priori defined unrelated word pairs (refer to Appendix 8 for all the word pairs 
used in Study 1 and their individual semantic relatedness rating).
In the learning session, related word pairs were presented before the block of 
unrelated word pairs, while in the cued recall tests, presentation was randomized. 
The learning session consisted of three blocks of word pair presentation and recall, 
while the retest session was comprised of only three delayed cued recall tests. The 
cued recall tests used in both occasions did not involve any feedback. The learning 
and the retest sessions lasted for about 15 and 6 minutes respectively. Learning and 
memory performance was quantified in a variety of ways in order to elucidate the 
enhancement and stabilization of declarative memory (see sections 2.1.2.1 for further 
details and Table 2.3 for a summary).
In the pilot study, participants rated the 80 word pairs on their semantic relatedness (as reported in 
the main text), frequency of co-occurrence in language (“0” = “not at all”; “4” = “very often”), and 
ease of imagining (“0” = “very difficult”; “4” = “very easy”; refer to Appendix 7 for detailed 
instructions). Participants found it easier to mentally picture the a priori defined related pairs (3.38 ± 
0.42 vs. 0.67 ± 0.58, ?(78) = 23.88, p  < .001). They also judged that the a priori defined related pairs 
appeared together more often in everyday language than the a priori defined unrelated pairs (3.20 + 
0.38 vs. 1.20 ± 0.52,1(78) = 19.74, p < .001).
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Pursuit tracking task (FT). In this motor control task, based upon Frith (1973) and 
Maquet et al. (2003), participants saw a moving target on a computer screen, and 
they were required to keep a cursor in alignment with the target at all times by 
moving a wireless PC mouse with their non-dominant hand (see Appendix 9 for 
verbatim instructions). Their non-dominant hand was chosen to minimize the effect 
of pre-existing motor skills, e.g. writing, and the interference of any activities during 
the retention interval. The trajectory of the target had both an easier horizontal and a 
more difficult vertical component. As in Maquet et al. (2003), a single sine wave 
(frequency: 0.423 Hz) controlled target motion along the horizontal axis, while the 
motion of the target along the vertical axis was governed by the sum of four 
nonharmonic sine waves (frequency: 0.267, 0.341, 0.413, and 0.673 Hz). Because of 
this, it was more difficult to predict the trajectory along the vertical axis. Both the 
learning and the retest sessions consisted of three 5-minute blocks, each of which 
was separated by a 1-minute rest. Stimulus presentations and response capture was 
controlled by Cognitive Performance Test Battery software (Groeger, 2007). Task 
performance was quantified in a variety of ways. Euclidean error distance, i.e. the 
shortest distance between the target and the cursor measured in pixels, was averaged 
over each 5-minute learning block and the mean was used to indicate overall 
performance. Its horizontal and vertical components, also measured in pixels, 
reflected performance of the easier and the more difficult components of this 
procedural task respectively.
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3.2.2 Results
In this section, prior to the report of those results regarding the paired-associate and 
the pursuit tracking tasks, initial differences of the groups in demographics were first 
examined. Sleep parameters the night before the learning session and those 
parameters before the retest session were also compared across groups to eliminate 
the possibility that any group differences in memory performance in the two 
laboratory sessions could be due to differences in sleep parameters the night before. 
Furthermore, group contrasts in verbal n-back performance were tested to ensure the 
similarity of the groups in cognitive functions at learning and retest. This was 
particularly important since the laboratory sessions were conducted at different times 
of day for the overnight and the daytime groups and memory performance might be 
affected by circadian factors.
3.2.2.1 Gender and age
There was a slight imbalance in gender in each group, particularly in the overnight 
PA-PT group which consisted of one male but nine females. Results of a one-way 
ANOVA did not reveal any significant age difference among the six groups (F(5,54) 
= 1.47, p > .05; see Table 3.1).
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Table 3.1 Distribution of gender and the mean and standard deviation of the age 
of the overnight and the daytime PA-only, PT-only, and PA-PT groups
Overnight Overnight Overnight Daytime Daytime Daytime
PA-only PT-only PA-PT PA-only PT-only PA-PT
group group group group group group
Gender
Male 3 2 1 4 2 3
Female 7 8 9 6 8 7
Age
Mean 21.62 24.97 20.68 23.00 21.18 24.94
SD 3.58 6.32 3.10 3.91 3.63 7.38
3.2.2.2 Actigraphy
Descriptive statistics of the pre- and post-leaming actigraphy data of each of the six 
groups are reported in Table 3.2.
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Results of ANOVA analyses showed that in the night before the learning session, the 
six groups did not differ in their bedtime, the time when sleep started, the time when 
sleep ended, wake time, sleep latency, or sleep efficiency (F(5,54) = .28 to 2.00, p > 
.05; Table 3.2). However, significant difference was found in sleep duration (F(5,74) 
= 2.91, p < .05). Results of post hoc Tukey tests indicated that the pre-learning sleep 
duration of the daytime PA-only group was significantly shorter than that of the 
overnight PA-only group (6.95 ± 1.30 hr vs. 8.45 ± 0.89 hr, p < .05). However, after 
Bonferroni correction due to multiple comparisons, this difference was no longer 
statistically reliable.
For the three overnight retention groups, ANOVA analyses were performed to 
examine the group differences in sleep parameters the night after learning. No 
reliable group difference was found in any of the sleep parameters (F(2,27) = .10 to 
.70 p > .05; Table 3.2). In addition, two-factorial repeated measures ANOVAs were 
conducted to determine whether sleep parameters in the pre- and post-leaming nights 
differed and whether such difference, if any, was found in all groups (Appendix 10). 
The ovemight retention groups’ bed time, time when sleep started, sleep latency, and 
sleep efficiency were similar the night before and after the teaming session (main 
effect of pre-/post-leaming: F(l,27) = .03 to .67, all ps > .05). However, compared to 
the pre-leaming sleep, their post-leaming sleep episode ended about 20 minutes 
earlier (07:59 ± 01:01 vs. 07:40 ± 00:44, F(l,27) = 4.36, p < .05), and they woke up 
earlier (08:06 ± 01:00 vs. 07:45 ± 00:45, F(l,27) = 6.22, p < .05) probably in order to
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attend retest session which started at 09:00^. Regardless of these differences between 
pre- to post- learning sleep parameters, the duration of the two sleep episodes was 
statistically similar (08:07 ± 00:53 vs. 07:47 ± 00:59, F(l,27) = 2.53, p > .05). 
Results of the ANOVA analyses did not show any group difference in any of the 
sleep parameters (main effect of group: F(2,27) = .06 to 1.32, all ps > .05), and none 
of the pre-/post-leaming x group interactions was significant (F(2,27) = .11 to 1.23, 
all ps > .05).
3.2.2.3 Verbal n-back
The mean and standard deviation of n-back performance at learning and retest are 
presented in Table 3.3.
 ^Care had been taken during screening to minimize the chance that participants needed to rise earlier 
than usual for the morning learning or retest session. Specifically, all participants selected for Study 1 
reported a habitual wake time between 06:30 and 08:30 on the screening questionnaire.
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Table 3.3 Mean and standard deviation of percentage of correct responses in n-
back tasks of the ovemight and the daytime PA-only, PT-only, and PA-PT groups
Overnight Overnight Overnight Daytime Daytime Daytime
PA-only PT-only PA-PT PA-only PT-only PA-PT
group group group group group group
1-hack
Learning 98.54 ( 3.26) 89.79 (18.49) 93.13 (11.07) 88.75 (16.44) 95.42 ( 6.27) 89.38 (19.23)
Retest 94.17 ( 5.54) 88.33 (18.25) 87.29 (19.31) 88.96 (21.27) 96.46 ( 3.11) 97.50 ( 3.07)
2-back
Learning 91.25 ( 6.79) 76.25 (26.74) 88.54 (10.99) 76.46 (23.61) 85.63 (13.12) 76.04 (22.74) 
Retest 86.46 (10.54) 72.92 (21.87) 76.04 (16.79) 80.21 (25.18) 85.63 ( 9.13) 78.33 (25.59)
3-back
Learning 77.71 ( 9.47) 68.13 (23.65) 78.54 ( 9.82) 63.54 (20.98) 74.58 (20.38) 70.42 (21.10)
Retest 72.08 ( 9.58) 62.08 (23.57) 64.58 (14.53) 65.83 (23.27) 74.58 (13.60) 73.96 (17.93)
Separate three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVAs on n-back performance at 
teaming and at retest were conducted to determine the effects of task difficulty, 
retention interval timing, and group (i.e. PA-only, PT-only, or PA-PT). A similar 
pattem was found for n-back performance in both laboratory sessions (Appendix 11). 
During both teaming and retest, as task difficulty increased from 1-, to 2-, and to 3- 
back, performance decreased from about 90% to 80% and further to 70% (main 
effect of difficulty at teaming: F(2,108) = 66.96; at retest: F(2,108) = 70.95, p < .001 
in both cases). This relationship between performance and difficulty showed a strong 
linear trend (teaming: F(l,54) = 97.43, p < .001; retest: F(l,54) = 116.79, p < .001). 
Although the teaming session was conducted in the evening for the ovemight 
retention groups and in the moming for the daytime retention groups, their n-back 
performance was similar (main effect of retention interval timing: F(l,54) = 1.37, p > 
.05). This absence of an effect of retention interval timing was also found at retest
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(F(l,54) = 1.18, p > .05). In addition, n-back performance was independent of 
whether the participants learned the paired-associate task only, the pursuit tracking 
task only, or both tasks (main effect of single / dual task at learning: F(2,54) = .03; at 
retest: F(2,54) = .07, both ps > .05). None of the interaction effects was significant (F 
= .18 to 2.35, all ps > .05).
N-back performance at learning and at retest was then contrasted with paired-sample 
t tests for the ovemight groups to determine whether their cognitive executive 
functions changed from the evening teaming session to the moming retest session 
after sleep. Similar analyses were conducted on the daytime retention groups in order 
compare their performance in the moming teaming session and that in the evening 
retest session after a period of wakefulness.
For the ovemight retention groups, n-back performance was better at teaming (i.e. in 
the evening) than at retest (i.e. in the moming) at all difficulty levels (1-back: 93.82 
± 12.68% vs. 89.93 ± 15.43%, r(39) = 2.21, p < .05; 2-back: 85.35 ± 17.83% vs. 
78.47 ± 17.47%, r(39) = 2.52, p < .05; 3-back: 74.79 ± 15.95% vs. 66.25 ± 16.88%, 
t{39) = 3.68, p < .001). Since the retest session was conducted at about 1.25 hours 
after the participants woke up that day (refer to Table 3.4 for the average time of 
teaming and retest since awakening for both groups), in order to determine whether 
the poorer n-back performance in the moming session could be attributed to sleep 
inertia, time elapsed between waking and performing n-back tasks was calculated 
and correlated with moming n-back performance with the effect of sleep duration 
partialled out. All the Pearson correlations were not statistically significant (1-back:
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r(27) = .16; 2-back: r(27) = .01; 3-back: r(27) = -.04, all ps > .05), indicating 
minimal effect of sleep inertia on moming n-back performance.
Table 3.4 Time of n-back tasks since awakening in the morning
Overnight retention Daytime retention 
groups groups
Time to leaming from awakening 12:53 (00:59) 01:21 (00:37)
(hour:min)
Time to retest from awakening 01:15 (00:37) 13:21 (00:37)
(hour:min)
Furthermore, this difference in moming and evening n-back performance could not 
be attributed to circadian influence because as revealed in Figure 3.2, n-back 
performance of the daytime retention groups was similar in the evening (i.e. at retest) 
and in the moming (i.e. at leaming) at all levels of difficulty (1-back: 94.31 ± 
12.70% vs. 91.18 ± 14.84%, t(39) = 1.15; 2-back: 81.39 ± 20.88% vs. 79.38 ± 
20.18%, t(39) = 1.34; 3-back: 71.46 ± 18.48% vs. 69.51 ± 20.62%, f(39) = 1.17, all 
ps > .05).
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Figure 3.2 N-back performance of the overnight and the daytime retention 
groups as a function of time of day
l-back 2-back 3-back
100
S
I A Overnight PA-only group •  Overnight PT-only group 
■  Overnight PA-PT group 
A Daytime PA-only group 
O Daytime PT-only group 
□  Daytime PA-PT group
Morning 
retest /  learning
Evening
learning
Evening 
learning 
Evening Morning 
retest /  learning
Evening Evening
learning
Morning 
retest / learning
Evening
retest
Time of day of learning and retest
Note: For the overnight retention groups, the learning and the retest sessions were 
respectively in the evening and in the morning;
For the daytime retention groups, the learning and the retest sessions were 
respectively in the morning and in the evening.
In summary, the overnight retention groups had better cognitive executive functions 
in the learning session than at retest, while the daytime retention groups did not 
demonstrate any significant change across the retention interval. Regardless of these 
groups differences in performance change, these two groups were, in fact, similar in 
executive functions in both laboratory sessions.
3.2.2.4 Paired-associate task
In this section, the number of word pairs correctly recalled by the overnight and the 
daytime PA-only and PA-PT groups in the learning session will first be examined to 
ensure that these groups did not differ in their paired-associate performance prior to 
the retention interval (section 3.2.2.4.1). Then, paired-associate performance before
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and after the retention interval will be contrasted in three different ways to examine 
the facilitative role of post-leaming sleep in enhancing and stabilizing declarative 
memory (section 3.2.2.4.2 - section 3.2.2.4.4). Finally, the number of correctly 
recalled word pairs in the retest session will be examined to determine whether 
paired-associate performance improved across the three delayed recall tests even 
when the correct target word was not shown (section 3.2.2.4.5).
3.2.2.4.1 Performance throughout the learning session
The mean and standard deviation of the number of word pairs correctly recalled at 
learning and retest are presented in Table 3.5.
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Table 3.5 Mean and standard deviation of the number of correct recalls of 
related and unrelated word pairs in the paired-associate task at learning and retest
Overnight
PA-only
group
Overnight
PA-PT
group
Daytime
PA-only
group
Daytime
PA-PT
group
Related word pairs
Learning session
Immediate recall test 1 16.40 (3.60) 15.40 (5.76) 14.20 ( 9.03) 19.90 (6.51)
Immediate recall test 2 26.50 (5.36) 27.70 (5.60) 23.80 ( 7.74) 27.90 (5.62)
Immediate recall test 3 33.40 (3.92) 31.90 (&%0 31.10 ( 6.57) 32.30 (5.68)
Retest session
Delayed recall test 1 33.10 (4.20) 31.60 (5J8) 27.90 ( 6.66) 29.50 (8.07)
Delayed recall test 2 33.90 (4.07) 32.30 (5J9) 29.70 ( 6.11) 30.80 (6.07)
Delayed recall test 3 33.80 (3.99) 33.10 (&28) 29.50 ( 6.11) 31.60 (6.45)
Unrelated word pairs 
Learning session
Immediate recall test 1 6.70 (5J9) 6.70 (4.64) 4.60 ( 4.38) 5.80 (4.34)
Immediate recall test 2 14.70 (8.11) 14.90 (8.28) 10.40 ( &28) 14.20 (9.21)
Immediate recall test 3 21.10 (7.96) 21.70 (8.93) 18.10 (10.37) 20.40 (9.06)
Retest session
Delayed recall test 1 17.10 (9.10) 17.50 (8.21) 11.90 ( 9.72) 15.00 (9.84)
Delayed recall test 2 18.00 (8.10) 19.40 (9.28) 12.40 (10.34) 15.50 (9.70)
Delayed recall test 3 18.80 (8.63) 20.90 (9.47) 12.90 (10.16) 16.10 (9.79)
Note: maximum number for each type of word pairs in each recall test = 40
A four-factorial ANOVA was run to determine whether participants learned an 
increasing number of word pairs from the first to the third immediate recall tests in 
the learning session (effect of learning), and whether the extent of performance
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improvement was moderated by semantic relatedness, retention interval timing, and 
the single / dual task manipulation (Appendix 12).
Participants improved in their recall performance throughout the learning session 
(main effect of learning: F(2,72) = 477.87, p < .001), and recall of the semantically 
related word pairs was consistently better than that of the unrelated pairs (main effect 
of semantic relatedness: F(l,36) = 165.05, p < .001). Recall performance was not 
affected by retention interval timing, and therefore, whether word pairs were 
acquired in the evening (the overnight retention groups) or in the morning (the 
daytime retention groups) did not influence the number successfully acquired (main 
effect of retention interval timing: F(l,36) = .42, p > .05) or the extent of 
improvement (learning x retention interval timing: F(2,72) = 1.71, p > .05). The 
absence of a significant main effect of single / dual task and its interaction with 
learning indicated that acquiring a procedural task had minimal impact on paired- 
associate learning (F(l,36) = .64 and F(2,72) = 1.47, both ps > .05). There was no 
statistically significant two-, three-, or four-way interaction effect (F = .02 to 1.78, 
all ps > .05), except the learning x semantic relatedness interaction (F(2,72) = 3.52, p 
< .05). Three sets of post hoc analyses were conducted to examine this two-way 
interaction. Firstly, paired-samples t tests were performed to contrast the number of 
related and unrelated word pairs correctly recalled in each immediate recall test. As 
illustrated in Figure 3.3, recall of semantically related word pairs was consistently 
better than that of unrelated pairs (test 1: r(39) = 11.23; test 2: t{39) = 12.17; test 3: 
r(39) = 10.70, all ps < .001). Secondly, recall of related word pairs improved between 
successive tests (test 1 to 2: paired-samples ?(39) = 17.12; test 2 to 3: t{39) = 11.22, 
both ps < .001; see Figure 3.3), and the same pattern was observed for unrelated
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word pairs (test 1 to 2: /(39) = 11.07; test 2 to 3: r(39) = 12.41, both ps < .001). 
Thirdly, the proportion increase in the number of correct recalls from the first to the 
third immediate recall tests for each kind of word pairs was calculated. While there 
was a 2.2-fold increase of semantically related word pairs, there was a significantly 
greater 5.0-fold increase in unrelated pairs (r(36) = 3.95, p < .001), contributing to 
the learning x semantic relatedness interaction.
Figure 3.3 The number of semantically related and unrelated word pairs correctly 
recalled in each immediate recall test in the learning session
30 -
I
I
■  Related word pairs 
□  Unrelated word pairs
Immediate cued recall tests
Note: ***p<.001
To determine whether performance attained at the end of the learning session, i.e. the 
baseline paired-associate performance, differed for related and unrelated word pairs, 
between the overnight and the daytime retention groups, and between the PA-only 
and the PA-PT groups, a three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted 
on the number of correct recalls in the third immediate recall test (Appendix 13). The
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significant main effect of semantic relatedness (F(l,36) = 107.98, p < .001) 
confirmed the superior recall of related word pairs, compared to unrelated word 
pairs, reported previously. The absence of a significant main effect of retention 
interval timing or single / dual task or any interaction involving these factors implied 
that the four groups (overnight PA-only, overnight PA-PT, daytime PA-only, and 
daytime PA-PT groups) did not differ in their recall of related as well as unrelated 
word pairs prior to the retention interval (F(l,36) = .05 to .54, all ps > .05).
To conclude, paired-associate performance improved from the beginning to the end 
of the learning session. As expected, participants learned a greater number of 
semantically related word pairs than unrelated pairs. Paired-associate performance 
did not differ between the overnight and the daytime retention groups, although they 
learned the word pairs at different times of day. The number of word pairs acquired 
was also independent of whether participants learned a procedural task in the same 
laboratory session.
3.2.2.4.2 Pre- and post-retention performance comparison: number of 
correct recalls
Recall of related word pairs at the end of learning and at the beginning of retest was 
contrasted with paired-sample t tests to determine whether there was any reliable 
change across the retention interval in the overnight PA-only group, the overnight 
PA-PT group, the daytime PA-only group, and the daytime PA-PT group. Similar 
analyses were also performed on the recall of unrelated word pairs. Results are 
summarized in Table 3.6. It was found that for related word pairs, inconsistent with
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Stickgold’s (2004) hypothesis, the two overnight groups did not demonstrate any 
increase in the number of correct recalls, but instead, their performance was 
maintained across the retention interval (t(9) = .61 and .43, both ps > .05). On the 
other hand, the daytime groups recalled significantly fewer related word pairs after 
retention (t(9) = 3.54, p < .01; t(9) = 2.69, p < .05). For unrelated word pairs, recall 
performance of all four groups was poorer at retest than at learning (t{9) = 3.65 to 
7.52, all ps < .01).
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Percentage change in the number of correctly recalled related and unrelated word 
pairs across the retention interval for each group was calculated (Figure 3.4). To 
determine whether percentage change was moderated by retention interval timing, 
semantic relatedness, and the single / dual task manipulation, a three-factorial 
repeated measures ANOVA was conducted (Appendix 14). The main effect of single 
/ dual task was not significant (F(l,36) = .34, p > .05), and therefore, the acquisition 
of a procedural task in the learning session did not affect subsequent change in 
paired-associate performance across the retention interval. On the other hand, the 
main effect of semantic relatedness was statistically significant (F(l,36) = 79.34, p < 
.001), indicating that a smaller percentage of related word pairs was forgotten during 
the retention interval than unrelated pairs. The main effect of retention interval 
timing was also significant (F(l,36) = 10.12, p < .01), showing that the overnight 
retention group, i.e. those participants who slept during the retention interval, forgot 
a smaller percentage of related as well as unrelated word pairs than the daytime 
retention group, i.e. those participants who stayed awake between learning and retest 
(related pairs: -0.74 ± 5.86% vs. -10.29 ± 12.34%, r(38) = 3.13, p < .01; unrelated 
pairs: -20.70 ± 14.34% vs. -37.05 ± 22.64%, f(38) = 2.73, p < .05; see Figure 3.4). 
Therefore, forgetting of both kinds of word pairs were slowed down during sleep. 
None of the two- or the three-way interaction effects was statistically significant 
(F(l,36) = .15 to 1.68, all ps > .05).
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Figure 3.4 Percentage change in the number of correct recalled word pairs across 
the retention interval
Related word pairs Unrelated word pairs
I -101
-20
« -SO
-40
* -50
-60
-70
T “
■  Overnight PA-only group 
B  Overnight PA-PT group 
□  Daytime PA-only group 
E3 Daytime PA-PT group
Note: **/? < .01; < .05;
performance change indicates the percentage chance in the number of 
correctly recalled word pairs from the final immediate recall test at the end of 
the learning session to the first delayed recall test at the beginning of retest; 
vertical bars indicate standard deviation.
The reduced forgetting observed over sleep cannot be attributed to circadian 
influences since as shown in Figure 3.5, for related word pairs, recall performance of 
the daytime retention groups was worse in the evening (i.e. at retest) than in the 
morning (i.e. at learning), but this difference in performance at different times of day 
was not found in the overnight retention groups. For unrelated word pairs, both the 
overnight and the daytime retention groups showed poorer recall performance in the 
second laboratory session (i.e. at retest) independent of the time of day, but the extent 
of performance deterioration during daytime was greater than that observed at night.
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Figure 3.5 Number of related and unrelated word pairs correctly recalled at the 
end of the learning session and at the beginning of the retest session as a function of 
time of day
40
2 30
20
o
I ”
Related word pairs Unrelated word pairs
•  Overnight PA-only group 
■  Overnight PA-PT group 
O Daytime PA-only group 
□  Daytime PA-PT group
Evening
learning
Morning Evening
retest /  learning retest
Evening Morning
learning retest /  learning
Evening
retest
Time of day o f learning and retest
Note: Positive and negative error bars indicate the standard deviation of the PA-PT 
and the PA-only groups respectively;
for the overnight retention groups, the learning and the retest sessions were 
respectively in the evening and in the morning;
for the daytime retention groups, the learning and the retest sessions were 
respectively in the morning and in the evening.
This beneficial effect of sleep in reducing forgetting of declarative materials cannot 
be attributed to the facilitative role of sleep in cognitive functions. In fact, as reported 
in section 3.2.2.3, compared to the learning session, at retest, the overnight retention 
groups’ cognitive function was poorer, while that of the daytime retention groups 
were similar. To further illustrate the absence of a relationship between the changes
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in cognitive function and paired-associate performance across the retention interval, 
correlational analyses were conducted (Table 3.7).
Table 3.7 Pearson correlations between the changes in n-back performance and 
the number of correctly recalled word pairs across the retention interval
1-back 2-back 3-back
Related word pairs
Overnight retention groups -.01 .21 .02
Daytime retention groups -.16 -.04 -j8**
Unrelated word pairs
Overnight retention groups .14 .32 .12
Daytime retention groups .22 -.03 -.20
Note: < .01; 6^= 38
No significant correlation was found for the overnight retention groups (r(38) = -.01 
to .32, all ps > .05), so the deterioration in n-back performance across the overnight 
retention interval was indeed not related to the extent of forgetting of word pairs. For 
the daytime retention groups, the change in 3-back performance was negatively 
associated with the change in the number of correctly recalled related word pairs 
(r(38) = -.58, p < .01). This implies that improvement in cognitive executive 
functions across daytime retention was unexpectedly associated with more forgetting 
of related word pairs.
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To conclude, recall performance did not improve across the retention interval 
regardless of the semantic relatedness of the word pairs acquired and whether the 
participants slept or stayed awake during the retention interval. Therefore, contrary to 
Stickgold’s (2004) hypothesis, post-leaming sleep did not facilitate declarative 
memory enhancement. However, post-leaming sleep reduced the extent of forgetting 
of both related and unrelated word pairs, indicating a sleep-dependent stabilization 
effect on declarative memory. This positive effect of sleep could not be explained by 
the differences in cognitive executive functions of the ovemight retention groups at 
leaming and at retest.
3.2.2.4.3 Pre- and post-retention performance comparison: Delayed recall 
frequency
To determine whether at retest, the delayed recall frequency of a word pair was 
affected by how well it had been acquired at leaming (level of leaming), retention 
interval timing, semantic relatedness, and the single / dual task manipulation, a four- 
factorial repeated-measures ANOVA was performed (Figure 3.6). Note that not all 
the participants provided data of related and unrelated word pairs at each level of 
leaming, so this analysis was based on 9 ovemight PA-only, 9 ovemight PA-PT, 8 
daytime PA-only, and 9 daytime PA-PT participants.
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Figure 3.6 Delayed recall frequency of (a) related and (b) unrelated word pairs 
that had been recalled in 0, 1, 2, and 3 immediate recall tests in the leaming session
(a)
■  Overnight PA-only groi^ (n = 9 )  
B  Overnight PA-PT group (n =  9) 
□  Daytime PA-only grotç) (n =  8) 
Q  Daytime PA-PT grovy (n =  9)
IRF = 0 IRF=1 IRF = 2
-Immediate recall frequency (IRF) / Level of leaming-
IRF = 3
Note: < .01; < .05
The significant main effect of semantic relatedness pointed out that the frequency of 
recalling related word pairs after the retention interval was higher than that of 
unrelated word pairs (F(l,31) = 109.48, p < .001; see Appendix 15). Furthermore, 
delayed recall frequency increased with level of leaming (main effect: F(3,93) = 
321.15, p < .001), and hence, the better acquired a word pair was, the more 
frequently it could be retrieved after the retention interval. The main effect of 
retention interval timing was also significant (F(l,31) = 7.90, p < .01), indicating that 
the frequency of recalling word pairs was generally higher after ovemight than after 
daytime retention. There was no significant effect of single / dual task (F(l,31) =
2.21, p > .05), so the acquisition of a procedural task in the leaming session had
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minimal impact on the offline processing of declarative memory and hence, paired- 
associate performance at retest. Two of the two-way interaction effects, semantic 
relatedness x single dual / task and semantic relatedness x level of leaming, were 
statistically significant (F(l,31) = 7.91, p < .01 and F(3,93) = 9.86, p < .001 
respectively). No other interaction effect was significant (F = .06 to 2.16, all ps > 
.05; see Appendix 15). However, the semantic relatedness x retention interval timing 
X level of leaming interaction approached statistical significance (F(3,93) = 2.47, p  = 
.067). Post-hoc three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVAs were conducted to 
determine the effects of retention interval timing and semantic relatedness, together 
with the single / dual task manipulation, on delayed recall frequency at each level of 
leaming (refer to Appendix 16 for the detailed results of each analysis).
For word pairs never recalled in the leaming session, i.e. IRFq pairs, the frequency of 
recalling at retest was higher for the related than the unrelated word pairs (main 
effect of semantic relatedness: F(l,31) = 24.73, p < .001). Delayed recall frequency 
was also dependent on retention interval timing (F(l,31) = 5.26, p < .05) with the 
ovemight retention groups being able to recall related and unrelated word pairs more 
often at retest than the daytime retention groups (related pairs: 0.86 ± 0.82 vs. 0.37 ±
0.55, r(33) = 2.05; unrelated pairs: 0.24 ± 0.36 vs. 0.05 ± 0.10, f(33) = 2.19, both ps < 
.05; see Figure 3.6). These results revealed the facilitative effects of post-leaming 
sleep in enhancing declarative memory regardless of its semantic relatedness. The 
main effect of single / dual task was not statistically significant (F(l,31) = 3.31, p > 
.05); hence, the acquisition of a procedural task in the leaming session did not affect 
subsequent offline declarative memory enhancement and the recall of word pairs
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after the retention interval. None of the two- or the three-way interactions was 
significant (F(l,31) = .00 to 3.46, all ps > .05).
For word pairs that had been recalled once during leaming, i.e. IRFi pairs, the main 
effects of semantic relatedness and retention interval timing were significant (F(l,31) 
= 51.81, p < .001 and F(l,31) = 5.37, p < .05). There was a significant two-way 
interaction between semantic relatedness and single / dual task (F(l,31) = 6.12, /? < 
.05), which indicated that participants leaming the paired-associate task only (the 
PA-only groups) recalled related word pairs more frequently at retest than those 
leaming both the paired-associate task and the pursuit tracking task (the PA-PT 
groups; 2.52 ± 0.36 vs. 2.01 ± 0.69, r(33) = 2.78, p < .05), although this difference 
was not found with unrelated word pairs (1.55 ± 0.62 vs. 1.53 ± 0.56, r(33) = .08, p > 
.05). However, the number of tasks acquired did not interact with retention interval 
timing to affect delayed recall frequency (single / dual task x retention interval 
timing: F(l,31) = .11; single / dual task x retention interval timing x semantic 
relatedness: F(l,31) = .27, both ps > .05). In other words, the effect of post-leaming 
sleep on offline memory stabilization was independent of procedural leaming prior to 
the retention interval. The semantic relatedness x retention interval timing interaction 
approached statistical significance criterion (F(l,31) = 4.04, p  = .053). Results of 
post hoc independent-samples t tests showed that there was no significant difference 
in the delayed recall frequency of related word pairs between the ovemight and the 
daytime retention groups (2.34 ± 0.69 vs. 2.17 ± 0.50; t(33) = .81, p > .05), but the 
frequency of recalling unrelated word pairs was 1.4 times higher in the ovemight 
retention groups (1.81 ± 0.58 vs. 1.25 ± 0.44; r(33) = 3.24, p < .01; see Figure 3.6).
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For word pairs that had been recalled twice at leaming, i.e. IRF2 pairs, the main 
effect of semantic relatedness was again significant (F(l,31) = 16.38, p < .001). 
However, there was no longer a significant main effect of retention interval timing 
(F(l,31) = 2.38, p > .05), and therefore, whether participants slept during the 
retention interval did not affect how frequently word pairs were retrieved at retest. 
The acquisition of a procedural task did not affect delayed recall frequency (main 
effect of single / dual task: F(l,31) = .07, p > .05). None of the interaction effects 
was significant (F(l,31) = .03 to .36, all ps > .05; see Appendix 16).
Finally, for word pairs that had been recalled in all the three leaming blocks, i.e. IRF3 
pairs, the absence of a significant main effect of semantic relatedness indicated that 
when semantically unrelated word pairs had been acquired very well, the frequency 
they were recalled after the retention interval was similar to that of related word pairs 
(F(l,31) = 1.05, p > .05). The main effects of retention interval timing and single / 
dual task were both not significant (F(l,31) = .28 and .58, both ps > .05), and so 
were all the interaction effects (F(l,31) = .25 to 2.01, all ps > .05; Appendix 16). 
Hence, for those declarative leaming materials that had been acquired very well, 
their offline memory stabilization was independent of semantic relatedness, post- 
leaming sleep, and the acquisition of a procedural task in the leaming session.
Based on the results of all the analyses regarding delayed recall frequency, post- 
leaming sleep did play a role in offline declarative memory processing, thereby 
influencing how frequently word pairs were recalled after the retention interval. 
However, the sleep-dependent effect was moderated by both the semantic relatedness 
and the level of leaming of the word pairs. For word pairs that had not been recalled
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previously, i.e. the IRFo pairs, post-leaming sleep facilitated offline memory 
enhancement of both related and unrelated word pairs so that they could be recalled 
more frequently after ovemight than after daytime retention. On the other hand, for 
word pairs that had been better acquired, though not consistently recalled at leaming,
i.e. the IRFi pairs, post-leaming sleep facilitated memory stabilization of only 
unrelated word pairs so as to reduce their forgetting during the retention interval and 
increase their delayed recall frequency. When word pairs had been acquired to higher 
levels and more consistently retrieved at leaming, i.e. the IRF2 and the IRF3 pairs, 
sleeping or staying awake during the retention interval did not have any influence on 
their recall frequency at retest. In other words, post-leaming sleep was more 
important in the offline processing of declarative materials that had been acquired to 
lower levels.
3.2.2.4.4 Pre- and post-retention performance comparison: Percentage of 
word pairs (not) recalled in the first delayed recall test
In this section, the importance of post-leaming sleep in enhancing declarative 
memory will first be examined before its role in declarative memory stabilization is 
investigated.
Memory of word pairs never recalled at leaming (IRFo word pairs) needs to be 
enhanced during the retention interval so that it could be retrieved at retest. The 
greater the enhancement effect, the more IRFq pairs would be correctly recalled after 
the retention interval. In order to investigate whether the extent of offline declarative 
memory enhancement depended on retention interval timing, semantic relatedness.
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and the single / dual task manipulation, a three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA 
was performed on the percentage of word pairs never recalled at leaming that were 
remembered in the first delayed recall test (Figure 3.7).
Figure 3.7 Percentage of (a) related and (b) unrelated word pairs never recalled 
during leaming that were successfully retrieved in the first delayed recall test after 
the retention interval
100
■  Overnight PA-only groiç> (n =  8) 
B  Overnight PA-PT group (n =  9) 
□  Daytime PA-only group (n =  8) 
El Daytime PA-PT group (n =  9)
&
(b)
100
80
IRF = 0
Note: * p < .05
The percentage of related word pairs never previously recalled that were remembered 
in the first delayed recall test, i.e. immediately after the retention interval, was higher 
than that of unrelated word pairs (main effect of semantic relatedness: F(l,30) =
21.21, p < .001; Appendix 17). The non-significant main effect of single / dual task 
suggested that acquiring a procedural task at leaming did not affect offline
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declarative memory enhancement (F(l,30) = 1.25, p > .05). There was a significant 
main effect of retention interval timing (F(l,30) = 5.15, p < .05), indicating a general 
effect of post-leaming sleep on increasing the percentage of IRFo pairs that were 
recalled immediately after the retention interval. In fact, this effect was moderated by 
the semantic relatedness of the word pairs (semantic relatedness x retention interval 
timing interaction: F(l,30) = 4.44, p < .05). Results of post hoc independent-samples 
t tests revealed that immediately after ovemight retention, the percentage of 
semantically related IRFq pairs that were successfully retrieved was greater than that 
after daytime retention (22.47 ± 24.83% vs. 7.36 ± 10.67%; f(32) = 2.31, p < .05), 
but this difference was not found in unrelated word pairs (5.15 ± 12.14 % vs. 0.84 ± 
2.39 %; t(32) = 1.44, p > .05). No other statistically significant interaction effect was 
found (F(l,30) = .43 to .99, all ps > .05; see Appendix 17).
Memory of previously recalled word pairs needs to be stabilized during the retention 
interval so that the word pairs will not be forgotten and can be retrieved successfully 
in the retest session. Hence, the percentage of word pairs that can no longer be 
remembered after the retention interval indicates the extent of forgetting or a lack of 
stabilization. In order to examine the influence of level of leaming, retention interval 
timing, semantic relatedness, and the single / dual task manipulation on (the lack of) 
offline declarative memory stabilization, a four-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA 
was conducted on the percentage of previously recalled word pairs that were not 
remembered in the first delayed recall test (Figure 3.8).
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Figure 3.8 Percentage of (a) related and (b) unrelated word pairs recalled once, 
twice, or three times during leaming that were no longer remembered in the first 
delayed recall test after the retention interval
(a)
100
:
% «0
- n■s 60
■  Overnight PA-only groiç (n =  8)
■  Overnight PA-PT g ro tç  (n =  9) 
□  Daytime PA-only gro iç  (n =  8) 
CD Daytime PA-PT group (n =  9)
_L
IRF=1 IRF = 3IRF = 2
-Immediate recall frequency (IRF) / Levd of leaming-
Note: * p < .05
The significant main effect of semantic relatedness pointed out that the percentage of 
previously recalled related word pairs that were no longer retrieved immediately after 
retention was smaller than that of unrelated word pairs (F(l,30) = 49.47, p < .001; 
Appendix 18). The percentage of word pairs forgotten also depended on how well 
they had been acquired (main effect of level of leaming: F(2,60) = 46.83, p < .001). 
These two factors, semantic relatedness and level of leaming, interacted to determine 
the percentage of word pairs forgotten during the retention interval (F(l,30) = 14.93, 
p < .001): for word pairs that had been recalled once and twice during leaming, a
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significantly greater percentage of unrelated word pairs were forgotten than related 
pairs (IRFi pairs: 48.12 ± 23.19% vs. 22.26 ± 18.97%, t(33) = 6.41, p < .001 ; IRF] 
pairs: 23.27 ± 24.38% vs. 11.25 ± 20.05%, f(33) = 3.39, p < .01), but for word pairs 
consistently recalled in the leaming session, no effect of semantic relatedness was 
found (2.25 ± 6.04% vs. 1.13 ± 3.30%, t(33) = 1.36, p > .05). The main effect of 
single / dual task was not significant (F(l,30) = 1.77, p > .05), so acquiring a 
procedural task in the leaming session did not affect forgetting, or more specifically, 
subsequent offline stabilization of declarative memory. There was a significant effect 
of retention interval timing on forgetting (F(l,30) = 7.45, p < .05) with the ovemight 
retention groups showing less forgetting than the daytime retention groups. Retention 
interval timing was not found to interact significantly with semantic relatedness and 
level of leaming (three-way interaction: F(2,60) = .67; four-way interaction: F(2,60) 
= .25, both ps > .05; see Appendix 18 for the p values of the other interaction 
effects). However, further repeated-measures ANOVA analyses which examined the 
influence of retention interval timing, semantic relatedness, and the single / dual task 
manipulation at each level of leaming did reveal a differential effect of sleep 
(Appendix 19).
For word pairs that had been recalled only in the third immediate recall test at the 
end of the leaming session, i.e. IRFi pairs, the significant main effect of semantic 
relatedness indicated that a smaller percentage of related word pairs were forgotten 
than unrelated pairs (F(l,30) = 40.73, p < .001). The main effect of single / dual task 
was not significant (F(l,30) = 2.46, p > .05). There was a significant main effect of 
retention interval timing (F(l,30) = 7.62, p < .01), showing less forgetting during 
ovemight than daytime retention. Although none of the interaction effects was
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significant (F(l,30) = .00 to 1.15, all ps > .05; see Appendix 19), including the 
semantic relatedness x retention interval timing interaction (F(l,30) = 1.02, p > .05), 
results of independent-samples t tests showed that post-leaming sleep preferentially 
reduced the percentage of unrelated word pairs that were forgotten during the 
retention interval (ovemight retention groups: 38.51 ± 23.56%; daytime retention 
groups: 57.73 ± 18.93%; t(32) = 2.62, p < .05), but no such effect was found for 
related word pairs (16.73 ± 21.77% vs. 27.79 ± 14.26%; t(32) = 1.75, p > .05; see 
Figure 3.8). In addition, there was evidence that the acquisition of a procedural task 
increased the percentage of related word pairs forgotten during the retention interval, 
specifically when participants were kept awake (daytime PA-PT group: 34.18 ± 
14.53%; daytime PA-only group: 20.61 ± 10.59%; t(l5) = 2.17, p < .05). But 
importantly, this difference between PA-only and PA-PT groups was not found 
among participants who slept during the retention interval (ovemight PA-PT group: 
22.59 ± 27.58%; ovemight PA-only group: 10.14 ± 10.97%; t(15) = 1.25, p > .05), 
indicating that offline memory processing during sleep was not affected by 
procedural leaming prior to the retention interval. For the forgetting of unrelated 
word pairs, the single / dual task contrasts were not significant regardless of the 
timing of the retention interval (ovemight: 41.05 ± 21.84% vs. 35.65 ± 26.57%, t(15) 
= .46; daytime: 59.16 ± 16.75% vs. 56.12 + 22.19%, r(15) = .32, both ps > .05; see 
Figure 3.8).
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For word pairs that had been recalled in the second and the third immediate recall 
tests, i.e. IRF2 p a i r s t h e  main effect of semantic relatedness was again significant 
(F(l,30) = 10.42, p < .01). The absence of a significant main effect of retention 
interval timing pointed out that post-leaming sleep did not help reduce forgetting 
when word pairs had been better acquired (F(l,30) = 2.29, p > .05). The main effect 
of single / dual task was also not significant (F(l,30) = .21, p > .05). No reliable 
interaction effect was observed (F(l,30) = .01 to 1.17, all ps > .05; see Appendix 19).
For word pairs that had been recalled in all three immediate recall tests, i.e. IRF3 
pairs, there was no significant main effect of semantic relatedness (F(l,30) = 1.87, p 
> .05), and therefore, when word pairs had been acquired very well, the extent of 
forgetting no longer differed between the related and the unrelated word pairs, and 
was in fact, negligible (1.13 ± 3.00% vs. 2.52 ± 6.04%). The main effect of neither 
retention interval timing nor single / dual task was statistically significant (F(l,30) = 
.54 and .81, both ps > .05). In addition, none of the two-way interactions was 
significant (F(l,30) = .08 to 2.56). Although the three-way interaction effect 
approached significance (F(l,30) = 4.05, p = .053), results should be interpreted with 
caution since none of the participants in the ovemight PA-only group forgot any 
related word pairs, and none in the daytime PA-only group forgot any unrelated word 
pairs, i.e. SD = 0.
The data of those IRF2  word pairs that were correctly recalled in the first and the third immediate 
recall tests in the leaming session were not included in the analyses because they only contributed to a 
small percentage of the IRF2  pairs. Furthermore, the inconsistency in recall at leaming indicated that 
forgetting might have started before the retention interval. However, these data have been taken into 
account in the analyses of delayed recall frequency.
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In this section, the percentage of word pairs (not) recalled immediately after the 
retention interval at various levels of leaming was examined. Interestingly, post- 
leaming sleep facilitated the offline enhancement of declarative memory so that word 
pairs that were previously not retrievable could be recalled after retention, although 
this beneficial effect of sleep was limited to semantically related declarative 
materials only. Post-leaming sleep was also found to be important in stabilizing 
declarative memory so as to reduce the percentage of previously recalled word pairs 
that were forgotten during the retention interval, particularly when the declarative 
materials lacked semantic relatedness and had not been well acquired.
3.2.2.4.S Performance throughout the retest session
The mean and standard deviation of the number of correct recalls at each delayed 
recall test are presented in Table 3.5. A four-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA 
was performed to examine whether paired-associate performance changed from the 
first to the third tests because of multiple testing (testing effect), and whether this 
possible change depended on retention interval timing, semantic relatedness, and the 
single / dual task manipulation (Appendix 20). Results demonstrated that the recall of 
word pairs improved throughout the retest session, although the correct target word, 
i.e. feedback, was never shown (main effect of testing: F(2,72) = 39.89, p < .001). 
Hence, multiple retrieval attempts alone could improve recall performance. At retest, 
unsurprisingly, participants still recalled a larger number of related word pairs than 
unrelated pairs (main effect of semantic relatedness: F(l,36) = 196.36, p < .001). 
Recall performance of the ovemight and the daytime retention groups was similar 
(main effect of retention interval timing: F(l,36) = 3.10, p > .05), although retest
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session was conducted at different times of the day. The acquisition of a procedural 
task during learning had no effect on paired-associate performance at retest (main 
effect of single / dual task: F(l,36) = .29, p > .05). No significant interaction effect 
was found (F = .06 to 2.58, all ps > .05; see Appendix 20), except the testing x 
semantic relatedness x retention interval timing interaction (F(2,72) = 3.05, p < .05).
Post hoc two-factorial repeated-measures ANOVAs were run separately for related 
and unrelated word pairs to investigate the effects of retention interval timing on 
performance change throughout the retest session. For related word pairs, there was 
an increase in the number of correct recalls from the beginning to the end of the 
retest session (main effect of testing: F(2,76) = 14.05, p < .001), but whether the 
retention interval involved overnight sleep or daytime wakefulness did not affect 
recall at retest (main effect of retention interval timing: F(l,38) = 3.02, p > .05; 
testing X retention interval timing: F(2,76) = 1.18, p > .05). For unrelated word pairs, 
an increase in the number of correct recalls was also found (F(2,76) = 21.67, p < 
.001). Although there was no reliable main effect of retention interval timing 
(F(l,38) = 2.57, p > .05), the testing x retention interval timing interaction was 
statistically significant (F(2,76) = 3.81, p < .05). Further post hoc analyses showed 
that the overnight retention group improved in the recall of unrelated word pairs from 
the first to the second delayed recall tests (17.30 ± 8.44 vs. 18.70 ± 8.50, t(19) = 
2.11, p < .05), and further from the second to the third (18.70 + 8.50 vs. 19.85 ± 8.88, 
t{l9) = 4.06, p < .001). On the other hand, the daytime retention group demonstrated 
a reliable increase only from the second to the third delayed recall tests (13.95 ± 9.89 
vs. 14.50 ± 9.84, t(l9) = 2.34, p < .05; from the first to the second tests: 13.45 ± 9.65 
vs. 13.95 ± 9.89, t{\9) = 1.60, p > .05).
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To conclude, the number of correctly recalled word pairs increased throughout the 
retest session, although the correct target words were never presented. Hence, 
multiple memory retrievals alone could help improve recall performance. This 
pointed out that the enhancing and stabilizing effects on memory can be more 
accurately assessed by considering only the performance immediately after the 
retention interval which is not affected by testing effect.
3.2.2.S Pursuit tracking task
3.2.2.5.1 Performance throughout the learning session
Descriptive statistics of the mean Euclidean error distance and its horizontal and 
vertical components at learning and retest are presented in Table 3.8.
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Table 3.8 Mean and standard deviation of the Euclidean, horizontal and vertical 
error distances (in pixels) in the pursuit tracking task at learning and retest
Overnight Overnight Daytime Daytime
PT-only group PA-PT group PT-only group PA-PT group
Euclidean error 
distance 
Learning session
Block 1 265.91 (34.18) 305.78 ( 90.03) 278.92 (62.52) 280.07 (89.95)
Block 2 251.01 (24.42) 282.79 ( 85.16) 261.83 (56.41) 261.93 (88.92)
Block 3 241.22 (21.18) 277.72 ( 95.53) 260.31 (55.40) 260.74 (98.25)
Retest session 
Block 1 247.57 (40.04) 267.21 ( 89.62) 234.72 (33.11) 229.46 (61.63)
Block 2 244.1 (39.12) 276.31 ( 91.41) 241.45 (37.92) 236.59 (69.68)
Block 3 236.55 (26.44) 275.32 (102.98) 240.17 (32.75) 230.86 (58.72)
Horizontal error 
distance
Learning session 
Block 1 143.50 (21.31) 163.55 ( 51.25) 147.91 (27.21) 148.29 (42.30)
Block 2 134.08 (20.58) 145.14 ( 45.02) 138.40 (24.80) 131.23 (32.11)
Block 3 129.26 (14.66) 143.49 ( 56.39) 138.50 (28.12) 128.32 (34.77)
Retest session
Block 1 128.50 (21.67) 141.60 ( 49.23) 127.16 (19.80) 118.86 (27.89)
Block 2 124.13 (19.39) 142.98 ( 59.54) 126.32 (17.90) 119.05 (29.02)
Block 3 124.28 (18.19) 142.80 ( 63.89) 125.76 (12.30) 119.89 (31.15)
Vertical error 
distance 
Learning session
Block 1 190.64 (24.53) 218.35 ( 72.14) 201.83 (54.58) 202.33 (78.93)
Block 2 179.77 (15.08) 208.33 ( 67.03) 189.95 (48.42) 196.15 (82.49)
Block 3 173.34 (22.25) 203.70 ( 79.45) 187.26 (46.69) 197.74 (89.46)
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Overnight 
PT-only group
Overnight 
PA-PT group
Daytime 
PT-only group
Daytime 
PA-PT group
Retest session
Block 1 179.92 (43.16) 192.82 ( 68.26) 168.28 (25.28) 169.29 (56.45)
Block 2 180.39 (37.94) 201.22 ( 61.89) 176.73 (30.16) 177.19 (61.44)
Block 3 171.46 (29.60) 201.03 ( 72.16) 175.54 (29.64) 169.95 (47.22)
A three-factorial repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to investigate whether 
pursuit tracking performance improved throughout the learning session (learning), as 
reflected by a decrease in Euclidean error distance, and whether this possible 
improvement differed between the overnight and the daytime retention groups, and 
between the PT-only and the PA-PT groups (Appendix 21). The significant main 
effect of learning pointed out that mean Euclidean error distance decreased reliably 
from 282.67 ±71.58 pixels at the beginning of the learning session to 260.00 ± 72.91 
pixels at the end (F(2,72) = 15.16, p < .001). None of the main effects or the 
interaction effects involving retention interval timing and the single / dual task 
manipulation were significant {F = .02 to .68, all ps > .05; see Appendix 21), 
indicating that pursuit tracking performance in the learning session did not differ 
among the overnight PT-only, the overnight PA-PT, the daytime PT-only, and the 
daytime PA-PT groups.
The absence of any group difference in Euclidean error distance at the end of the 
learning session, i.e. baseline prior to the retention interval, was further examined 
with a two-factorial ANOVA. No significant effect of retention interval timing 
(F(l,36) = .00, p > .05), single / dual task (F(l,36) = .61, p > .05), or their interaction
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was found (F(l,36) = .58, p > .05), confirming the similarity of the four groups in 
their pursuit tracking performance at the end of the learning session.
The similarity among the groups in their pursuit tracking performance along the 
horizontal and the vertical axes during the learning session was also examined 
(Appendix 22). There was again a significant main effect of learning (F(2,72) = 
16.19, p < .001), indicating a reliable decrease in both the mean horizontal and the 
mean vertical error distances throughout the learning session (horizontal error 
distance: from 150.81 ± 36.79 pixels in the first learning block to 134.89 ± 35.87 
pixels in the final block; vertical error distance: from 203.29 ± 59.71 pixels in the 
first learning block to 190.50 ± 61.84 pixels in the final block). The extent of 
improvement along the more predictable horizontal and the less predictable vertical 
axes was similar (learning x predictability: F(2,72) = .53, p > .05). There was also a 
significant main effect of predictability (F(l,36) = 60.24, p < .001), showing that 
participants were better at predicting the trajectory of the target along the more 
predictable horizontal axis than that the less predictable vertical axis. Similar to the 
findings on Euclidean error distance, its horizontal and vertical components did not 
differ among the four groups (main effect of retention interval timing: F(l,36) = .02; 
main effect of single / dual task: F(l,36) = .66, p > .05). None of the interaction 
effects was significant (F = .01 to 1.86, all ps > .05; see Appendix 22).
The absence of any group difference in mean horizontal and vertical error distances 
at the end of the learning session, i.e. baseline performance, was further examined 
with a three-factorial ANOVA (Appendix 23). There was no significant effect of 
retention interval timing (F(l,36) = .00, p > .05), single / dual task (F(l,36) = .60, p
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> .05), or their interaction (F(l,36) = .58, p > .05), pointing out the similarity among 
the groups in pursuit tracking performance at the end of the learning session. The 
significant main effect of predictability indicated that at the end of the learning 
session, pursuit tracking performance along the horizontal axis was still significantly 
better than that along the vertical axis (F(l,36) = 54.99, p < .001). No significant 
interaction effect was found (F(l,36) = .02 to 1.50, all ps > .05; see Appendix 23).
To summarize, pursuit tracking performance improved throughout the learning 
session and was similar in the overnight and the daytime retention groups, although 
their learning sessions were conducted at different times of day. Whether the 
participants also acquired the paired-associate task in the learning session did not 
influence their procedural learning.
3.2.2.S.2 Pre- and post-retention performance comparison
In the context of procedural memory, performance improvement across the retention 
interval indicates offline memory enhancement, while a maintenance of performance 
reflects memory stabilization. Therefore, in order to investigate the role of sleep and 
wakefulness in offline procedural memory processing, paired-sample t tests were 
performed to compare the Euclidean error distance at the end of learning with that at 
the beginning of retest in the overnight PT-only group, the overnight PA-PT group, 
the daytime PT-only group, and the daytime PA-PT group. Similar analyses were 
conducted on horizontal and vertical error distances. Results are presented in Table 
3.9.
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Unexpectedly, the two overnight retention groups did not demonstrate any significant 
change in Euclidean, horizontal, or vertical error distance (t{9) = .19 to 1.22, all ps > 
.05; see Table 3.9). Most surprisingly, in the two daytime retention groups, there was 
a significant reduction in Euclidean error distance across the retention interval 
(daytime PT-only: t(9) = 2.72; daytime PA-PT: t{9) = 2.31, both ps < .05). The 
performance improvement observed in the daytime PT-only group was due to a 
significant reduction in horizontal error (t{9) = 2.29, p < .05), but not vertical error 
(r(9) = 2.16, p = .059). On the contrary, the performance improvement of the daytime 
PA-PT group could be explained by the reduced vertical error distance (r(9) = 2.57, p 
< .05), though not horizontal error distance (t{9) = 1.56, p > .05).
The improvement in pursuit tracking performance of the daytime retention groups 
from the morning learning session to the evening retest session cannot be attributed 
to circadian influences (Figure 3.9) because the overnight retention groups’ 
performance in the evening (learning) session was no better than that in the morning 
(retest) session.
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Figure 3.9 Pursuit tracking performace of the overnight and the daytime retention 
groups as a function of time of day
Euclidean error distance Horizontal error distance Vertical error distance
400
H 300
« 200
•  Overnight PT-only group 
■  Overnight PA-PT group 
O Daytme PT-only group 
□  Daytime PA-PT group
100
Morning 
retest/learning
Morning 
retest / learning
Evening
retest
Evening
retest
Evening
learning
Evening Evening
learning
Evening
learning
Morning 
retest / learning
Time of day of learning and retest
Note: Positive and negative error bars indicate the standard deviation of the PA-PT 
and the PT-only groups respectively;
for the overnight retention groups, the learning and the retest sessions were 
respectively in the evening and in the morning;
for the daytime retention groups, the learning and the retest sessions were 
respectively in the morning and in the evening.
Since the overnight retention groups’ performance in the verbal 1-, 2-, and 3-back 
tasks was better during learning than in the retest session, the poorer cognitive 
executive functions after the retention interval might be a possible explanation for 
the absence of any reliable improvement in pursuit tracking performance. To 
examine this possibility, the percentage change in n-back performance across the 
retention interval was correlated with the percentage improvement in pursuit tracking 
performance, i.e. the extent of the reduction in Euclidean, horizontal, and vertical 
error distances (Table 3.10).
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Table 3.10 Pearson correlations between the improvement in n-back performance 
and that in pursuit tracking performance across the retention interval
Improvement (%)
Euclidean Horizontal Vertical
error distance error distance error distance
Improvement in 1-back (%)
Overnight retention groups -.18 -.02 -.19
Daytime retention groups .33 .24 .35
Improvement in 2-back (%)
Overnight retention groups .18 .03 .18
Daytime retention groups -.38 -.44 
(p = .055)
-.26
Improvement in 3-back (%)
Overnight retention groups -.32 .26 -.51*
Daytime retention groups -.15 -.32 .00
Note: * p < .05; df= 18
For the overnight retention groups, performance improvement in the most difficult n- 
back task, i.e. 3-back, was found to be negatively correlated with the improvement in 
pursuit tracking performance along the less predictable (more difficult) vertical axis 
(r(18) = -.51, p < .05). In other words, the more the overnight retention groups 
improved in their executive function across the retention interval, the more negative 
their change in pursuit tracking performance was (Figure 3.10). Therefore, the poorer 
cognitive executive function of the overnight retention groups at retest could not 
explain the absence of overnight procedural improvement. No other correlation was 
found to be statistically significant (r(18) = -.32 to .26, all ps, > .05; see Table 3.10).
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For the daytime retention groups, no significant correlation was found (r(18) = -.44 
to .35, all ps > .05; see Table 3.10), showing again the limited relationship between 
the changes in executive function and pursuit tracking performance across the 
retention interval.
Figure 3.10 Scatterplot demonstrating the negative relationship between 
improvement in pursuit tracking performance along the vertical axis and 3-back 
performance across the overnight retention interval
‘E 20-Q.
O.
- 20 -
-40-
-40 -20 200
Improvement in 3-back performance (%)
To examine whether percentage improvement in pursuit tracking performance, as 
indicated by percentage reduction in Euclidean error distance, depended on retention 
interval timing and the single / dual task manipulation, a two-factorial ANOVA was 
performed. The significant main effect of retention interval timing indicated that the 
daytime retention groups improved more in their pursuit tracking performance than 
the overnight retention groups (F(l,36) = 5.73, p < .05; see Figure 3.11), and that 
wakefulness, instead of sleep, facilitated the enhancement of procedural memory.
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There was no significant main effect of single / dual task (F(l,36) = .74, p > .05), so 
the acquisition of a declarative task in the learning session did not affect subsequent 
offline procedural memory processing. The interaction effect was not significant 
(F(1,36) = .53,/7>.05).
Figure 3.11 Improvement in pursuit tracking task across the retention interval in 
terms of Euclidean error distance and its horizontal and vertical components
Euclidean error distance Horizontal error distance Vertical error distance
g
I
I
I .i:g -13
I ■  Overnight PT-only group
■  Overnight PA-PT group 
□  Daytime PT-only group 
E3 Daytime PA-PT group
Note: * p < .05
To examine whether performance change across the retention interval also depended 
on predictability, a three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA was run (Appendix 
24). The main effect of predictability was not significant (F(l,36) = .56, p > .05), and 
therefore, performance change along the more predictable horizontal axis and the 
less predictable vertical axis was similar. The main effect of single / dual task was 
again not significant (F(l,36) = .43, p > .05), indicating the limited effect of learning 
a declarative task prior to the retention interval on offline procedural memory 
processing. There was a significant main effect of retention interval timing (F(l,36) 
= 5.17, p < .05), confirming the enhancing effect of wakefulness on procedural 
memory. No reliable interaction effect was found (F(l,36) = .20 to 1.90, all ps > .05;
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see Appendix 24), including the predictability x retention interval timing interaction 
(F(l,36) = .41, p > .05). Hence, this effect of wakefulness on reducing horizontal 
errors should be similar to that on vertical errors. However, when examining the 
influence of retention interval timing on horizontal and vertical errors in separate 
independent-samples t tests (Figure 3.11), a significant daytime-overnight contrast 
was found in vertical error distance (r(38) = 2.16, p < .05), but not in horizontal error 
distance (t(38) = 1.54, p > .05).
3.2.2.S.3 Performance throughout the retest session
To examine whether pursuit tracking performance changed from the beginning to the 
end of the retest session because of further testing (testing effect) and whether the 
possible change was affected by retention interval timing as well as the single / dual 
task manipulation, a three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA was performed on 
Euclidean error distance (Appendix 25). No significant change in the retest session 
was found (main effect of testing: F{2,12) = .90, p > .05). Although as reported in 
section 3.2.2.5.2, the daytime retention groups, but not the overnight retention 
groups, demonstrated a reduction in Euclidean error distance across the retention 
interval, the overall performance in the retest session was, in fact, similar in both 
groups (main effect of retention interval timing: F(l,36) = 1.35, p > .05). Whether 
participants learned the paired-associate task in the learning session did not affect 
pursuit tracking performance in the retest session (main effect of single / dual task: 
F(l,36) = .38, p > .05). None of the interaction effects was significant {F = .23 to 
1.13, all ps > .05; see Appendix 25).
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A  four-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA was then conducted to determine 
whether pursuit tracking performance changed in the retest session, and such change 
differed between the more predictable horizontal and the less predictable vertical 
axes (Appendix 26). Similar to the results of the analysis on Euclidean error 
distance, performance did not change, i.e. was maintained, throughout the retest 
session (main effect of testing; F(2,72) = .77, p > .05). Again, the main effects of 
retention interval timing and single / dual task were not significant (F(l,36) = 1.23 
and .39, both ps > .05). However, performance along the horizontal axis was better 
than that along the vertical axis (main effect of predictability: F(l,36) = 82.05, p < 
.001). All the interaction effects were not statistically significant {F = .00 to 1.86, all 
ps > .05; see Appendix 26).
In conclusion, pursuit tracking performance along both the more predictable 
horizontal axis and the less predictable vertical axis did not improve further in the 
retest session. It was also independent of whether the participants slept or stayed 
awake during the retention interval and whether they acquired the paired-associate 
task in the learning session.
3.2.3 Discussion
In Study 1, the importance of post-leaming sleep in the offline processing of 
declarative as well as procedural memory was investigated. For declarative memory, 
with the traditional approach which compared the number of word pairs recalled 
across retention, sleep was found to facilitate the stabilization of both semantically 
related and unrelated word pairs, reducing the extent of forgetting. However,
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contrary to Stickgold’s (2004) hypothesis, the number of correctly recalled related 
word pairs did not increase across a night of sleep, and hence, sleep does not seem to 
play a role in the enhancement of declarative memory. Interestingly, when using the 
word pair level approaches, a sleep-dtpcndent effect on declarative memory 
enhancement and stabilization was observed and this was moderated by the semantic 
relatedness of the materials acquired as well as how well they had been learned prior 
to the retention interval. Sleep preferentially enhanced poorly acquired related word 
pairs and more specifically, their pre-existing associations, and it stabilized the 
memory of unrelated word pairs, the associations of which were new and only 
moderately learned. For well-learned declarative materials, memory stabilization 
does not require sleep (Table 3.11).
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Table 3.11 Summary of the consistency among three different approaches in 
demonstrating whether sleep facilitates declarative memory enhancement and 
stabilization
Sleep-dependent Sleep-dependent
enhancement stabilization
Related word pairs
1. Change in the number of correct recalls X y
2. Delayed recall frequency / X
3. Percentage (not) recalled in the first 
delayed recall test y X
Unrelated word pairs 
1. Change in the number of correct recalls X y
2. Delayed recall frequency y y^
3. Percentage (not) recalled in the first 
delayed recall test X y^
Note: ^For the word pair level analyses (approaches 2 and 3), a facilitative effect of 
sleep on declarative memory stabilization was found with only IRFi word pairs, but 
not with word pairs that had been acquired to higher levels, i.e. IRF2 and IRF3 pairs.
On the other hand, in the procedural memory domain, surprisingly, performance 
improved across a period of wakefulness, but not over sleep of an equivalent 
duration. Hence, the results from Study 1 suggest that sleep does not help enhance 
procedural memory but in fact, prevent performance improvement in a newly 
acquired motor skill task.
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3.3 Study 2 (with additional financial reward)
In Study 1, learning of semantically related word pairs was found to be more 
effective, resulting in a higher baseline performance than unrelated word pairs. 
Hence, the differential enhancing and stabilizating effects of sleep on these two kinds 
of word pairs might not only be due to the different levels of hippocampal 
involvement in memory formation as originally hypothesized, but the different 
amounts of materials acquired at the end of the learning session might also play a 
role. In order to address this possible confounding factor, in Study 2, participants 
were provided with an additional financial reward based on their paired-associate 
learning performance, and they received a bigger reward for each unrelated word pair 
acquired than related pair. This procedure was expected to minimize the differences 
in the acquisition of related and unrelated word pairs. Participants were also 
rewarded for their learning performance in the procedural task.
3.3.1 Method
3.3.1.1 Participants
The sample consisted of 6 males and 14 females (mean age = 20.71; SD = 1.50), who 
did not participate in Study 1. All the participants fulfilled the selection criteria used 
in Study 1. They were financially compensated for their participation, and were 
given an additional financial reward based on their paired-associate and pursuit 
tracking performance at the end of the learning sessions.
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3.3.1.2 Procedure and design
The experimental protocol was similar to that used in Study 1 (Figure 3.12). 
However, since the results from Study 1 suggested that acquisition of the pursuit 
tracking task in the learning session did not affect subsequent offline declarative 
memory processing and vice versa, all the participants were required to learn both 
tasks in Study 2. The order of task presentation was counterbalanced across 
participants but stayed the same for each participant in the learning and the retest 
sessions.
Figure 3.12 Experimental protocol of Study 2
Rewarded
overnight
PA-PTgroup
(n=10)
Rewarded
dc d^ime
PA-PTgroup
(n=10)
21:00
Learning Retest
Retest
Actigraphy
Learning
Wakefulness
rd;entionActigraphy
09:00 21:00 09:00 21:00
As in Study 1, half of the participants learned the tasks at 21:00 and their 
performance was retested at 09:00 the following day after a night of sleep (overnight 
PA-PT group), while the other half had their learning session at 09:00 and retest 
session at 21:00 the same day after a 12-hour period of wakefulness (daytime PA-PT 
group). All the participants were required to put on an actiwatch (Actiwatch-L 
Cambridge Neurotechnology Ltd) 24 hours prior to the learning session so that their 
pre-learning sleep duration, sleep latency, and sleep efficiency could be assessed.
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There were two major differences from the experimental procotol of Study 1. Firstly, 
participants were informed that an additional financial reward would be given based 
on how well they performed in the learning session. Specifically, for each 
semantically related word pair correctly recalled at the end of the learning session, 
they were given 5p, but the reward for each unrelated word pair was lOp. This 
procedure was expected to minimize the possibility that participants focused only on 
the easier, i.e. related, word pairs during the paired-associate task. The maximum 
reward for the paired-associate task was £6. Similarly, to ensure that participants did 
try to predict the target trajectory in the pursuit tracking task, they were also told that 
their pursuit tracking performance during learning would also bring them another 
bonus of £6 at most (see Appendix 27 for verbatim instructions). Note that they were 
not informed about the differences in the predictability of the trajectory along the 
horizontal and the vertical axes. The same level of reward was chosen for the two 
tasks so as to avoid participants paying more attention during the paired-associate 
task than the pursuit tracking task. Participants were given the reward one day after 
the completion of the retest session in order to keep them motivated at learning. 
However, because of the time required to process the pursuit tracking data, 
unbeknownst to the participants, all of them were given £4 for the pursuit tracking 
task regardless of their performance.
Another difference from Study 1 is that in Study 2, in addition to performing the n- 
back, the paired-associate, and the pursuit tracking tasks, participants were required 
to provide two ratings of their subjective sleepiness level in both the learning and the 
retest sessions. One rating was given at the beginning of the session, while the other 
was performed before the paired-associate or the pursuit tracking task.
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3.3.1.3 Measures and data treatment
The details of actigraphy, the n-back task, the paired-associate task, and the pursuit 
tracking task, as well as the treatment of these data were the same as in Study 1 
(please refer to section 3.2.1.3 for more details).
Karolinska Sleepiness Scale (KSS). KSS was presented once before and once after 
the n-back tasks in both the learning and the retest sessions (see section 2.1.2.2 for 
more details about KSS). Since in each session, the two KSS scores did not differ 
significantly (learning: 4.25 ± 1.55 vs. 4.45 ± 1.43, r(19) = .94; retest: 3.50 ± 1.70 vs. 
3.65 ± 1.57, t{19) = 1.14, both ps > .05), the average was used in subsequent 
analyses.
3.3.2 Results
Age as well as pre- and post- learning sleep parameters were first compared among 
the overnight and the daytime PA-PT groups who were ‘rewarded’ (in Study 2) and 
those who were ‘unrewarded’ (in Study 1) in order to determine whether there were 
any initial group differences prior to the laboratory sessions (section 3.3.2.1.1). The 
‘rewarded’ and ‘unrewarded’ as well as the overnight and daytime retention contrasts 
on n-back, paired-associate, and pursuit tracking performance at learning and retest 
were then tested (section 3.3.2.1.2). The changes in n-back, paired-associate, and 
pursuit tracking performance across overnight and daytime retention will be 
contrasted between the ‘rewarded’ and the ‘unrewarded’ participants to determine
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whether cognitive change in executive functions and offline memory processing was 
affected by the additional reward (section 3.3.2.1.3).
The amount of the financial reward was based on participants’ paired-associate and 
pursuit tracking performance only in the learning session. However, as shown below 
in section 3.3.2.1, it had limited effects not only on learning performance, but also on 
performance in the retest session as well as performance change across the retention 
interval, i.e. offline memory processing. Therefore, in section 3.4, data from the 
‘rewarded’ PA-PT groups in Study 2 were combined with that of the ‘unrewarded’ 
PA-PT groups in Study 1 to increase the statistical power of the analyses regarding 
the enhancing and stabilizing effects of post-leaming sleep on declarative as well as 
procedural memory.
3.3.2.1 Effects of an additional financial reward
3.3.2.1.1 Age and actigraphy
Descriptive statistics of the age as well as the pre- and post-leaming sleep parameters 
of the ‘rewarded’ and the ‘unrewarded’ participants are presented in Table 3.12.
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There was a slight imbalance in gender in the overnight retention groups since in 
each group, there was only one male but nine females.
To determine whether the ‘rewarded’ and the ‘unrewarded’ participants in the 
overnight and the daytime retention groups differed in age or any sleep parameters 
prior to the laboratory sessions, two-factorial ANOVAs were conducted. 
Independent-samples t tests were performed to determine whether the ‘rewarded’ and 
‘unrewarded’ overnight groups differed in their post-leaming sleep parameters. 
Results are summarized in Table 3.12. The ‘rewarded’ and the ‘unrewarded’ 
participants were similar in age (F(l,36) = 2.56, p > .05), pre-leaming sleep 
parameters (F(1.36) = .00 to 2.41, all ps > .05), as well as post-leaming sleep 
parameters (f(18) = .07 to .95, all ps > .05), except post-leaming sleep efficiency 
(r(18) = 2.37, p < .05). Specifically, compared to the ‘unrewarded’ participants, the 
‘rewarded’ participants demonstrated a slightly higher post-leaming sleep efficiency 
(87.53 ± 3.64% vs. 84.02 ± 2.95%).
3.3.2.1.2 N-back, paired-associate, and pursuit tracking performance at 
learning and retest
Descriptive statistics of the n-back, the paired-associate, and the pursuit tracking 
performance of the ‘rewarded’ and the ‘unrewarded’ ovemight and daytime retention 
groups in the teaming and the retest sessions are presented in Table 3.13.
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To determine whether the additional financial reward had any impact on paired- 
associate and pursuit tracking performance in the learning session, as well as at 
retest, and whether it differed between the overnight and daytime retention groups, 
two-factorial ANOVAs were conducted (Table 3.13). Crucially, those participants 
provided with an additional incentive to learn the paired-associate and the pursuit 
tracking tasks did not perform any differently on these tasks at learning than those 
who were not rewarded (main effect of reward: F(l,36) = .00 to 1.65, all ps > .05). 
They also did not differ in their paired-associate and pursuit tracking performance in 
the retest session (F(l,36) = .00 to .92, allps > .05).
The ‘rewarded’ and the ‘unrewarded’ participants differed in their n-back 
performance, although none of these was related to the primary hypotheses regarding 
the effect of reward on paired-associate and pursuit tracking performance. Compared 
to the ‘unrewarded’ participants, the ‘rewarded’ participants showed less effective 3- 
back performance in the learning session (63.44 ± 13.59% vs. 74.48 ± 16.55%, 
F(l,36) = 5.23, p < .05). There was a significant reward x retention interval timing 
interaction on 2-back performance in the learning session. Results of post hoc 
independent-samples t tests revealed that the 2-back performance of the ‘rewarded’ 
overnight retention group tended to be poorer than their ‘unrewarded’ counterparts 
(?(18) = 2.02, p  = .059), while this difference was not observed between the two 
daytime retention groups (?(18) = 1.08, p > .05).
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3.3.2.1.3 Change in n-back, paired-associate, and pursuit tracking 
performance across retention
Differences between the ‘rewarded’ and ‘unrewarded’ participants in the change in 
their n-back, paired-associate, and pursuit tracking performance across overnight and 
daytime retention were examined with two-factorial ANOVAs. The results as well as 
descriptive statistics are presented in Table 3.14.
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With regard to the change in n-back performance across the retention interval, a 
significant main effect of the additional financial reward was found on 2- and 3-back 
performance (F(l,36) = 9.54, p < .01 and F(l,36) = 6.86, p < .05), with the 
‘rewarded’ participants showing improved performance, while the performance of 
the ‘unrewarded’ participants deteriorated across the retention interval (2-back: 9.89 
± 13.48% vs. -5.62 ± 18.70%; 3-back: 10.30 ± 14.98% vs. -4.09 ± 23.67%). The 
significant main effect of retention interval timing on the change in 3-back 
performance pointed out that 3-back performance deteriorated across overnight 
retention, but improved across daytime retention (-6.56 ± 19.02% vs. 12.76 ± 
18.32%, F(l,36) = 12.38, p < .01). None of the reward x retention interval timing 
interaction effects was statistically significant (F(l,36) = 1.09 to 3.85, allps > .05).
Change in paired-associate performance across the retention interval was indicated 
by percentage change in the number of correct recalls, delayed recall frequency, and 
the percentage of word pairs (not) recalled in the first delayed recall test. None of the 
main effects of the additional financial reward was statistically significant on any of 
the above variables (F(l,36) = .00 to 2.62, all ps > .05; see Table 3.14). Furthermore, 
none of the two-way interaction effects which suggested a differential effect of 
financial reward on the performance change across overnight and daytime retention 
was significant (F(l,36) = .06 to 3.04, all ps > .05).
Main effects of retention interval timing were found on various measures of paired- 
associate performance, which all suggested a beneficial effect of post-leaming sleep 
on offline declarative memory processing. Post-leaming sleep reduced the decrease 
in the number of related as well as unrelated word pairs across the retention interval
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(F(l,36) = 4.40, p < .05 and F(l,36) = 10.97, p < .01). In addition, it increased the 
frequency at which previously recalled unrelated word pairs (IRFi, IRF2, and IRF3 
pairs) were remembered at retest (F(l,36) = 6.17 to 15.10, all ps < .05), and reduced 
the percentage of these word pairs that were no longer retrievable immediately after 
the retention interval (F(l,36) = 4.95 to 15.92, all ps < .05).
The additional financial reward had minimal impact on the percentage change in 
Euclidean, horizontal, and vertical error distances across the retention interval 
(F(l,36) = .02 to .20, all ps > .05), and hence, the offline enhancement and 
stabilization of procedural memory. In addition, the absence of any reliable main 
effect of retention interval timing on the change in pursuit tracking performance 
across the retention interval indicated that offline procedural memory processing was 
not sleep-dependent (F(l,36) = 2.32 to 3.64, all ps > .05). None of the two-way 
interaction effects was statistically significant (F(l,36) = .01 to .13, all ps > .05).
In conclusion, the additional financial reward had limited effects on paired-associate 
and pursuit tracking performance at learning and retest, as well as performance 
change across the retention interval. As a result, the data of the ‘rewarded’ and the 
‘unrewarded’ participants, i.e. from Study 1 and Study 2, were combined to increase 
the statistical power of the analyses regarding the effects of retention interval timing, 
or more specially, about post-leaming sleep. These results will be reported in the 
following section. Results based on the data in Study 2 alone are reported in 
Appendix 28.
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3.4 Study 1 and study 2
3.4.1 Results
In this section, differences in age and sleep parameters among the overnight and the 
daytime PA-only and PT-only groups from Study 1, as well as the PA-PT groups 
from both Study 1 and Study 2 were first examined in order to check the similarity of 
the groups prior to the assessment of their memory performance. Similarity in 
subjective sleepiness levels of the overnight and the daytime PA-PT groups at 
learning as well as at retest in Study 2 was also examined. Finally, the group 
contrasts in n-back, paired-associate, and pursuit tracking performance were tested.
3.4.1.1 Age
Results of a one-way ANOVA showed that the six groups were similar in age 
(F(5,74) = 1.61, p>  .05; see Table 3.15).
Table 3.15 Mean and standard deviation of the age of the overnight and the
daytime PA-only, PT-only, and PA-PT groups
Overnight Overnight Overnight Daytime Daytime Daytime
PA-only group PT-only group PA-PT group PA-only group PT-only group PA-PT group
(n = 10) (n = 10) (n = 20) (n = 10) (n = 10) (n = 20)
21.62 (3.58) 24.97 (6.32) 20.57 (2.33) 23.00 (3.91) 21.18 (3.63) 22.95 (5.59)
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3.4.1.2 Actigraphy
The mean and standard deviation of pre-learning and post-leaming sleep parameters 
of all the six groups are presented in Table 3.16.
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To determine whether the overnight and the daytime PA-only, PT-only, and PA-PT 
groups initially differed in any sleep parameters prior to the learning session, one­
way ANOVAs were performed (Table 3.16). Results showed that in the night before 
the learning session, these six groups did not differ in their bedtime, the time when 
sleep ended, wake time, sleep latency, or sleep efficiency (F(5,74) = .82 to 2.31, all 
ps > .05). Significant group difference was found in the clock time when sleep 
started (F(5,74) = 2.59, p < .05), although results of post hoc Tukey tests did not 
reveal any significant between-group contrast (all ps > .05). On the other hand, there 
was a significant difference in sleep duration among groups (F(5,74) = 3.01, p < .05), 
and results of post hoc Tukey tests showed that the pre-learning sleep duration of the 
daytime PA-only group was significantly shorter than that of the overnight PA-only 
group (6.95 + 1.30 hr vs. 8.45 ± 0.88 hr,p < .05).
For the three overnight retention groups, to investigate whether these groups differed 
reliably in any of the sleep parameters the night after learning, one-way ANOVA 
analyses were first conducted (Table 3.16). No reliable group difference was found 
in their bedtime, the time when sleep started, the time when sleep ended, wake time, 
sleep duration, sleep latency, or sleep efficiency (F(2,37) = .23 to 2.12, all ps > .05). 
In addition, two-factorial repeated measures ANOVAs were conducted to determine 
whether sleep parameters in the pre- and post-leaming nights differed and whether 
such difference, if any, was found in all groups (Appendix 29). No reliable difference 
between pre- and post-leaming nights was found in any of the sleep parameters 
(F(l,37) = .11 to 3.74, all ps > .05). The absence of any main effects of group 
indicated the similarity of the three ovemight retention groups in terms of their pre- 
and post-leaming sleep parameters (F(2,37) = .10 to 3.03, all ps > .05). Note that the
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earlier wake time of post-leaming sleep episode, compared to pre-leaming sleep, that 
was found in the ovemight retention groups in Study 1 was no longer observed. 
Therefore, the possibility that participants in the ovemight retention groups woke up 
earlier in order to attend the moming retest session was not valid. None of the pre- / 
post-leaming x group interaction effects was statistically significant (F(2,37) = .02 to 
.79, all ps > .05).
3.4.1.3 Karolinska Sleepiness Scale
The descriptive statistics of the KSS score of the ovemight and the daytime PA-PT 
groups from Study 2 are listed in Table 3.17. The score of each group in the two 
laboratory sessions were between 3.30 and 4.45, indicating that participants were 
relatively alert and not excessively sleepy during the experiment. ,
Table 3.17 Results of t tests examining the group differences in Karolinska 
Sleepiness Scale score at teaming and retest and changes across the retention interval
Overnight PA-PT group Daytime PA-PT group Independent- 
(n = 10) (n = 10) samples (^18)
Learning
Retest
Paired- 
samples r(9)
4.45
3.30
(1.19)
(1.38)
4.25
3.85
(1.67)
(1.84)
1.69 .68
.31
.76
Note: all ps > .05
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The learning and the retest sessions of the ovemight retention groups were conducted 
at 21:00 and 09:00 respectively, and vice versa for the daytime retention groups. 
Because of the between-group differences in time of day for the two laboratory 
sessions, it is important to determine whether the ovemight and the daytime retention 
groups were similar in their subjective sleepiness levels in each session in order to 
mle out the possibility that any group differences in performance at learning or at 
retest was due to differences in participants’ sleepiness levels at different times of 
day. Results of independent-samples t tests showed that the ovemight and the 
daytime retention groups did not differ in their KSS score during both the teaming 
and the retest sessions (?(18) = .31 and .76, both ps > .05; see Table 3.17).
Within-group contrasts on participants’ subjective sleepiness levels were also tested 
in order to mle out the possibility that any differences in teaming and retest 
performance could be due to differences in sleepiness at different times of day. 
Paired-samples t tests were performed separately for the ovemight and the daytime 
groups, and results did not reveal any significant change in KSS score across either 
ovemight or daytime retention (t(9) = 1.69 and .68, both ps > .05).
3.4.1.4 N-back
The mean and standard deviation of n-back performance at teaming and retest are 
presented in Table 3.18.
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Table 3.18 Mean and standard deviation of percentage of correct responses in n- 
back tasks of the ovemight and the daytime PA-only, PT-only, and PA-PT groups
Overnight Overnight Overnight Daytime Daytime Daytime
PA-only PT-only PA-PT PA-only PT-only PA-PT
group group Group group group Group
(n = 10) (n = 10) (n = 20) (n = 10) (n = 10) (n = 20)
1-back
Learning 98.54 ( 3.26) 89.79 (18.49) 89.43 (17.03) 88.75 (16.44) 95.42 ( 6.27) 92.67 (13.88)
Retest 94.17 ( 5.54) 88.33 (18.25) 90.45 (17.78) 88.96 (21.27) 96.46 ( 3.11) 97.58 ( 2.75)
2-back
Learning 91.25 ( 6.79) 76.25 (26.74) 82.10 (15.38) 76.46 (23.61) 85.63 (13.12) 80.30 (17.78) 
Retest 86.46 (10.54) 72.92 (21.87) 79.22 (17.93) 80.21 (25.18) 85.62 ( 9.13) 85.25 (19.29)
3-back
Learning 77.71 ( 9.47) 68.13 (23.65) 70.94 (15.92) 63.54 (20.98) 74.58 (20.38) 66.99 (16.17)
Retest 72.08 ( 9.58) 62.08 (23.57) 64.96 (15.84) 65.83 (23.27) 74.58 (13.60) 74.31 (16.29)
Separate three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVAs on n-back performance at 
teaming and at retest were conducted to determine whether n-back performance 
differed across the three levels of task difficulty, and between the ovemight and the 
daytime retention groups, as well as among the PA-only, PT-only, and PA-PT 
groups. The pattems found for n-back performance in both the teaming and the retest 
sessions were similar (Appendix 30). In both sessions, response accuracy decreased 
from about 90% in 1-back, to about 80% in 2-back, and to about 70% in 3-back task 
(main effect of difficulty at teaming: F(2,148) = 97.81; at retest: F(2,148) = 96.39, 
both ps < .001), and this relationship between performance and task difficulty had a 
strong linear trend (teaming: F(l,74) = 140.96, p < .001; retest: F(1,74) = 164.65, p < 
.001). Although the learning session was conducted at different times of day for the 
ovemight and the daytime groups, they showed similar n-back performance (main
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effect of retention interval timing: F(l,74) = .40, p > .05). This was also observed in 
the retest data (F(l,74) = 1.59, p > .05). In addition, n-back performance was 
independent of whether the participants learned the paired-associate task only, the 
pursuit tracking task only, or both tasks (main effect of single / dual task at learning: 
F(2,74) = .17; at retest: F(2,74) = .13, both ps > .05). None of the two-way or three- 
way interactions was significant (F = .15 to 2.33, all ps > .05).
N-back performance in the learning and the retest sessions was then contrasted with 
paired-sample t tests to examine whether the cognitive executive functions of the 
ovemight retention groups changed from the evening teaming session to the moming 
retest session. Similar analyses were performed on the daytime retention groups to 
examine whether there was any reliable change in cognitive executive functions from 
the moming teaming session to the evening retest session.
For the ovemight retention groups, 1-back and 2-back performance was similar in the 
evening teaming session and the moming retest session (1-back: 91.80 ± 15.44% vs. 
90.85 ± 15.57%, r(39) = .49; 2-back: 82.92 ± 17.90% vs. 79.45 ± 17.78%, f(39) = 
1.47, both ps > .05). However, for the most difficult 3-back task, performance was 
better in the evening teaming session than in the moming retest session (71.93 ± 
16.91% vs. 66.02 ± 16.90%, t(39) = .3.04, p < .01), a finding which had also been 
observed in Study 1.
For the daytime retention groups, in contrast to Study 1 where they showed similar n- 
back performance in both laboratory sessions, when data from the two studies were 
combined to produce a greater sample size, n-back performance at all levels of
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difficulty was better in the evening retest session than in the moming teaming 
session (1-back: 94.24 ± 12.50% vs. 89.44 ± 16.98%, t(39) = 2.17; 2-back: 83.59 ± 
19.44% vs. 80.31 ± 18.90%, t(39) = 2.49; 3-back: 71.10 ± 18.14% vs. 67.77 ± 
18.47%, t(39) = 2.17, all ps < .05).
The inferior n-back performance in the moming might be attributed to circadian 
influences or the effects of sleep inertia. To examine the possible circadian 
contribution, the moming n-back performance of all the participants (i.e. retest data 
of the ovemight retention groups and the teaming data of the daytime retention 
groups) was contrasted with their evening n-back performance (i.e. teaming data of 
the ovemight retention groups and the retest data of the daytime retention groups). A 
three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA was mn for each level of n-back 
difficulty in order to examine the possible differences between the ovemight and the 
daytime retention groups and between the PA-only, PT-only, and PA-PT groups in 
their moming and evening n-back performance. Results are summarized in Appendix 
31. As shown in Figure 3.13, there was a significant time of day effect on 
performance in the more difficult n-back tasks: performance and thus, cognitive 
executive functions, in the evening was found to be better than in the moming (2- 
back: 83.50 + 18.23% vs. 80.06 + 17.92%, F(l,76) = 6.06, p < .05; 3-back: 72.09 ± 
17.17% vs. 67.02 ± 17.62%, F(l,76) = 16.50, p < .001). This effect of time of day 
was not observed in the simplest n-back task (i.e. 1-back: 93.47 ± 13.47% vs. 91.61 ± 
14.31%, F(l,76) = 1.72, p > .05). The absence of any main effects of retention 
interval timing suggested that the ovemight and the daytime groups did not differ in 
their cognitive executive functions at either 09:00 or 21:00 (F(l,76) = .10 to .76, all 
ps > .05). The main effect of the single / dual task manipulation was not statistically
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significant, indicating the similarity of the PA-only, the PT-only, and the PA-PT 
groups in their cognitive executive functions at both times of day (F(l,76) = .00 to 
.02, all ps > .05). No significant interaction effect was found (F(l,76) = .00 to 2.10, 
all ps > .05).
Figure 3.13 N-back performace of the ovemight and the daytime retention groups 
as a function of time of day
l-back
A Ovemight PA-only group 
•  Overnight PT-only group 
■  Ovemight PA-PT group 
A Daytime PA-only group 
O Daytime PT-only group 
O Daytime PA-PT group
2-back 3-back
Evening Moming Evening
learning retest / learning retest
Evening Moming Evening
learning retest / learning retest
Time or day of learning and retest
Evening Moming Evening
learning retest /  learning retest
To mle out the possibility that the poorer n-back performance in the moming was 
due to sleep inertia, the time since waking, i.e. the time elapsed between the 
participants’ wake time and the beginning of the moming laboratory session, was 
calculated, and then correlated with moming n-back performance. The magnitude of 
all the correlations was negligible (1-back: r(78) = .07; 2-back: r(78) = .05; 3-back: 
r(78) = .04, all ps > .05), suggesting minimal effect of sleep inertia on n-back 
performance.
In conclusion, n-back performance of the ovemight and the daytime retention groups 
was similar at teaming as well as at retest, although the laboratory sessions were not
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conducted at the same time of day for the two groups. Interestingly and importantly, 
performance in n-back tasks, particularly the more difficult versions, was found to be 
poorer in the moming than in the evening, indicating a strong circadian effect, which 
could not be explained by sleep inertia.
3.4.1.5 Paired-associate task
In this section, the number of word pairs correctly recalled by the ovemight and the 
daytime PA-only and PA-PT groups in the teaming session will first be examined to 
check the similarity of these groups in their paired-associate performance prior to the 
retention interval (section 3.4.1.5.1). Then, participants’ paired-associate 
performance before and after the retention interval will be contrasted in three 
different ways to examine the enhancing and stabilizing effects of post-leaming sleep 
on declarative memory (section 3.4.1.5.2 - section 3.4.1.5.4). Finally, the number of 
correctly recalled word pairs in the retest session will be analyzed so as to test 
whether paired-associate performance improved even without any feedback (section 
3.4.1.5.5).
3.4.1.5.1 Performance throughout the learning session
Descriptive statistics of the number of word pairs correctly recalled in the teaming 
and the retest sessions are presented in Table 3.19.
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Table 3.19 Mean and standard deviation of the number of related and unrelated 
word pairs correctly recalled at learning and retest
Overnight
PA-only
group
Overnight
PA-PT
group
Daytime
PA-only
group
Daytime
PA-PT
group
(n = 10) (n =:20) (n == 10) (n = 20)
Related word pairs 
Learning
Immediate recall test 1 16.40 (3.60) 15.80 ( 5.34) 14.20 ( 9.03) 17.35 (5.63)
Immediate recall test 2 26.50 (5.36) 26.70 ( 6.43) 23.80 ( 7.74) 26.75 (5.50)
Immediate recall test 3 33.40 (3.92) 31.60 ( 6.29) 31.10 ( 6.57) 31.95 (5.26)
Retest
Delayed recall test 1 33.10 (4.20) 31.10 ( 6.65) 27.90 ( 6.66) 29.50 (7.01)
Delayed recall test 2 33.90 (4.07) 31.80 ( 6.03) 29.70 ( 6.11) 30.50 (5.31)
Delayed recall test 3 33.80 (3.99) 32.60 ( 6.34) 29.50 ( 6.11) 31.00 (5.63)
Unrelated word pairs
Learning
Immediate recall test 1 6.70 (5.79) 6.35 ( 5.37) 4.60 ( 4.38) 5.95 (3.83)
Immediate recall test 2 14.70 (8.11) 14.55 ( 8.58) 10.40 ( 8.28) 13.75 (8.23)
Immediate recall test 3 21.10 (7.96) 20.75 ( 9.70) 18.10 (10.37) 19.75 (9.28)
Retest
Delayed recall test 1 17.10 (9.10) 17.60 ( 9.65) 11.90 ( 9.72) 13.55 (8.98)
Delayed recall test 2 18.00 (8.10) 18.80 (10.01) 12.40 (10.34) 14.15 (9.20)
Delayed recall test 3 18.80 (8.63) 19.80 (10.40) 12.90 (10.16) 15.05 (9.41)
Note: maximum number for each type of word pair in each recall test = 40
To determine whether the number of correctly recalled word pairs increased 
significantly from the first to the final immediate recall tests (effect of learning), and
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whether such improvement was similar for the semantically related and unrelated 
word pairs, for the ovemight and the daytime retention groups, and for the PA-only 
and PA-PT groups, a four-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA was mn (Appendix 
32).
With a larger sample size, the results of both Study 1 and Study 2 were very similar 
to those obtained in Study 1 alone. Participants showed remarkable improvement in 
their recall performance throughout the teaming session (main effect of teaming; 
F(2,112) = 530.76, p < .001). Recall of semantically related word pairs was superior 
to that of unrelated pairs (main effect of semantic relatedness: F(l,56) = 254.42, p < 
.001). Although the teaming session was conducted at different times of day for the 
ovemight and the daytime retention groups, acquisition of word pairs of these groups 
did not differ (main effect of retention interval timing: F(l,56) = .76, p > .05; 
teaming x retention interval timing: F(2,112) = .78, p > .05). Furthermore, whether 
participants also acquired a procedural task had minimal impact on word pair 
teaming (main effect of single / dual task: F(l,56) = .28, p > .05; teaming x single / 
dual task: F(2,112) = 1.31, p > .05). None of the interaction effects was statistically 
significant (F = .01 to 1.31, all ps > .05), except the teaming x semantic relatedness 
interaction (F(2,112) = 5.93, p < .01).
To investigate this significant two-way interaction, three sets of post hoc analyses 
were performed. Firstly, difference in the recall of related and unrelated word pairs 
was investigated in each immediate recall test with paired-samples t tests. As shown 
in Figure 3.14, a greater number of related word pairs was recalled than unrelated 
pairs in all the three tests (test 1: t{59) = 13.75; test 2: t{59) = 16.23; test 3: t{59) =
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13.90, all ps < .001). Secondly, the number of correctly recalled related word pairs 
between successive tests was examined with paired-samples t tests, and results 
showed that there was a reliable increase from test 1 to test 2 (r(59) = 20.70, p < 
.001; see Figure 3.14), as well as from test 2 to test 3 (r(59) = 14.47, p < .001). 
Similarly, improvement was also observed in the recall of unrelated word pairs from 
test 1 to test 2 (t{59) = 12.80, p < .001), and from test 2 to test 3 {t{59) = 15.01, p < 
.001). Finally, the proportion increase in the number of correctly recalled word pairs 
from the first to the third immediate recall tests was computed for both related and 
unrelated word pairs. A 2.2-fold increase in related word pairs was found, but there 
was a significantly greater 4.7-fold increase in unrelated word pairs (f(55) = 4.94, p < 
.001).
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Figure 3.14 Number of semantically related and unrelated word pairs correctly 
recalled during the learning session
 I_
•a 30
I
■  Related word pairs 
□  Unrelated word pairs
Immediate recall test
Note: ***/?<.001;
in the learning session, participants learned 40 semantically related and 40 
unrelated word pairs and learning performance was assessed with three 
immediate recall tests.
/
In order to examine whether baseline paired-associate performance prior to the 
retention interval was determined by the semantic relatedness of the word pairs, and 
differed between the overnight and the daytime retention groups, and between the 
PA-only and the PA-PT groups, a three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA was 
performed on the number of correct recalls in the final immediate recall test 
(Appendix 33). The main effect of semantic relatedness was statistically significant 
(F(l,56) = 170.60, p < .001), again showing the superior recall of semantically 
related word pairs. The non-significant main effects of retention interval timing and 
single / dual task as well as the interaction effects involving these factors suggested
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that the four groups had acquired a similar number of related and unrelated word 
pairs prior to the retention interval (F(l,56) = .00 to .60, allps > .05).
In conclusion, when the Study 1 data were re-analyzed with the ‘rewarded’ 
participants in Study 2 in order to increase the sample size and statistical power, the 
results regarding paired-associate performance in the learning session were 
essentially the same. The number of correctly recalled word pairs increased from the 
beginning to the end of the learning session. Participants learned a larger number of 
semantically related word pairs than unrelated ones. The overnight and the daytime 
groups acquired a similar number of word pairs regardless of the differences in the 
time of day of their learning session. Furthermore, acquiring a procedural task in the 
same laboratory session had minimal impact on paired-associate learning.
3.4.1.5.2 Pre- and post-retention performance comparison: Number of 
correct recalls
The number of related word pairs correctly recalled in the final immediate recall test 
and that in the first delayed recall test were contrasted with paired-sample t tests to 
determine whether there was any reliable change in paired-associate performance 
across the retention interval in the overnight PA-only group, the overnight PA-PT 
group, the daytime PA-only group, and the daytime PA-PT group. Similar analyses 
were also performed on the number of correctly recalled unrelated word pairs. 
Results are presented in Table 3.20. The results found were similar to those when 
only the ‘unrewarded’ participants in Study 1 were included in the analyses. 
Specifically, for semantically related word pairs, the two overnight retention groups
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did not show any significant change in recall performance (t(9) = .61 and f(19) = .96, 
both ps > .05), whereas the daytime retention groups recalled fewer word pairs after 
the retention interval ( (^9) = 3.54 and t{\9) = 3.86, both ps < .01). For unrelated word 
pairs, all four groups recalled fewer word pairs at retest than at learning {t = 3.65 to 
7.82, all ps < .01; see Table 3.20).
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Next, a three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted on the percentage 
change in the number of correct recalls in order to determine the influence of 
retention interval timing, semantic relatedness, and the single / dual task 
manipulation on performance change across the retention interval (Appendix 34). 
The main effect of single / dual task was not significant (F(l,56) = .36, p > .05; see 
Figure 3.15), so learning a procedural task in the same laboratory session had 
minimal effect of the subsequent change in paired-associate performance across the 
retention interval. There was, however, a significant main effect of semantic 
relatedness (F(l,56) = 122.57, p < .001), implying more forgetting of unrelated than 
related word pairs during the retention interval. The main effect of retention interval 
timing was also statistically significant (F(l,56) = 15.69, p < .001), suggesting that 
the overnight retention groups, i.e. those participants who slept between learning and 
retest, forgot a smaller proportion of related and unrelated word pairs than the 
daytime retention groups, i.e. those participants who stayed awake during the 
retention interval. However, post-leaming sleep reduced the forgetting of related and 
unrelated word pairs to different extents. The significant retention interval timing x 
semantic relatedness interaction was significant (F(l,56) = 6.69, p < .05), and results 
of post hoc independent-samples t tests indicated that the percentage change was 
smaller across overnight sleep retention than across daytime retention for related 
word pairs (-1.46 ± 7.27% vs. -9.23 ± 11.22%, r(58) = 3.18, p < .01) as well as 
unrelated word pairs (-19.02 ± 15.82% vs. -38.21 ± 20.90%, t(58) = 4.01, p < .001; 
see Figure 3.15). However, the effect size for related pairs was 0.82, but that for 
unrelated pairs was 1.04. Hence, post-leaming sleep reduced the forgetting of 
semantically unrelated word pairs to a greater extent than that of related pairs.
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Figure 3.15 Percentage change in the number of correct recalls in paired-associate 
task across the retention interval
Related word pairs Unrelated word pairs
Or-
 ^ -10 
I -20
«  -30
I
N -50
1 - 6 0  
O -70 ■  Overnight PA-only group 
B  Overnight PA-PT group 
□  Daytime PA-only group 
C3 Daytime PA-PT group
I
Note: ***/?< .001; < .01
The reduced forgetting over nocturnal sleep relative to a period of daytime 
wakefulness cannot be explained by circadian factors. As illustrated in Figure 3.16, 
for related word pairs, recall performance of the daytime retention groups was worse 
in the evening (i.e. at retest) than in the morning (i.e. at learning). However, this 
difference in performance at different times of day was not observed in the overnight 
retention groups. For unrelated word pairs, both the overnight and the daytime 
retention groups demonstrated poorer recall performance in the second laboratory 
session (i.e. at retest) regardless of the time of day, although the extent of 
performance deterioration during daytime was greater than that at night.
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Figure 3.16 Number of related and unrelated word pairs correctly recalled at the 
end of the learning session and the beginning of the retest session as a function of 
time of day
Related word pairs Unrelated word pairs
I
I
•  Overnight PA-only group 
■  Overnight PA-PT group 
O Daytime PA-only group 
□  Daytime PA-PT group
EveningMorning Evening Evening MorningEvening
learning retest / learning retest learning retest / learning
Time of day of learning and retest
retest
Note: Positive and negative error bars indicate the standard deviation of the PA-PT 
and the PA-only groups respectively;
for the overnight retention groups, the learning and the retest sessions were 
respectively in the evening and in the morning;
for the daytime retention groups, the learning and the retest sessions were 
respectively in the morning and in the evening.
The reduced forgetting observed in the overnight retention groups cannot be 
attributed to the differences in cognitive executive functions between the overnight 
and the daytime retention groups in the retest session because no significant group 
difference was found in n-back performance after the retention interval. Furthermore, 
the overnight retention groups demonstrated poorer n-back performance at retest than 
at learning, which should promote rather than reduce forgetting. In contrast, the n-
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back performance of the daytime retention groups was better at retest than at 
learning, and therefore, forgetting across daytime retention should be smaller than 
that across overnight retention, which was opposite to the findings. Therefore, the 
change in paired-associate performance across the retention interval was independent 
of the change in n-back performance, i.e. cognitive executive functions. This was 
statistically examined by correlating the percentage change in the number of correct 
recalls and the percentage change in n-back performance (Table 3.21). Separate 
analyses were performed for the overnight and the daytime retention groups. As 
expected, none of the correlations was statistically significant (r(28) = -.21 to .20, all 
ps > .05).
Table 3.21 Pearson correlations between the percentage improvement in n-back 
performance and the percentage change in the number of correctly recalled word 
pairs across the retention interval
1-back 2-back 3-back
Related word pairs
Overnight retention groups .05 -.15 -.06
Daytime retention groups -.13 .05 -.21
Unrelated word pairs
Overnight retention groups .19 .20 .19
Daytime retention groups .20 -.05 .00
Note: all ps > .05; df= 28
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To summarize, after re-analyzing the data with a larger sample size, findings similar 
to Study 1 were obtained. The number of correctly recalled word pairs did not 
increase across the retention interval regardless of their semantic relatedness and 
whether the retention interval involved sleep. These results strongly suggested that 
post-leaming sleep did not help enhance declarative memory. However, post- 
leaming sleep played a critical role in stabilizing the memory of both related and 
unrelated word pairs, thereby reducing the extent of forgetting across the retention 
interval. This protective effect of sleep could not be explained by either circadian 
factors or the changes in cognitive executive functions across the retention interval.
3.4.1.5.3 Pre- and post-retention performance comparison: Delayed recall 
frequency
The frequency at which previously unrecalled word pairs, i.e. IRFq pairs, were 
retrieved in the delayed recall tests indicated the extent of offline declarative memory 
enhancement during the retention interval. On the other hand, the frequency at which 
previously recalled word pairs, i.e. IRFi, IRF2, and IRF3 pairs, were remembered 
again at retest is a measure of the extent of offline declarative memory stabilization. 
The delayed recall frequency of word pairs that were recalled 0, 1, 2, and 3 times in 
the teaming session is presented in Figure 3.17.
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Figure 3.17 Delayed recall frequency of (a) related and (b) unrelated word pairs 
that had been recalled in 0,1, 2, and 3 immediate recall tests at learning
(a)
£? 3
■  Overnight PA-only group (n =  9)
■  Overnight PA-PT grov^ (n =  16) 
□  Daytime PA-only gro iy  (n =  8) 
E  Daytime PA-PT groiy (n «  18)
IRF = 3IRF = 0 IRF=1 IRF = 2
-------------------------Immediate recall frequency (IRF) / Level o f learning-
Note: ***/?< .001; < .01; < .05;
maximum immediate recall frequency = 3; 
maximum delayed recall frequency = 3
In order to determine whether delayed recall frequency depended on how well the 
word pairs had been acquired at learning (level of learning), retention interval timing, 
semantic relatedness, and the single / dual task manipulation, a four-factorial 
repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted (Appendix 35). Note that not all the 
participants provided data on related and unrelated word pairs at each level of 
learning. Therefore, this analysis was based on 9 overnight PA-only, 16 overnight 
PA-PT, 8 daytime PA-only, and 18 daytime PA-PT participants.
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The results are very similar to those in Study 1. The significant main effect of level 
of learning on the delayed recall frequency (F(3,141) = 426.84, p < .001) suggested 
that the better a word pair had been acquired during learning, the more often it was 
recalled after the retention interval. There was also a significant main effect of 
semantic relatedness (F(l,47) = 126.40, p < .001), indicating that semantically 
related word pairs were recalled more frequently in the retest session than unrelated 
pairs. In addition, the main effect of retention interval timing was statistically 
significant (f(l,47) = 12.72, p < .001), so delayed recall frequency after overnight 
retention was reliably higher than that after daytime retention. However, the main 
effect of single /dual task did not reach the 0.05 significant level (F(l,47) = 1.51, p > 
.05). The two-way interaction by semantic relatedness and level of learning was 
significant (F(3,141) = 13.96, p < .001). More importantly, there was a significant 
three-way interaction between level of learning, retention interval timing, and 
semantic relatedness (F(3,141) = 5.30, p < .01). No other interaction effect was 
significant (F = .03 to 2.92, all ps > .05).
Post hoc three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVAs were performed to investigate 
the influence of retention interval timing and semantic relatedness, together with the 
single / dual task manipulation, on word pairs’ delayed recall frequency at each level 
of learning (Appendix 36).
For those word pairs that had never been recalled in the learning session, i.e. IRFo 
pairs, the main effects of both retention interval timing and semantic relatedness 
were significant (F(l,47) = 7.08, p < .05 and F(l,47) = 29.64, p < .001 respectively), 
but the main effect of single / dual task was not (F(l,47) = 2.03, p > .05). None of the
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two-way or three-way interactions was significant, except the retention interval 
timing x semantic relatedness interaction (F(l,47) = 4.09, p < .05). Results of post 
hoc independent-samples t test showed that related word pairs were 2.6 times more 
frequently recalled after overnight than after daytime retention (0.89 ± 0.88 vs. 0.34 
± 0.49; r(49) = 2.76, p < .01). However, delayed recall frequency of unrelated word 
pairs was similar following overnight and daytime retention (0.23 ± 0.34 vs. 0.10 ±
0.30; t(49) = 1.45, p > .05), a result which was different from that found with the 
smaller sample size in Study 1 where the recall of related, as well as unrelated, word 
pairs benefits from post-leaming sleep. Therefore, with a larger sample size, a 
facilitative effect of post-leaming sleep in enhancing the memory of previously 
unrecalled word pairs was found only when they had pre-existing associations.
For those word pairs that were recalled in one of the immediate recall tests, i.e. IRFi 
pairs, the main effects of both retention interval timing and semantic relatedness 
were again significant (F(l,47) = 9.90, p < .01 and F(l,47) = 77.60, p < .001 
respectively), while the main effect of single / dual task was not (F(l,47) = 1.93, p > 
.05). None of the interaction effects was statistically significant, except the retention 
interval timing x semantic relatedness interaction (F(l,47) = 7.92, p < .01). Results 
of post hoc independent-samples t tests showed that there was no significant 
difference in the delayed recall frequency of related word pairs between the 
ovemight and the daytime retention groups (2.36 ± 0.64 vs. 2.20 ± 0.46; r(49) = 1.07, 
p > .05), but the frequency of recalling unrelated word pairs was 1.7 times higher in 
the ovemight retention groups (1.88 ± 0.62 vs. 1.13 ± 0.53; t{A9) = 4.64, p < .001). 
These findings were similar to those found in Study 1.
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For those word pairs that had been recalled twice at learning, i.e. IRF2 pairs, the main 
effect of semantic relatedness was again significant (F(l,47) = 21.53, p < .001), but 
that of retention interval timing only approached significance (F(l,47) = 3.45, p = 
.07). As in the IRFq and IRFi pairs, there was no significant main effect of single / 
dual task (F(l,47) = .08, p > .05). None of the two-way or the three-way interactions 
was significant, including the retention interval timing x semantic relatedness 
interaction (F(l,47) = 1.56, p > .05). However, results of independent-samples t tests 
showed that while the ovemight and the daytime retention groups did not differ in 
their frequency to recall related word pairs at retest (2.80 ± 0.28 vs. 2.70 ± 0.33; t{49) 
= 1.22, p > .05), the frequency of recalling unrelated word pairs was higher in the 
ovemight retention groups (2.54 ± 0.40 vs. 2.16 ± 0.81; /(49) = 2.10, p < .05). This 
beneficial effect of post-leaming sleep in stabilizing the memory of unrelated word 
pairs was not observed when data analysis was performed with a smaller sample size 
in Study 1.
Finally, for those word pairs that had been recalled throughout the teaming session,
i.e. IRF3 pairs, the main effect of semantic relatedness was statistically significant 
(F(l,47) = 4.10, p < .05), but note that the frequency of recalling unrelated pairs at 
retest was only slightly lower than that of related pairs (2.79 ± 0.31 vs. 2.89 ± 0.18). 
Consistent with all the previous analyses, the main effect of single / dual task was not 
significant (F(l,47) = .36, p > .05). The main effect of retention interval timing was 
no longer significant (F(l,47) = 1.78, p > .05), and it also did not interact with 
semantic relatedness (F(l,47) = 1.47, p > .05). However, results of independent- 
samples t tests pointed out that while the ovemight and the daytime retention groups 
did not differ in their frequency to recall related word pairs at retest (2.89 ± 0.20 vs.
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2.88 ± 0.16; /(49) = 0.27, p > .05), the frequency of recalling unrelated word pairs 
was higher in the ovemight retention groups (2.89 ±0.18 vs. 2.70 ± 0.38; f(49) = 
2.35, p < .05). This sleep-dependent stabilization effect on the memory of unrelated 
word pairs was not previously found in Study 1 when a smaller sample size was 
used.
In conclusion, when a larger sample size was used by combining the data collected in 
Study 1 and Study 2, the facilitative effect of post-leaming sleep in enhancing the 
memory of previously unrecalled related word pairs was still observed. On the 
contrary, the sleep-dependent enhancing effect on the memory of semantically 
unrelated word pairs was no longer significant. With a larger sample size and greater 
statistical power, the beneficial effects of sleep in stabilizing the memory of 
previously recalled unrelated word pairs were observed in less well acquired word 
pairs, i.e. IRFi pairs, as well as in better acquired materials, i.e. IRF2 and IRF3 pairs.
3.4.1.5.4 Pre- and post-retention performance comparison: Percentage of 
word pairs (not) recalled in the first delayed recall test
The memory of IRFq pairs was not retrievable in the teaming session, and therefore, 
needed to be enhanced offline in order to be recalled at retest. To determine whether 
offline memory enhancement was affected by retention interval timing, semantic 
relatedness, and the single / dual task manipulation, a three-factorial repeated- 
measures ANOVA was conducted on the percentage of IRFq pairs that were 
remembered in the first delayed recall test (Figure 3.18). Results are presented in 
Appendix 37.
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Figure 3.18 Percentage of (a) related and (b) unrelated word pairs never recalled 
during learning that were successfully retrieved in the first delayed recall test after 
the retention interval
100
■  Overnight PA-only grovç (n =  8)
■  Ovemight PA-PT grovç (n =  16) 
O  Daytime PA-only gro iç  (n =  8) 
E  Daytime PA-PT group (n =  18)
(b)
100
IRF = 0
Note: */7<.05;
for each participant, the number of word pairs that were not recalled in the 
learning session was first counted, and the percentage of these pairs that were 
remembered in the first delayed recall test immediately after the retention 
interval is plotted here separately for each group.
Compared to unrelated word pairs, a greater percentage of previously unrecalled 
related pairs was enhanced during the retention interval and therefore, successfully 
retrieved in the first delayed recall test (main effect of semantic relatedness: F(l,46) 
= 15.27, p < .001). However, the percentage recalled did not differ between the PA- 
only and the PA-PT groups (main effect of single / dual task: F(l,46) = .03, p > .05),
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suggesting that the acquisition of a procedural task in the same learning session did 
not affect the extent of subsequent offline memory enhancement. The significant 
main effect of retention interval timing indicated that the percentage of IRFq pairs 
that were enhanced during ovemight retention and hence, recalled at the beginning of 
the retest session was higher than that across daytime retention (F(l,46) = 4.84, p < 
.05 and respectively). However, the marginally non-significant retention interval 
timing x semantic relatedness interaction suggested differential effects of post- 
leaming sleep on the memory enhancement of related and unrelated word pairs 
(F(l,46) = 3.40, p = .072). In fact, as illustrated in Figure 3.18, results of 
independent-samples t tests revealed that after ovemight retention, the percentage of 
previously unrecalled related word pairs that were successfully retrieved during the 
first delayed recall test was 2.4 times higher than that after daytime retention (25.30 
± 28.01% vs. 10.35 ± 20.75%; r(48) = 2.16, p < .05), whereas this difference was not 
found in unrelated word pairs (5.58 ± 11.40% vs. 3.00 ± 9.87%; r(48) = .86, p > .05).
For those word pairs that were recalled in the leaming session, i.e. IRFi, IRF2, and 
IRF3 pairs, if their memory was not stabilized during the retention interval, it would 
be forgotten and no longer retrievable at retest. To determine whether the extent 
memory was not stabilized during the retention interval depended on its timing, the 
level of leaming and the semantic relatedness of the word pairs, as well as the single 
/ dual task manipulation, a four-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA was performed 
on the percentage of previously recalled word pairs that were not remembered in the 
first delayed recall test (Figure 3.19). Results are summarized in Appendix 38.
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Figure 3.19 Percentage of (a) related and (b) unrelated word pairs recalled once, 
twice, or three times during leaming that were no longer remembered in the first 
delayed recall test after the retention interval
■  Overnight PA-only group (n = 8 )
■  Overnight PA-PT group (n =  16) 
□  Daytime PA-only group (n =  8) 
E  Daytime PA-PT groiy (n =  18)
* 80
% 60
•a 60
IRF = 3IRF = 1 IRF = 2
— ----------------- Immediate recall frequency (IRF) /  Levd o f leaming-
Note: < .001; < .05;
for each participant, the number of word pairs that were recalled 1, 2, and 3 
times (IRF = 1, 2, and 3 respectively) in the leaming session was first 
counted, and the percentage of these pairs that were not remembered in the 
first delayed recall test immediately after the retention interval is plotted here 
separately for each group.
Compared to unrelated word pairs, the percentage of previously recalled related word 
pairs that were no longer retrievable at retest was smaller (main effect of semantic 
relatedness: F(l,46) = 69.27, p < .001). The extent of forgetting also depended on the 
timing of the retention interval (main effect: F(l,46) = 12.04, p < .01), and was found
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to be smaller across ovemight than daytime retention. In addition, level of leaming 
also determined the extent of forgetting (F(2,92) = 63.63, p < .001), with forgetting 
decreasing as word pairs became better teamed. On the other hand, whether the 
participants also acquired a procedural task in the leaming session did not affect the 
extent of forgetting (F(l,46) = 1.69, p > .05). Significant two-way interactions were 
found between semantic relatedness and retention interval timing (F(l,46) = 4.51, p
< .05), between semantic relatedness and level of leaming (F(2,92) = 19.66, p < 
.001), and between retention interval timing and level of leaming (F(2,92) = 4.06, p
< .05). The four-way interaction and all the three-way interactions, including the 
level of leaming x retention interval timing x semantic relatedness interaction, were 
not significant (F(2,92) = 1.68, p > .05). However, results of independent-samples t 
tests did show differential effects of retention interval timing on related and unrelated 
word pairs at different levels of leaming (Figure 3.19).
Specifically, for IRFi word pairs, while there was no significant group difference in 
the percentage of related word pairs not remembered in the first delayed recall test 
(ovemight: 17.01 ± 21.62%; daytime: 27.08 ± 18.21%, r(48) = 1.79, p > .05), the 
percentage of unrelated word pairs not recalled at the first retrieval attempt was 1.8 
times lower after ovemight than after daytime retention (35.50 ± 22.39% vs. 62.49 ± 
21.25%, r(48) = 4.37, p < .001). For IRF2 pairs, similar results were found: there was 
no significant group difference in related word pairs (ovemight: 6.36 ± 11.35%; 
daytime: 13.11+ 21.17%, r(48) = 1.39, p > .05), but the percentage of unrelated word 
pairs failed to be retrieved was 1.9 times lower after ovemight than after daytime 
retention (17.18 + 14.40% vs. 33.22 + 29.68%, /(48) = 2.46,/? < .05). For IRF3 pairs, 
there was no significant group difference regardless of the semantic relatedness of
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the word pairs (related: 0.32 ± 1.51% vs. 1.46 ± 3.33%, (^48) = 1.57, p > .05; 
unrelated: 1.53 ± 4.58% vs. 4.45 ± 9.02%, r(48) = 1.46, p > .05). Therefore, post- 
leaming sleep facilitated memory stabilization of unrelated word pairs only, but its 
importance in offline memory processing diminished as the word pairs became better 
acquired.
To conclude, with a larger sample size, it became clearer that the importance of post- 
leaming sleep in offline declarative memory processing heavily depended on the 
semantic relatedness as well as the level of leaming of the leaming materials. Post- 
leaming sleep facilitated the memory enhancement of word pairs which had not been 
previously recalled, increasing the percentage of these pairs that were retrieved after 
the retention interval, although this effect was only observed in semantically related 
word pairs. Post-leaming sleep also contributed to the memory stabilization of word 
pairs which had been successfully acquired in the leaming session so as to reduce the 
percentage that were forgotten across the retention interval. Interestingly, this effect 
was found only in semantically unrelated word pairs, and diminished with word pairs 
that had been acquired to higher levels.
3.4.1.5.5 Performance throughout the retest session
The mean and standard deviation of the number of correct recalls at each delayed 
recall test are presented in Table 3.19. A four-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA 
was mn to determine whether the number of correctly recalled word pairs changed 
from the beginning to the end of the retest session, and whether performance change, 
if any, was affected by retention interval timing, semantic relatedness, and the single
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/ dual task manipulation (Appendix 39). Recall of word pairs improved throughout 
the retest session (main effect of testing: F(2,112) = 37.19, p < .001). Recall of 
semantically related word pairs was superior to that of unrelated word pairs (F(l,56) 
= 309.13, p < .001). Acquiring a procedural task in the leaming session had no effect 
on paired-associate performance at retest (main effect of single / dual task: F(l,56) = 
.08, p > .05). No significant interaction effect was found (F = .17 to 1.43, all ps > 
.05). These results were essentially very similar to those found with the smaller 
sample in Study 1, but one major difference is that with a combined data set, here, 
the main effect of retention interval timing became statistically significant (F(l,56) = 
4.19, p < .05). That is, recall performance of the ovemight retention groups was 
better than that of the daytime retention groups at retest. This could not be attributed 
to any group difference in cognitive executive functions at retest because of the 
similarity in n-back performance of these groups (see section 3.4.1.4).
3.4.1.6 Pursuit tracking task
In this section, pursuit tracking performance in the leaming session, as indicated by 
Euclidean error distance and its horizontal and vertical components, was first 
compared among the ovemight and the daytime PT-only and PA-PT groups to ensure 
that these groups achieved a similar baseline performance prior to the retention 
interval (section 3.4.1.6.1). Pursuit tracking performance before and after the 
retention interval was then contrasted so as to investigate whether there was any 
reliable performance change, and thus, whether post-leaming sleep facilitated the 
enhancement and stabilization of procedural memory (section 3.4.1.6.2). Finally,
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changes in pursuit tracking performance in the retest session was studied (section 
3.4.1.6.3).
3.4.1.6.1 Performance throughout the learning session
The mean and standard deviation of the Euclidean error distance and its horizontal 
and vertical components in the leaming and the retest sessions are presented in Table
3.22.
Table 3.22 Mean and standard deviation of the Euclidean, horizontal and vertical 
error distances (in pixels) in the pursuit tracking task at leaming and retest
Overnight Overnight Daytime Daytime
PT-only group PA-PT group PT-only group PA-PT group 
(n = 10) (n = 20) (n = 10) (n = 20)
Euclidean error
distance
Leaming
Block 1 265.91 (34.18) 296.07 (86.65) 278.92 (62.52) 287.24 (65.49)
Block 2 251.01 (24.42) 279.45 (78.09) 261.83 (56.41) 266.59 (63.22)
Block 3 241.22 (21.18) 269.92 (83.09) 260.31 (55.40) 259.87 (68.85)
.etest
Block 1 247.57 (40.05) 253.41 (80.83) 234.72 (33.11) 232.77 (48.39)
Block 2 244.10 (38.12) 271.77 (87.66) 241.45 (37.92) 235.38 (50/68)
Block 3 236.55 (26.44) 268.67 (92..16) 240.17 (32.75) 233.89 (48.95)
Horizontal error 
distance 
Leaming 
Block 1 143.50 (21.31) 159.49 (49.77) 147.91 (27.21) 150.05 (33.91)
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Overnight Overnight Daytime Daytime
PT-only group PA-PT group PT-only group PA-PT group
(n = 10) (n = 20) (n = 10) (n = 20)
Block 2 134.08 (20.58) 142.25 (41.15) 138.40 (24.80) 133.32 (25.36)
Block 3 129.26 (14.66) 138.72 (45.78) 138.50 (28.12) 127.41 (25.75)
Retest
Block 1 128.50 (21.67) 137.00 (40.62) 127.16 (19.80) 118.26 (20.43)
Block 2 124.13 (19.39) 135.76 (48.03) 126.32 (17.90) 117.05 (21.56)
Block 3 124.28 (18.19) 134.50 (50.18) 125.76 (12.30) 116.07 (24.23)
Vertical error
distance
Leaming
Block 1 190.64 (24.53) 210.63 (68.71) 201.83 (54.58) 209.43 (56.97)
Block 2 179.77 (15.08) 207.03 (61.73) 189.95 (48.42) 200.05 (58.73)
Block 3 173.34 (22.25) 199.03 (64.93) 187.26 (46.69) 197.61 (63.49)
Retest
Block 1 179.92 (43.16) 192.30 (65.36) 168.28 (25.28) 173.47 (46.28)
Block 2 180.39 (37.94) 203.09 (67.14) 176.73 (30.16) 177.50 (45.88)
Block 3 171.46 (29.60) 201.27 (70.44) 175.54 (29.64) 176.59 (43.31)
In order to examine whether pursuit tracking performance improved from the 
beginning to the end of the leaming session, as reflected by a decrease in Euclidean 
error distance, and whether the extent of improvement differed between the 
ovemight and the daytime retention groups, and between the PT-only and the PA-PT 
groups, a three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA was mn (Appendix 40). Results 
were similar to those found in Study 1 when a smaller sample was used. Euclidean 
error distance decreased reliably from 285.24 ± 68.45 pixels in the first leaming 
block to 260.19 ±66.18 pixels in the final leaming block (main effect of leaming: 
F(2,112) = 22.37, p < .001). The absence of any significant main or interaction
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effects of retention interval timing and single / dual task pointed out the similarity of 
the four groups in their pursuit tracking performance in the leaming session (F = .01 
to .88, all ps > .05).
The absence of any reliable group difference in pursuit tracking performance at the 
end of the leaming session was further examined with a two-factorial ANOVA to 
ensure that the groups had achieved a similar level of baseline performance prior to 
the retention interval. The main effect of retention interval timing (F(l,56) = .06, p > 
.05), single / dual task (F(l,56) = .59, p > .05), and their interaction (F(l,56) = .63, p 
> .05) were all not statistically significant. Hence, the baseline performance was 
similar across the four groups.
The similarity of the groups in their pursuit tracking performance was still observed 
when examining the horizontal and vertical error distances (Appendix 41). Results of 
a four-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA did not reveal any significant main or 
interaction effects involving retention interval timing or single / dual task (F = .01 to 
2.02, all ps > .05). There was a strong main effect of leaming, indicating that error 
distance decreased throughout the retest session (F(2,112) = 112.73, p < .001). A 
significant main effect of predictability was also found which suggested that 
performance along the more predictable horizontal axis was better than that along the 
less predictable vertical axis (F(l,56) = 64.75, p < .001). None of the interaction 
effects was significant, except the leaming x predictability interaction (F(2,112) = 
17.63, p < .001). Three sets of post hoc analyses were performed to examine this 
interaction effect. Firstly, paired-samples t tests were conducted to determine 
whether horizontal and vertical error distances differed in any of the leaming blocks.
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As shown in Figure 3.20, performance was better along the horizontal than the 
vertical axis throughout the leaming session (block 1: t{59) = 9.11; block 2: t{59) = 
11.46; block 3: t{59) = 10.70, all ps < .001). Secondly, the significance of error 
reduction between successive leaming blocks was tested with paired-samples t tests. 
It was found that horizontal error distance decreased between successive leaming 
blocks (block 1 to 2: 151.75 ± 37.22 vs. 137.27 ± 30.44 pixels, t(59) = 6.66, p  < .001; 
block 2 to 3: 137.27 ± 30.44 vs. 133.34 + 32.73 pixels, t(59) = 2.01, p < .05). This 
continuous decrease was also found in vertical error distance (block 1 to 2: 205.43 ±
56.26 vs. 197.31 ± 53.16 pixels, r(59) = 2.98, p < .01; block 2 to 3: 197.31 ± 53.16 
vs. 192.31 ± 56.16 pixels, t(59) = 2.10, p < .05). Finally, the proportion decrease in 
horizontal and vertical error distances from the beginning to the end of the leaming 
session was computed and contrasted in a paired-samples t test. Horizontal error 
distance decreased to a slightly greater extent than that of the more difficult vertical 
error distance (1.12-fold vs. 1.06-fold, r(59) = 2.77, p < .01).
Figure 3.20 Horizontal and vertical error distances during the leaming session
300 -1
250 -
I  200
I
150 -
100 ■  I
1 2
Leaming block
■  Horizontal error distance 
□  Vertical error distance
Note: ***/?< .001; **/?< .01; < .05
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In order to investigate whether horizontal and vertical error distances in the final 
leaming block, i.e. baseline pursuit tracking performance prior to the retention 
interval, differed between the ovemight and the daytime retention groups, and 
between the PT-only and the PA-PT groups, a three-factorial repeated-measures 
ANOVA was performed (Appendix 42). Since none of the main or the interaction 
effects involving retention interval timing and single / dual task were significant 
(F(l,56) = .05 to 2.60, all ps > .05), the four groups had achieved a similar level of 
baseline pursuit tracking performance before the retention interval. There was a 
reliable main effect of predictability (F(l,56) = 91.53, p < .001), confirming the 
superior pursuit tracking performance along the more predictable horizontal axis than 
the less predictable vertical axis at the end of the leaming session which had been 
reported earlier in this section.
To conclude, similar to those findings using a smaller sample from Study 1, here, 
with a larger sample, the four groups acquired the pursuit tracking performance to 
similar levels, although the leaming sessions were conducted at different times of 
days for the ovemight and the daytime retention groups. Participants were better at 
predicting the trajectory of the target along the more predictable horizontal axis than 
the less predictable vertical axis.
3.4.1.6.2 Pre- and post-retention performance comparison
To examine whether each group showed reliable changes in their pursuit tracking 
performance across the retention interval, the Euclidean, horizontal, and vertical
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error distances in the final learning block was compared with that in the first retest 
block with paired-samples t tests (Table 3.23).
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The unexpected results found in Study 1 were still prominent here when the sample 
size had been increased. Specifically, minimal changes in performance across the 
retention interval were found in the two overnight retention groups (r = .19 to 1.02, 
all ps > .05). However, the two daytime retention groups demonstrated significant 
reduction in Euclidean error distance (daytime PT-only group: 260.31 ± 55.40 vs. 
234.72 ± 33.11 pixels, t(9) = 2.72, p < .05; daytime PA-PT group: 259.87 ± 68.86 vs. 
232.77 ± 48.39 pixels, t{\9) = 3.50, p < .01), as well as horizontal error distance 
(138.50 + 28.12 vs. 127.16 ± 19.80 pixels, t{9) = 2.29, p < .05; 127.41 ± 25.75 vs. 
118.26 ± 20.43 pixels, t{\9) = 2.58, p < .05). Reduction in vertical error distance was 
significant in daytime PA-PT group (197.61 ± 63.49 vs. 173.47 ± 46.28 pixels, t{\9) 
= 3.76, p < .01), and approached significance in daytime PT-only group (187.26 + 
46.69 vs. 168.28 ± 25.28 pixels, r(9) = 2.16, p = .059).
Similar to Study 1, this improvement in pursuit tracking performance of the daytime 
retention groups from the morning learning session to the evening retest session 
cannot be explained by circadian factors (Figure 3.21) because the performance of 
the overnight retention groups in the evening (learning) session was no better than 
that in the morning (retest) session.
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Figure 3.21 Pursuit tracking performance of the overnight and the daytime 
retention groups as a function of time of day
Euclidean error distance Horizontal error distance Vertical error distance
400
a  300
200
•  Overnight PT-only group 
■  Overnight PA-PT group 
O  Daytime PT-only group 
□  Daytime PA-PT group
100
Evening Morning Evening
learning retest /  learning retest
Evening Morning Evening
learning retest /  learning retest
Time of day of learning and retest
Evening Morning Evening
learning retest /  learning retest
As reported in section 3.4.1.4, for the overnight retention groups, their n-back 
performance was poorer in the retest session than in the learning session. In order to 
examine whether the poorer cognitive executive functions at retest could explain the 
absence of overnight performance improvement, the error distances in the final 
learning block were again compared with those in the first retest block, but the effect 
of n-back performance change was partialled out with ANCOVA analyses. The mean 
of the percentage change in 1-, 2-, and 3-back performance across the retention 
interval was computed and used as the covariate. Results are summarized in Table
3.23. Neither of the overnight retention groups showed any reliable change in their 
pursuit tracking performance upon taking into account of their poorer executive 
functions at retest (F = .04 to .93, all ps > .05).
On the other hand, the daytime retention groups were more accurate in their n-back 
performance at retest than at learning. ANCOVA analyses were used to determine 
whether the significant improvement in pursuit tracking performance would still be 
observed after controlling for the differences in cognitive executive functions in the
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two laboratory sessions. As presented in Table 3.23, some of the pre- and post­
retention performance contrasts were no longer statistically significant. However, 
even after taking into account of the improvement in cognitive executive functions 
across the retention interval, the daytime PA-PT group still showed a reliable 
reduction in Euclidean error distance (F(l,18) = 5.41, p < .05), and horizontal error 
distance was found to reduce in the daytime PT-only group (F(l,8) = 10.86, p < .05). 
A decreasing trend was found in vertical error distance in both the daytime PT-only 
group (F(l,8) = 5.08, p = .054) and the daytime PA-PT group (F(l,18) = 3.99, p  = 
.061).
Pearson correlational analyses were conducted to further examine the relationship 
between the change in n-back performance and that of pursuit tracking performance 
across the retention interval (Table 3.24). Similar to the findings in Study 1, limited 
associations were found (r(28) = -.30 to .32, all ps > .05). The previously significant 
correlation between the improvement in 3-back performance and deterioration in 
pursuit tracking performance along the vertical axis across overnight retention was 
no longer statistically significant (r(28) = .32, p > .05). Although the results of 
correlational analyses suggested minimal contribution of n-back performance to the 
improvement in pursuit tracking performance, as mentioned previously in this 
section, controlling the effect of n-back performance with ANCOVAs did remove 
some of the significant pursuit tracking improvement across daytime retention.
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Table 3.24 Pearson correlations between the improvement in n-back performance 
and that in pursuit tracking performance across the retention interval
Euclidean 
error distance
Improvement (%) 
Horizontal 
error distance
Vertical 
error distance
Improvement in 1-back (%)
Overnight retention groups -.04 .08 -.06
Daytime retention groups -.30 -.22 -.30
Improvement in 2-back (%)
Overnight retention groups -.12 .07 -.14
Daytime retention groups .17 .20 .10
Improvement in 3-back (%)
Overnight retention groups .22 -.14 .32
(p = .081)
Daytime retention groups -.02 .17 -T7
Note: df= 28
The effects of retention interval timing and the single / dual task manipulation on the 
percentage improvement in pursuit tracking performance, as reflected by percentage 
reduction in Euclidean error distance, was investigated in a two-factorial ANOVA. 
The significant main effect of retention interval timing indicated that Euclidean error 
distance decreased to a greater extent across daytime than across overnight retention 
(-8.67 ± 9.92% vs. -0.54 ± 11.32%; F(l,56) = 8.83, p < .01; see Figure 3.22), and 
that wakefulness, but not sleep, played a critical role in enhancing procedural 
memory. The main effect of single / dual task was not statistically significant 
(F(l,56) = .63, p > .05); hence, the acquisition of the paired-associate task in the
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same learning session had limited effect on subsequent offline procedural memory 
processing. The two-way interaction was also not significant (F(l,56) = .38, p > .05). 
A two-factorial ANCOVA was also run in order to control for the possible effect of 
the differences between the overnight and the daytime retention groups in the change 
in their n-back performance across the retention interval. The main effect of retention 
interval timing remained statistically significant (F(l,55) = 7.43, p < .01), indicating 
the robustness of the enhancing effect of wakefulness on procedural memory. The 
main effect of single / dual task and its interaction with retention interval timing were 
not significant (F(l,55) = .52 and .41, both ps > .05).
Figure 3.22 Percentage improvement in pursuit tracking performance across the 
retention interval
Euclidean e rro r distance Horizontal e rro r distance Vertical e rro r distance
I  - ■  Overnight PT-only group
■  Overnight PA-PT group 
□  Daytime PT-only group 
E3 Daytime PA-PT group
Note: * p < .05
To determine whether the change in pursuit tracking performance across the 
retention interval also depended on predictability, a three-factorial repeated-measures 
ANOVA was conducted (Appendix 43). The non-significant main effect of 
predictability indicated that performance change along the more predictable 
horizontal axis was similar to that along the less predictable vertical axis (F(l,56) =
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.35, p > .05). Consistent with the findings on Euclidean error distance, the main 
effect of single / dual task again did not reach the .05 significance criterion (F(l,56) 
= .41, p > .05), confirming that the acquisition of a declarative task in the learning 
session did not affect subsequent offline procedural memory processing. The main 
effect of retention interval timing was again significant (F(l,56) = 7.85, p < .01), 
demonstrating the facilitative role of wakefulness in procedural memory 
enhancement. None of the interaction effects was significant (F(l,56) = .13 to 1.81, 
all ps > .05; see Appendix 43). Independent-samples t tests were also performed to 
confirm the difference in percentage change in pursuit tracking performance across 
overnight and across daytime retention. Results again demonstrated greater decreases 
in vertical error distances across daytime than across overnight retention (vertical: - 
9.70 ± 10.35% vs. -0.88 ± 15.23%, r(58) = 2.62, p < .05; see Figure 3.22), a finding 
also shown in Study 1 when the sample size was smaller. However, in contrast to 
Study 1, here, with a larger sample size, horizontal error distance showed a 
significantly greater decrease across daytime than across overnight retention (-6.24 ± 
11.36% vs. -0.40 ± 10.57%, r(58) = 2.06, p < .05).
A three-factorial ANCOVA was also performed to determine the statistical 
significance of the ovemight-daytime contrasts and the single-dual task contrasts on 
pursuit tracking performance along the more predictable horizontal and the less 
predictable vertical axes after partialling out the effect of the change in n-back 
performance across the retention interval (Appendix 43). The main effect of retention 
interval timing was again statistically significant (F(l,55) = 6.76, p < .05), indicating 
the robust enhancing effect of wakefulness on procedural memory. The main effects
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of predictability and single / dual task, as well as all the interaction effects, were not 
significant (F(l,55) = .15 to 1.57, all ps > .05).
To summarize, wakefulness, instead of sleep, after learning was critical in the offline 
enhancement of procedural memory and performance improvement across the 
retention interval. This effect of post-leaming wakefulness was robust and was found 
regardless of the difficulty of the procedural task and whether the learning session 
involved the acquisition of a declarative memory task.
3.4.1.6.3 Performance throughout the retest session
The mean and standard deviation of the Euclidean, horizontal, and vertical error 
distances in each retest block are presented in Table 3.22. A three-factorial repeated- 
measures ANOVA was run to examine whether Euclidean error distance changed 
from the beginning to the end of the retest session and whether the changes, if any, 
differed between the overnight and the daytime retention groups, and between the 
PT-only and the PA-PT groups (Appendix 44). Results did not reveal any further 
changes in pursuit tracking performance throughout the retest session (main effect of 
testing: F(2,112) = .68, p > .05). Performance of the overnight and the daytime 
groups was similar (main effect of retention interval timing: F(l,56) = 1.34, p > .05), 
although their retest session was conducted at different times of day and performance 
improved only across daytime, but not overnight, retention. Pursuit tracking 
performance at retest was independent of whether participants acquired a declarative 
memory task in the learning session (main effect of single / dual task: F(l,56) = .39, 
p > .05). None of the interaction effects was significant (F= .39 to 1.24, all ps > .05).
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A  four-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted to determine whether the 
change in pursuit tracking performance at retest, if any, depended on the 
predictability of the trajectory, retention interval timing, and the single / dual task 
manipulation (Appendix 45). The main effect of testing was not statistically 
significant (F(2,112) = .61, p > .05), indicating minimal performance change in the 
retest session. Performance along the more predictable horizontal axis was better 
than that along the less predictable vertical axis (main effect of predictability: 
F(l,56) = 119.48, p < .001). The main effects of retention interval timing and single / 
dual task were again not significant (F(l,56) = 1.23 and .38, both ps > .05), 
suggesting the similarity of the four groups in their pursuit tracking performance at 
retest. None of the interaction effects was significant (F = .00 to 1.32, all ps > .05), 
except the testing x predictability interaction (F(2,112) = 3.35, p < .05).
Three sets of post hoc analyses were performed to examine the significant two-way 
interaction. Firstly, repeated-measures ANOVAs were conducted separately for 
horizontal and vertical error distances to determine whether participants became 
more accurate in predicting the trajectory in the retest session. Pursuit tracking 
performance did not change significantly along the horizontal axis (from 127.69 ±
29.27 pixels in block 1 to 125.20 ± 33.64 pixels in block 3: F(2,118) = 1.26, p > .05), 
or along the vertical axis (from 179.96 ± 50.36 pixels in block 1 to 183.79 ± 51.26 
pixels in block 3, F(2,118) = 2.32, p > .05; see Figure 3.23). Secondly, paired- 
samples t tests were conducted to examine whether the magnitude of horizontal and 
that of vertical errors differed in each retest block. It was found that throughout the 
retest session, participants were more accurate in predicting the horizontal than the 
vertical trajectory of the target (block I: r(59) = 9.88; block 2: (^59) = 12.57; block 3:
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t(59) = 12.10, all ps < .001; see Figure 3.23). Finally, the difference in horizontal and 
vertical errors in each retest block was calculated and compared in a one-way 
ANOVA. Results showed that the difference changed in the retest session (F(2,l 18) 
= 4.35, p < .05). The difference between horizontal and vertical errors increased 
from 52.26 ± 40.99 pixels in block 1 to 60.37 ± 37.21 pixels in block 2 (t(59) = 3.43, 
p < .01), but no further increase was found from block 2 to block 3 (60.37 ± 37.21 vs. 
58.59 ± 37.52 pixels, t(59) = .66, p > .05).
Figure 3.23 Horizontal and vertical error distances in the retest session
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3 .5 Discussion
In Study I and Study 2, the effects of nocturnal sleep on declarative and procedural 
memory consolidation were examined with overnight behavioural improvement 
across a 12-hour retention interval indicating an enhancing effect while a 
maintenance or reduced deterioration in performance reflecting a stabilizing effect. 
In the declarative memory domain, when using the traditional approach -  testing the
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change in the number of word pairs recalled in a paired-associate task before and 
after retention -  recall of semantically related word pairs was found to be similar at 
learning and at retest in those participants who slept during the retention interval (the 
overnight retention groups), while those who stayed awake during the day (the 
daytime retention groups) forgot about 9% of the related word pairs in the retest 
session. Therefore, according to this analysis of the data in our study, sleep does not 
enhance but only stabilizes the memory of related word pairs, and more specifically, 
pre-existing, hippocampally independent associations.
The absence of overnight improvement in the recall of related word pairs and offline 
declarative memory enhancement during sleep was not consistent with Stickgold’s 
(2004) hypothesis and the majority of the existing empirical findings (e.g. Plihal et 
al., 1997). A possible explanation is that in the present study, participants were not 
given any feedback at learning. A closer look at the literature reveals that in most of 
the studies that used related word pairs, participants were presented with the correct 
target word during the immediate cued recall test(s) in the learning session, and 
performance in such recall test at the end of learning was used as the baseline 
measurement before sleep. There is ample evidence supporting what is known as 
testing effect where a test on memory results in better retention than simply re- 
studying the learning materials (see Roediger & Karpicke, 2006 for a recent review). 
This testing effect has been found in the paired-associate task (Carpenter, Pashler, & 
Vul, 2006; Carpenter, Pashler, Wixted, & Vul, 2008; e.g. Carrier & Pashler, 1992). 
For example, Carrier and Pashler (1992) required their participants to learn Eskimo- 
English cue-target word pairs. All the word pairs were first presented with both the 
cue and the target words simultaneously (study trial). In the next two learning blocks.
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half of the word pairs were presented as in the study trial for 10 seconds each, while 
for the other half, each cue was displayed first for 5 seconds during which 
participants were asked to retrieve the target word before the correct answer was 
shown for another 5 seconds (test trial). Recall of word pairs learned by means of test 
trials was superior to that acquired through study trials, and this effect was not only 
found 5 minutes after learning, but also 24 hours later, indicating a prolonged testing 
effect. The test trials used in Carrier and Pashler’s study (1992) which involved cue 
presentation, target retrieval, and target presentation was identical to the immediate 
cued recall tests with feedback used in the learning session of several influential 
sleep and declarative memory studies (Gais et al., 2004; Marshall et al., 2006). Due 
to the prolonged effect of testing and a lack of an accurate pre-sleep performance 
measurement (such as an immediate cued recall test without feedback), it is highly 
likely that feedback at learning would improve delayed cued recall after the retention 
interval, resulting in an artificial declarative memory enhancement effect. In Study 1 
and Study 2, when feedback was not provided during immediate cued recall tests, 
indeed, behavioural improvement was not observed based on the pre- and post­
retention number of correct recalls -  an analysis commonly used in previous studies.
With regard to the semantically unrelated word pairs, consistent with Stickgold’s 
(2004) hypothesis and the existing empirical findings (Barrett et al., 1972; Ekstrand, 
1967; Fowler et al., 1973; Gais et al., 2002; Grosvenor et al., 1984; Schabus et al., 
2004; Yaroush et al., 1971), recall performance did not improve overnight. About 
19% of the unrelated word pairs were forgotten across the 12-hour retention interval 
involving sleep. However, this extent of forgetting was much smaller than that across
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a period of wakefulness of equivalent duration, indicating a sleep-dependent 
stabilization effect on newly formed, hippocampally dependent declarative memory.
Although the traditional analysis did not reveal any overnight performance 
improvement, clear sleep-dependent enhancing effect, particularly on related word 
pairs, was found with the two new approaches based on word pair level analyses. On 
the other hand, both the traditional and word pair level analyses consistently revealed 
a stabilizing effect of nocturnal sleep on declarative memory, particularly the 
memory of unrelated word pairs. The first new approach revealed that the frequency 
of remembering at retest those previously unrecalled related word pairs was higher 
after sleep than after wakefulness retention. The absence of this sleep-dependent 
effect on unrelated word pairs indicated the selective enhancing effect of nocturnal 
sleep on pre-existing declarative associations, consistent with Stickgold’s (2004) 
hypothesis. For word pairs that had been acquired successfully during learning, they 
were more often retrieved again at retest if the retention interval involved nocturnal 
sleep as compared to wakefulness, but this advantage of sleep was restricted to 
unrelated word pairs only, reflecting a selective effect of nocturnal sleep on 
stabilizing newly formed declarative associations. This stabihzing effect of sleep, 
however, diminished as the word pairs became better learned, since the sleep-wake 
difference in delayed recall frequency progressively decreased with increasing level 
of learning, similar to earlier findings (Lovatt et al., 1968).
One limitation of the first word pair level approach is that multiple delayed recall 
tests are required for the calculation of delayed recall frequency, so memory 
enhancement might reflect not only the effect of sleep, but also the effect of multiple
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testing. It has been suggested that retrieval strengthens the representation of the 
memory and create more ‘routes’ for subsequent retrievals (Bjork, 1975). In fact, 
recall performance did improve throughout the three delayed recall tests in the retest 
session even when no feedback was given.
Although the second word pair level approach is based only on the first delayed 
recall test and therefore, free of the ‘contamination’ of multiple retrievals, sleep was 
still found to selectively facilitate the enhancement of related word pairs and the 
stabilization of unrelated word pairs. Specifically, compared to daytime wakefulness, 
during nocturnal sleep, a greater proportion of related word pairs that had not been 
recalled during learning was enhanced and therefore, could be retrieved immediately 
after the retention interval. Moreover, a greater proportion of unrelated word pairs 
that had been acquired during learning was stabilized during nocturnal sleep, and as a 
result, remained retrievable, i.e. not forgotten, right after the retention interval. 
Similar to the first word pair level approach, the second approach also showed a 
decreasing importance of sleep in memory stabilization as level of learning increased 
(refer to Table 3.25 for the consistency of the traditional and the word pair level 
approaches in sleep’s enhancing and stabilizing effects on declarative memory).
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Table 3.25 Summary of the consistency among three different approaches in 
demonstrating whether sleep facihtates declarative memory enhancement and 
stabilization
Sleep-dependent Sleep-dependent
enhancement stabilization
Related word pairs
1. Change in the number of correct recalls X y
2. Delayed recall frequency y X
3. Percentage (not) recalled in the first 
delayed recall test y X
Unrelated word pairs 
1. Change in the number of correct recalls X y
2. Delayed recall frequency X y^
3. Percentage (not) recalled in the first 
delayed recall test X yb
Note:  ^A facilitative effect of sleep on declarative memory stabilization was found 
with IRFi, IRF2, and IRF3 word pairs, as opposed to IRFi pairs alone in Study 
1 ;
 ^A facilitative effect of sleep on declarative memory stabilization was found 
with IRFi pairs (as in Study 1) and IRF2 pairs.
These sleep-dependent effects cannot be attributed to circadian factors because time 
of day did not determine recall performance at learning as well as retest. 
Furthermore, the overnight and the daytime retention groups reported a similar level 
of subjective sleepiness at learning and at retest, and neither group showed any
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change in subjective sleepiness over the retention interval. Although an objective 
cognitive measure did point out that both groups had better cognitive functions in the 
evening than in the morning, i.e. the executive function of the overnight retention 
group was better at learning than at retest, while the opposite was found in the 
daytime retention group, these would predict a deterioration in memory performance 
overnight but an improvement across wakefulness, which was obviously not the case 
with declarative performance.
In the procedural memory domain, no overnight improvement in pursuit tracking 
task was observed, indicating a minimal contribution of sleep to the enhancement of 
a newly acquired motor skill. This is inconsistent with the findings of Maquet and 
colleagues (2003) who used a similar pursuit tracking task but pointed out the 
importance of sleep in the first post-leaming night by showing that participants who 
were allowed to sleep all the three nights following learning demonstrated more 
performance improvement than those who were deprived of sleep in the first night. 
However, the retention interval used in Maquet and colleagues’ (2003) study was 
much longer than that used in Study 1 and Study 2 (3 days vs. 12 hours), suggesting 
that sleep might have a delayed enhancing effect on pursuit tracking skill and 
behavioural improvement will be not observed unless performance is retested several 
days later. Furthermore, the learning session in Maquet and colleagues’ (2003) study 
lasted for 5 minutes, but in Study 1 and Study 2, procedural learning lasted for 15 
minutes in total in order to minimize the difference of the amount of time spent on 
the acquisition of the declarative task and the procedural task. As acknowledged by 
Maquet and colleagues, they deliberately kept the learning session short so that 
participants would not acquire the skill perfectly in order to magnify the effect of
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sleep on offline processing. Therefore, the absence of overnight procedural 
performance improvement in Study 1 and Study 2 might be due to over-learning. 
Another possible explaination is that the overnight retention groups’ cognitive 
functions were poorer at retest than at learning which, as a result, masked any 
enhancing effect of sleep.
The lack of an enhancing effect of sleep on procedural memory regardless of the 
difficulty of the task component was not consistent to Kuriyama and colleagues’ 
(2004) findings. They used a finger-tapping task and found that the slowest, i.e. the 
most difficult, transition during learning became reliably faster overnight, but the 
fastest, i.e. the easiest, transition was not benefited by sleep. However, the difficulty 
of the task component was derived post hoc in Kuriyama and colleagues’ (2004) 
study as opposed to being experimentally manipulated in Study 1 and Study 2, and 
these post hoc analyses are prone to regression to the mean phenomenon. Further 
experiments will clearly help determine the role of sleep in stabilizing and enhancing 
various components of procedural tasks which differ in difficulty.
Interestingly, in Study 1 and Study 2, performance of both the easier and the more 
difficult components of the pursuit tracking task was found to improve over daytime 
retention which involved wakefulness. However, these effects were associated better 
cognitive executive functions at retest than at learning, and were largely removed 
after this difference had been statistically controlled. Nevertheless, procedural 
performance has previously been shown to improve across several hours of 
wakefulness (Plihal et al., 1997).
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Apart from investigating the enhancement and stabilization of declarative and 
procedural memory separately, their possible interaction and the independence of 
their consolidation mechanisms during sleep were also examined. The effect of sleep 
on declarative memory stabilization and enhancement, as explored in the traditional 
and the two new word pair level approaches, was repeatedly shown not to be affected 
by the acquisition of a procedural task prior to the retention interval. The interference 
of prior declarative learning on the offline processing of a newly acquired motor skill 
during sleep was also minimal. These behavioural results together suggested that the 
mechanisms involved in offline declarative and procedural memory processing are 
independent of each other. These are consistent with human brain imaging studies 
which showed that different brain structures were involved in the acquisition of 
declarative and procedural tasks during learning as well as the reactivation of the two 
types of memory during sleep (Maquet et al., 2000; Peigneux et al., 2004). 
Furthermore, our results suggest that recent findings about the impairing effects of 
prior acquisition of a procedural task on subsequent declarative memory 
consolidation during a wakefulness retention interval (Brown et al., 2007a) may be 
attributed to the declarative components associated with the ‘procedural’ task. When 
we used a procedural task that involves minimal declarative components, at a 
behavioural level, we did not observe any interaction between the declarative and the 
procedural memory systesms during wakefulness as well as sleep.
One of the most exciting and interesting findings from Study 1 and Study 2 is the 
importance of level of learning in the enhancement and stabilization of pre-existing 
and newly acquired declarative associations during post-leaming sleep. This intricate 
relationship was further explored in Study 3 (section 4.2) and Study 4 (section 4.3)
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with a daytime napping paradigm. Furthermore, learning of the declarative materials 
was experimentally manipulated with distracton to suppress learning in Study 3 and 
semantic linkages to facilitate learning in Study 4 in order to determine the 
consistency of the moderating effect of level of learning on offline declarative 
memory processing.
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CHAPTER 4 EFFECTS OF DAYTIME NAPPING AND LEVEL OF 
LEARNING ON DECLARATIVE MEMORY ENHANCEMENT AND
STABILIZATION
4.1 Introduction
Consolidation of declarative memory during sleep appears not to be restricted to 
nocturnal sleep because daytime napping has also been reported to benefit offline 
declarative memory processing (e.g. Tucker et al., 2006). In fact, superior recall 
performance has been observed after a nap of as short as 6 minutes (Lahl, Wispel, 
Willigens, & Pietrowsky, 2008). Although it is rare to achieve SWS within such a 
short interval upon sleep onset, in a recent study, only particiapnts who had SWS 
during the nap episode showed performance improvement, indicating the importance 
of SWS in offline declarative memory processing during daytime naps (Schabus et 
al., 2005). An fMRI study has shown that the change in recall performance from pre- 
to post-nap is accompanied by a significant reduction in left parahippocampal 
activities during memory retrievals, while no such change is found from pre- to post­
wake retrievals (Gorfine et al., 2007). Thus, despite some contradictory findings 
where word pair recall improved to a similar extent over a period of time which 
contained a nap compared to an identical period of wakefulness (Backhaus et al., 
2006), existing empirical findings strongly suggest that daytime napping, similar to 
nocturnal sleep, facilitates the consolidation of declarative memory. A daytime 
napping protocol was used in Study 3 and Study 4 in an effort to obtain convergent 
evidence for the results found in Study 1 and Study 2. In particular, we used napping 
protocols to further investigate the relationship between sleep-dependent declarative
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memory stabilization and enhancement and the semantic relatedness as well as level 
of learning of the declarative materials. Performance achieved at the end of the 
learning session was manipulated experimentally in order to determine whether 
semantic relatedness and level of learning still played a significant role when 
learning performance was impaired with a divided attention paradigm (Study 3) or 
improved with semantic linkages (Study 4). These napping protocols were also used 
to study the contribution of the different sleep stages to offline declarative memory 
processing.
Nocturnal sleep, as pointed out in the previous chapter, facilitates the enhancement 
of pre-existing declarative associations, thereby improving the recall of related word 
pairs overnight. It also helps to stabilize newly acquired associations, reducing the 
extent of forgetting of unrelated word pairs. This dissociation pattern, which 
Stickgold’s (2004) proposal is based on, however, is not as clear and distinct in the 
daytime napping literature.
The change in recall performance of related word pairs over a 60-minute daytime nap 
as compared to an equivalent period of wakefulness has been reported in two studies 
which used a very similar design but showed different findings. Backhaus and 
Junghanns (2006) did not find any sleep-wake difference in the extent of 
improvement with a mere 8% increase in the nap condition and a 12% increase in the 
wake condition. Therefore, their results pointed out a time-dependent rather than 
sleep-dependent enhancement of pre-existing associations during daytime. On the 
other hand. Tucker and colleagues (2006) demonstrated a remarkable 46% increase 
in the number of correct recalls after a daytime nap, an extent pointed out by the
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authors to be similar to that observed with nocturnal sleep in Plihal and Bom’s 
(1997) study. Across wakefulness retention, only a 28% improvement was observed. 
However, feedback was used in the immediate cued recall tests at learning, and 
therefore, it is likely that baseline performance was underestimated which explains at 
least in part for the improvement in recall performance after a daytime nap.
For unrelated word pairs, findings about the role of daytime napping in offline 
processing are equivocal as well. Cajochen and colleagues reported a maintenance of 
recall performance, i.e. memory stabilization, over a 4-hour daytime nap (Schmidt et 
al., 2006), consistent with Stickgold’s (2004) hypothesis. On the contrary, 
behavioural improvement, i.e. memory enhancement, over a 60-minute nap was 
reported by Schabus and colleagues (Schabus et al., 2005). However, neither of these 
studies used a wakefulness control group, so it was not possible to determine the 
time- or sleep-dependent nature of the memory stabilization and enhancement effect. 
Using a proper control group. Tucker and Fishbein (2008) observed a 22% 
improvement over a 3-hour retention interval containing a 60-minute daytime nap, 
while those participants who were awake throughout showed a 3% decrease in recall 
performance. In this study. Tucker and Fishbein (2008) did not use feedback. 
However, baseline performance was assessd before a final presentation of word pairs 
at the end of the learning session and was, therefore, likely to be underestimated, 
magnifying the extent of behavioural improvement over the retention interval and the 
memory enhancing effect of a daytime nap. Despite this methodological problem, it 
would be difficult to explain the superior recall after the nap compared to after 
wakefulness, if sleep did not contribute to the offline processing of unrelated word 
pairs.
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Similar to Tucker and Fishbein’s (2008) results, a recent human brain imaging study 
which used unrelated word pairs showed a small 4%, though statistically significant, 
improvement after a 2-hour nap, while recall performance was maintained over a 
period of wakefulness (Gorfine et al., 2007). Since this was an fMRI study, during 
both learning and retest, participants were required to first perform the cued recall 
tasks covertly in the scanner before an additional cued recall was administered 
outside the scanner to assess overt recall performance. Because of the beneficial 
effect of retrieval on memory retention (Bjork, 1975), the additional retrieval attempt 
outside the scanner at retest might itself contribute to the small behavioural 
improvement found in the nap group. Despite this unavoidable limitation due to the 
nature of the study, this paper provides the first neurophysiological evidence that a 
reduction in hippocampal activation involved in the successful retrieval of unrelated 
word pairs could occur after a daytime nap, while no such change was found across a 
period of wakefulness. This system-level consolidation is consistent with Buzsaki’s 
(1996) hypothesis that the representation of declarative memory is transferred from 
the hippocampus to the neocortex during post-learning sleep.
In summary, the existing literature is not consistent with respect to the enhancing and 
stabilizing effects of daytime napping on declarative memory, even when the 
semantic relatedness of the learning materials is taken into account. We, therefore, 
examined in Study 3 and Study 4 these enhancing and stabilizing effects of daytime 
napping. Similar to Study 1 and Study 2, all the participants learned both related and 
unrelated word pairs, and memory enhancement and stabilization during a daytime 
nap was quantified using both the traditional approach, as well as the word pair level
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approaches, as described in the previous chapter, which allowed the examination of 
the influence of level of learning.
The analyses of these results of Study 1 and Study 2 suggested that apart from 
semantic relatedness, level of learning also determines whether declarative memory 
is enhanced or stabilized during nocturnal sleep. Specifically, we found that, for 
declarative materials that have been poorly acquired and cannot be recalled at all 
during learning, nocturnal sleep facilitates the enhancement of related (but not 
unrelated) word pairs, increasing their frequency and the proportion of materials 
being remembered after the retention interval. For declarative materials that have 
been acquired relatively well, nocturnal sleep facilitates the stabilization of unrelated 
(but not related) word pairs, increasing their frequency of recall at retest and 
reducing the proportion that is forgotten during retention. This stabilizing effect of 
nocturnal sleep decreases as the word pairs become better acquired. These findings 
corroborate the results of Lovatt and Warr’s (1968) study which showed that for 
unrelated word pairs that had been less frequently recalled at learning (i.e. lower 
IRF), the probability of remembering them after a 9-hour retention interval involving 
nocturnal sleep was higher than that after an equivalent interval of daytime 
wakefulness, and that this benefit of sleep diminished as level of learning increased.
Although the effect of level of learning on offline declarative memory consolidation 
has been studied in nocturnal sleep, its importance during daytime naps remains to be 
tested. In addition, it is not clear whether the difference in the number of word pairs 
at each level of learning contributed to the findings of Study 1 and Study 2. 
Specifically, as illustrated in Figure 4.1, there were fewer IRFq related word pairs
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than unrelated pairs. This difference, though unlikely, might have contributed to the 
selective enhancing effect of sleep on related word pairs. Similarly, the diminishing 
importance of sleep in stabilizing the memory of unrelated word pairs was 
confounded with a decreasing number of unrelated pairs from IRFl to IRF3. In 
general, the findings in the previous studies were based on post hoc analyses. In the 
two studies reported in this chapter, we attempted to manipulate the number of word 
pairs acquired to different levels (IRF = 0 to 3) by introducing a concurrent 
distraction task in Study 3 and by manipulating semantic linkages in Study 4.
Figure 4.1 Distribution of related and unrelated word pairs in the overnight and 
the daytime retention groups at each level of learning in Study 1 and Study 2
Related word pairs Unrelated word pairs
-A-Overnight retention groups 
-A-Daytime retention groins
I
a
-10
IRFjIRF3 IRFlIRFl
------  Level oflearning/Immediate recall frequency (IRF) -----------------------------------------------------------------►
Note: Mean frequency refers to the average number of word pairs acquired to each 
level of learning by the overnight retention groups (n = 30) and by the 
daytime retention groups (n = 30).
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In Study 3, we impaired paired-associate learning with a divided attention paradigm 
which had been found to be effective in various previous studies (e.g. Baddeley, 
Lewis, Eldridge, & Thomson, 1984; Craik, Govoni, Naveh-Benjamin, & Anderson, 
1996; lidaka, Anderson, Kapur, Cabeza, & Craik, 2000; Naveh-Benjamin, Craik, 
Perretta, & Tonev, 2000). Participants were required to learn word pairs either by 
verbal repetition (control condition) or together with a concurrent distraction task. In 
the distraction task, participants were required to keep mental counts of target 
symbols presented simultaneously with the word pairs. Since both the counts and the 
word pairs are verbal materials, this would increase the demand on the phonological 
loop^\ and reduce the opportunity of word pair rehearsal, thereby increasing the 
chance that the memory decayed before being transferred to long-term memory. It 
was, therefore, hypothesized that the use of a distraction task would result in poorer 
paired-associate learning which would be reflected by a smaller number of correctly 
recalled word pairs. When level of learning was taken into account, distraction would 
result in a greater number of poorly learned (e.g. IRFq) word pairs, but a smaller 
number of well-learned (e.g. IRF3 ) word pairs.
In Study 4, paired-associate learning was assisted with semantic linkages. 
Participants learned the word pairs either by verbal repetition (similar to the control 
condition in Study 3) or by sentences made up with the cue and the target words. 
Sentences were used to improve learning performance for two reasons. Firstly, 
semantic linkages require more elaborative, deeper levels of semantic processing 
during encoding (Craik & Lockhart, 1972; Craik & Tulving, 1975). In contrast, in the
" The phonological loop is one of the slave systems of working memory (Baddeley, 2000; Baddeley 
& Hitch, 1974). It is responsible for the temporary storage and the processing of verbal materials.
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control condition, learning was supposed to be achieved through mere verbal 
repetition of the word pairs, and therefore, semantic processing at encoding is less 
elaborate and transfer of memory from short-term to a more permanent store should 
only be achieved by maintenance rehearsal. Secondly, in the paired-associate task, 
participants were required to encode verbal materials during learning and provide a 
verbal response in the cued recall tests. According to the stimulus-central 
processing-response compatibility model (Wickens, 1984a; Wickens, 1984b), which 
emphasizes the compatibility between the sensory information {verbal or spatial) 
encountered during stimulus encoding and subsequent central processing {verbal or 
spatial), as well as the compatibility between central processing and the nature of the 
response {vocal or manual), verbal central processing, e.g. forming sentences, was 
more compatible and suitable than spatial processing, e.g. forming mental images. 
The semantic linkages were expected to result in an increase in the number of word 
pairs correctly recalled in the learning session, together with a decrease in the 
number of poorly acquired (e.g. IRFo) word pairs but an increase in well-acquired 
(e.g. IRF3 ) pairs.
In Study 3 and Study 4, we also studied the contribution of each sleep stage to the 
relationship among sleep, semantic relatedness, level of learning, and declarative 
memory enhancement and stabilization. Based on Buzsaki’s (1996) proposal and 
empirical findings, offline declarative memory processing at night is thought to be 
related to NREM sleep, particularly SWS. Similar relationships have been shown in 
daytime naps (Backhaus et al., 2006; Schabus et al., 2005; Tucker et al., 2006; 
Tucker et al., 2008), although some researchers suggested that the mere initiation of 
a nap episode is sufficient to trigger offline declarative memory processing (Lahl et
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al., 2008). The relationship between sleep stages and the traditional behavioural 
change indices as well as those derived from the word pair level analyses was
examined in Study 3 and Study 4.
In the remainder of this chapter, the results of Study 3 will first be presented,
followed by those of Study 4. Finally, the control data of these two studies will be
combined for further analyses because the control conditions are identical. In fact, 
the control conditions are similar to Study I and Study 2, allowing for the 
comparison of the effects of nocturnal sleep and daytime napping on declarative 
memory enhancement and stabilization.
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4.2 Study 3
4.2.1 Method
4.2.1.1 Participants
Six males and 14 females participated (mean age = 23.05, SD = 3.32 years) in Study 
3. As with the participants in Study 1 and Study 2, volunteers who took part in Study 
3 reported a habitual bedtime between 22:30 and 01:00 and a habitual wake time 
between 06:30 and 08:30. The required average sleep duration was between five and 
nine hours. Participants reported no persistent sleep difficulties, and none had 
extreme momingness-eveningness preferences. Participants were not taking any 
medication (except oral contraceptives). Since in Study 3, participants needed to take 
a daytime nap in two of the four laboratory sessions, only habitual nappers (i.e. 
individuals napping at least once every week) were selected. However, during the 
laboratory sessions, five of them had a total sleep time shorter than 30 minutes in at 
least one of the nap episodes, and these participants were excluded from all the 
analyses, resulting in a final sample size of 15.
All the participants were financially compensated for their time and effort.
4.2.1.2 Procedure and design
Participants attended four laboratory sessions which were at least five days apart. At 
20:00 the night before each session, they started wearing an actiwatch (Actiwatch-L
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Cambridge Neurotechnology Ltd) to assess their pre-learning sleep parameters. That 
night, they were instructed to sleep according to their habitual sleep-wake schedule, 
and no caffeine, alcohol, or napping was allowed. Participants were also not allowed 
to nap the day before each laboratory session.
Figure 4.2 Experimental protocol of Study 3 and Study 4
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As illustrated in Figure 4.2, in two of the four laboratory sessions, participants 
learned the word pairs in the experimental, i.e. distraction, condition with a 
concurrent symbol counting task, but learning was followed by a 90-min nap 
opportunity in one laboratory session and a 90-minute wakefulness retention interval 
in the other session. In the remaining two laboratory sessions, word pairs were
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learned by means of verbal repetition (control condition), and again, learning was 
followed by either a daytime nap or wakefulness retention. Thus, there were four 
conditions: nap distraction, wake distraction, nap control, and wake control. The 
order of presentation of these four conditions was counterbalanced according to a 
Latin Square design.
The laboratory sessions began at either noon or 13:40, but the timing remained the 
same throughout the study for each participant. Upon arrival at the laboratory, 
participants in the nap conditions were prepared for subsequent sleep LEG recording. 
Initially, in the wake conditions, participants were not wired up and therefore, arrived 
at the laboratory 40 minutes later, i.e. right before learning the paired-associate (PA) 
task. This happened to half of the participants in both Study 3 and Study 4. For the 
rest of the participants, in order to ensure that they were not aware of the 
experimental treatment (nap or wake) prior to the laboratory session, participants 
were required to arrive at the laboratory at the same time and were wired up for EEG 
recording regardless of whether or not napping would be permitted during the 
retention interval.
After electrode application, participants rated their current level of sleepiness with 
the KSS. They then spent approximately 50 minutes learning the word pairs either 
with the distraction task or by verbal repetition. After the learning session, they were 
given an opportunity to take a 90-minute nap, or stayed awake while playing a 
computerized puzzle game. Upon waking, participants in the nap condition played 
the same game for 20 minutes in order to minimize any effect of sleep inertia on 
subsequent word pair recalls. In the wake condition, participants simply continued
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playing the game for another 20 minutes. All the participants then performed a 10- 
minute PVT to assess their vigilance level after the retention interval. Before and 
after the PVT, the participants provided two more KSS ratings. The laboratory 
sessions ended with three delayed recall tests.
4.2.1.3 Materials
Subjective sleepiness was assessed with the KSS in both the learning and the retest 
sessions (for details, see section 2.1.2.2; for verbatim instructions; see Appendix 2). 
Vigilance level was measured at retest with the PVT (for details, see section 2.1.2.3; 
for verbatim instructions; see Appendix 3). For sleep EEG, the details of the montage 
and data treatment have been reported in section 2.2.2.
Paired-associate task (PA). Similar to Study 1 and Study 2, participants learned 40 
semantically related and 40 semantically unrelated word pairs in each laboratory 
session, but a new list was used each time. The order of list presentation was the 
same across all the participants, i.e. List 1 in the first session. List 2 in the second 
session, and so on. The word pairs used in Study 3 were different from those in the 
previous two studies. Word pairs were extracted from the University of South Florida 
Free Association Norms database (Nelson, McEvoy, & Schreiber, 1998). Word pairs 
were initially selected if their target word had been normed, both their cue and the 
target words were concrete (concreteness rating > 3.5 on a 7-point scale) and were 
common words (frequency of occurrence > 20 times per million). A total of 518 
word pairs fulfilled all these criteria. One hundred and sixty pairs that had the highest 
pre-existing associations, as indicated by their forward cue-to-target strength (the
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percentage of individuals giving the target word upon being presented with the cue), 
and did not have any overlapping cue or target words were selected as the 
semantically related word pairs for Study 3 and Study 4. Their forward cue-to-target 
strength ranged from 0.28 to 0.89. To generate the semantically unrelated word pairs, 
the remaining 358 word pairs were split up and any word that was already the cue or 
the target of the related word pairs was removed. The remaining 356 words were 
randomly paired up and the first 160 pairs were chosen as the semantically unrelated 
word pairs for Study 3 and Study 4.
All the 320 word pairs are listed in Appendix 46. In a pilot study, ten individuals 
provided a semantic relatedness rating for each pair on a 5-point Likert scale (“0” = 
“very unrelated”; “4” = “very related”). The ratings on the a priori defined related 
pairs were significantly higher than that on the a priori defined unrelated pairs (3.69 
± 0.28 vs. 0.50 ± 0.52, r(318) = 26.37, p < .001; refer to Table 4.1 for the individual 
rating of each list). Furthermore, the four lists did not differ in semantic relatedness 
(related word pairs; F(3,156) = .32; unrelated word pairs; F(3,156) = 1.83, both ps > 
.05).
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Table 4.1 Results of a one-way ANOVA examining the similarity in the 
semantic relatedness rating of the four lists of word pairs used in Study 3 and Study 4
List I List 2 List 3 List 4 F(3,156)
Related word pairs 3.72 (0.32) 3.66 (0.29) 3.68 (0.26) 3.69 (0.26) .32
Unrelated word pairs 0.57 (0.50) 0.46 (0.63) 0.61 (0.55) 0.37 (0.35) 1.83
Note: Rating was based on a 5-point Likert scale (“0” = “very unrelated”; “4” = 
“very related”); 
both ps > .05
In the distraction and the control conditions, the cue of the word pair was first 
presented on a computer screen for 1,000 ms each, followed by the cue and the target 
simultaneously for 3,000 ms (cue-target screen). Afterwards, the target was presented 
for 1,000 ms during which the participants were required to say aloud the target 
word. The inter-pair interval was 1,000 ms. In the control condition, participants 
were instructed to repeat the cue and the target aloud four times during the cue-target 
screen (see Appendix 47 for verbatim instructions and pictorial illustration). Stimulus 
presentations and response capture for the paired-associate task was controlled by 
Cognitive Performance Test Battery software (Groeger, 2007).
In the distraction condition, during the cue-target screen, participants were presented 
with six non-sense symbols in between the cue and the target (see Appendix 48 for 
verbatim instructions and pictorial illustration). There were altogether eight symbols 
in the pool, and they were randomly assigned to each cue-target screen so that each
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symbol did not appear in between all the word pairs. The participants were required 
to keep count of two target symbols^^ mentally throughout each learning block while 
learning the word pairs. After each learning block, they reported the counts. A new 
pair of target symbols was used in each learning block and was clearly shown to the 
participants on a piece of paper in front of their computer (see Appendix 49 for an 
example of the target symbol sheet). Participants were not allowed to use any 
materials, e.g. paper, pen, or fingers, to help with symbol counting. The difference 
between the participants’ count and the number of times each symbol was presented 
was calculated and the percentage was used to indicate participants’ symbol counting 
performance. Since there were two target symbols in each learning block, the 
average of the two percentages was computed and used in all the analyses.
Each learning session consisted of three learning blocks, each of which was followed 
by an immediate cued recall test where only the cue of each pair was shown for 
1,000 ms. Participants were given the next 2,000 ms to provide a verbal response. 
After a 500-ms interval, the cue of the next pair was presented and so on. In the retest 
session, paired-associate memory was assessed with three delayed cued recall tests 
(see Appendix 50 for verbatim instructions and pictorial illustration of the cued recall 
test). Participants’ verbal responses were recorded and subsequently coded manually. 
In all the learning blocks and during all the recall tests, word pairs were presented 
randomly. The learning session and the retest session lasted for about 50 and 20 
minutes respectively.
Pilot data showed that keeping count of only one target symbol was too easy and had minimal 
impact on paired-associate learning.
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Similar to the previous two studies, in Study 3, the number of related and unrelated 
word pairs correctly recalled, IRF, DRF, the percentage of previously unrecalled 
word pairs that were remembered in the first delayed recall test, and the percentage 
of previously recalled word pairs that were no longer retrievable in the first delayed 
recall test were all used as indicators of participants’ paired-associate performance.
In Study 3, two groups of participants were run each day, and their laboratory 
sessions started at different times (please refer to Figure 4.2 for the details). Time of 
day did not have any significant effect on pre-learning sleep (actigraphy data), except 
for the time when the pre-learning sleep episodes ended before the wake distraction 
condition (?(13) = 2.46, p < .05), and the wake time (^(13) = 2.44, p < .05). Those 
participants who were in the earlier group of the day were found to actually wake up 
and get out of bed about 50 minutes later than those participants in the later group. 
The two groups were also comparable in their subjective sleepiness level (KSS), 
vigilance level (PVT), and paired-associate performance at learning and retest in all 
the four conditions. Time of day also did not have a significant effect on the nap 
architecture in the two nap conditions (t = .00 to 2.18, all ps > .05; see Appendix 51). 
Performance in the symbol counting task in the distraction study was also not 
affected by time of day (?(13) = .35 to 1.39, all ps > .05; see Appendix 51). Since 142 
time-of-day contrasts were tested and the only two differences between the earlier 
and the later groups were in the opposite direction as one would expect, the data of 
these two groups were combined for all the analyses.
The effects of prior knowledge of experimental conditions on pre-learning sleep, 
subjective sleepiness, vigilance, and paired-associate performance at learning and
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retest, nap architecture, and symbol counting performance were also examined 
(Appendix 52). The majority of the contrasts were not statistically significant (r(13) = 
.00 to 2.10, all ps > .05). The only two significant differences were the number of 
unrelated word pairs correctly recalled in the first immediate recall test in the nap 
distraction and the wake control conditions, with participants with prior knowledge 
of the condition to which they were to be assigned performing better than those who 
did not have this information (nap distraction: 5.38 ± 4.50 vs. 1.29 ± 1.70; f(13) = 
2.26; wake control: 9.38 ± 3.25 vs. 4.71 ± 3.35, t{l3) = 2.73, both ps < .05). 
However, these differences were no longer found at the end of the learning session in 
either condition (20.63 ± 12.57 vs. 16.14 ± 8.15, (^13) = .81; 31.75 ± 10.08 vs. 21.43 
± 10.05, t(13) = 1.98, both ps > .05). Because of this and the fact that 142 contrasts 
had been examined but only two differences of relatively small magnitude were 
found, this factor about prior knowledge was not investigated further in subsequent 
analyses.
4.2.2 Results
In this section, we will first examine participants’ pre-learning sleep parameters to 
ensure that their sleep the night before each laboratory session was similar and would 
have only made a minimal contribution to any differences in cognitive performance 
the following day. Next, the similarity of the architecture of their nap episodes in the 
distraction and the control conditions was assessed to ensure that performance in the 
retest session in these conditions could not be attributed to any difference in the 
amount of the various sleep stages. Similarity of subjective sleepiness and vigilance 
levels at learning and at retest in all four conditions was also examined to exclude the
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possibility that any differences in performance might be due to different levels of 
sleepiness and vigilance. Finally, the results regarding paired-associate performance 
in the learning session, in the retest session, and the change across the retention 
interval will be presented.
4.2.2.1 Pre-learning sleep
The descriptive statistics of pre-learning sleep parameters assessed with actigraphy 
are summarized in Table 4.2.
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Two-factorial repeated-measures ANOVAs were conducted to determine whether 
any of the sleep parameters differed the night before the four laboratory sessions 
(Table 4.2). Results showed that before each laboratory session, participants’ 
bedtime, the time sleep started and ended, wake time, time in bed, sleep duration, 
sleep latency, and sleep efficiency were similar (main effect of nap / wake: F(l,14) = 
.00 to 2.95; main effect of distraction / control: F(l,14) = .06 to 2.02; interaction: 
F(l,14) = .28 to 2.56, all ps > .05).
4.2.2.2 Nap architecture
To determine whether the nap episodes in the distraction and the control conditions 
were similar, paired-samples t tests were conducted. Results, together with the 
descriptive statistics, are presented in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3 Results of paired-samples t tests examining the effects of learning under 
distraction on post-leaming nap architecture
Distraction Control ^14)
Total sleep time (min) 68.80 (14.42) 68.33 (15.82) .16
Stage 2 latency (min) 17.77 (13.09) 16.87 (11.30) .53
Sleep efficiency (%) 76.62 (15.28) 76.19 (17.00) .15
WASO (min) 287 ( 4.31) 4.07 ( 9J6) .47
Stage 1 sleep (min) 3.47 ( 3.24) 2.97 ( 4.64) .61
Stage 2 sleep (min) 29.37 (8 3 2 ) 28.40 (17.02) .20
Stage 3 sleep (min) 4.43 ( 2.97) 4.47 ( 3.29) .04
Stage 4 sleep (min) 13.13 (11.09) 13.80 (10.34) .18
REM sleep (min) 18.40 (15.22) 18.70 (12.95) .08
SWS (min) 17.57 (13.52) 18.27 (11.73) .18
Note: all ps > .05
The nap episodes in both the distraction and the control conditions lasted for 
approximately 70 minutes and consisted mainly of stage 2 sleep. Whether word pairs 
were acquired concurrently with a distraction task did not influence any of the post- 
leaming nap parameters (f(14) = .04 to .61, all ps > .05). These results, thus, 
suggested that learning the word pairs in the more difficult distraction condition had 
minimal impact on the architecture of the subsequent nap episode, and that any 
difference in retest performance between the nap distraction and the nap control 
conditions could not be explained by the differences in nap architecture.
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4.2.2.3 Subjective sleepiness level
The descriptive statistics of KSS scores at learning and retest in the four conditions 
are shown in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4 The mean and standard deviation of subjective sleepiness level (KSS 
score) in the learning and the retest sessions
Distraction Control
Nap Wake Nap Wake
Learning 3.40 (1.24) 3.00 (1.20) 3.60 (1.40) 2.60 (0.91)
Retest - after retention interval 2.73 (0.70) 3.80 (1.61) 2.87 (0.74) 3.67 (1.35)
Retest - before delayed recall 3.00 (0.76) 4.07 (1.44) 3.27 (1.10) 4.13 (1.96)
In order to examine whether the participants differed in their subjective sleepiness 
levels in the learning session across the four conditions, which might influence the 
acquisition of word pairs, a two-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA was 
conducted. There was a main effect of nap / wake (F(l,14) = 5.30, p < .05), 
indicating that participants’ initial sleepiness level was higher in the nap conditions 
than in the wake conditions. This nap-wake contrast was also significant when tested 
with a paired-samples t test (r(14) = 2.30, p < .05; Figure 4.3). The main effect of 
distraction / control and its interaction with nap/wake were not statistically 
significant (F(l,14) = .14 and 2.55, both ps > .05).
A similar analysis was run on the KSS score after the retention interval (before 
PVT). The main effect of nap / wake was again significant (F(l,14) = 7.05, p < .05),
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but this time, sleepiness level was lower in the nap conditions than in the wake 
conditions. This difference was also found in a paired-samples t test (?(14) = 2.66, p 
< .05; see Figure 4.3). The main effect of distraction / control and its interaction with 
nap / wake were again not significant (F(l,14) = .00 and .48, both ps > .05). A 
similar pattern was found with the KSS score immediately before delayed recalls 
(main effect of nap / wake: F(l,14) = 12.09, p < .01; main effect of distraction / 
control: F(l,14) = .42, p > .05; interaction: F(l,14) = .41, p > .05). Results of a 
paired-sample t test confirmed this reliable difference between the nap and the wake 
conditions (f(14) = 3.48, p < .01).
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Figure 4.3 Subjective sleepiness levels at learning and retest in the four 
conditions
9 -■ -N ap distraction 
-A -N ^  control 
*□  Wake distraction 
-A-Wake control8
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Note: ** /? < .01; * p < .05 for the changes in KSS score across the laboratory 
sessions in the nap conditions (solid lines) and the wake conditions (dotted 
lines);
p < .01;  ^p < .05 for the nap-wake contrasts in KSS score at each time 
point
To determine whether participants’ subjective sleepiness level changed across the 
retention interval (before / after), and whether having a daytime nap (nap / wake) and 
the learning condition (distraction / control) moderated this change, a three-factorial 
repeated-measures ANOVA was performed (Appendix 53). None of the main or 
interaction effects was significant (F(l,14) = .07 to 2.08, all ps > .05), except the 
before / after x nap / wake interaction (F(l,14) = 13.11, p < .01). Another repeated- 
measures ANOVA contrasting the sleepiness level at learning and that before the 
delayed recall tests showed similar findings (before / after x nap / wake interaction
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(F(l,14) = 14.46, p < .01; see Appendix 53 for detailed results). Post hoc paired- 
samples t tests revealed that participants were less sleepy after nap retention (r(14) = 
2.54, p < .05), while levels of sleepiness increased if they stayed awake during the 
90-minute retention interval (f(14) = 3.03, p < .01). However, this alleviating effect 
of nap on subjective sleepiness was not observed when contrasting KSS score at 
learning and before delayed recall (r(14) = 1.38, p > .05). This non-significant 
contrast still implied that having a daytime nap prevented participants from 
becoming sleepier as the day progressed, while sleepiness increased from learning to 
delayed recall in the wake conditions (r(14) = 3.63, p < .01).
Because of the differences in participants’ subjective sleepiness levels at learning 
between the nap and the wakefulness conditions, similarity of paired-associate 
learning across conditions needed to be examined, and if necessary, the effect of 
subjective sleepiness would be controlled for statistically. Furthermore, at retest, 
participants were sleepier in the wake than in the nap conditions. This difference in 
subjective sleepiness might affect recall performance after the retention interval and 
need to be partialled out statistically.
4.2.2.4 Vigilance level
The descriptive statistics of reaction time, the number of lapses, and the number of 
anticipations are presented in Table 4.5.
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To investigate whether participants’ vigilance level was similar after the nap and the 
wakefulness retention intervals in the distraction and the control conditions, two- 
factorial repeated-measures ANOVAs were performed on the mean, median, and 
standard deviation of reaction time, the inverse of the mean reaction time of the 
fastest, as well as the slowest 10% responses, the number of lapses, and the number 
of anticipations (Table 4.5). A main effect of nap / wake was found on the mean and 
the median reaction time (F(l,14) = 5.46 and 7.66, both ps < .05), indicating that 
after nap, participants reacted more quickly, and therefore, were more vigilant, than 
after wakefulness retention (mean reaction time: 326.36 ± 55.70ms vs. 339.37 ± 
40.95ms; median reaction time: 305.53 ± 50.82ms vs. 318.35 ± 42.60ms). No other 
main or interaction effect was observed on these and other reaction time parameters 
(F(l,14) = .00 to 2.95, all ps > .05). The number of lapses as well as the number of 
anticipations were also not affected by the nap / wake or the distraction / control 
manipulations (F(l,14) = .00 to 2.15, all ps > .05).
Therefore, other than alleviating the increase in sleepiness across the day, daytime 
napping also helped to improve participants’ vigilance level so that they could 
respond more quickly in the psychomotor vigilance task. Any differences in paired- 
associate performance in the retest session between the nap and the wake conditions 
need to take this beneficial effect of daytime napping on vigilance levels into 
account.
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4.2.2.S Symbol counting
In the nap and the wake distraction conditions, participants performed a concurrent 
symbol counting task when they were learning the associations of the word pairs. In 
order to examine whether participants were distracted from the paired-associate task 
to a similar extent in both conditions, and to investigate whether symbol counting 
performance changed throughout the learning session (effect of block), a two- 
factorial repeated-measures ANOVA was performed. A significant main effect of 
block (F(2,28) = 3.45, p < .05) showed that participants improved in their symbol 
counting performance in both the nap and the wake conditions since the deviation 
from the correct counts decreased from the first to the third learning block (nap: from 
19.98 ± 15.66% to 16.69 ± 12.87%; wake: from 16.81 ±14.86% to 11.46 ± 9.39%). 
The main effect of nap / wake was not statistically significant (F(l,14) = .86, p > 
.05), and hence, participants’ effort in the symbol counting task in both conditions 
was similar. The block x nap / wake interaction was also not significant (F(2,28) = 
1.73, p > .05), so the improvement in symbol counting performance throughout the 
learning session did not differ prior to the nap and the wakefulness retention 
intervals.
Correlational analyses were then run to determine whether symbol counting 
performance was associated with the acquisition of word pairs in each immediate 
recall test in both the nap and the wake conditions. None of these correlations were 
statistically significant (r(13) = -.36 to .09, all ps > .05; refer to Appendix 54 for 
detailed results). In other words, there were minimal relationships between 
performance in the concurrent distraction task and the acquisition of word pairs.
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However, as reported in section 4.2.2.6.1 below, paired-associate learning was 
impaired in the distraction conditions.
4.2.2.6 Paired-associate task
Similar to what was reported in Study 1 and Study 2, in this section, the number of 
word pairs successfully acquired in the learning session across the four conditions 
will first be examined to ensure the similarity of paired-associate performance prior 
to each retention interval (section 4.2.2.6.1). Then, paired-associate performance 
before and after the retention interval will be contrasted in three different ways in 
order to determine the role of a post-leaming daytime nap in declarative memory 
enhancement and stabilization (section 4.2.2.6.2 - section 4.2.2.6.4). Finally, the 
number of word pairs correctly recalled in the three delayed recall tests will be 
analyzed to test whether paired-associate performance improved throughout the 
retest session even without any feedback (section 4.2.2.6.5).
4.2.2.6.1 Performance throughout the learning session
The descriptive statistics of the number of word pairs correctly recalled at learning 
and retest are presented in Table 4.6.
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Table 4.6 Mean and standard deviation of the number of related and unrelated word 
pairs correctly recalled at learning and retest
Distraction Control
Nap Wake Nap Wake
Related word pairs
Learning
Immediate recall test 1 17.73 ( 6.03) 23.40 ( 6.65) 25.93 ( 5.68) 25.80 ( 8.20)
Immediate recall test 2 29.93 ( 5.73) 33.07 ( 5.60) 34.67 ( 5.27) 33.80 ( 6.62)
Immediate recall test 3 34.93 ( 4.50) 35.40 ( 4.75) 37.80 ( 3.80) 36.73 ( 338)
Retest
Delayed recall test 1 35.20 ( 4.36) 35.33 ( 5.00) 37.20 ( 4.77) 36.47 ( 5.51)
Delayed recall test 2 35.80 ( 4.18) 35.87 ( 5.24) 37.47 ( 5.53) 36.20 ( 638)
Delayed recall test 3 35.93 ( 3.83) 36.00 ( 4.81) 37.47 ( 533) 36.40 ( 6.32)
Unrelated word pairs
Learning
Immediate recall test 1 3.47 ( 3.98) 5.67 ( 3j&) 6.80 ( 538) 7.20 ( 349)
Immediate recall test 2 11.87 ( 8.70) 15.07 ( 9.10) 18.00 (10.55) 20.40 (10.13)
Immediate recall test 3 18.53 (10.62) 22.20 (10.07) 25.73 (10.13) 26.93 (11.07)
Retest
Delayed recall test 1 18.53 (11.10) 20.27 ( 9.64) 24.67 (10.33) 24.27 (11.00)
Delayed recall test 2 19.13 (11.20) 22.00 ( 9.82) 26.13 (10.41) 26.07 (10.61)
Delayed recall test 3 19.60 (11.20) 21.93 ( 9.95) 27.07 (11.12) 26.60 (11.58)
Note: maximum number for each type of word pairs in each recall test = 40
To investigate whether the number of correctly recalled word pairs increased 
significantly from the beginning to the end of the learning session (effect of 
learning), was affected by the learning method (distraction / control), differed prior 
to the nap and the wakefulness retention intervals, and depended on the semantic
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relatedness of the word pairs, a four-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA was 
performed (Appendix 55). The participants showed prominent improvement in their 
paired-associate performance throughout the learning session (main effect of 
learning: F(2,28) = 189.00, p < .001). Learning performance was poorer in the 
distraction condition than in the control condition (main effect of distraction / 
control: F(l,14) = 24.50, p < .001). Participants successfully acquired a greater 
number of semantically related word pairs than unrelated pairs (main effect of 
semantic relatedness: F(l,14) = 138.05, p < .001). Unexpectedly, the main effect of 
nap / wake was significant (f(l,14) = 4.96, p < .05), indicating that participants 
acquired fewer word pairs before they took a nap than before they stayed awake. 
There was a significant two-way interaction between nap / wake x distraction / 
control (F(l,14) = 6.67, p < .05), and between learning x semantic relatedness 
(F(2,28) = 5.38, p < .05). More importantly, there was a significant three-way 
interaction between learning, distraction / control, and semantic relatedness (F(2,28) 
= 12.66, p < .01) which showed that for related word pairs, the difference in recall 
performance between the distraction and the control conditions diminished 
throughout the learning session (first immediate recall test: 5.30 ± 4.03; second test:
2.73 ± 3.78; third test: 2.10 ± 2.52; F(2,28) = 7.88, p < .01), while for the unrelated 
word pairs, the difference in recall performance between the distraction and the 
control conditions magnified as learning progressed (first test: 2.43 ± 2.76; second 
test: 5.73 ± 5.58; third test: 5.97 ± 6.05; F(2,28) = 6.59, p < .01). Therefore, the 
concurrent distraction task had a greater impact on the acquisition of related word 
pairs at the beginning than the end of the learning session, while its impairing effects 
on unrelated word pairs increased across the learning session.
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Because of the statistically significant main effect of nap / wake on paired-associate 
learning reported above, it is critical to determine whether this difference was still 
observed immediately before the nap and the wakefulness retention intervals, i.e. 
whether baseline paired-associate performance differed reliably across the four 
conditions. Therefore, a three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA was performed 
on the number of correct recalls in the final immediate recall test so as to examine 
whether pre-retention paired-associate performance differed between the nap and the 
wake conditions, and whether it was affected by the distraction manipulation, and 
was dependent on the semantic relatedness of the word pairs (Appendix 56). As 
expected, at the end of the learning session, recall of related word pairs was still 
better than that of unrelated pairs (main effect of semantic relatedness: F(l,14) = 
48.64, p < .001), and paired-associate performance was impaired in the distraction 
condition (main effect of distraction / control: F(l,14) = 17.00, p < .01), but there 
was no longer a reliable difference in recall performance between the nap and the 
wake conditions (main effect of nap / wake: F(l,14) = 1.68, p > .05). Furthermore, 
none of the interaction effects involving nap / wake was statistically significant 
(F(l,14) = .62 to 3.29, all ps > .05). The distraction / control x semantic relatedness 
interaction was signficant (F(l,14) = 7.86, p < .001). Post hoc paired-samples t tests 
showed that at the end of the learning session, participants acquired a smaller number 
of both related and unrelated word pairs when learning was performed under 
distraction (related pairs: r(14) = 25.30, p < .001; unrelated pairs: t{lA) = 3.82, p < 
.01; see Figure 4.4). However, the difference in recall performance between the 
distraction and the control conditions was smaller for the related than the unrelated 
word pairs (2.10 ± 2.52 vs. 5.97 ± 6.05, t{\A) = 2.80, p < .05), showing that the
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distraction task impaired the acquisition of unrelated word pairs to a greater extent at 
the end of the learning session.
Figure 4.4 Number of related and unrelated word pairs correctly recalled in the 
final immediate recall test in each condition, and results of paired-samples t tests 
examining the effects of distraction on baseline paired-associate performance
Related word pairs Unrelated word pairs
H Nap distraction 
E3 Wake distraction 
■  Nap control 
□  Wake control
Note: ***p<.001;**p<.01
Apart from examining the effects of the concurrent distraction task on the number of 
correct recalls, its influence on the distribution of word pairs recalled in 0, 1, 2, and 3 
immediate recall tests, i.e. at each level of learning, was also studied (Figure 4.5).
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Figure 4.5 The effects of distraction on the distribution of related and unrelated word 
pairs across four levels of learning in the nap and the wake conditions
Related word pairs Unrelated word pairs
- ■ -N a p  distraction 
-A -N a p  control 
-□-■Wake distraction 
-A -V a k e  control
ttt
5
I
I
-10
IRFo IRFj
--------------------------------------  Level ofleaming/Immediate recall frequency (IRF) --------------------------------------►
Note: ** p < .01; * p < .05 for the main effect of distraction regardless of the nap / 
wake condition;
p < .001; p < .01 for the main effect of distraction in only the nap 
condition
Separate two-factorial repeated-measures ANOVAs were conducted on related and 
unrelated word pairs to investigate the effects of distraction / control, as well as nap / 
wake, on the number successfully acquired at each level of learning (refer to 
Appendix 57 for detailed results).
For semantically related word pairs, performing the concurrent distraction task 
resulted in a significantly larger number of word pairs that were never recalled in the 
learning session (i.e. IRFo pairs; distraction: 3.60 ± 4.06 vs. control: 1.77 + 3.05; 
F(l,14) = 8.68, p < .05), as well as those recalled twice during learning (i.e. IRF2 
pairs; distraction: 12.77 ± 4.24 vs. control: 10.00 ± 3.96; F(l,14) = 6.62, p < .05). For
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those recalled in one and all three immediate recall tests, there was a significant nap / 
wake X distraction / control interaction effect (IRFi pairs: F(l,14) = 13.91, p < .01; 
IRF3 pairs: F(l,14) = 6.41, p < .05). Results of post hoc paired-samples t tests 
showed that the distraction task increased the number of IRFi pairs and reduced the 
number of IRF3 pairs only in the nap condition (IRFi pairs: 6.07 ± 2.76 vs. 3.33 ± 
2.89, r(1 4 ) = 4.11, p < .01; IRF3 pairs: 16.27 ± 5.73 vs. 24.67 ± 6.60, t(14) = 5.54, p 
< .001), but these impairing effects were not statistically significant in the wake 
condition (IRFi pairs: 3.13 ± 2.17 vs. 4.00 ± 3.78, IRF3 pairs: 21.80 ± 6.84 vs. 24.47 
± 8.25, f(14) = 1.07; 1.50, both ps > .05).
For semantically unrelated word pairs, performing the symbol counting task 
increased the number of IRFo pairs (distraction: 18.83 ± 10.48 vs. control: 12.83 ± 
10.40, F(l,14) = 15.81, p < .01), but reduced the number of IRF2 and IRF3 pairs 
(IRF2 pairs: 9.43 ± 5.92 vs. 12.90 ± 6.45, F(l,14) = 8.73, p < .05; IRF3 pairs: 5.53 ±
3.73 vs. 6.23 ± 4.76, F(l,14) = 16.38, p < .01). None of the main effects of nap / 
wake or its interaction with distraction / control was statistically reliable (F(l,14) = 
.01 to 3.06, all ps > .05).
As reported in section 4.2.2.3, participants were sleepier during learning in the nap 
than in the wake conditions. The similarity of their paired-associate performance in 
the two distraction conditions (i.e. nap distraction and wake distraction), as well as 
that in the two control conditions (i.e. nap control and wake control) suggested 
minimal relationship between subjective sleepiness levels and the acquisition of 
word pairs. To further examine this relationship, correlational analyses were 
performed separately for each of the four conditions (Table 4.7).
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Table 4.7 Pearson correlations between subjective sleepiness levels and the 
number of word pairs correctly recalled in the learning session and the number of 
word pairs at each level of learning
Distraction 
Nap Wake Nap
Control
Wake
Number o f correct recalls 
Related word pairs
Immediate recall test 1 -.24 -.21 .13 -jg *
Immediate recall test 2 -.24 -.06 .05 -.50
Immediate recall test 3 -.29 .05 -.07
ip = .058) 
-.42
Unrelated word pairs
Immediate recall test 1 -.19 -.26 .08 -J3*
Immediate recall test 2 -.40 -.33 .06 -.42
Immediate recall test 3 -j3 * -.26 .05 -A1
Number o f word pairs at 
each level o f learning 
Related word pairs
IRFo .29 .03 .00 .46
IRFi .12 .11 -.02 .56*
IRF2 -.04 .16 -.18 .19
IRF3 -.24 -.14 .10 -.54*
Unrelated word pairs
IRFo j3 * .27 -.01 .47
IRFi -.55* .04 -.23 -.30
IRF2 -.48 -21 .03 -.33
IRF3
ip = .068) 
-.19 -.32 .13 -.52*
Note: < .05; all dfs = 13
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Reported sleepiness was associated poorer paired-associate learning. Specifically, the 
sleepier the participants were in the learning session, the smaller the number of 
related and unrelated word pairs successfully acquired, the larger the number of IRFo 
and IRFi pairs, and the smaller the number of IRF3 pairs. However, these 
relationships were not consistently observed across the four conditions. Instead, they 
were found in either the nap distraction or the wake control condition only. Hence, 
these relationships between sleepiness and paired-associate performance in the 
learning session were not very robust.
To summarize, correlational analyses showed that the sleepier the partcipants were in 
the learning session, the poorer their paired-associate learning performance was. 
Also, participants were sleepier in the nap than the wake conditions. However, 
regardless of these findings, there was no significant nap-wake difference in paired- 
associate performance at the end of the learning session, and participants in the two 
distraction conditions as well as the two control conditions achieved a similar 
baseline performance before the nap-wake treatment was implemented. Furthermore, 
the concurrent distraction task impaired participants’ paired-associate performance 
by reducing the total number of word pairs acquired, reducing the number of well- 
acquired word pairs, and increasing the number of poorly acquired pairs.
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4.2.2.6.2 Pre- and post-retention performance comparison: Number of 
correct recalls
To determine whether there was any reliable change in the number of correctly 
recalled related and unrelated word pairs from the final immediate recall test to the 
first delayed recall test, paired-samples t tests were conducted separately for each 
condition. Results are summarized in Table 4.8. For related word pairs, no apparent 
performance change was found in any of the four conditions (r(14) = .27 to 1.50, all 
ps > .05). Therefore, memory of related word pairs was stabilized during the 
retention interval regardless of whether it involved a daytime nap and regardless of 
whether learning performance had been impaired.
For unrelated word pairs, the number of correct recalls decreased across wakefulness 
retention in both the distraction and the control conditions (r(14) = 3.53 and 3.66, 
both ps < .01). Forgetting was also observed if the retention interval involved 
napping though only in the control condition (r(14) = 2.78, p < .05), while in the nap 
distraction condition, performance was maintained across a daytime nap (r(14) = .00, 
p > .05), indicating a memory stabilization effect of sleep on unrelated word pairs, 
particularly when prior learning had been compromised by a distracting task.
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Since across wakefulness retention, KSS score increased from learning to retest 
before the participants did the delayed recall tests (see section 4.2.23 and Figure 
4.3), the decrease in the number of correctly recalled unrelated word pairs might be 
attributed to this increase in subjective sleepiness. To partial out this possible 
confounding effect, repeated-measures ANCOVAs were performed with the change 
in KSS score as a covariate. Similar analyses were conducted for the nap conditions 
and related word pairs. As presented in Table 4.8, the results were identical to those 
of the paired-samples t tests: the number of related word pairs did not change across 
either nap or wakefulness retention (F(l,13) = .00 to 1.82, all ps > .05), while 
participants forgot some of the unrelated word pairs across a 90-minute period of 
wakefulness in both the distraction and the control conditions (F(l,13) = 11.79 and 
13.02, both ps < .01) and across nap in the control condition (F(l,13) = 7.81, p < 
.05).
These results, thus, suggested that memory of semantically related word parrs was 
resistant to forgetting over a 90-minute interval regardless of the participants’ 
vigilance state during this period. On the other hand, forgetting of unrelated word 
pairs was prominent particularly across the wakefulness retention interval in both the 
distraction and the control conditions even after the effect of the increase in 
sleepiness levels had been taken into account. A significant decrease was also 
observed across a daytime nap in the control condition. However, the effect size 
associated with the change across the nap episode was smaller than that found across 
the wakefulness retention interval (Cohen’s d = .72 and .95 respectively), suggesting 
that having a daytime nap after learning helped to alleviate forgetting.
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To test the idea that the extent of forgetting of unrelated, as well as related, word 
pairs depended on the nap / wake treatment and the distraction / control 
manipulation, a three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA was performed on the 
percentage change in the number of correct recalls from the final immediate recall 
test to the first delayed recall test (Appendix 58). As illustrated in Figure 4.6, a 
greater proportion of unrelated word pairs were forgotten than related word pairs 
(main effect of semantic relatedness: F(l,14) = 27.75, p < .001). The non-significant 
main effect of distraction / control (F(l,14) = 1.02, p > .05) pointed out that whether 
paired-associate learning was impaired or not had no effect on subsequent 
performance change across the retention interval. Although there was a significant 
main effect of nap / wake (F(l,14) = 7.58, p < .05) and the nap / wake x semantic 
relatedness interaction was not significant (F(l,14) = .41, p > .05), showing a similar 
nap advantage on both related and unrelated word pairs, further analyses did, in fact, 
reveal a differential effect of daytime napping on the two kinds of word pairs.
For related word pairs, performance change across a 90-minute daytime nap was 
similar to that across a period of wakefulness (f(14) = .17, p > .05), but for unrelated 
word pairs, performance decrement across nap retention was smaller than that 
observed across wakefulness retention (t(14) = 2.27, p < .05; refer to Figure 4.6). 
These results were consistent with those of paired-samples t tests which examined 
the pre- and post-retention paired-associate performance (see Table 4.8). The size of 
the nap effect in reducing the percentage of unrelated word pairs forgotten during 
retention interval was moderate (Cohen’s d = .59). The participants were sleepier 
less vigilant at retest in the wake than in the nap conditions, thereby possibly 
reducing the number of unrelated word pairs that were correctly recalled in the wake
the
and
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conditions. In order to partial out these differences between the nap and the wake 
conditions, repeated-measures ANCOVAs were conducted. After the effect of the 
nap-wake difference in subjective sleepiness before the delayed recall tests were 
controlled, the effect of post-leaming nap in reducing forgetting became marginally 
non-significant (F(l,13) = 4.46, p = .055). The effect of nap / wake stayed significant 
after the differences in vigilance levels (mean and median of reaction time in the 
psychomotor vigilance task) between the nap and the wake conditions had been 
partialled out (F(l,13) = 7.94, p < .05). Therefore, the alleviating effect of daytime 
nap on the forgetting of unrelated word pairs might be explained by nap’s effects on 
minimizing the increase in sleepiness across the day.
Figure 4.6 Percentage change in the number of correct recalls in paired-associate 
task across the retention interval
^ 10
Related word pairs
B  Nap distraction 
f l  control 
ED Wake distraction 
□  Wake control
Unrelated word pairs
«  -20
Note: * /7 < .05
To examine whether sleep, in general, or any particular sleep stage was associated 
with the reduced forgetting of unrelated word pairs, Pearson correlational analyses 
were conducted on the percentage change in the number of correct recalls and total
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sleep time as well as the amount of each sleep stage. Analyses were run separately 
for the distraction and the control conditions. Since the total sleep time of one of the 
participants in the distraction conditions was 30 minutes, while the nap episode of 
the remaining 14 participants lasted for 49-83 minutes, this outlier was excluded 
from all the correlational analyses (Appendix 59)^ .^
None of the correlations was statistically significant (r(12) = -.42 to .43, all ps > .05). 
Although in the distraction condition, total sleep time accounted for 18.7% of the 
increase in the number of unrelated word pairs across nap episode, the positive 
correlation did not reach the .05 significance criterion (r(12) = .43, p  = .12). This 
moderate, but not statistically significant, relationship was not observed in the 
control condition (r(12) = -.22, p > .05). Because of the importance of SWS in 
offline declarative memory processing reported in the existing literature, it is 
interesting to note that there was a moderate, though not statistically significant, 
negative correlation between the percentage change (increase) in the number of 
unrelated word pairs and the amount of stage 3 sleep in the control condition (r(12) = 
-.42), indicating that the more stage 3 sleep the nap episode consisted of, the less 
positive the change in the number of correctly recalled unrelated word pairs. This 
relationship was not found in the distraction condition (r(12) = .15, p > .05), or with 
stage 4 sleep (r(12) = -.18 to .11, both ps > .05), or SWS in general (r(12) = -21 to 
.12, both ps > .05).
With the inclusion of this participant’s data, the direction and magnitude of some of the correlations 
are affected. For example, in the control condition, the correlations of total sleep time with the 
percentage change in the number of correctly recalled unrelated word pairs changed from -.22 (p > 
.05) to .55 (p < .05), the delayed recall frequency of IRF3 related word pairs from -. 11 (p > .05) to .62 
(p < .05), and the delayed recall frequency of IRFi unrelated word pairs from .08 (p > .05) to .60 (p < 
.05).
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To conclude, memory of related word pairs was resistant to forgetting over a 90- 
minute interval. On the other hand, memory of unrelated word pairs was more prone 
to forgetting, but a post-leaming daytime nap reduced the extent of memory loss, and 
this effect of napping might be partly due to its effect in alleviating the increase in 
sleepiness across the day. This beneficial effect of daytime napping was not related 
to any specific sleep stage or level of performance achieved at the end of the learning 
session.
4.2.2.6.3 Pre- and post-retention performance comparison: Delayed recall 
frequency
In this section, the influence of nap / wake, semantic relatedness, level of learning, 
and distraction / control on the delayed recall frequency of word pairs was examined 
(Figure 4.7). However, a four-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA could not be 
performed to study these effects because only 1 of the 15 participants provided valid 
data on related and unrelated pairs at all levels of learning in all the four conditions. 
Instead, a three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA examining the effects of 
daytime napping, distraction, and semantic relatedness was performed for each level 
of learning (Appendix 60).
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Figure 4.7 Delayed recall frequency of (a) related and (b) unrelated word pairs that 
had been recalled in 0, 1, 2, and 3 immediate recall tests at learning
B  Nap distraction 
■  Nap control
□  W ^ e  distraction
□  Wake control
O 0
IRF = 3 
(n = 4)
IRF = 0 IRF=1 IRF = 2
(n = 5) (n = 10) (n = 15)
-------------------------Immediate recall frequency (IRF) /  Levd of leaming-
Note: *p < .05;
maximum immediate recall frequency = 3; 
maximum delayed recall frequency = 3
IRFn pairs
For those word pairs that had never been recalled in the learning session, data from 
only 5 participants could be included, so results need to be interpreted with caution. 
Significant main effects were found for nap / wake and semantic relatedness (F(l,4) 
= 9.83. p < .05 and F(l,4) = 42.37, p < .01 respectively). The non-significant main 
effect of distraction / control (F(l,4) = .69. p > .05) indicated that the frequency of 
recalling IRFo pairs at retest was independent of whether they had been acquired with
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concurrent distraction. In other words, the number of IRFo pairs at the end of the 
learning session had minimal influence on the offline declarative memory 
enhancement process. None of the interaction effects was statistically significant 
(F(l,14) = .13 to 1.01, all ps > .05), except the nap / wake x semantic relatedness 
interaction (F(l,4) = 21.01. p < .05). Results of post hoc paired-samples t tests 
indicated that delayed recall frequency of related word pairs was higher after a 
daytime nap than after a wakefulness retention interval (0.91 ± 0.23 vs. 0.40 ± 0.26, 
t{4) = 4.44, p < .05), but no reliable nap-wake difference was detected in the delayed 
recall frequency of unrelated word pairs (0.10 + 0.08 vs. 0.19 ± 0.19, t{A) = 1.41, p > 
.05). The effect of daytime napping on related word pairs was robust because the 
effect size was considerable (Cohen’s d = 1.98), although the sample size was small. 
Furthermore, the nap-wake difference was still reliable in repeated-measures 
ANCOVAs after partialling out the differences at retest between the nap and the 
wake conditions in subjective sleepiness (F(l,3) = 31.03, p < .05), and vigilance 
levels (i.e. mean and median reaction time in the psychomotor vigilance task; F (l,2) 
= 23.46, p < .05).
In order to examine whether this memory enhancing effect of post-leaming daytime 
nap on related word pairs was associated with total sleep time or the amount of 
specific sleep stages, Pearson correlational analyses were performed (Appendix 59). 
In the distraction condition, the delayed recall frequency of IRFo related word pairs 
was not correlated with TST or any sleep stage (r(10) = -.07 to .32, all ps > .05). On 
the other hand, in the control condition, negative correlations were found with stage 
1 and stage 3 sleep (r(4) = -.84 and -.86, both ps < .05), indicating that the more 
stage 1 and stage 3 sleep the post-leaming nap episode consisted of, the smaller the
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sleep-dependent memory enhancing effect. Only stage 2 showed a non-signficant 
positive correlation of considerable magnitude, and was found to account for 15.4% 
of the variance of the delayed recall frequency of IRFo related word pairs (r(4) = .39, 
p = .44).
Although the results of previous ANOVA and t tests indicated that offline memory 
enhancement of semantically unrelated word pairs did not depend on daytime 
napping, the amount of stage 2 sleep was found to be highly and positively correlated 
with the delayed recall frequency of unrelated word pairs in the control condition 
(r(ll) = .68, p < .05), implying the importance of stage 2 sleep in enhancing the 
memory of unrelated word pairs during the post-leaming sleep episode. Similar to 
related word pairs, a negative correlation was found between the delayed recall 
frequency of unrelated word pairs and the amount of stage 3 in the control condition 
(r(ll) = -.57, p < .05). A negative association was also observed with stage 4 sleep 
(r(ll) = -.61,p < .05).
In summary, post-leaming nap facilitated the offline memory enhancement of related 
word pairs that had not been previously recalled prior to the retention interval, 
thereby, increasing the frequency they were remembered at retest. This beneficial 
role of daytime napping was not due to its effect in alleviating the increase in 
sleepiness or the decrease in vigilance across the day. The data suggested that stage 2 
sleep might be related to this sleep-dependent memory enhancing effect. There was, 
however, evidence that SWS did not facilitate offline memory enhancement, which 
was not consistent with existing empirical findings.
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IRFi^ . IRF?. and IRFi pairs
For word pairs that had been recalled once at learning (n = 10), there were significant 
main effects of nap / wake and semantic relatedness (F(l,9) = 7.21 and 6.75, both ps 
< .05; Appendix 60). The main effect of distraction / control was again not 
significant (F(l,9) = .29, p > .05), so the number of IRFi pairs achieved at the end of 
learning had minimal impact on subsequent offline memory stabilization. None of 
the interaction effects was statistically significant (F(l,9) = .03 to .89, all ps > .05), 
although the nap / wake x semantic relatedness interaction approached the .05 
statistical significance criterion (F(l,9) = 4.86, p = .055). Further analyses did 
indicate that the effect of daytime napping depended on the semantic relatedness of 
the word pairs. Delayed recall frequency of related word pairs after a daytime nap 
was similar to that after wakefulness retention (2.57 ± 0.47 vs. 2.50 ± 0.56, t{9) = 
.91, p > .05), whereas participants could recall unrelated word pairs more frequently 
after a 90-minute daytime nap than after a period of wakefulness (2.43 ± 0.32 vs. 
2.09 ± 0.38, t(9) = 3.04, p < .05; Figure 4.7). The size of the nap effect was 
considerable (Cohen’s d = 0.96). Moreover, the nap-wake difference was still 
statistically significant in a repeated-measures ANCOVA after partialling out the 
differences between the nap and the wake conditions in vigilance levels (F(l,7) = 
10.47, p < .05), although it became marginally non-significant after the difference in 
subjective sleepiness at retest had been controlled for (F(l,8) = 4.15, p = .076).
Results of Pearson correlatioal analyses indicated that the amount of stage 2 sleep 
was positively associated with the delayed recall frequency of IRFi unrelated word 
pairs in the distraction condition (r(ll) = .66, p < .05; Appendix 59), and hence, the
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sleep-dependent offline memory stabilization of unrelated word pairs. This 
association was considerable in the control condition, although it did not reach the 
.05 statistical significance criterion (r(12) = .50, p = .072). On the other hand, the 
amount of SWS was again found to be negatively associated with the delayed recall 
frequency of unrelated word pairs in the control condition (r(12) = -.54, p < .05), 
implying that the more SWS the post-leaming nap episode was comprised of, the 
smaller the sleep-dependent memory stabilization effect.
For those word pairs that had been recalled two and three times during teaming, i.e. 
IRF2 and IRF3 pairs (n = 15 and 4 respectively), no significant main effect or 
interaction effect was found {F = .01 to 8.77, all ps > .05). The absence of any 
reliable nap / wake effect on related and unrelated word pairs was further confirmed 
with paired-samples t tests {t = .42 to 2.12, all ps > .05). Therefore, daytime napping 
offered no additional benefits on subsequent recalls when word pairs had been 
teamed relatively well. Furthermore, the non-significant main effects of semantic 
relatedness suggested that the superior recall of related word pairs over unrelated 
pairs no longer existed when the unrelated pairs had been acquired to higher levels. 
Finally, consistent with the previous analyses on delayed recall frequency of IRFo 
and IRFi pairs, whether participants were distracted during teaming, or more 
specifically, the number of IRF2 and IRF3 pairs achieved prior to the retention 
interval, had limited influence on offline memory processing and the frequency of 
subsequent recalls after the retention interval.
To conclude, post-leaming daytime nap facilitated the memory stabilization of 
previously recalled declarative materials, particularly those with limited pre-existing
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semantic associations and had not been learned too well. This beneficial effect of 
daytime napping was related to the amount of stage 2 sleep in the post-leaming nap 
episode and might be explained by the effect of napping on alleviating the increase in 
sleepiness across the day.
4.2.2.6.4 Pre- and post-retention performance comparison: Percentage of 
word pairs (not) recalled in the first delayed recall test
In this section, the role of daytime napping in offline declarative memory 
enhancement of previously unrecalled materials will first be examined, and then, its 
importance in stabilizing the memory of previously recalled declarative materials 
will be investigated.
IRFn pairs
In order to investigate whether the magnitude of offline declarative memory 
enhancement depended on daytime napping, the semantic relatedness of the word 
pairs, and the number of IRFo pairs attained in the learning session (distraction / 
control), a three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA was performed on the 
percentage of word pairs never recalled at teaming that were remembered in the first 
delayed recall test (n = 5; Figure 4.8; see Appendix 61 for detailed results).
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Figure 4.8 Percentage of (a) related and (b) unrelated word pairs never recalled 
during learning that were successfully retrieved in the first delayed recall test after 
the retention interval
■  Nap distraction
■  N ap control
E3 Wake distraction 
□  Wake control
p  = .065
go
Ü 60
(b)
100
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(n = 5)
There was a significant main effect of semantic relatedness (F(l,4) = 85.55, p < .01), 
indicating that the memory of a greater proportion of previously unrecalled related 
word pairs was enhanced offline and therefore, were retrieved immediately after the 
retention interval than the unrelated word pairs. The main effect of distraction / 
control, ‘as usual’, was not significant (F(l,4) = .02, p > .05), indicating that the 
number of IRFq pairs at the end of the learning session did not affect subsequent 
offline memory enhancement. The nap / wake main effect approached statistical 
significance (F(l,4) = 6.75, p  = .06). There was no significant interaction effect, 
although the nap / wake x semantic relatedness interaction approached statistical 
significance (F(l,4) = 5.99, p  = .07). As shown in Figure 4.8, results of paired-
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samples t tests revealed differential effects of daytime napping on the delayed recalls 
of related and unrelated word pairs. The percentage of IRFo related word pairs that 
could be remembered in the first delayed recall attempt was 5 times higher in 
magnitude if the retention interval involved a daytime nap, although the contrast 
closely fell short of statistical significance (35.78 ± 14.22% vs. 7.02 ± 12.50%, t(4) = 
2.52, p = .065). On the other hand, the percentage of IRFq unrelated word pairs 
correctly recalled in the first delayed recall test was similar regardless of whether 
participants took a nap or stayed awake during the retention interval (2.22 ± 2.93% 
vs. 3.08 ± 4.36%, t{4) = .84, p > .05).
Although data from only five participants could be included in these analyses, the 
size of the beneficial effect of daytime napping on the memory of related word pairs 
was considerable (Cohen’s d=  1.13). This effect, in fact, became statistically reliable 
after controlling for the difference in vigilance levels observed after nap and after 
wakefulness retention in a repeated-measures ANCOVA (F(l,2) = 22.01, p < .05). 
However, after partialling out the difference in subjective sleepiness at retest 
between the nap and the wake conditions in another repeated-measures ANCOVA, 
the nap-wake difference was no longer observed (F(l,3) = 2.64, p > .05). Hence, the 
sleep-dependent enhancing effect on the memory of related word pairs might be 
partly due to its effect in alleviating the increase in sleepiness across the day.
Results of Pearson correlational analyses (Appendix 59) showed a positive, though 
not statistically significant relationship between the amount of stage 2 sleep and the 
sleep-dependent memory enhancement of semantically related word pairs in the 
control condition (r(4) = .50, p  = .32). In fact, 24.7% of the variance of the
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percentage of IRFq related word pairs that were remembered in the first delayed 
recall test could be explained by the amount of stage 2 sleep. However, this 
association was not found in the distraction condition (r(ll) = .04, p > .05). In 
contrast, the amount of SWS and stage 1 sleep was found to be negatively, though 
not significantly, related to memory enhancement of related word pairs in the control 
condition only (r(4) = -.55 and -.61, both ps > .05).
Although the results of previous ANOVA and t tests did not demonstrate a sleep- 
dependent memory enhancement effect on semantically unrelated word pairs, the 
positive association between the amount of stage 2 sleep and the percentage of 
previously unrecalled unrelated word pairs that were retrieved successfully in the 
first delayed recall test in the control condition indicated the importance of stage 2 
sleep in enhancing the memory of unrelated word pairs (r(ll) = .62, p < .05). A 
negative correlation between SWS and memory enhancement of unrelated word pairs 
was found (r(ll) = -.60, p < .05), implying that the more SWS the post-leaming 
sleep episode consisted of, the smaller the memory enhancement effect.
To summarize, having a daytime nap after teaming helped to enhance the memory of 
previously unrecalled word pairs so as to increase the proportion of these word pairs 
that were retrieved immediately after the retention interval. This sleep-dependent 
memory enhancing effect was only found with semantically related word pairs, and 
might partly be due to the effect of a daytime nap on alleviating the increase in 
sleepiness levels across the day. Furthermore, this facilitative effect of daytime 
napping was positively associated with stage 2 sleep, but negatively with SWS.
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IRFj^ . IRF?. and IRFi pairs
To examine the influence of nap / wake, semantic relatedness, and distraction / 
control on (the lack of) offline declarative memory stabilization, separate three- 
factorial repeated-measures ANOVAs were conducted on the percentage of IRFi 
pairs (n = 10), IRF2 pairs (n = 15), and IRF3 pairs (n = 9) that were not remembered 
in the first delayed recall test (Figure 4.9; see Appendix 62 for detailed results).
Figure 4.9 Percentage of (a) related and (b) unrelated word pairs recalled once, 
twice, or three times during learning that were no longer remembered in the first 
delayed recall test after the retention interval
(a)
B  N sç distraction 
B  control 
El 'W ^e  distraction 
□  Wake control
5  20
IRF=1 
(n = 1 0 )
IRF = 2 
(n=15)
Level of learning /  Immediate recall frequency (IRF)
IRF = 3 
(n = 9)
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Results of these three analyses were very similar: the main effects of semantic 
relatedness were significant or approached statistical significance (IRFi pairs: F(l,9) 
= 22.35, p < .01; IRF2 pairs: F(l,14) = 8.92, p < .01; IRF3 pairs: F (l,8) = 5.14, p = 
.053). None of the main or interaction effects of nap / wake or distraction / control 
was statistically significant (F = .00 to 2.41, all ps > .05). The absence of a 
significant nap / wake effect on related and unrelated word pairs at each level of 
learning was further confirmed with paired-samples t tests (f = .01 to 1.63, all ps > 
.05; see Appendix 63). Therefore, for those word pairs that had been successfully 
acquired in the learning session, having a daytime nap after learning did not affect its 
offline stabilization process and the first memory retrieval after the retention interval. 
In addition, retrieval failure during first delayed recall occurred to a smaller 
proportion of related word pairs than unrelated pairs, and was independent of the 
number of IRFi pairs, IRF2 pairs, and IRF3 pairs achieved at the end of the learning 
session.
Although there was no statistically reliable nap-wake difference in offline declarative 
memory stabilization, results of Pearson correlational analyses did show a negative 
relationship between the amount of stage 2 sleep and the percentage of IRF2 and 
IRF3 related word pairs that were not retrievable in the first delayed recall test in the 
distraction condition (r(12) = -.56 and -.65, both ps < .05; Appendix 59). In other 
words, the more stage 2 sleep the post-leaming daytime nap episode was comprised 
of, the less forgetting there was and the stronger the memory stabilization effect. 
However, these associations were not statistically significant in the control condition 
(r(12) = .30 and .26, both ps > .05).
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The amount of stage 2 sleep also tended to be associated with a reduction in the 
percentage of IRFi and IRF3 unrelated word pairs that were not retrieved 
immediately after the retention interval in the distraction condition (r(12) = -.53, p = 
.060; r(ll)  = -.64, p = .062), indicating its importance in stabilizing the memory of 
unrelated word pairs. Stage 3 sleep, inconsistent with its associations with less 
efficient offline memory processing reported in previous analyses, was found to 
alleviate the percentage of IRF3 unrelated pairs forgotten across nap (r(ll)  = -.59, p 
= .096). REM sleep, however, was associated with more forgetting of IRF3 unrelated 
pairs (r(ll) = .83, p < .01).
To conclude, when contrasting paired-associate performance in only the first delayed 
recall test immediately after nap and after wakefulness retention, contrary to the 
results reported in section 4.2.2.6.3 which included all the three delayed recall tests, 
post-leaming sleep was no longer found to facilitate the memory stabilization of 
unrelated word pairs. However, results of correlational analyses suggested that stage 
2 sleep might play a critical role in stabilizing declarative memory of both related 
and unrelated word pairs.
4.2.2.6.S Performance throughout the retest session
The mean and standard deviation of the number of correct recalls in each delayed 
recall test are listed in Table 4.6. A four-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA was 
performed to investigate whether there was any further change in paired-associate 
performance in the retest session due to further testing (effect of testing), and 
whether these changes were moderated by the type of retention prior to the retrievals
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(nap / wake), whether paired-associate learning was impaired (distraction / control), 
and the semantic relatedness of the learning materials (Appendix 64). Paired- 
associate performance improved throughout the retest session (main effect of testing: 
F(2,28) = 16.57, p < .001), and recall of related pairs was better than that of 
unrelated pairs (main effect of semantic relatedness: F(l,14) = 53.75, p < .001). The 
impairing effect of distraction still persisted after the 90-minute retention interval, 
since at retest, fewer word pairs were recalled in the distraction than in the control 
condition (main effect of distraction / control: F(l,14) = 8.71, p < .05). However, the 
main effect of nap / wake was not significant (F(l,14) = .11, p > .05). Significant 
interaction effects were found between testing and semantic relatedness (F(2,28) = 
14.10, p < .001), and between distraction / control and semantic relatedness (F(l,14) 
= 10.98, p < .01). A significant three-way interaction between testing, distraction / 
control, and semantic relatedness was also observed (F(2,28) = 7.99, p < .01).
Post hoc analyses indicated that for related word pairs, recall performance did not 
change throughout the retest session in the control condition (F(2,28) = .09, p > .05), 
but when learning was previously impaired by the distraction task, performance 
improved with further testing (F(2,28) = 4.83, p < .05). For unrelated word pairs, 
participants demonstrated an increase in the number of correct recalls regardless of 
how the word pairs had been acquired (distraction condition: F(2,28) = 14.93, p < 
.01; control condition; F(2,28) = 16.31, p < .001). The improvement in recall 
performance in the retest session even when the correct target word was never 
displayed to the participants, indicated that multiple retrieval attempts alone could 
facilitate memory recall.
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As reported in section 4.2.2.3, participants were sleepier at retest in the wake than in 
the nap conditions. The similarity of the number of word pairs correctly recalled at 
retest in the two distraction (i.e. nap distraction and wake distraction) and in the two 
control conditions (i.e. nap control and wake control) implied minimal association 
between subjective sleepiness levels and post-retention recall performance. To 
further examine this relationship, Pearson correlational analyses were conducted 
separately for each of the four conditions (Table 4.9).
Table 4.9 Correlations between subjective sleepiness levels before delayed 
recall tests and the number of word pairs correctly recalled in the retest session
Distraction Control
Nap Wake Nap Wake
Related word pairs
Delayed recall test 1 -.48 
(p = .073)
-.25 .06 -.24
Delayed recall test 2 -.45 -.34 .03 -.17
Delayed recall test 3 -.42 -.35 -.01 -.21
Unrelated word pairs
Delayed recall test 1 -.37 -.48 
(p = .070)
-.01 -.18
Delayed recall test 2 - J 8 -.53* -.04 -.27
Delayed recall test 3 -.38 -.53* -.01 -.28
Note: *p< .05; 
all dfs = 13
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Higher subjective sleepiness levels before performing the delayed recall tests were 
associated with poorer recall of the more difficult, i.e. unrelated, word pairs, 
particularly in the wake distraction condition, i.e. when prior learning had been 
impaired and participants did not take a nap during the retention interval. This 
relationship was more prominent towards to end of the retest session (delayed recall 
tests 2 and 3: both r(13) = -.53, both ps < .05). No other statistically significant 
relationship was found.
In conclusion, recall performance, in general, continued to improve from the 
beginning to the end of the retest session, although no feedback had been provided. 
This, thus, indicated that multiple retrievals alone could result in better recall 
performance.
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4.3 Study 4
4.3.1 Method
4.3.1.1 Participants
The sample consisted of 9 males and 11 females (mean age = 21.10, SD = 2.83). The 
screening criteria were the same as those in Study 3 (refer to 4.2.1.1 for further 
details). Five of them had a total sleep time shorter than 30 minutes in at least one of 
the nap episodes, and were, therefore, excluded from all the analyses, resulting in a 
final sample size of 15. All the participants were financially compensated for their 
participation.
4.3.1.2 Procedure, design, and materials
The procedure and design of Study 4 were identical to those of Study 3 (see section
4.2.1.2 and Figure 4.2), except that in the experimental (linkage) condition in Study 
4, participants were presented with sentences made up of the cue and the target of the 
word pairs during the cue-target screen for 3,000 ms (e.g. She held her BREATH and 
fought back the TEARS; see Appendix 65 for all the sentences). Participants were 
informed that the cue and the target words would be written in bold capital letters, 
and the cue always appeared before the target in the sentence. They were instructed 
to use the sentence to help with associating the two words of the pair. In order to 
ensure that the participants did not only focus on the two highlighted words or 
created their own associations, they were required to say the sentence aloud and
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provide a subjective rating on how well the sentence links the cue and the target 
words (refer to Appendix 66 for verbatim instructions and pictorial illustration of 
word pair presentation in the linkage conditions).
Each participant attended four laboratory sessions: nap linkage, wake linkage, nap 
control, and wake control. The order of presentation of these four conditions was 
counterbalanced according to a Latin Square design.
Similar to Study 3, in Study 4, two groups of participants were run each day, and 
their laboratory sessions started at different times (refer to Figure 4.2 for further 
details). Time of day did not have any effect on pre-learning sleep (actigraphy data), 
subjective sleepiness (KSS), vigilance level (PVT), and paired-associate performance 
at learning and retest in all the four conditions, as well as the nap architecture in the 
two nap conditions {t = .01 to 2.27, all ps > .05; see Appendix 67), except on the 
median of the reaction time in the PVT in the wake control condition where the 
earlier group responded more quickly than the later group (302.21 ± 27.10ms vs. 
333.00 ± 27.00ms, f(13) = 2.46, p < .05). Since 136 time-of-day contrasts were tested 
and only one difference was found between the earlier and the later groups, data of 
these two groups were combined for all the analyses.
In addition, the effects of prior knowledge of experimental conditions on pre- 
learning sleep, subjective sleepiness, vigilance, and paired-associate performance at 
learning and retest in all the four conditions, and nap architecture were also 
examined (Appendix 68). The majority of the contrasts were not statistically 
significant (f(13) = .00 to 2.19, all ps > .05), and only five reliable differences were
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found. Participants who were informed about their nap / wake treatment reported a 
lower level of sleepiness at retest before performing the delayed recall tests than 
those without such information. These were found in both the nap and the wake 
control conditions (2.56 ± 0.73 vs. 4.00 ± 0.89, (^13) = 3.45, p < .01; 4.00 ± 1.00 vs. 
5.33 ± 1.03, (^13) = 2.50, p < .05). Furthermore, differences were found in the mean 
reaction time in the PVT in the nap linkage condition, and the median of the reaction 
time in the nap and the wake linkage conditions, which indicated that participants 
with prior knowledge reacted more slowly (mean reaction time: 369.38 ± 50.36ms 
vs. 313.02 + 33.18ms, r(13) = 2.40, p < .05; median reaction time in the nap linkage 
condition: 339.39 ± 32.97ms vs. 289.08 ± 31.08ms, t(l3) = 2.96, p < .05; wake 
linakge condition: 344.67 ± 37.11ms vs. 303.25 ± 19.40ms, f(13) = 2.50, p < .05). 
Since 136 contrasts had been examined but only five differences were found, in 
subsequent analyses, this factor about prior knowledge was not investigated further.
4.3.2 Results
Prior to reporting the results of the analyses about paired-associate performance, 
similarity of pre-learning sleep parameters, nap architecture, subjective sleepiness, 
and levels of vigilance was first examined across the four laboratory conditions to 
exclude the possibility that differences in paired-associate performance might be 
attributed to any of these factors.
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4.3.2.1 Pre-learning sleep
The descriptive statistics of pre-learning sleep parameters assessed with actigraphy 
are summarized in Table 4.10.
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Two-factorial repeated-measures ANOVAs were conducted to determine whether 
any of the sleep parameters differed the night before the four laboratory sessions 
(Table 4.10). Results showed that the night before participating in the nap conditions, 
participants tended to go to bed earlier (main effect of nap / wake: F(l,14) = 4.46, p 
= .053), their sleep episodes started earlier (main effect of nap / wake: F(l,14) = 
5.01, p < .05), and they fell asleep more readily (main effect of nap / wake on sleep 
latency: F(l,14) = 5.81, p < .05). However, the time the sleep episodes ended, wake 
time, time in bed, sleep duration, and sleep efficiency was similar before the four 
sessions (main effect of nap / wake: F(l,14) = .41 to 2.81; main effect of linkage / 
control: F(l,14) = .00 to 4.53; interaction: F(l,14) = .01 to 1.39, all ps > .05). 
Because of the similarity of participants’ sleep duration and the time they woke up 
between the nap and the wake conditions, it can be safely assumed that when they 
arrived at the laboratory, they were under similar homeostatic sleep pressure. In other 
words, their subjective sleepiness and paired-associate performance should not differ 
due to differences in the time they went to bed the previous night. Therefore, these 
differences in pre-learning sleep will not be further discussed.
4.3.2.2 Nap architecture
To examine whether the nap episodes in the linkage and the control conditions were 
similar so as to check that learning the word pairs in the linkage condition had 
minimal influence on the architecture of the subsequent nap episode, and ensure that 
any differences in paired-associate performance in the retest session could not be 
explained by differences in nap architecture, paired-samples t tests were conducted. 
Results, together with the descriptive statistics, are presented in Table 4.11
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Table 4.11 Results of paired-samples t tests examining the effects of learning with 
semantic linkages on post-leaming nap architecture
Linkage Control (^14)
Total sleep time (min) 60.63 (15.30) 62.17 (11.38) .39
Stage 2 latency (min) 22.23 (10.88) 17.73 ( 5.76) 1.53
Sleep efficiency (%) 67.31 (17.04) 69.44 (12.39) .47
WASO (min) 7.50 ( 8.88) 9.37 ( 9.72) .76
Stage 1 sleep (min) 6.27 ( 6.42) 6.50 ( 5.25) .13
Stage 2 sleep (min) 20.37 ( 8IG) 23.90 (12.09) .93
Stage 3 sleep (min) 7.03 ( 4.30) 5.40 (2 ^ 5 ) 1.41
Stage 4 sleep (min) 13.97 (9H 3) 19.87 (14.97) 1.67
REM sleep (min) 13.00 ( 7.81) 6.50 ( 9.99) 2.55*
SWS (min) 21.00 (11.48) 25.27 (14.81) 1.15
Note: * p < .05
Total sleep time in the nap opportunities in both the linkage and the control 
conditions was slightly longer than 60 minutes. Similar to Study 3, nap episodes in 
Study 4 also consisted mainly of stage 2 sleep. Interestingly, when participants 
learned the word pairs by means of sentences, they had more REM sleep in the 
subsequent nap episode than when learning was achieved through verbal repetition 
(r(14) = 2.25, p < .05). Hence, this difference needs to be taken into account when 
paired-associate performance in the retest session in the nap linkage and the nap 
control conditions differed.
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4.3.2.3 Subjective sleepiness level
The descriptive statistics of KSS scores at learning and retest are presented in Table 
4.12.
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To investigate whether the participants differed in their subjective sleepiness levels 
in the learning session across the four conditions, which might influence the 
acquisition of word pairs, a two-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA was 
conducted. There was no reliable main or interaction effect of nap / wake or linkage / 
control (F(l,14) = .08 to .94, all ps > .05; see Table 4.12). Therefore, participants’ 
subjective sleepiness levels at learning were similar across the four conditions.
Similar analyses were performed on the two KSS scores at retest. There was no 
significant main effect or interaction effect of nap / wake and linkage / control on 
subjective sleepiness immediately after the retention interval (F(l,14) = 1.25 to 2.76, 
all ps > .05). However, for the second KSS rating which was administered before the 
delayed recall tests, participants reported being less sleepy in the nap than in the 
wake conditions (main effect of nap / wake: F(l,14) = 6.14, p < .05). This nap-wake 
contrast was confirmed with the results of a paired-samples t test (^(14) = 2.48, p < 
.05; see Table 4.2). Hence, when contrasting paired-associate performance at retest 
between the nap and the wake conditions, this difference in sleepiness needed to be 
controlled for statistically. No reliable difference in subjective sleepiness level was 
detected between the linkage and the control conditions (main effect of linkage / 
control: F(l,14) = 1.20, p > .05).
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Figure 4.10 Subjective sleepiness levels at learning and retest in the four 
conditions
9 -■ -N ap  linkage 
-jlrN ap  control 
-O  Wake linkage 
- 6  Wake control
8
S? 7 
&
1 =
>
48
Î 3
2
Nap / wake retention1
Learning Retest
(after retention interval) (before del ayed recall)
Note: *** p < .001; ** p < .01 for the changes in KSS score across the laboratory 
sessions in the nap conditions (solid line) and the wake conditions (dotted 
lines);
 ^p < .05 for the nap-wake contrasts in KSS score
To determine whether participants’ subjective sleepiness level changed across the 
retention interval (before / after), and whether having a daytime nap (nap / wake) and 
the learning condition (linkage / control) moderated this change, a three-factorial 
repeated-measures ANOVA was performed (Appendix 69). A significant main effect 
of before / after was found (F(l,14) = 14.29, p < .01), indicating that there was a 
general increase in sleepiness over time. No other main or interaction effect was 
significant (F(l,14) = .02 to 1.98, all ps > .05). Although the before / after x nap /
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wake interaction was not statistically significant (F(l,14) = 1.72, p > .05), further 
analyses pointed out that sleepiness level did not change across nap retention (before: 
3.27 ± 0.92; after: 3.40 ± 1.02, r(14) = .44, p > .05), but increased across wakefulness 
retention (before: 3.07 ± 0.92; after: 3.90 ± 1.44, r(14) = 3.14, p < .01; see Figure
4.10). Furthermore, when contrasting the KSS score at learning and that before 
delayed recall, similar findings were observed (nap condition: 3.27 ± 0.92 vs. 3.30 ± 
0.92, t(l4) = .13, p > .05; wake condition: 3.07 ± 0.92 vs. 4.10 ± 1.06, t{14) = 4.93, p 
< .001), confirming the protective effect of daytime napping against increasing 
sleepiness across the day. Due to the difference in the change in subjective sleepiness 
levels across the nap and the wakefulness retention intervals, its potential effect on 
the change in paired-associate performance needed to be controlled for statistically.
4.3.2.4 Vigilance level
The descriptive statistics of reaction time, the number of lapses, and the number of 
anticipations in the PVT are presented in Table 4.13.
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To investigate whether participants’ vigilance level was similar after the nap and the 
wakefulness retention intervals in the linkage and the control conditions, separate 
two-factorial repeated-measures ANOVAs were performed on the mean, median, and 
standard deviation of reaction time, the inverse of the mean reaction time of the 
fastest, as well as the slowest 10% responses, the number of lapses, and the number 
of anticipations (Table 4.13). Results showed that participants had fewer 
anticipations, i.e. they less frequently made a response before the presentation of the 
stimulus, after taking a nap than after wakefulness retention (main effect of nap / 
wake: F(l,14) = 5.42, p < .05). No main or interaction effect was found on any other 
PVT performance variable (F(l,14) = .02 to 2.90, all ps > .05). Because of this nap- 
wake difference in vigilance level at retest, its potential effect on the paired-associate 
performance after the retention interval needed to be controlled for statistically.
4.3.2.S Paired-associate task
In this section, the number of word pairs successfully acquired in the learning session 
across the four conditions will first be examined to determine whether participants’ 
paired-associate learning performance was similar across the four conditions (section 
4.3.2.5.1). Then, paired-associate performance before and after the retention interval 
will be contrasted in three different ways in order to determine the role of post- 
leaming sleep in declarative memory enhancement and stabilization (section
4.3.2.5.2 - section 4.3.2.5.4). Finally, the number of word pairs correctly recalled in 
the three delayed recall tests will be analyzed so as to test whether paired-associate 
performance improved throughout the retest session even without any feedback 
(section 4.3.2.5.5).
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4.3.2.5.1 Performance throughout the learning session
The descriptive statistics of the number of related and unrelated word pairs correctly 
recalled at learning and at retest are reported in Table 4.14.
Table 4.14 Mean and standard deviation of the number of correctly recalled related 
and unrelated word pairs in the paired-associate task at learning and retest
Linkage 
Nap Wake
Control 
Nap Wake
Related word pairs 
Learning
Retest
Delayed recall test 1 
Delayed recall test 2 
Delayed recall test 3 
Unrelated word pairs 
Learning
Retest
Delayed recall test 1 
Delayed recall test 2 
Delayed recall test 3
1 27.33 (5.84) 26.07 24.73 ( 9 3 % 27.87 ( 6.05)
2 35.27 (4.91) 33.80 ( 5.03) 31.33 ( 9 J 4 33.60 ( 6.52)
3 37.20 36.60 ( 4.00) 35.53 ( 7.80) 35.80 ( 5.65)
37.47 # 9 % 36.60 ( 4.08) 34.73 35.87 ( 5.40)
37.53 (3.00) 36.80 ( 3 a % 34.93 ( 8 4 7 ) 35.20 ( 6 3 %
38.13 (2.23) 36.87 ( 3 j % 35.20 ( 7 J % 35.73 ( 5 3 %
1 6.07 (4.56) 4.93 ( 4.06) 6.87 ( 5 3 % 7.27 ( 6.57)
;2 18.07 (8.08) 16.80 ( 8.40) 18.13 (12.07) 17.93 (11.94)
;3 25.40 (9.05) 24.93 ( 9.61) 25.73 (12.89) 24.20 (12.68)
24.27 (9.40) 22.80 (11.10) 24.53 (13.09) 22.53 (13.02)
26.00 (8.92) 24.47 (10.68) 25.73 (13.43) 23.13 (13.64)
27.00 (8.49) 25.00 (10.60) 26.27 (13.30) 23.53 (13.54)
Note: maximum number for each type of word pairs in each recall test = 40
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Performance change throughout the learning session (effect of learning) and the 
possible moderating effects of nap / wake, linkage / control, and semantic relatedness 
were examined with a four-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA (Appendix 70). 
There was a considerable learning effect (F(2,28) = 164.95, p < .001), and hence, 
participants demonstrated a prominent improvement in their recall performance 
throughout the learning session. There was also a significant main effect of semantic 
relatedness (F(l,14) = 197.93, p < .001), indicating that they successfully acquired a 
greater number of related than unrelated word pairs. The main effect of nap / wake 
was not statistically significant, so paired-associate learning performance did not 
differ prior to the nap / wake treatments (F(l,14) = .03, p > .05). Unexpectedly, the 
main effect of linkage / control and none of its interactions with learning was 
statistically significant (F = .04 to 2.28, all ps > .05). Therefore, presenting 
participants with sentences made up of the word pairs did not improve learning. 
None of the interaction effects was statistically reliable, except the learning x 
semantic relatedness interaction (F(2,28) = 20.71, p < .001). Three sets of post hoc 
analyses were conducted to examine the learning x semantic relatedness interaction. 
Firstly, paired-samples t tests were run to contrast the number of correctly recalled 
related and unrelated word pairs in each immediate recall test. As illustrated in 
Figure 4.11, in all the three immediate recall tests, recall of semantically related word 
pairs was consistently better than that of unrelated pairs (test 1: r(14) = 17.55; test 2: 
t{A) = 12.27; test 3: t{\A) = 6.79, all ps < .001). Secondly, recall of related word pairs 
improved between successive tests (test 1 to 2: paired-samples /(14) = 14.86; test 2 to 
3: t{\A) = 5.96, both ps < .001; see Figure 4.11), and the same pattern was observed 
for unrelated word pairs (test 1 to 2: t{\A) = 8.94; test 2 to 3: t{\A) = 9.59, both ps < 
.001). Thirdly, the proportion increase in the number of correct recalls from the first
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to the third immediate recall tests for each kind of word pairs was calculated. While 
there was a 1.4-fold increase of semantically related word pairs, there was a 
significantly greater 5.6-fold increase in unrelated pairs (t(36) = 3.99, p < .01), 
contributing to the learning x semantic relatedness interaction.
Figure 4.11 The number of semantically related and unrelated word pairs correctly 
recalled in each immediate recall test averaged across the four conditions
•s 30
■  Related word pairs 
□  Unrelated word pairs
Immediate recall test
Note: ***p<.001
Due to the non-significant effect of linkage / control on paired-associate learning 
performance reported above, it is crucial to determine whether this similarity in recall 
performance between linkage and control conditions was still observed when only 
considering the number of correct recalls in the final immediate recall test, i.e. 
baseline performance before the retention interval. Results of a three-factorial 
repeated-measures ANOVA (Appendix 71) showed that none of the main or 
interaction effects of linkage / control was statistically significant (F(l,14) =.00 to
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.76, all ps > .05), confirming that providing the participants with sentences made up 
of the word pairs did not facilitate paired-associate learning. The linkage / control 
effect remained non-significant when separately examining the number of correctly 
recalled related and unrelated word pairs (related word pairs: F(l,14) = .05; unrelated 
word pairs: F(l,14) = .43, both ps > .05; see Figure 4.12).
Figure 4.12 Number of related and unrelated word pairs correctly recalled in the 
final immediate recall test in each condition, and results of paired-samples t tests 
examining the linkage-control contrasts
Related word pairs Unrelated word pairs
7 3  30
B  Nap linkage 
S  Wake linkage 
B  Nap control 
□  Wake control
Note: both ps > .05
The effects of semantic linkages on the distribution of word pairs recalled in 0, 1, 2, 
and 3 delayed recall tests, i.e. at each level of learning, was also examined with 
separate two-factorial repeated-measures ANOVAs (Figure 4.13 and Appendix 72). 
At all levels of learning, none of the main or interaction effects involving linkage / 
control reached the .05 statistical significance criterion (F(l,14) = .02 to 4.15, all ps 
> .05). Therefore, learning the word pairs in the form of sentences was again found
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to have minimal impact on paired-associate learning. Although the linkage / control x 
nap / wake interaction effect on the number of IRF3 related word pairs approached 
significance, results of paired-samples t tests did not indicate any reliable effect of 
linkage / control in either the nap or the wake condition (nap: 26.27 ± 6.88 vs. 23.73 
± 9.83, t (14) = 1.29; wake: 24.73 ± 8.10 vs. 26.13 + 7.57, t (14) = .78, both ps > 
.05).
Figure 4.13 The effect of semantic linkage on the distribution of related and 
unrelated word pairs across four levels of learning
Related word pairs Unrelated word pairs
linkage 
-A rN îç  control 
-□-W ake linkage 
-A-W ake control
I
-10 IRFi IRF3 IRFj IRF3
Level o f learning / Immediate recall frequency (IRF)
Note: all ps > .05 for the main effect of semantic linkage
To conclude, participants showed prominent improvement in their paired-associate 
performance throughout the learning session. Across the four conditions, participants 
achieved a similar level of performance at the end of the learning session. In other 
words, unexpectedly, learning the word pairs with semantic linkages did not help to 
improve participants’ baseline learning performance. In spite of the absence of a 
linkage / control effect on paired-associate learning, this factor was still retained for
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those analyses with regard to the offline memory processing to determine whether it 
had any delayed effect on declarative memory.
4.3.2.S.2 Pre- and post-retention performance comparison: Number of 
correct recalls
To determine whether there was any reliable change in the number of correct recalls 
of related and unrelated word pairs from the final immediate recall test to the first 
delayed recall test, separate paired-samples t tests were conducted for each of the 
four conditions (Table 4.15). For related word pairs, regardless of the way they had 
been acquired during learning and the nap / wake treatment, participants recalled a 
similar number of pairs before and after the retention interval (r(14) = .00 to 1.67, all 
ps > .05). For unrelated word pairs, in both the linkage and the control conditions, no 
significant change in recall performance was detected after nap retention (t(l4) = 
1.40 and 2.10, both ps > .05), whereas after wakefulness retention, participants 
recalled significantly fewer word pairs (t(14) = 3.01 and 3.25, both ps < .01).
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Since across wakefulness retention, KSS score increased from learning to retest 
before the participants did the delayed recall tests (see section 4.3.2.3 and Figure
4.10), and this might contribute to the decrease in the number of correctly recalled 
unrelated word pairs, in order to control for this possible confounding effect, 
repeated-measures ANCOVAs were run with the change in KSS score as a covariate. 
Similar analyses were performed for the nap conditions and related word pairs. As 
shown in Table 4.15, the results were identical to those of the paired-samples t tests: 
the number of related word pairs did not change across either nap or wakefulness 
retention (F(l,13) = .01 to 2.56, all ps > .05), while participants forgot some of the 
unrelated word pairs across a 90-minute period of wakefulness (F(l,13) = 7.47 and 
F(l,13) = 5.17, bothps < .05), but not across nap retention (F(l,13) = 1.82 and 4.25, 
both ps > .05).
These findings were similar to those observed in Study 3, and implied that memory 
of related word pairs was robust against forgetting over a 90-minute interval 
regardless of whether the participants took a nap or stayed awake during this period. 
In contrast, memory of unrelated word pairs was more prone to forgetting, though 
only across wakefulness, even after the effect of the increase in sleepiness levels had 
been controlled for statistically. When participants were given the opportunity to take 
a nap after learning, this forgetting of unrelated word pairs was no longer observed, 
indicating the effects of post-leaming nap on stabilizing memory and minimizing 
forgetting.
To determine the possible moderating effects of nap / wake, linkage / control, and 
semantic relatedness on performance change, a three-factorial repeated-measures
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ANOVA was performed on the percentage change in the number of correct recalls 
from the final immediate recall test to the first delayed recall test (Appendix 73). 
Performance change across the retention interval was independent of how the word 
pairs had been previously acquired since the main effect of linkage / control was not 
statistically significant (F(l,14) = .24, p > .05). The main effect of nap / wake was 
also not significant (F(l,14) = 1.52, p > .05), but a significant main effect of 
semantic relatedness was found (F(l,14) = 7.83, p < .05). None of the interaction 
effects was significant, except the nap / wake x semantic relatedness interaction 
(F(l,14) = 5.85, p < .05). Results of post hoc paired-s amples t tests indicated that 
performance change in the recall of related word pairs across a daytime nap was 
comparable to that across a period of wakefulness (-0.98 ±4.81% vs. 0.23 ± 2.62%; 
?(14) = 1.20, p > .05; see Figure 4.14), while the recall of unrelated word pairs tended 
to deteriorate more across wakefulness than across nap retention (-10.77 ± 12.40% 
vs. -5.09 ± 14.98%; r(14) = 1.83, p = .088). The size of the nap effect in reducing the 
percentage of unrelated word pairs forgotten during the retention interval was 
moderate (Cohen’s d = .47), and was slightly smaller than that observed in Study 3 
(Cohen’s d = .59).
As shown in sections 4.3.2.3 and 4.3.2.4, participants were sleepier and had more 
anticipations in the PVT at retest in the wake than in the nap conditions which might 
contribute to the greater extent of forgetting of unrelated word pairs across 
wakefulness retention. To control for the effects of these confounding factors, 
repeated-measures ANCOVAs were performed. After partialling out the nap-wake 
difference in subjective sleepiness before the delayed recall tests, the effect of post- 
leaming nap in reducing forgetting was no longer observed (F(l,13) = 1.32, p > .05).
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Furthermore, this beneficial effect of daytime napping became marginally non­
significant after the nap-wake differences in the number of anticipations had been 
controlled for (F(l,13) = 3.96, p = .068). Therefore, the stabilizing effect of daytime 
napping on the memory of unrelated word pairs could partly be explained by its role 
in counteracting the increase in sleepiness and decrease in vigilance across the day.
Figure 4.14 Percentage change in the number of correct recalls in paired-associate 
task across the retention interval
Related word pairs Unrelated word pairs
^ 10
W -20
B Nap linkage 
f l Nap control 
El Wake linkage 
□  Wake control
' 1----- — ‘
p  = .088
In order to investigate whether sleep in general, or any particular sleep stage, was 
related to the reduced forgetting of unrelated word pairs, Pearson correlational 
analyses were performed on the percentage change in the number of correct recalls 
and total sleep time, as well as the amount of each sleep stage. Analyses were 
conducted separately for the linkage and the control conditions because the nap 
episode in the linkage condition consisted of more REM sleep than that in the control 
condition (refer to section 4.3.2.2). Similar analyses were conducted on related word 
pairs.
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None of the correlations was statistically significant (r(13) = -.44 to .38, all ps > .05; 
see Appendix 74). Interestingly, unlike in Study 3 where a positive trend was found 
between total sleep time and the change in memory performance (the percentage in 
the number of unrelated word pairs), here, in the control condition, there was a 
moderate, but statistically non-significant negative correlation between total sleep 
time and the percentage change in the number of correctly recalled related word pairs 
(r(13) = -.40, p  = .18). In other words, longer nap episodes tended to increase 
forgetting. The negative correlation did not reach the .05 significance criterion, and 
was not found in the linkage condition (r(13) = .00, p > .05). The amount of Stage 3, 
Stage 4, or SWS generally was not associated with performance change across the 
retention interval (r(13) = -.27 to .35, all ps > .05), although in the linkage 
conditions. Stage 3 sleep accounted for about 12.3% of the variance of percentage 
increase in related word pairs across the nap episode (r(13) = .35, p > .05). This non­
significant but positive relationship was in the opposite direction to the associations 
between SWS and the change in recall performance observed in Study 3. In Study 4, 
there was also a trend that the amount of REM sleep was related to more forgetting 
of unrelated word pairs over a daytime nap in both the linkage and the control 
conditions (both r(13) = -.39, ps > .05) and forgetting of related word pairs in the 
control condition (r(13) = -.44, p = .099), although these relatetionships were not 
statistically significant.
To conclude, memory of related word pairs was robust against forgetting over a 90- 
minute retention interval. Memory of unrelated word pairs, on the other hand, was 
less resistant to forgetting, but the extent of forgetting was alleviated by taking a nap 
after learning. This memory stabilizing effect of daytime napping on unrelated word
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pairs might in part be due to its effect on counteracting the increase in sleepiness and 
decrease in vigilance across the day, but it was not found to be related to any specific 
stage of sleep.
4.3.2.S.3 Pre- and post-retention performance comparison: Delayed recall 
frequency
In this section, the effects of nap / wake, semantic relatedness, level of learning, and 
linkage / control on the delayed recall frequency of word pairs will be reported 
(Figure 4.15). However, a four-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA could not be 
performed to study these effects since none of the participants provided valid data on 
related and unrelated pairs at all levels of learning in all the four conditions. Instead, 
a three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA examining the effects of daytime 
napping, distraction, and semantic relatedness was performed for each level of 
learning (Appendix 75).
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Figure 4.15 Delayed recall frequency of (a) related and (b) unrelated word pairs 
that had been recalled in 0, 1,2, and 3 immediate recall tests at learning
(a)
I:
1:
(b)
I:
1 ,
■  Nap linkage
■  N sç control 
E3 Wake linkage 
□  Wake control
p = .063
IRF = 0 
(n = 4)
IRP=1 IRF = 2
(n =8) (n = 14)
-Immediate recall frequency (IRF) / Level o f learning-
IRF = 3 
(n = 7)
Note: maximum immediate recall frequency = 3; 
maximum delayed recall frequency = 3
IRFn pairs
For those word pairs that had never been recalled in the learning session, i.e. IRFo 
pairs, data from only 4 participants could be included, and therefore, results need to 
be interpreted with caution. Delayed recall frequency was similar when word pairs 
were acquired through the use of semantic linkages and by verbal repetition (main 
effect of linkage / control: F(l,3) = 5.78, p > .05), indicating minimal effect of the 
method of learning on declarative memory enhancement. However, delayed recall 
frequency was dependent on semantic relatedness with related word pairs being 
recalled more often after the retention interval than unrelated pairs (main effect of
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semantic relatedness: F(l,3) = 20.69, p < .05). None of the interaction effects was 
significant, except the linkage / control x semantic relatedness interaction (F(l,3) = 
25.25, p < .05) which showed that compared to the control condition, learning with 
sentences resulted in a higher delayed recall frequency of related pairs (0.78 ± 0.40 
vs 0.15 ± 0.19, t(3) = 3.21, p < .05), but no such effect was found with unrelated 
word pairs (0.15 ±0.18 vs. 0.08 ± 0.08, t(3) = .68, p > .05). Unexpectedly, no 
significant main effect or interaction effect involving nap / wake was found, 
indicating that daytime napping did not affect the frequency IRFo pairs were recalled 
after the retention interval (F(l,3) = .16 to 3.77, all ps > .05), and thus, the offline 
enhancement of declarative memory. However, the effect size of daytime napping on 
delayed recall frequency of related word pairs was moderate in both the linkage and 
the control conditions (Cohen’s d = 0.59 and 0.60), whereas that on unrelated word 
pairs was smaller (Cohen’s d = 0.44 and 0.01). These suggested that with a greater 
sample size, the enhancing effect of daytime napping on the memory of related word 
pairs would become more prominent.
Results of Pearsonal correlational analyses (Appendix 74) showed that the amount of 
stage 3 sleep in the post-leaming nap episode accounted for 46.8% of the variance of 
the delayed recall frequency of IRFo related word pairs in the control condition (r(5) 
= .68, p  = .090). This strong, though statistically non-significant, relationship 
indicated that stage 3 sleep facilitated the enhancement of the memory of related 
word pairs. However, no such correlation was found between stage 3 sleep and 
delayed recall frequency of IRFo related word pairs in the linkage condition (r(7) = 
.16, p > .05), and in fact, in Study 3, the amount of stage 3 sleep was found to have a
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negative association with memory enhancement (r(4) = -.86, p < .05; see section
4.2.2.6.3 and Appendix 59 for more details).
With regard to the memory enhancement of unrelated word pairs, significant positive 
correlations were found with the amount of stage 1 sleep in both the linkage and the 
control conditions (r(13) = .55 and r(12) = .56, both ps < .05). There were strong but 
negative correlations with the amount of SWS in the post-leaming nap episode in 
both the linkage and the control conditions (r(12) = -.61 and -.58, both ps < .05). A 
negative correlation was also found with the amount of REM sleep in the linkage 
condition (r(12) = -.77, p < .001). In fact, total sleep time was associated with lower 
delayed recall frequency of unrelated word pairs in the linkage condition (r(12) = - 
.62, p < .05). These negative associations with nap duration and the duration of 
specific sleep stages might explain why memory enhancement of unrelated word 
pairs was not facilitated during post-leaming nap.
To summarize, the size of the memory enhancing effect of daytime napping on 
related word pairs was moderate but that on unrelated word pairs was relatively 
smaller, suggesting that with a larger sample size, it is likely that post-leaming nap 
would selectively facilitate the memory enhancement of previously unrecalled 
related word pairs so that they were remembered more frequently after nap than after 
wakefulness retention. SWS, particularly stage 3 sleep, might contribute to this 
sleep-dependent enhancing effect on the memory of related word pairs, but this 
beneficial effect of SWS has not been consistently found across studies and 
therefore, its effect remains inconclusive.
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IRFk IRF?. and IRFi pairs
For word pairs that had been recalled in one of the immediate recall tests (IRFi pairs; 
n = 8), none of the main or interaction effects was significant (F(l,7) = .72 to 3.16, 
all ps > .05; Appendix 75), except the main effect of nap / wake (F(l,7) = 6.55, p < 
.05). However, results of paired-samples t tests showed that this effect of daytime 
napping was mainly found on unrelated word pairs, and therefore, having a post- 
leaming nap tended to increase the frequency of recalling IRFi unrelated word pairs 
after the retention interval (nap: 2.36 ± 0.43; wake: 2.00 ± 0.63, t(l) = 2.21, p = 
.063). There was no reliable effect of daytime napping on related pairs (nap: 2.44 ±
0.52; wake: 2.39 ± 2.14, t(J) = .43, p > .05). These results implied that post-leaming 
nap selectively facilitated the memory stabilization of unrelated word pairs. The size 
of this beneficial effect of sleep was relatively large (Cohen’s d = .78). As mentioned 
in sections 4.3.2.3 and 4.3.2.4, after a 90-minute daytime nap, participants were less 
sleepy and more vigilant than after wakefulness retention, so in order to determine 
whether these nap-wake differences contributed to the sleep-dependent stabilization 
effect on unrelated word pairs, repeated-measures ANCOVAs were performed. After 
partialling out the differences in sleepiness and vigilance levels, the sleep-wake 
difference on the delayed recall frequency of unrelated word pairs was no longer 
statistically reliable (F(l,13) = 2.72 and .91, both ps > .05), indicating that the 
beneficial effect of daytime napping might be mediated in part through its effect in 
slowing the increase in sleepiness and decrease in vigilance across the day.
Results of Pearson correlational analyses showed that in the control condition, the 
amount of stage 1 sleep accounted for 24.9% of the variance of the delayed recall
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frequency of IRFi unrelated word pairs, indicating its importance in the sleep- 
dependent stabilization effect reported above (r(13) = .50, p = .058). This positive 
relationship was, however, not observed in the linkage condition (r(13) = .14, p > 
.05). On the other hand, the amount of stage 3 sleep was found to have a negative 
correlation with the memory stabilization effect in the control condition (r(13) = -.54, 
p < .05), and hence, SWS did not facilitate, but in fact, seemed to impair the offline 
processing of declarative memory.
For those word pairs that had been recalled two times (IRF2 pairs; n = 14), and three 
times (IRF3 pairs; n = 7) during learning, none of the main or interaction effects were 
statistically significant (F = .09 to 3.22, all ps > .05; Appendix 75). The absence of a 
reliable nap / wake effect was confirmed with paired-samples t tests contrasting the 
delayed recall frequency of related and unrelated word pairs between the nap and the 
wake conditions {t = .82 to 1.35, all ps > .05; see Appendix 76). Results of Pearson 
correlational analyses showed that for unrelated word pairs, in the linkage condition, 
their delayed recall frequency was negatively related to the amount of SWS (IRF2 
pairs: r(13) = -.58, p < .05), particularly stage 4 sleep (IRF2 pairs: r(13) = -.59, p < 
.05), as well as stage 1 sleep (IRF3 pairs: r(9) = -.11, p < .05; see Appendix 74). 
These negative relationships suggested an impairing effect of post-leaming nap on 
the stabilization of unrelated word pairs. Negative relationships were also found 
between the delayed recall frequency of IRF3 related word pairs and stage 2 sleep, 
stage 4 sleep, SWS, as well as total sleep time in the linkage condition (r(13) = -.52 
to -.71, all ps < .05).
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In summary, similar to the findings in Study 3, in Study 4, having a nap after 
learning helped to stabilize declarative memory, particularly those that involved 
minimal prior associations and had not been well acquired during the learning 
session. This beneficial effect of daytime napping might in part be due to its 
alleviating effect on the increase in sleepiness and decrease in vigilance across the 
day. No consistent relationships between any sleep stage and this sleep-dependent 
memory stabilization effect was found across the two (linkage and control) 
conditions.
4.3.2.5.4 Pre- and post-retention performance comparison: Percentage of 
word pairs (not) recalled in the first delayed recall test
In this section, the importance of daytime napping in offline declarative memory 
enhancement of previously unrecalled materials will first be examined, and then, its 
possible stabilizing effect on the memory of previously recalled declarative materials 
will be investigated.
IRFn pairs
To determine whether offline declarative memory enhancement depended on 
daytime napping, the semantic relatedness of the word pairs, and the way the word 
pairs had been acquired in the learning session (linkage / control), a three-factorial 
repeated-measures ANOVA was performed on the percentage of word pairs never 
recalled at learning (IRFo pairs) that were remembered in the first delayed recall test 
(n = 4; Figure 4.16; see Appendix 77 for detailed results).
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Figure 4.16 Percentage of (a) related and (b) unrelated word pairs never recalled 
during learning that were successfully retrieved in the first delayed recall test after 
the retention interval
(a)
100
&  80
I 
" 60
■  N jç> linkage
■  control 
E2 Wake linkage 
□  W ake control
(b)
100
I  60 
1
I 20
u
IRF =  0  
(n =  4)
A significant main effect of semantic relatedness was found (F(l,3) = 10.53, p < 
.05), indicating that compared to unrelated word pairs, a greater percentage of related 
pairs was successfully retrieved immediately after the retention interval, and hence, 
the memory of a greater percentage of related word pairs was enhanced offline. The 
non-significant main effect of linkage / control pointed out that learning with 
sentences did not influence the extent of offline declarative memory enhancement 
(F(l,3) = 1.78, p > .05). In addition, there was no significant main effect or 
interaction effect involving nap / wake (F(l,3) = .07 to .79, all ps > .05), implying
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that the memory enhancement effect during nap was comparable to that during 
wakefulness. The absence of any effect of daytime napping was confirmed with 
paired-samples t tests which contrasted the recall of both types of word pairs in the 
first delayed recall test after nap vs. after wakefulness retention (related pairs: 15.72 
± 12.65% vs. 8.46 ± 13.79%, f(3) = .67; unrelated pairs: 3.07 ± 4.74% vs. 1.94 ± 
1.71%, f(3) = .71, both ps > .05; see Figure 4.16).
Although as reported above, no reliable nap-wake contrast on memory enhancement 
was found, the amount of stage 3 sleep in both the linkage and the control conditions 
accounted for 33.8% and 37.2% of the variance of the percentage of IRFo related 
word pairs recalled in the first delayed recall test (r(7) = .58, p = .10, and r(5) = .61, 
p = .15; see Appendix 74). These relationships, thus, indicated the importance of 
stage 3 sleep in the offline enhancement of the memory of related word pairs.
Interestingly, for unrelated word pairs, stage 3 sleep was found to have negative, 
though not statistically significant, relationships with the first delayed recall attempt 
in both the linkage and the control conditions (r(13) = -.41, p = .13, and r(12) = -.53, 
p  = .053). Together with the highly negative relationships with stage 4 sleep and 
SWS in general (r = -.49 to -.62), SWS did not facilitate but seemed to impair the 
memory enhancement of unrelated word pairs, an effect also observed in Study 3. 
Apart from SWS, REM sleep and total sleep time were both related to a smaller 
memory enhancement effect, particularly in the linkage condition (r(13) = -.76, p < 
.01, and r(13) = -.59, p < .05). However, in both conditions, positive correlations 
were found between the amount of stage 1 sleep and the percentage of IRFo unrelated 
word pairs remembered in the first delayed recall test (linkage condition: r(13) = .63;
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control condition: r(12) = .58, both ps < .05), implying that stage 1 sleep facilitated 
the offline memory enhancement of unrelated word pairs.
Therefore, based on the percentage of previously unrecalled word pairs that were 
remembered correctly in the first delayed recall test, post-leaming nap did not 
facilitate memory enhancement of either related or unrelated word pairs, a finding 
that was not consistent with the sleep-dependent enhancing effect on related word 
pairs that was found in Study 3. Furthermore, the amount of stage 3 sleep was found 
to be related to a greater offline enhancement effect on related word pairs in Study 4, 
while this relationship between SWS and memory enhancement was in the opposite 
direction in Study 3. However, consistent with the findings of Study 3, offline 
memory enhancement of unrelated word pairs was not facilitated, but impaired, by 
SWS.
IRFi^ . IRF?. and IRF^ pairs
To examine the effects of nap / wake, semantic relatedness, and distraction / control 
on (the lack of) offline declarative memory stabilization, separate three-factorial 
repeated-measures ANOVAs were conducted on the percentage of IRFi pairs (n = 8), 
IRF2 pairs (n = 14), and IRF3 pairs (n = 10) that were not remembered in the first 
delayed recall test (Figure 4.17; see Appendix 78 for detailed results).
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Figure 4.17 Percentage of (a) related and (b) unrelated word pairs recalled once, 
twice, or three times during learning that were no longer remembered in the first 
delayed recall test after the retention interval
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For word pairs that had been recalled only in the final immediate recall test, i.e. IRFi 
pairs, a significant main effect was found for semantic relatedness (F(l,7) = 13.35, p 
< .01), indicating that a greater percentage of unrelated word pairs was not stabilized 
during the retention interval and therefore, failed to be retrieved in the first delayed 
recall test. The main effect of linkage / control was not significant (F(l,7) = .33, p > 
.05), and hence, the extent of offline memory stabilization was independent of 
whether the word pairs were acquired through semantic linkages or by verbal 
repetition. The main effect of nap / wake was not statistically significant (F(l,7) =
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.34, p > .05), but the nap / wake x semantic relatedness interaction approached 
statistical significance (F(l,7) = 4.15, p = .081). Results of paired-samples t tests did 
show a differential effect of daytime napping on related and unrelated word pairs 
(Figure 4.17). Specifically, the percentage of related word pairs that were not 
recalled in the first delayed recall test after nap retention was similar to that after 
wakefulness retention (15.88 ± 21.96% vs. 9.18 ± 11.11%, t{l) = .75, p > .05), 
whereas for unrelated word pairs, the percentage that was not retrieved after having a 
nap tended to be smaller than after wakefulness retention (22.00 + 16.90% vs. 35.76 
± 24.19%, t(l) = 2.08, p  = .077). The size of this effect was considerable (Cohen’s d 
= 1.14), so the non-significant ANOVA result was probably due to the small sample 
size, and having a nap after learning helped to stabilize the memory of unrelated 
word pairs so that a smaller percentage was forgotten and not remembered 
immediately after the retention interval, a finding not observed in Study 3. This nap 
effect became non-significant after partialling out the nap-wake difference in 
subjective sleepiness and vigilance levels at retest (F(l,6) = 2.21 and 1.83, both ps > 
.05), so the effect of daytime napping on alleviating the increase in sleepiness and 
decrease in vigilance across the day may in part explain this sleep-dependent 
stabilization effect on the memory of unrelated word pairs.
Pearson correlational analyses were conducted to determine the relationships 
between total sleep time, the amount of each sleep stage, and the stabilizing effect of 
daytime napping on IRFi unrelated word pairs (Appendix 74). There was a 
significant, positive correlation between the amount of REM sleep and the 
percentage of IRFi unrelated pairs that were no longer retrievable in the first delayed 
recall test in the linkage condition (r(13) = .58, p < .05), indicating that the more
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REM sleep the post-learning nap episode consisted of, the smaller the stabilization 
effect. In addition, the positive, though marginally non-significant, correlation with 
stage 4 sleep indicated that SWS did not facilitate, but impair, offline memory 
stabilization (r(13) = .51, p = .054). These relationships were not observed in the 
control condition (r(13) = .11 and -.32, both ps > .05). Similar correlational analyses 
were also performed on related word pairs (Appendix 74), and a marginally non­
significant, positive correlation was found between the amount of REM sleep and the 
percentage of IRFi related pairs that were not recalled during the first delayed recall 
attempt in the control condition (r(13) = .54, p = .055), indicating the impairing 
effect of REM sleep on memory stabilization of related word pairs.
For word pairs that had been recalled in the last two immediate recall tests, i.e. IRF2 
pairs, the main effect of neither nap / wake nor linkage / control was significant 
(F(l,13) = .55 and .51, both ps > .05; Appendix 78). A significant main effect was 
found for semantic relatedness (F(l,13) = 10.25, p < .01). None of the interaction 
effects was found to be statistically significant (F(l,13) = .31 to 1.67, all ps < .05), 
except the nap / wake x semantic relatedness interaction (F(l,13) = 5.03, p < .05). 
However, results of post hoc paired-samples t tests did not show any significant nap / 
wake contrast on either the related or the unrelated pairs (r(13) = 1.33 and 1.42, both 
ps > .05). Hence, post-leaming nap did not facilitate offline memory stabilization of 
better leamed word pairs regardless of their semantic relatedness and the way they 
had been acquired before the retention interval. Results of Pearson correlational 
analyses did not reveal any significant relationships with total sleep time or any sleep 
stage. However, the amount of stage 4 sleep as well as REM sleep respectively 
accounted for 22.0% of the variance of the percentage of IRF2 unrelated word pairs
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not recalled in the linkage condition and 26.1% of that in the control condition (r(13) 
= .47, p  = .078, and r{\2) = .51, p = .062; Appendix 74). These relationships imphed 
that SWS and REM sleep did not facilitate but impaired memory stabilization.
For word pairs that had been recalled consistently throughout the learning session,
i.e. IRF3 pairs, none of the main or interaction effects was significant (F(l,9) = .01 to 
1.40, all ps > .05; Appendix 78). Paired-samples t tests that examined the effect of 
daytime napping on the recall of related and unrelated word pairs did not reveal any 
significant results (related: t{9) = .91; unrelated: t{9) = .56, both ps > .05). Results of 
Pearson correlational analyses indicated that the percentage of IRF3 related pairs 
forgotten immediately after a 90-minute nap retention interval was positively 
associated with the duration of the nap episode (r(13) = .65, p < .01), and the amount 
of SWS (r(13) = .52, p < .05). These impairing effects of nap and particularly, SWS, 
on memory stabilization of related word pairs were found in the linkage but not in 
the control conditions (see Appendix 74). The positive correlation between SWS and 
the percentage of retrieval failure were also found in unrelated word pairs in the 
linkage condition (SWS: r(13) = .55; stage 3 sleep: r(13) = .62, both ps < .05).
In conclusion, a post-leaming daytime nap selectively facilitated the stabilization of 
the memory of less well-acquired unrelated, but not related, word pairs so that a 
smaller percentage of these pairs was forgotten during the retention interval and not 
remembered during the first delayed recall attempt. This beneficial effect could not 
be attributed to any sleep stage, although stage 3 and REM sleep was found to reduce 
the size of this effect. The nap effect observed here might in part be due to the
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recovery effect of daytime napping by slowing the increase in sleepiness and 
decrease in vigilance across the day.
4.3.2.5.S Performance throughout the retest session
The mean and standard deviation of the number of correctly recalled related and 
unrelated word pairs at retest are presented in Table 4.14. A four-factorial repeated- 
measures ANOVA was run to investigate whether any change in recall performance 
throughout the retest session (testing) was moderated by nap / wake, linkage / 
control, and semantic relatedness (Appendix 79). The main effect of nap / wake was 
not statistically significant (F(l,14) = 1.86, p > .05), implying that delayed recall 
performance was similar regardless of whether the participants had a nap during 
retention interval. The main effect of linkage / control was also not significant 
(F(l,14) =.79, p > .05), and therefore, whether word pairs were acquired through 
semantic linkages or by verbal repetition did not affect their recall after the retention 
interval. There was a significant main effect of semantic relatedness (F(l,14) = 
41.60, p < .001), indicating that participants consistently recalled a greater number of 
related word pairs than unrelated pairs at retest. The significant main effect of testing 
pointed out that recall performance improved throughout the retest session (F(2,28) = 
22.96, p < .001), but the extent of improvement differed between the related and the 
unrelated word pairs (testing x semantic relatedness interaction: F(2,28) = 20.26, p < 
.001). While no further increases in the number of correctly recalled related word 
pairs were found firom the beginning to the end of the retest session (F(2,28) = 1.46, 
p > .05), participants improved in the recall of unrelated word pairs (F(2,28) = 51.96,
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p < .001). No other interaction effect was statistically significant (F = .04 to 2.99, all 
ps > .05).
As reported in section 4.3.2.3 and section 4.3.2.4, at retest, participants were sleepier 
and less vigilant in the wake than in the nap conditions. The similarity of the number 
of word pairs correctly recalled in the three delayed recall tests in the two linkage 
(i.e. nap linkage and wake linkage), and in the two control conditions (i.e. nap 
control and wake control) implied minimal association between subjective sleepiness 
levels, vigilance levels, and post-retention memory performance. To further 
investigate this relationship, Pearson correlational analyses were performed 
separately for each of the four conditions (Table 4.16).
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Table 4.16 Pearson correlations between subjective sleepiness levels before 
delayed recall tests, vigilance levels, and the number of word pairs correctly recalled 
in the retest session
Subjective sleepiness level 
(KSS score) 
Linkage Control
Vigilance level 
(Number of anticipations)
Linkage Control
Nap Wake Nap Wake Nap Wake Nap Wake
Related word pairs
Delayed recall test 1 -.43 -.14 -.20 -.18 .34 .09 .25 .25
Delayed recall test 2 -.50
(p=.056)
-.09 -.17 -.15 .30 .12 .19 .31
Delayed recall test 3 -.59* -.06 -.21 -.20 .34 .11 .16 .23
Unrelated word pairs
Delayed recall test 1 -.26 -.26 .21 -.13 .07 -.19 -.06 .07
Delayed recall test 2 -.16 -.25 .24 -.19 .06 -.14 -.04 .04
Delayed recall test 3 -.20 -.22 .21 -.09 .07 -.16 -.03 .03
Note: *p< .05; 
all dfs=13
Higher subjective sleepiness levels before performing the delayed recall tests were 
associated with poorer recall of related word pairs but only towards the end of the 
retest session in the nap linkage condition (delayed recall test 2: r(13) = -.50, p = 
.056; test 3: r(13) = -.59, p < .05). No other reliable correlation was found between 
subjective sleepiness and recall performance in the retest session (r(13) = -.43 to - 
.24, all ps > .05). Furthermore, vigilance level, as reflected by the number of 
anticipations in the PVT, did not correlate with paired-associate performance
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throughout the retest session, regardless of the semantic relatedness of the word pairs 
in all the four conditions (r(13) = -.19 to .34, all ps > .05).
To conclude, recall of unrelated word pairs, but not related pairs, improved in the 
retest session, although no feedback had been provided in any of the delayed recall 
tests. This, thus, indicated that multiple retrievals alone could result in improved 
recall performance, particularly, that of semantically unrelated declarative materials.
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4.4 Study 3 and Study 4 - control data
The procedure in the control conditions of Study 3 and Study 4 was identical. 
Participants in these two studies were similar in their age, pre-learning sleep 
parameters, subjective sleepiness levels, vigilance levels, paired-associate 
performance and its change across the retention interval in the nap and the wake 
control conditions, as well as the architecture of the nap episode in the nap control 
condition, as well as nap architecture (independent-samples t = .00 to 1.83, all ps > 
.05; see Appendix 80) with two exceptions. The first significant difference found was 
in their sleep efficiency the night before the wake control condition. Specifically, 
participants in Study 4 had lower sleep efficiency than those in Study 3 (81.04 ± 
5.19% vs. 86.35 ± 5.80, t{32) = 2.80, p < .01). The participants in Study 3 and Study 
4 also differed in the amount of REM sleep in the post-leaming nap episode which 
was more abundant in the individuals in Study 3 (16.39 ± 13.21min vs. 7.16 ± 
lO.OOmin, ((32) = 2.27, p < .05). Since only two out of the 113 contrasts tested were 
statistically significant, the control data of these two studies were combined to 
increase the statistical power of analyses examining the nap-wake contrasts.
In the nap control condition, the nap episode of six participants lasted for less than 30 
minutes, and they were excluded from all the analyses. Therefore, the remaining 
sample consisted of 34 participants (18 from Study 3 and 16 from Study 4).
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4.4.1 Results
In this section, participants’ pre-learning sleep parameters prior to the nap control 
and the wake control conditions will first be examined to ensure that their sleep the 
night before the two laboratory sessions was similar and would have minimal 
influence on their cognitive performance the following day. The architecture of their 
nap episode in the control condition will then be reported and later correlated with 
the change in their paired-associate performance across the retention interval so as to 
determine the relationship between each sleep stage and offline declarative memory 
enhancement and stabilization. Similarity of subjective sleepiness and vigilance 
levels at learning and at retest in the nap and the wake control conditions was also 
examined so as to exclude the possibility that any differences in performance might 
be due to different levels of sleepiness and vigilance. Finally, the results regarding 
performance in the paired-associate task in the learning session, in the retest session, 
the change across the retention interval, and its association with each sleep stage will 
be presented.
4.4.1.1 Pre-learning sleep
The descriptive statistics of pre-learning sleep parameters assessed with actigraphy 
are summarized in Table 4.17.
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Table 4.17 Results of paired-samples t tests examining the nap-wake contrasts in pre- 
learning actigraphy data
Nap Wake ^(33)
Bedtime (hrimin) 00i25 (01:01) 00:32 (00:57) .77
Sleep started (hrimin) 00i35 (00:59) 00:41 (00:56) .81
Sleep ended (hrimin) 08i05 (00:41) 08:17 (00:42) 1.73
Wake time (hrimin) 08:11 (00:41) 08:24 (00:43) 2.03
Time in bed (hrimin) 07:46 (00:53) 07:52 (00:53) .65
Sleep duration (hrimin) 07:31 (00:51) 07:36 (00:52) .67
Latency (min) 9.56 (&50) 8.85 (10.76) .28
Efficiency (%) 83.58 ( 5 3 1 ) 83jG ( 6.07) .26
Note: all ps > .05
Paired-samples t tests were conducted to determine whether participants’ sleep the 
night before the nap and the wake conditions was similar (Table 4.17). Results did 
not reveal any significant difference in bedtime, the time when the sleep episode 
started or ended, wake time, sleep duration, sleep latency, or sleep efficiency before 
the nap control and the wake control conditions (?(33) = .26 to 2.03, all ps > .05). 
However, sleep efficiency was slightly lower than 85%, a sign of poor sleep.
4.4.1.2 Nap architecture
In the control condition, nap episodes in both studies lasted for an average of 64.09 ±
14.05 minutes. Mean stage 2 sleep latency and sleep efficiency were respectively 
17.71 ± 8.48 minutes and 71.43 ± 15.14% respectively. WASO was 7.60 ± 10.21
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minutes. The nap episodes consisted mainly of stage 2 sleep (stage 1: 4.68 ± 4.98 
minutes; stage 2; 27.19 ± 14.08 minutes; stage 3: 4.84 ± 3.24 minutes; stage 4: 15.34 
± 13.13 minutes; REM sleep: 12.04 ± 12.54 minutes).
4.4.1.3 Subjective sleepiness level
The descriptive statistics of KSS scores at learning and retest in the nap control and 
the wake control conditions are shown in Table 4.18.
Table 4.18 Results of paired-samples t tests examining the nap-wake contrasts in 
subjective sleepiness level (KSS score) in the learning and the retest sessions
Nap Wake t(33)
Learning 3.38 (1.39) 2.94 (1.04) 1.76
Retest - after retention interval 3.24 (1.07) 4.03 (1.62) 2.59*
Retest - before delayed recall 3.29 (1.06) 4.47 (1.56) 6.16***
Note: ***p<.001,*p<.05
At the beginning of the laboratory session, the participants’ subjective sleepiness 
level was comparable in both the nap and the wake conditions (paired-samples r(33) 
= 1.76, p > .05; see Table 4.18 and Figure 4.18). However, after the retention interval 
as well as before performing delayed recall tests, participants were sleepier in the 
wake condition than in the nap condition (?(33) = 2.59, p < .05 and r(33) = 6.16, p < 
.001 respectively).
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Figure 4.18 Subjective sleepiness levels at learning and retest in the nap control 
and the wake control conditions 
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Note: *** p < .001 for the changes in KSS score across the laboratory sessions in 
the nap condition (solid line) and the wake condition (dotted line); 
p < .001;  ^p < .05 for the nap-wake contrasts in KSS score
In fact, when participants had a daytime nap during the retention interval, no 
significant change in subjective sleepiness from learning to retest was detected 
(learning vs. after retention: r(33) = .52; learning vs. before delayed recall: (^33) = 
.34, both ps > .05; see Figure 4.18), whereas in the wake condition, participants 
showed an increase in subjective sleepiness level (learning vs. after retention: t{33) = 
4.53; learning vs. before delayed recall: t(33) = 6.02, both ps < .001).
These results, thus, implied that daytime napping alleviated the increase in subjective 
sleepiness across the day. Moreover, in the wake condition, the higher level of
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sleepiness at retest might contribute to poorer recall performance than that observed 
after a nap. If such difference is found, the effect of this difference in subjective 
sleepiness will be controlled for statistically.
4.4.1.4 Vigilance level
The descriptive statistics of reaction time, the number of lapses, and the number of 
anticipations in the PVT are summarized in Table 4.19.
Table 4.19 Results of paired-asmples t tests examining the nap-wake contrasts in the 
performance in the PVT
Nap Wake ^(33)
Reaction time
Mean (ms) 336.95 ( 59.54) 348.32 ( 44.15) 1.56
Median (ms) 315.87 ( 54.45) 325.87 ( 42.71) 1.59
SD (ms) 93.22 ( 49.28) 109.24 ( 66.69) 1.16
Fastest 10%: 1/mean RT (ms‘^ ) 0.0044 (0.0012) 0.0040 (0.0005) 1.98
Slowest 10%: 1/mean RT (ms‘^ ) 0.0021 (0.0005) 0.0020 (0.0003) .57
No. o f lapses 5.41 ( 7 j4 ) 4.94 ( 5.04) .49
No. o f anticipations 3.47 ( 4.46) 4.21 ( 5.04) 1.67
Note: all ps > .05;
RT = reaction time;
SD = standard deviation;
lapses refer to responses made > 500 ms after stimulus presentation
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Results of paired-samples t tests did not show any significant nap / wake effect on 
participants’ vigilance level after the retention interval, and all the PVT performance 
measures were comparable in the two conditions (^(33) = .49 to 1.98, all ps > .05). 
Hence, any difference in paired-associate performance in the retest session could not 
be attributed to any effect of daytime napping on vigilance level.
4.4.1.5 Paired-associate task
In this section, the number of word pairs successfully acquired in the learning session 
in the nap control and the wake control conditions will first be examined to 
determine whether participants’ paired-associate performance was similar prior to 
each retention interval (section 4.4.1.5.1). Next, paired-associate performance before 
and after the retention interval will be contrasted in three different ways to 
investigate the importance of post-leaming sleep in declarative memory enhancement 
and stabilization (section 4.4.1.5.2 - section 4.4.1.5.4). Finally, the number of word 
pairs correctly recalled in the three delayed recall tests will be analyzed so as to test 
whether paired-associate performance improved throughout the retest session 
without any feedback (section 4.2.2.6.5).
4.4.1.5.1 Performance throughout the learning session
The descriptive statistics of the number of word pairs correctly recalled at learning 
and retest are presented in Table 4.20.
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Table 4.20 Mean and standard deviation of the number of related and unrelated word 
pairs correctly recalled at learning and retest
Nap Wake
Related word pairs
Learning
Immediate recall test 1 25.41 ( 7.58) 26.71 ( I&91)
Immediate recall test 2 33.24 ( 7.59) 33.91 ( 6.17)
Immediate recall test 3 36.91 ( 5.81) 36.59 ('1.61)
Retest
Delayed recall test 1 36.35 ( 6.66) 36.35 ( 5.12)
Delayed recall test 2 36.50 ( 6.77) 36.12 ( 6.01)
Delayed recall test 3 36.59 ( 6.30) 36.35 ( 5 j9 )
Unrelated word pairs
Learning
Immediate recall test 1 6.85 ( 5.26) 7.26 ( 5.11)
Immediate recall test 2 18.62 (10.65) 19.38 (10.32)
Immediate recall test 3 26.35 (10.93) 26.09 (11.15)
Retest
Delayed recall test 1 25.59 (11.26) 23.82 (11.32)
Delayed recall test 2 26.62 (11.33) 25.03 (11.51)
Delayed recall test 3 27.44 (11.53) 25.41 (11.86)
Note: maximum number for each type of word pairs in each recall test = 40
To determine whether the number of correctly recalled word pairs increased from the 
first to the third immediate recall tests (effect of learning), differed in the nap and the 
wake conditions, and depended on the semantic relatedness of the word pairs, a
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three-factorial ANOVA was conducted (Appendix 81). The significant main effect of 
learning showed that recall performance improved throughout the learning session 
(F(2,66) = 344.62, p < .001). A reliable main effect of semantic relatedness was also 
found (F(l,33) = 251.73, p < .001), indicating that participants successfully acquired 
a larger number of related than unrelated word pairs. The main effect of nap / wake 
was not statistically significant (F(l,33) = .36, p > .05), so learning performance in 
the nap and the wake conditions was similar. None of the interaction effects was 
statistically significant (F(l,33) = .06 to 1.83, all ps > .05), except the learning x 
semantic relatedness interaction (F(2,66) = 29.67, p < .001). Three sets of post hoc 
analyses were conducted to examine this two-way interaction. Firstly, paired-samples 
t tests were run to contrast the number of correctly recalled related and unrelated 
word pairs in each immediate recall test. As shown in Figure 4.19, in all the three 
tests, recall of semantically related word pairs was consistently better than that of 
unrelated pairs (test 1: t{33) = 22.55; test 2: ?(33) = 17.45; test 3: t{33) = 11.15, all ps 
< .001). Secondly, recall of related word pairs improved between successive tests 
(test 1 to 2: paired-samples (^33) = 18.12; test 2 to 3: r(33) = 9.94, both ps < .001; see 
Figure 4.19), and the same pattern was found for unrelated word pairs (test 1 to 2: 
r(33) = 13.27; test 2 to 3: t{33) = 16.61, both ps < .001). Finally, the proportion 
increase in the number of correct recalls from the first to the third immediate recall 
test for related and unrelated word pairs was calculated. It was found that there was a 
1.6-fold increase in semantically related word pairs, while there was a significantly 
greater 5.3-fold increase in unrelated pairs (?(29) = 6.10, p < .001), contributing to 
the learning x semantic relatedness interaction.
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Figure 4.19 The number of semantically related and unrelated word pairs correctly 
recalled in each immediate recall test
30
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□  Unrelated word pairs
Immediate recall test
Note: ***p<.001
To determine whether paired-associate performance achieved at the end of the 
learning session, i.e. the baseline paired-associate performance, differed between the 
related and the unrelated word pairs, and prior to the nap and the wake retention 
intervals, a two-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted on the number 
of correct recalls in the final immediate recall test. The significant main effect of 
semantic relatedness showed that participants successfully acquired a larger number 
of related than unrelated word pairs at the end of the learning session (F(l,33) = 
70.70, p < .001), consistent with the results of paired-samples t tests reported above 
which examined the semantic relatedness contrast in the final immediate recall test. 
The main effect of nap / wake as well as its interaction with semantic relatedness 
were not statistically significant (F(l,33) = .13 and .00, both ps > .05). Therefore,
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before the nap and the wake retention intervals, participants achieved a similar level 
of paired-associate performance.
Similarity of paired-associate performance in the learning session between the nap 
and the wake conditions was also tested with regard to the number of related and 
unrelated word pairs achieved at each level of learning (Figure 4.20). Results of 
paired-samples t tests did not reveal any significant nap-wake contrasts (?(33) = .12 
to 1.49, all ps > .05; see Appendix 82), indicating again that paired-associate learning 
did not differ between the nap and the wake conditions.
Figure 4.20 The distribution of related and unrelated word pairs across the four 
levels of learning in the nap and the wake conditions
Related word pairs Unrelated word pairs
-A -N ap control 
-A-W ake control
Ia8S
•10
IRF3 IRFiIR Fo IRF,
Level o f learning /  Immediate recall frequency (IRF)
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4.4.1.5.2 Pre- and post-retention performance comparison: Number of 
correct recalls
In order to investigate whether there was any reliable change in the number of 
correctly recalled related and unrelated word pairs from the final immediate recall 
test to the first delayed recall test, paired-samples t tests were conducted separately 
for the nap and the wake control conditions. Results are summarized in Table 4.21. 
While no noticeable change was found with related word pairs in either the nap or
the wake conditions (f(33) = 1.97 and .64, both ps > .05), a significant decrease in the
number of correctly recalled unrelated word pairs was observed in both conditions 
(nap: f(33) = 2.16, p < .05; wake: f(33) = 4.83, p < .001).
Table 4.21 Results of paired-samples t test contrasting the number of correct
recalls in the final immediate recall test and the first delayed recall test, and results of
repeated-measures ANCOVAs with the effect of the change in subjective sleepiness
levels across the retention interval controlled
Nap control condition Wake control ondition
IR3 DRl /(33) F(l,32) IR3 DRl f(33) F(l,32)
Related word pairs 36.91 36.35 1.97 3.71 36.59 36.35 .64 .25
( 5.81) ( 6.66) (p=.057) (p=.063) ( 4.61) ( 5.12)
Unrelated word pairs 26.35 25.59 2.16* 4.47* 26.09 23.82 4.83*** 15.47***
(10.93) (11.26) (11.15) (11.32)
Note: ***p< .01 ;*p< .05 ;
IR3 = The third, i.e. final, immediate recall test before the retention interval; 
DRl = The first delayed recall test after the retention interval
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Across wakefulness retention, subjective sleepiness increased from learning to retest 
before the participants performed the delayed recall tests (see section 4.4.1.3 and 
Figure 4.18), possibly contributing to the decrease in the number of correctly recalled 
unrelated word pairs. In order to partial out this possible confounding effect, 
repeated-measures ANCOVAs were conducted with the change in KSS score as a 
covariate. Similar analyses were performed for the nap conditions and related word 
pairs. As shown in Table 4.21, the results were identical to those of the paired- 
samples t tests. Specifically, there was no significant change in the number of related 
word pairs across either nap or wakefulness retention (F(l,33) = 3.71 and .25, both 
ps > .05), but participants forgot some of the unrelated word pairs across a 90-minute 
nap as well as wakefulness retention interval (F(l,33) = 4.47, p < .05 and F(l,33) = 
15.47, p < .001).
Therefore, these findings indicated that memory of semantically related word pairs 
was resistant to forgetting over a 90-minute period regardless of whether participants 
took a nap or stayed awake during this interval. On the other hand, forgetting of 
unrelated word pairs was more prominent and was found across both nap and 
wakefulness retention. The effect across wakefulness retention was still observed 
after the increase in sleepiness levels across wakefulness retention had been taken 
into account.
To investigate whether the extent of forgetting of unrelated, as well as related, word 
pairs was affected by the nap / wake treatment during the retention interval, a two- 
factorial repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted on the percentage change in the 
number of correct recalls from the final immediate recall test to the first delayed
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recall test. There was a significant main effect of semantic relatedness (F(l,33) = 
18.60, p < .001), implying that a greater percentage of unrelated word pairs was 
forgotten during the retention interval than related pairs. The main effect of nap / 
wake was not statistically significant (F(l,33) = 1.57, p > .05), but the interaction 
with semantic relatedness was significant (F(l,33) = 5.86, p < .05).
Results of post hoc paired-samples t tests showed that the percentage change in the 
recall of related word pairs across a daytime nap was similar to that across 
wakefulness retention (r(33) = 1.06, p > .05; see Figure 4.21). However, for unrelated 
word pairs, percentage decrease tended to be smaller in the nap condition than in the 
wake condition (f(33) = 1.97, p = .057; see Figure 4.21). The size of the nap effect in 
reducing the percentage of unrelated word pairs forgotten during the retention 
interval was moderate (Cohen’s d -  .34). Since the higher levels of subjective 
sleepiness after wakefulness than after nap retention might result in the differences in 
the forgetting of unrelated word pairs, in order to partial out this potential 
confounding effect, a repeated-measures ANCOVA was conducted with the 
difference in the second KSS score at retest between the nap and the wake conditions 
as a covariate. Results, in fact, showed that the effect of post-leaming nap in 
reducing forgetting of unrelated word pairs became statistically significant (F(l,32) = 
4.78, p < .05).
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Figure 4.21 Percentage change in the number of correctly recalled related and 
unrelated word pairs across the retention interval
Related word pairs Unrelated word pairs
1-10
-20
-30
■  Nap control 
□  Wake control f  = .057
To examine whether the architecture of the post-leaming nap episode was associated 
with the reduced forgetting of unrelated word pairs, Pearson correlational analyses 
were conducted on the percentage change in the number of correct recalls and total 
sleep time as well as the amount of each sleep stage (see Appendix 83). None of the 
correlations was found to be statistically significant (r(32) = -.21 to .24, all ps > .05), 
and hence, the protective effect of a post-leaming nap on the memory of unrelated 
word pairs could not be attributed to any particular sleep stage. Similar analyses were 
performed on related word pairs, and again, no reliable relationship was found with 
either total sleep time or any sleep stage (r(32) = -.18 to .15, all ps > .05; Appendix 
83).
To conclude, memory of semantically related word pairs was robust against 
forgetting over a 90-minute retention interval. In contrast, memory of unrelated word 
pairs was more prone to forgetting, although forgetting was reduced if participants 
took a nap after teaming. In other words, post-learning nap selectively facilitated the
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offline memory stabilization of semantically unrelated word pairs. This protective 
effect was still found even after the difference in subjective sleepiness after nap and 
after wakefulness retention had been taken into account. However, this beneficial 
effect could not be attributed to the amount of any particular sleep stage of the post- 
leaming nap episode.
4.4.1.5.3 Pre- and post-retention performance comparison: Delayed recall 
frequency
In order to examine the influence of level of leaming, semantic relatedness, and the 
nap / wake treatment on the delayed recall frequency of word pairs, a three-factorial 
repeated-measures ANOVA should be performed. However, only 8 out of the 34 
participants provided valid delayed recall frequency data of both related and 
unrelated word pairs at all levels of leaming in the nap as well as the wake 
conditions. Therefore, separate two-factorial repeated-measures ANOVAs were 
conducted for each level of leaming to investigate the effects of daytime napping and 
semantic relatedness on the frequency of word pairs recalled after retention (Figure 
4.22 and refer to Appendix 84 for detailed results).
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Figure 4.22 Delayed recall frequency of (a) related and (b) unrelated word pairs 
that had been recalled in 0, 1, 2, and 3 immediate recall tests at leaming
(a) ■  control 
□  Wake control
IRF=1
(n = 25)
IRF=0
(n=13)
IRP = 3 
(n = 28)
IRF = 2 
(n = 33)
Level of learning / Immediate recall frequency (IRF)
Note: < .01, */? < .05;
maximum immediate recall frequency = 3; 
maximum delayed recall frequency = 3
IRFn pairs
For word pairs that had never been recalled in the leaming session (n = 13), there 
was a significant main effect of semantic relatedness (F(l,12) = 10.25, p < .01), 
showing that related word pairs were more frequently enhanced offline, and 
therefore, recalled after retention than unrelated pairs. However, neither the main 
effect of nap / wake nor its interaction with semantic relatedness was statistically 
significant (F(l,12) = .14 and .16, both ps > .05). The absence of any nap-wake
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difference was further confirmed with paired-samples t tests which contrasted the 
delayed recall frequency of related and unrelated word pairs after nap vs. after 
wakefulness retention (related pairs: 0.58 ± 0.71 vs. 0.71 ± 0.84, r(12) = .40; 
unrelated pairs: 0.18 ± 0.22 vs. 0.18 ± 0.22, t{\2) = .07, both ps > .05). These results 
together suggested that taking a daytime nap after leaming did not help enhance 
declarative memory regardless of its semantic relatedness.
However, results of Pearson correlational analyses showed that the amount of stage 2 
sleep in the post-leaming nap episode was positively associated with the delayed 
recall frequency of IRFq unrelated word pairs (r(30) = .52, p < .01; see Appendix 
83), implying that stage 2 sleep contributed to the memory enhancement of 
declarative materials with limited pre-existing associations. A smaller, but 
statistically significant, positive correlation was also found with stage 1 sleep (r(30) 
= .40, p < .05). In contrast, the amount of SWS, or stage 3 and stage 4 sleep 
separately, was related to a smaller memory enhancing effect on unrelated word pairs 
(r(30) = -.49 to -.58, all ps < .01).
IRFi. IRF?. and IRFi pairs
For word pairs that had been correctly remembered once before the retention interval 
(IRFi pairs; n = 25), the main effect of semantic relatedness indicated that related 
word pairs were more frequently recalled at retest than unrelated pairs (F(l,24) = 
20.00, p < .001). The nap / wake effect was marginally significant (F(l,24) = 4.09, p  
= .054). The non-significant nap / wake x semantic relatedness interaction effect with 
semantic relatedness (F(l,24) = 2.90, p > .05) suggested that daytime napping
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facilitated the offline memory stabilization of related and unrelated word pairs to a 
similar extent. However, results of paired-samples t tests indicated a differential 
effect of daytime napping on the delayed recall frequency of the two kinds of word 
pairs. While the delayed recall frequency of related word pairs after a daytime nap 
was similar to that after a period of wakefulness (2.56 ± 0.63 vs. 2.47 ± 0.54, /(24) = 
.85, p > .05), the frequency of successfully retrieving unrelated word pairs was 
higher after nap than after wakefulness retention (2.35 ± 0.54 vs. 2.05 ± 0.50, f(24) = 
2.43, p < .05). The size of this sleep-dependent stabilization effect was moderate 
(Cohen’s d = 0.49). This nap effect was no longer statistically significant after the 
effect of the difference in sleepiness levels at retest between the nap and the wake 
conditions had been partialled out in a repeated-measures ANCOVA (F(l,23) = 1.68, 
p > .05). Therefore, this beneficial effect of daytime napping on unrelated word pairs 
might be due to its effect on slowing the increase in sleepiness across the day. 
Results of Pearson correlational analyses did not reveal any reliable relationship 
between total sleep time or any sleep stage and the delayed recall frequency of IRFi 
unrelated word pairs, i.e. the sleep-dependent stabilization effect (r(32) = -.17 to .31, 
all ps > .05; see Appendix 83). The same pattern was observed in related word pairs 
(r(26) = -.24 to .37, all ps > .05).
For word pairs that had been recalled correctly in two of the immediate recall tests (n 
= 33), a significant main effect of semantic relatedness was again found (F(l,32) = 
4.20, p < .05; Appendix 84). However, the main effect of nap / wake or its interaction 
with semantic relatedness was not statistically significant (F(l,32) = 1.64 and .11, 
both ps > .05). Paired-samples t tests also did not show any effect of daytime 
napping on the delayed recall frequency of either related or unrelated word pairs
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(related: 2.89 + 0.18 vs. 2.85 + 0.28, r(32) = 1.15; unrelated: 2.79 + 0.43 vs. 2.73 + 
0.28, r(32) = 1.00, both ps > .05). These results, thus, indicated that post-leaming nap 
did not facilitate the memory stabilization of declarative materials that had been 
better acquired. Moreover, no significant relationship between total sleep time or the 
amount of any sleep stage and the delayed recall frequency was found (r = -.26 to 
.28, all ps > .05), reconfirming the minimal effect of post-leaming nap on the offline 
processing of better acquired declarative memory.
For word pairs that had been consistently recalled throughout the leaming session 
(IRF3 pairs; n = 28), the main effects of both nap / wake and semantic relatedness 
were significant (F(l,27) = 11.06, p < .01 and F(l,27) = 6.69, p < .05 respectively; 
Appendix 84). Their interaction was also significant (F(l,27) = 6.23, p < .05), 
indicating that for related word pairs, daytime napping had minimal influence on 
delayed recall frequency (2.96 + 0.11 vs. 2.94 + 0.11, t{21) = .85, p > .05), but for 
unrelated word pairs, the frequency of correct delayed recalls was higher after nap 
than after wakefulness retention (2.96 + 0.07 vs. 2.78 + 0.34, t{21) = 3.02, p < .01; 
see Figure 4.22). The size of this sleep-dependent memory stabilization effect was 
moderate (Cohen’s d = 0.57), but this effect became statistically non-significant after 
the difference in subjective sleepiness at retest between the nap and the wake 
conditions had been controlled for statistically in a repeated-measures ANCOVA 
(F(l,26) = 1.94, p  > .05). Thus, this facilitative effect of daytime napping on the 
memory stabilization of semantically unrelated declarative materials might be due to 
its effect in alleviating the increase in sleepiness across the days. Results of Pearson 
correlational analyses did not reveal any significant positive relationships between 
the sleep-dependent memory stabilization effect on unrelated word pairs and the
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amount of any sleep stage (r(29) = -.07 to .29, all ps > .05; see Appendix 83). 
However, a negative correlation was found with the amount of stage 1 sleep, 
indicating that the more stage 1 sleep the post-leaming nap episode consisted of, the 
smaller the offline memory stabilization effect (r(30) = -.42, p < .05). For related 
word pairs, its offline memory stabilization was not related to total sleep time or any 
particular sleep stage (r(32) = -.12 to .25, all ps > .05).
In summary, when considering the frequency at which word pairs were recalled after 
the retention interval, our data did not reveal any facilitative effect of post-leaming 
nap in enhancing the memory of previously unrecalled declarative materials. On the 
contrary, having a daytime nap after leaming was important in stabilizing the 
memory of previously recalled unrelated word pairs so that it could be retrieved more 
often after retention than they would have been following wakefulness retention. 
This memory stabilization effect of daytime napping might in part be due to its effect 
on slowing the increase in sleepiness across the day, and was not found to be 
positively related to any particular sleep stage.
4.4.1.5.4 Pre- and post-retention performance comparison: Percentage of 
word pairs (not) recalled in the first delayed recall test
IRFn pairs
To determine whether the extent of offline declarative memory enhancement 
depended on daytime napping and the semantic relatedness of the word pairs, a two- 
factorial repeated-measures ANOVA was performed on the percentage of word pairs
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never recalled at learning that were remembered in the first delayed recall test (n = 
13; Figure 4.23).
Figure 4.23 Percentage of (a) related and (b) unrelated word pairs never recalled 
during leaming that were successfully retrieved in the first delayed recall test after 
the retention interval
■  Nap control 
□  Wake control100 
^  80
(b)
100
2
I
%
!
1
(n=13)
The main effect of semantic relatedness approached the .05 statistical significance 
criterion (F(l,12) = 4.03, p = .068), so the memory of a larger percentage of 
previously unrecalled related word pairs tended to be enhanced offline than that of 
unrelated word pairs. Neither the main effect of nap / wake nor its interaction effect 
with semantic relatedness was found to be statistically significant (F(l,12) = .71 and 
.25, both ps > .05). Furthermore, paired-samples t tests which contrasted the 
percentage of word pairs remembered in the first delayed recall test after nap vs. after
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wakefulness retention also failed to reveal any reliable effect of daytime napping 
(related word pairs: 20.56 ± 28.65% vs. 12.72 ± 29.60%, t(12) = .69; unrelated word 
pairs: 5.07 ± 8.41% vs. 3.37 ± 4.66%, t(l2) = .58, both ps > .05). These results, 
therefore, suggested that post-leaming nap did not play a significant role in offline 
declarative memory enhancement. However, the results of Pearson correlational 
analyses showed that the more stage 1 and stage 2 sleep the post-leaming nap 
episode was comprised of, the larger the percentage of IRFo unrelated word pairs that 
were remembered during the first delayed recall attempt (r(30) = .46 and .51, both ps 
< .01; see Appendix 83), indicating that these two sleep stages facilitated the memory 
enhancement of semantically unrelated declarative materials. In contrast, the amount 
of SWS, and stage 3 and stage 4 sleep separately, was found to be associated with a 
smaller memory enhancing effect (r(30) = -.48 to -.56, all ps < .01). For related word 
pairs, neither total sleep time nor the amount of any particular sleep stage was 
associated with its offline memory enhancement (r(13) = -.19 to .28 , all ps > .05; 
refer to Appendix 83 for detailed results).
IRFi. IRF?. and IRFg pairs
To determine whether the percentage of previously recalled word pairs that were no 
longer remembered after the retention interval, i.e. the extent of forgetting or a lack 
of stabilization, depended on the semantic relatedness of the word pairs and the nap / 
wake treatment during the retention interval, separate two-factorial repeated- 
measures ANOVAs were conducted on IRFi, IRF2, and IRF3 pairs (Figure 4.24; see 
Appendix 85 for detailed results). Note that a three-factorial repeated-measures 
ANOVA examining the effect of level of leaming could not be performed because
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only 8 participants provided valid data on both kinds of word pairs at each level of 
leaming.
Figure 4.24 Percentage of (a) related and (b) unrelated word pairs recalled once, 
twice, or three times during leaming that were no longer remembered in the first 
delayed recall test after the retention interval
(a)
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IRF = 2 
(0 = 33)
IRF = 3 
(n = 28)
Level of learning /  Immediate recall frequency (IRF)
For word pairs that had been recalled only in the final immediate recall test (IRFi 
pairs; n = 25), a significant main effect of semantic relatedness was found (F(l,24) = 
24.44, p < .001), which showed that compared to unrelated word pairs, the memory 
of a larger proportion of related word pairs was stabilized offline, thereby reducing 
the percentage that were not remembered in the first delayed recall test. Neither the 
main effect of nap / wake nor its interaction with semantic relatedness reached the
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.05 statistical significance criterion (F(l,24) = 1.43 and 2.54, both ps > .05). 
Nevertheless, results of paired-samples t tests suggested that the effect of daytime 
napping might, in fact, be dependent on the semantic relatedness of word pairs. 
Specifically, the percentage of IRFi related word pairs that were not recalled after 
nap and after wakefulness was comparable (11.28 ± 21.71% vs. 9.67 ± 18.50%, f(24) 
= .30, p > .05), but the percentage of IRFi unrelated word pairs that were not 
remembered was considerably (though not statistically significantly) reduced after 
having a nap (20.42 ± 21.65% vs. 31.08 ± 20.60%, t(24) = 1.95, p = .063). The size 
of this beneficial effect of post-leaming nap on unrelated word pairs was moderate 
(Cohen’s d = 0.39), and was statistically non-significant after the nap-wake 
difference in subjective sleepiness at retest had been controlled for in a repeated- 
measures ANCOVA (F(l,23) = 2.39, p > .05). Thus, this sleep-dependent memory 
stabilization effect might in part be explained by the role of daytime napping in 
alleviating the increase in sleepiness across the day. Results of Pearson correlational 
analyses revealed a negative correlation between total sleep time and the percentage 
of IRFi unrelated word pairs that were not remembered immediately after the post- 
leaming nap episode (r(32) = -.36, p < .05; Appendix 83), confirming the importance 
of sleep in offline declarative memory stabilization. However, this effect was not 
found to be associated with any particular sleep stage (r(32) = -.08 to -.14, all ps > 
.05; see Appendix 83). In addition, the offline memory stabilization of IRFi related 
word pairs was not related to total sleep time or the amount of any stage of sleep 
(r(26) = -.29 to .26, all ps > .05).
For word pairs that were recalled in both the second and the final immediate recall 
tests (IRF2 pairs; n = 33), a significant main effect of semantic relatedness was found
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(F(l,32) = 12.99, p < .01; see Appendix 85). There was no reliable main effect of 
nap / wake (F(l,32) = 1.80, p > .05). The two-way interaction was statistically 
significant (F(l,32) = 5.78, p < .05). As illustrated in Figure 4.24, results of paired- 
samples t tests indicated that the percentage of unrelated word pairs that were not 
successfully retrieved in the first delayed recall tended to be lower after nap than 
after wakefulness retention (8.25 ± 11.46% vs. 13.09 ± 16.31%, r(32) = 2.00, p = 
.054), but for related word pairs, the nap / wake contrast was not statistically 
significant (3.24 ± 6.87% vs. 2.86 ± 5.30%, t(32) = .27, p > .05). The effect of post- 
leaming nap on unrelated word pairs was moderate in size (Cohen’s d = 0.35), and 
was statistically non-significant after partialling out the nap-wake difference in 
subjective sleepiness levels at retest in a repeated-measures ANCOVA (F(l,31) = 
.29, p > .05). The sleep-dependent memory stabilizing effect of daytime napping on 
unrelated word pairs, however, was not related to total sleep time or the amount of 
any sleep stage (r(31) = -.27 to .31, all ps > .05). The same pattem was found for 
related word pairs (r(32) = -.15 to .27, all ps > .05).
For word pairs that had been consistently recalled throughout the leaming session 
(IRF3 pairs: n = 28), the main effect of semantic relatedness no longer reached the 
.05 statistical significance criterion (F(l,27) = 2.30, p > .05; see Appendix 85), 
suggesting that when word pairs had been well acquired prior to the retention 
interval, the extent of subsequent offline memory stabilization of related word pairs 
was no longer superior to that of unrelated pairs. The main effect of nap / wake or its 
interaction with semantic relatedness was not statistically significant (F(l,27) = 3.73, 
p = .064; F(l,27) = 1.41, p > .05). Paired-samples t tests also failed to show any 
significant effect of daytime napping on the post-retention recall of related or
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unrelated word pairs (related: 1.22 ± 2.67% vs. 1.83 ± 3.85%, t(21) = .98; unrelated: 
2.40 ± 6.79% vs. 7.98 ± 20.47%, f(27) = 1.36, both ps > .05). Furthermore, results of 
Pearson correlational analyses did not reveal any reliable relationship between the 
architecture of the post-leaming nap episode and the extent of offline memory 
stabilization of IRF3 word pairs (related pairs: r(32) = -.27 to .02; unrelated pairs: 
r(29) = -.27 to .28, all ps > .05). Therefore, when word pairs had been well acquired 
in the leaming session, taking a nap afterwards did not help to stabilize their 
memory.
To conclude, when considering the percentage of previously unrecalled word pairs 
that became retrievable immediately after the retention interval, the offline memory 
enhancement effect observed across a 90-minute nap was similar to that across 
wakefulness retention. However, both stage 1 and stage 2 sleep was found to be 
associated with a greater memory enhancement effect on semantically unrelated 
declarative materials. Post-leaming sleep also helped to stabilize the memory of 
previously recalled unrelated word pairs so that a smaller percentage was forgotten in 
the first delayed recall attempt. The longer the nap episode, the stronger the memory 
stabilization effect which, however, could not be attributed to any particular sleep 
stage. The recovery effect of daytime napping, i.e. its effect in slowing the increase 
in sleepiness across the day, might in part explain this sleep-dependent memory 
stabilization effect. When word pairs had been well acquired prior to the retention 
interval, having a nap afterwards no longer facilitated offline memory processing.
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4.4.1.5.5 Performance throughout the retest session
The mean and standard deviation of the number of correct recalls in each delayed 
recall test are presented in Table 4.20. In order to study whether there was any 
further change in paired-associate performance from the beginning to the end of the 
retest session (testing), and whether these changes depended on the nap / wake 
treatment during the retention interval and the semantic relatedness of the word pairs, 
a three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted (Appendix 86). The 
main effect of nap / wake was not statistically significant, and hence, whether the 
participants took a nap or stayed awake prior to the delayed recall tests did not affect 
their subsequent recall performance (F(l,33) = 1.64, p > .05). On the other hand, 
there was a significant main effect of semantic relatedness (F(l,33) = 70.01, p < 
.001), indicating the superior recall of related word pairs over unrelated pairs at 
retest. The large main effect of testing pointed out that recall performance reliably 
improved in the retest session (F(2,66) = 14.76, p < .001). The extent of 
improvement was moderated by the semantic relatedness of the word pairs (testing x 
semantic relatedness interaction: F(2,66) = 18.16, p < .001). Results of post hoc 
repeated-measures ANOVAs showed that significant improvement was only found 
with unrelated word pairs (F(l,33) = 24.73, p < .001), but not with related word pairs 
(F(l,33) = A \ , p >  .05). No other significant interaction effect was found {F = .44 to 
2.17, all ps > .05).
As reported in section 4.4.1.3, participants were sleepier at retest in the wake than in 
the nap conditions. The similarity of the number of word pairs correctly recalled in 
the three delayed recall tests in the nap and the wake condiitons implied minimal
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association between subjective sleepiness levels and paired-associate performance. 
This was confirmed by the results of Pearson correlational analyses which did not 
show any statistically significant relationship (r(32) = -.17 to .18, all ps > .05; Table 
422X
Table 4.22 Pearson correlations between subjective sleepiness levels before 
delayed recall tests and the number of word pairs correctly recalled in the retest 
session
Nap control Wake control
Related word pairs
Delayed recall test 1 -.04 -.17
Delayed recall test 2 -.03 -.10
Delayed recall test 3 -.06 -.16
Unrelated word pairs
Delayed recall test 1 .18 -.12
Delayed recall test 2 .17 -.16
Delayed recall test 3 .16 -.17
Note: all ps > .05
4.5 Discussion
In Study 3 and Study 4, a daytime napping paradigm was used to examine the 
relationship between sleep, semantic relatedness, level of learning, and declarative 
memory enhancement and stabilization. This would determine whether sleep, which
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was found in Study 1 and Study 2 to selectively facilitate the memory enhancement 
of pre-existing declarative associations and the stabilization of newly formed 
associations at night, also helped to consolidate declarative memory during daytime. 
Furthermore, in order to address a confounding factor in the first two studies and 
investigate whether the amount of declarative materials acquired to each level of 
learning played a role in this sleep-memory relationship, this variable was 
manipulated experimentally.
The divided attention paradigm used in Study 3 successfully increased the number of 
word pairs acquired to lower levels of learning, while reducing the number of pairs at 
higher levels of learning, and its effect was particularly detrimental to the acquisition 
of unrelated word pairs. On the contrary, the use of semantic linkages in Study 4 did 
not have any impact on the acquisition of either the related or the unrelated word 
pairs^ "^ . This might be due to the superior performance in the control condition where 
participants could actively generate the linkages of the pairs. This generation effect 
(Jacoby, 1983; Slamecka & Graf, 1978), i.e. better retention of the to-be-remembered 
information when it is actively generated than when it is passively presented, has 
been documented with the acquisition of various declarative materials (see Bertsch, 
Pesta, Wiscott, & McDaniel, 2007 for a recent review). In spite of this, our data 
showed that whether word pairs were acquired with a concurrent distraction task or 
with semantic linkages did not influence the effect of daytime napping on subsequent
The facilitative effect of semantic linkages on paired-associate learning had been investigated in a 
pilot study. Participants (n = 9) learned 40 related and 40 unrelated word pairs in the linkage 
condition. They acquired another list consisting of the same number of word pairs in the control 
condition. The significant semantic relatedness x linkage / control interaction (F(l,8) = 7.53, p  < .05) 
pointed out that semantic linkages promoted the learning of unrelated word pairs (14.51 ± 4.75 vs. 
10.30 ± 4.69, F(l,8) = 4.85,p = .05), but not related pairs (31.89 ± 1.79 vs. 31.78 ± 4.45, F(l,8) = .01, 
p  > .05).
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offline declarative memory processing. In other words, the number of word pairs 
acquired to each level of learning had minimal impact on offline declarative memory 
enhancement or stabilization. In view of this, results of Study 3 and Study 4 are 
summarized in Table 4.23 without further consideration of this factor. The findings 
of Study 1 and Study 2 are also presented to clarify the similarities and the 
differences in the role of nocturnal sleep and daytime napping in consolidating the 
memory of related and unrelated word pairs when the traditional and the word pair 
level analyses are used. Comparisons between the results of Study 1 and Study 2 and 
those of the combined control conditions of Study 3 and Study 4 are particularly 
interesting because participants acquired the word pairs in a similar fashion^^. In the 
remainder of this section, the memory enhancing and stabilizing effects of sleep on 
related word pairs will first be discussed, followed by that on unrelated word pairs. 
Finally, we will examine the consistency in the contribution of stage 1, stage 2, SWS, 
and REM sleep across studies.
Because of the differences in experimental designs (between-subject in Study 1 and Study 2 vs. 
within-subject in Study 3 and Study 4) and the word lists used, direct comparison between these 
studies for the nocturnal sleep-daytime napping contrast is not possible.
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For related word pairs, the number of correct recalls did not increase over a 90- 
minute nap in Study 3, Study 4, or their combined control conditions, and these were 
inconsistent with the enhancing effect of sleep on pre-existing associations proposed 
by Stickgold (2004). Instead, recall performance was consistently found to be similar 
before and after nap. This maintenance of recall performance was also found across a 
90-minute wakefulness period. Therefore, it can be concluded that a daytime nap 
does not offer any additional benefit to the offline processing of pre-existing 
declarative associations because they are robust against forgetting within 90 minutes 
after learning. In fact, when the duration of the retention interval increased to 12 
hours as in Study 1 and Study 2, forgetting of pre-existing associations was also 
minimal as long as nocturnal sleep was involved. However, if the retention interval 
involved 12 hours of wakefulness, significant forgetting was detected, resulting in 
the nocturnal sleep-dependent memory stabilization effect observed in the first two 
studies.
Although a memory enhancing effect of sleep was not found with the traditional 
analysis which examines the change in the number of word pairs recalled across the 
retention interval, the two word pair level approaches, which takes into the account 
of level of learning of the materials acquired, showed that memory of previously 
unrecalled related word pairs was enhanced during a daytime nap as well as during 
nocturnal sleep, increasing the frequency and the percentage of these pre-existing 
associations being retrieved after the retention interval. The daytime napping effect 
was found, however, only in Study 3, but not in Study 4 or when the control data of 
these two studies were combined for analyses. On the other hand, for related word
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pairs that had been better acquired, neither nocturnal sleep nor daytime napping was 
found to play a role in the stabilization of their memory in any of the studies.
With regard to the offline memory processing of unrelated word pairs, the results of 
the nocturnal sleep and the daytime napping studies were fairly consistent, 
irrespective of the analytic approaches used. Sleep, both at night and during daytime, 
did not enhance newly formed declarative memory associations, and therefore, it did 
not help to increase the number of word pairs recalled over the retention interval, or 
the frequency or the percentage of remembering at retest those previously unrecalled 
materials. However, both nocturnal sleep and daytime napping facilitated the 
memory stabilization of newly formed associations, thereby, reducing the decrease in 
the total number of correct recalls across the retention interval. It also reduced the 
percentage of previously recalled unrelated word pairs that were forgotten during the 
retention interval and increased their frequency of being retrieved successfully at 
retest. These sleep-dependent stabilization effects were more consistently shown 
with those unrelated word pairs acquired to a lower level of learning than those better 
acquired pairs, indicating the diminishing importance of sleep, both at night and 
during the day, in offline memory processing as the declarative materials become 
better learned.
Overnight sleep EEG was not collected in Study 1 and Study 2, so the contribution of 
each sleep stage during the night to the sleep-dependent stabilization and 
enhancement effect could not be determined. However, in Study 3 and Study 4, 
participants’ naps were monitored with polysomnography. Total sleep time and the 
amount of each sleep stage were correlated with the behavioural change indices
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derived from the traditional as well as the word pair level approaches. Results are 
summarized in Table 4.24.
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The traditionally used percentage change in the number of correct recalls was not 
related to any of the sleep stages in either Study 3 or Study 4. This was not surprising 
since recall performance of both related and unrelated word pairs was relatively 
stable across the nap episodes. The absence of any significant relationship with SWS 
was inconsistent with the positive correlations between SWS and performance 
improvement found in some previous studies (Tucker et al., 2006; Tucker et al., 
2008).
In contrast, the word pair level approach did show some associations between SWS 
and offline declarative memory processing, but instead of a beneficial effect, it was 
consistently related to lower frequency of remembering at retest those previously 
unrecalled unrelated word pairs. These relationships were robust and were still found 
when only the first delayed recall test was considered. Specifically, SWS was related 
to a reduced proportion of previously unrecalled unrelated word pairs that were 
enhanced during the retention interval and were, therefore, retrieved at the beginning 
of retest. These results could not be explained by sleep inertia as vigilance 
performance was, in fact, better after daytime napping than after wakefulness 
retention. The negative relationships between SWS and the enhancement of newly 
formed associations are unexpected since the low activity of cholinergic neuron 
during SWS provides the ideal milieu for the gradual transfer of recently acquired 
declarative information stored in the hippocampus to the more permanent storage in 
the neocortex (Buzsaki, 1996; Gais et al., 2004; Hasselmo, 1999), and this system 
level consolidation can occur during a daytime nap (Gorfine et al., 2007).
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It is interesting that the traditional and the word pair level approaches would show 
such discrepancy with regard to the contribution of SWS. Despite of these 
differences, the word pair level approach is worth further examination because 
declarative memory stabilization and enhancement are defined with much stricter 
criteria as compared to the simplicity of the traditional approach.
With regard to the other sleep stages, their associations with offline declarative 
memory processing were less robust. They were not consistently found with the 
various behavioural indices or observed across experimental conditions in the 
various studies. REM sleep was associated with lower delayed recall frequency of 
relatively well acquired related word pairs in the control condition of Study 3, but 
this impairing effect on the stabilization of declarative memory was not observed in 
Study 4. Furthermore, in the linkage condition, REM sleep reduced the frequency 
and the percentage of previously unrecalled unrelated word pairs that were retrieved 
immediately after the retention interval, indicating an impairing effect on memory 
enhancement. In the linkage as well as the control conditions, REM sleep was found 
to impair declarative memory stabilization by increasing the percentage of previously 
recalled unrelated word pairs that were not remembered again at retest.
Stage 1 sleep also showed contradictory findings. In the linkage and the control 
conditions of Study 4 as well as the combined control conditions, stage 1 sleep 
facilitated the memory enhancement of previously unrecalled unrelated word pairs, 
increasing their delayed recall frequency and the percentage that were recalled after 
the retention interval, but it was also found to impair the memory stabilization of the
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same kind of word pairs that had been very well acquired during the learning session, 
reducing the frequency of delayed recall at retest.
Results regarding stage 2 sleep are, in general, more positive. It helped to stabilize 
the memory of very well acquired related word pairs, thereby reducing the 
percentage of these pairs that were forgotten during the retention interval and 
increasing their frequency of recall at retest. However, these relationships were only 
found in the distraction condition, and in fact, in the linkage condition, the amount of 
stage 2 sleep was related to a lower delayed recall frequency of very well acquired 
related word pairs. For unrelated word pairs, stage 2 sleep facilitates the 
enhancement of previously unretrievable memory, increasing the frequency and the 
percentage of word pairs being recalled after the retention interval in the combined 
control conditions. These enhancing effects of a daytime nap on newly acquired 
declarative associations were also found in the control condition of Study 3, but not 
that of Study 4, although paired-associate learning did not differ between the two 
control conditions in terms of experimental procedures and the participants’ learning 
performance. The importance of stage 2 sleep, particularly its characteristic sleep 
spindle activity, in offline processing of unrelated word pairs has been reported in 
nocturnal sleep studies (Gais et al., 2002; Schabus et al., 2004; Schabus et al., 2008) 
and a daytime napping study (Schmidt et al., 2006).
In conclusion, our data showed that the correlations between daytime napping (its 
entire duration and the amount of individual sleep stages) and the various 
behavioural indices for declarative memory enhancement and stabilization are 
spurious and were observed in some, but not all, experimental conditions even if
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word pairs were acquired in the same fashion and paired-associate performance had 
been achieved to a similar level prior to the retention interval. This might be 
attributed to the relatively small sample sizes involved in some of the analyses, and 
pointed out the insufficiency of simply correlating sleep and behavioural data by 
statistical means in order to determine the effect of sleep on offline memory 
processing.
To summarize, both nocturnal sleep and daytime napping helped enhance pre­
existing declarative associations and stabilize newly acquired declarative 
associations, although the results of the daytime napping studies were not entirely 
consistent and were not as impressive as the effect of nocturnal sleep found in Study 
1 and Study 2. These findings suggested four possible interpretations. Firstly, the 
duration of post-leaming sleep plays an important role in determining whether 
memory is consolidated. However, the results of correlational analyses in Study 3 
and Study 4 revealed that the longer the duration of the nap episode was, the less 
memory was enhanced and stabilized. Specifically, total sleep time was related to a 
smaller memory enhancing effect on newly acquired associations since it reduced the 
frequency and the percentage of previously unrecalled unrelated word pairs that were 
remembered after the retention interval (Table 4.24). Total sleep time was also 
associated with a smaller memory stabilizing effect on pre-existing associations, 
since it increased the percentage of very well acquired related word pairs that were 
forgotten during the retention interval and reduced their frequency of being recalled 
again at retest. An impairing effect on the stabilization of the memory of unrelated 
word pairs was also found when combining the two control conditions of Study 3 
and Study 4.
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Secondly, it is not the duration of the post-leaming sleep episode per se, but the 
number of sleep cycles completed in post-leaming sleep, that determines the extent 
of declarative memory stabilization and enhancement. This important role of NREM- 
REM cycles has been recently proposed and tested (Ficca & Salzarulo, 2004; 
Mazzoni et al., 1999). For instance, when NREM-REM cycles were dismpted, 
participants recalled much less declarative materials in the following moming than 
after a night of undisturbed sleep (Ficca, Lombardo, Rossi, & Salzamlo, 2000).
Thirdly, offline declarative memory processing during sleep may depend on the time 
of day of the post-leaming sleep episode. Various physiological events during sleep 
demonstrate clear circadian rhythms and vary across the day. For example, the 
duration and the number of sleep spindles reaches its maximum early in the moming 
when its frequency and amplitude is at its trough (Wei et al., 1999). Since spindle 
activity is associated with ovemight improvement in the paired-associate 
performance (Schabus et al., 2004; Schmidt et al., 2006), the facilitative effects of 
sleep on memory enhancement and stabilization may differ when post-leaming sleep 
episode is placed at different times of day.
Finally, it is not the duration or the properties of the sleep retention interval, but the 
duration of the wakefulness retention interval that is cmcial. The results, particularly 
from the traditional approach, seemed to suggest that the longer the wakefulness 
retention interval was (e.g. 12 hours in Study 1 and Study 2 vs. 90 minutes in Study 3 
and Study 4), the more declarative materials were forgotten and the greater the 
protective effect of sleep against forgetting was observed. This possibility was 
explored in Study 5 where the retention interval was extended to approximately 7.75
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hours consisting of the same duration of post-leaming nap as in Study 3 and Study 4, 
i.e. 90 minutes, and a longer period of wakefulness (6.25 hours). In addition, we also 
studied the importance of the timing of the nap episode relative to the teaming 
session in declarative memory enhancement and stabilization.
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CHAPTER 5 EFFECTS OF EARLY AND LATE NAPS ON DECLARATIVE 
MEMORY ENHANCEMENT AND STABILIZATION
5.1 Introduction
In the previous four studies, we reported the selective effects of nocturnal sleep and 
daytime napping on the memory enhancement of pre-existing declarative memory 
associations and the memory stabilization of newly acquired associations. However, 
the majority of these sleep episodes occurred soon after leaming^^. In this study, we 
examined whether a nap immediately after learning and a delayed nap^  ^facilitates 
declarative memory enhancement and stabilization to the same extent. Before we 
provide a literature review on the timing of nap relative to learning and offline 
declarative memory processing, we first briefly summarize findings about the 
forgetting of declarative materials in the psychology literature which will help 
understand why having an early nap after learning has a greater beneficial effect on 
declarative memory consolidation than a later nap.
In Study 1 and Study 2, we did not specify the bedtime and wake time in the post-leaming night, but 
instead, participants were instmcted to follow their habitual sleep-wake schedule. Therefore, the 
duration of wakefulness between the end of the learning session and the beginning of the nocturnal 
sleep episode was not controlled. The effect of this factor was not investigated with post hoc analyses 
in Study 1 and Study 2, but will be explored in the present study.
In this thesis, ‘immediate’ and ‘delayed’ are usually used in the context of paired-associate recall to 
indicate whether a cued recall test was administered immediately after learning (immediate cued 
recall) or after a retention interal (delayed cued recall). In Study 5, we examined whether a daytime 
nap soon after learning facilitates declarative memory consolidation to the same extent as a delayed 
nap several hours after learning. To minimize any confusion with the use of ‘immediate’ and 
‘delayed’, ‘early nap’ and ‘immediate nap’ are used interchangeably to refer to a nap episode that was 
placed early in the retention interval, i.e. immediately after learning, and ‘late nap’ and ‘delayed nap’ 
are used interchangeably to describe a nap episode that took place later in the retention interval, i.e. 
several hours after learning.
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Since the late nineteenth century when Ebbinghaus studied the forgetting of 
declarative materials (nonsense syllables) over time and plotted the first forgetting 
curves (Ebbinghaus, 1885), similar studies have been conducted on other declarative 
materials, such as word lists (Slamecka & McElree, 1983; Wickelgren, 1972; Wixted 
& Ebbesen, 1991; Wixted & Ebbesen, 1997), word pairs (Slamecka et ah, 1983; 
Wickelgren, 1972), sentences (Giambra & Arenberg, 1993; Slamecka et ah, 1983), 
prose passages (Perfetti & Garson, 1973), and faces (Wixted et ah, 1991; Wixted et 
ah, 1997) to determine the change in memory performance after learning. Regardless 
of the type of learning materials, performance declines most rapidly immediately 
after learning, and slows down progressively afterw ardsT he initial steep slope of 
these forgetting curves suggests that newly acquired memory is the most fragile 
immediately after learning and is the most susceptible to forgetting. Therefore, if 
learning is soon followed by sleep, a physiological state which facilitates memory 
consolidation, forgetting will be reduced. This hypothesis has been tested previously 
with two main types of declarative materials -  nonsense syllables and word pairs.
After more than a century since Ebbinghaus’s (1885) findings were published, memory researchers 
still have not come to a consensus about the mathematical function that best describes forgetting over 
time. While some are proponents of a logarithmic function (Ebbinghaus, 1885), others claim that 
performance change is better described by a power function (Anderson & Schooler, 1991; Wixted et 
al., 1991; Wixted et al., 1997), or an exponential-power function (Begg & Wickelgren, 1974; 
Wickelgren, 1972), Wixted and Ebbesen (1991, 1997) and Wickelgren (1972) proposed that an 
exponential function did not describe the deterioration in performance accurately. In an excellent 
review of the forgetting literature, Wixted (2004) discussed in detail the relationships between the 
various mathematical functions and declarative memory consolidation. If forgetting follows an 
exponential function, the same proportion of information is forgotten per unit time. For example, if an 
individual has successfully acquired 40 word pairs at learning and can remember 20 of them after one 
hour, then one more hour later, only 10 word pairs will be recalled, indicating a 50% decrease in 
performance per hour. As pointed out by Wixted, this ‘constant proportion rate of decay’ implies that 
declarative memory is not consolidated over time. On the contrary, both the logarithmic and the power 
functions are characterized by ‘an ever decreasing proportional rate of decay’, indicating that 
consolidation increases the resistance of newly acquired declarative memory, thereby counteracting 
retroactive interference. As a result, performance deterioration is slowed down.
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Existing literature using nonsense syllables has shown mixed findings with regard to 
the effects of immediate and delayed sleep on memory retention. As described in 
Ekstrand (1972), Heine (1914) found better retention of nonsense syllables after a 
24-hour retention interval if learning was soon followed by sleep than if sleep was 
delayed for two to three hours. In contrast, Benson and Feinberg (1975) failed to find 
any significant difference in the recall of nonsense syllables following a 24-hour 
retention interval regardless of whether sleep was placed immediately or several 
hours after learning. In fact, in an earlier study. Graves (1936) did not observe any 
advantage of immediate sleep over delayed sleep until the retention interval was 
extended to 72 hours.
On the other hand, findings from the paired-associate task have more consistently 
shown the benefit of an immediate post-leaming sleep. Ekstrand (1972) reported the 
results of an unpublished study conducted in his laboratory by Coleman who 
manipulated the time when participants had an 8-hour ovemight sleep during a 24- 
hour interval after teaming unrelated word pairs. The results showed that about 19% 
of the word pairs were forgotten if participants went to bed at the beginning of the 
retention interval, i.e. immediately after teaming. On the contrary, when the 8-hour 
sleep episode was placed at the end of the retention interval, i.e. 16 hours after 
teaming, forgetting increased to 34%. Therefore, the stabilizing effect of noctumal 
sleep on recently acquired declarative associations is greater when sleep takes place 
soon after teaming. These results had been replicated by Benson and Feinberg (1977) 
who also reported that the percentage of previously recalled unrelated word pairs that 
were remembered again after the 24-hour retention interval was higher if sleep took
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place soon after learning than if sleep was delayed for 16 hours, further pointing out 
the superior effect of immediate sleep on declarative memory stabilization^^.
In a similar study (Backhaus, Hoeckesfeld, Born, Hohagen, & Junghanns, 2008), 
participants acquired semantically related word pairs in the evening in the sleep- 
wake condition, and their memory was first tested in the following moming after 
ovemight sleep and again in the evening after a period of wakefulness. In the wake- 
sleep condition, participants teamed the word pairs in the moming, and their memory 
was first tested in the evening after wakefulness retention, and again, the following 
moming after ovemight sleep. Regardless of whether the participants went to bed 
immediately or several hours after teaming, an increase in the number of correctly 
recalled word pairs was only found across ovemight sleep, but not across daytime 
wakefulness. More importantly, the increase was greater across the immediate sleep 
episode (from 28.7 to 32.2 word pairs) than across the delayed sleep episode (from
28.2 to 29,2 word pairs)^ ,^ indicating a greater enhancing effect of an immediate over 
a delayed noctumal sleep on pre-existing declarative associations.
These previous studies, however, were confounded with circadian factors, as teaming 
was always performed at night in the immediate sleep condition, but during daytime 
in the delayed sleep condition. Although there was no evidence that time of day had 
any influence on teaming performance, to control for this confounding factor.
Benson and Feinberg (1977), in fact, investigated the role of level of learning in the sleep-memory 
relationship. They concluded that sleep facilitated the recall of unrelated word pairs with 'higher
associative strength', i.e. those acquired to higher levels of learning. However, they did not support 
this with the results of any statistical analyses. The absence of an effect of sleep on word pairs 
acquired to lower levels of learning might be due to floor effect.
These researchers did not report the relevant statistical analysis.
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learning, retention interval, and retest has to be equivalent in terms of time of day in 
both the immediate and the delayed sleep conditions. A possible solution is to use a 
daytime napping paradigm which will allow moming leaming followed by a 
retention interval involving an immediate nap followed by wakefulness or vice versa 
prior to a retest session later in the day. This paradigm will be used in the present 
study. However, based on the homeostatic component of the two-process model of 
sleep regulation (Borbely, 1982; Daan et al., 1984) which states that sleep propensity 
increases during wakefulness, and earlier empirical findings showing shorter sleep 
latency, less stage 2 sleep but more SWS in an aftemoon nap than a moming nap 
(Dijk, Beersma, & Daan, 1987), one would expect the nap episode that occurred 
several hours after leaming, i.e. later in the day, to last for a longer period of time 
and consist of more SWS, thereby providing a greater facilitative effect on 
declarative memory stabilization and enhancement. However, in Study 3 and Study 
4, we did not find any consistent relationships of declarative memory enhancement 
and stabilization with either total sleep time or the amount of SWS, arguing against 
the more important role of a late nap as compared to an early nap.^^
In addition to examining the effect of sleep on the accuracy of verbal responses per 
se, some researchers had also investigated its impact on reaction time (Gais et al., 
2007; Gorfine et al., 2007; Schabus et al., 2004; Schabus et al., 2005). Schabus and 
colleagues asked their participants to press a button before producing a verbal
The differences in the time of day of the immediate and the delayed nap episodes might present a 
circadian confound and affect those sleep parameters which demonstrate a strong circadian rhythm as 
shown in forced desynchrony protocols, such as sleep spindle activity (Dijk & Czeisler, 1995; Wei et 
al., 1999) and the amount of REM sleep (Dijk et al., 1995). However, in a study where the time of day 
of naps was manipulated, these parameters were similar at 10:00 and 16:00 (Dijk et al., 1987) - the 
approximate time when the immediate and the delayed naps started in our study.
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response during immediate and delayed cued recall tests, and showed a decrease in 
reaction time after ovemight sleep (Schabus et al., 2004) as well as after a daytime 
nap (Schabus et al., 2005). However, these studies did not include a wakefulness 
control group, so it is not clear whether this effect was time- or sleep-dependent. In 
fact, in an fMRI study where participants pressed a button in the scanner during cued 
recall tasks at leaming and retest in order to indicate that they could recall the target 
word, reaction time decreased to a similar extent across a daytime nap and across 
wakefulness (Gorfine et al., 2007). Nevertheless, these studies are limited in the 
accuracy in their reaction time measures. In these studies, reaction time was 
indicated by the time elapsed between the onset of stimulus (cue) and the button 
pressing behaviour prior to the overt or covert verbal response per se. The delay 
between the motor and the verbal responses was not assessed, so cases where 
participants pressed the button before the retrieval of paired-associate memory due to 
reasons such as lack of inhibition and demand characteristics would result in an 
under-estimation of reaction time. A more accurate reaction time measure would be 
the time taken for the participants to produce a verbal response, and this measure will 
be used in the present study.
Based on previous findings reported in the literature, we hypothesized that compared 
to a late nap episode, an early nap episode soon after leaming has ceased would 
facilitate the enhancement of pre-existing declarative associations, resulting in an 
increase in the number of semantically related word pairs recalled, the percentage of 
previously unrecalled related word pairs that were remembered after the retention 
interval, and the speed of memory retrieval. We also hypothesized that an early nap 
episode would have a greater facilitative effect over a late nap on the stabilization of
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newly acquired declarative associations, thereby reducing the forgetting of 
semantically unrelated word pairs and maintaining recall performance over the 
retention interval.
5.2 Method
5.2.1 Participants
Thirty-two individuals (9 males) participated in Study 5. Their mean age was 22.5 
years (SD = 2.98). Similar to those participants in the previous four studies, 
participants in Study 5 had a habitual bedtime between 22:30 and 01:00 and wake 
time between 06:30 and 08:30. On average, they slept for five to nine hours every 
night. They did not report any persistent sleep difficulties, and were neither extreme 
moming nor extreme evening type. They were not taking any medication (except oral 
contraceptives). Although daytime nap retention intervals were administered in 
Study 5 as in Study 3 and Study 4, the habitual napper selection criterion was not 
necessary because all the participants had a restricted amount of sleep the night 
before each laboratory session to ensure their readiness of falling asleep in the 
laboratory (see section 5.2.3). However, two additional criteria were used in Study 5. 
Participants were good sleepers (PSQI <= 5) and did not show any sign of excessive 
daytime sleepiness (ESS <= 10). All the participants were financially compensated 
for their time and effort.
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5.2.2 Design
In Study 5, a mixed design was used with nap / wake as a between-subject factor and 
early / late condition as a within-subject factor. Each participant attended two 
laboratory sessions and was randomly assigned to the nap and the wake groups. In 
one of the laboratory sessions, they took a nap or were kept awake immediately after 
leaming the word pairs (early condition), while in the other session, the nap / wake 
treatment was administered about five hours after leaming (late condition).
5.2.3 Procedure
Most of the participants started wearing an actiwatch two days before each 
laboratory session so that in the first night, their weekday sleep / wake schedule 
could be assessed. However, for those participants whose laboratory session had 
been scheduled on Monday, instead of wearing their actiwatch on Saturday which 
would then provide information about their weekend sleep timing, they were 
instmcted to put on their actiwatch the previous Thursday night for weekday sleep / 
wake schedule assessment, and then again, the night before the laboratory session, 
i.e. Sunday. Since all the participants were required to sleep for only six hours the 
night before the laboratory session (from 01:00 to 07:00), the second-night 
actigraphy data was used to ensure participants’ compliance with the experimental 
protocol. Daytime napping was not permitted the day before each laboratory session, 
and participants were asked to refrain from caffeine and alcohol from 20:00 the night 
before each laboratory session. Participants were not informed of the experimental
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condition prior to the laboratory sessions. They were all required to arrive at the 
laboratory at 08:30 for both sessions (Figure 5.1).
Figure 5.1 Experimental protocol of Study 5
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In the early condition, upon arrival, nap participants were prepared for subsequent 
EEG recording, but wake participants were also wired up so that they could not guess 
the nap / wake treatment they would receive. In the late condition, participants were 
free for about 40 minutes before paired-associate learning, and they were allowed to 
read, play computer games, and watch movies during this period. Learning always 
started at 09:10, and was then followed by a 10-minute PVT to assess participants’ 
vigilance level before the first delayed cued recall test (DRl) which was used as the 
baseline paired-associate performance since it was relatively free from any 
immediate effect of learning.
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In the early condition, after the first delayed recall test, participants in the nap group 
were given an opportunity to take a 90-minute nap, while participants in the wake 
group were kept awake by playing a computer puzzle game during this period. 
Ninety minutes later, the participants performed several versions of n-back tasks for 
about 30 minutes, and then, PVT was administered before the second delayed recall 
(DR2). Afterwards, the participants stayed in the laboratory and were free to read, 
watch movies, and play computer games until performing the final PVT and the third 
delayed recall test (DR3) at 17; 15.
In the late condition, upon finishing the first delayed recall test (DRl), participants 
stayed in the laboratory and were allowed to read, watch movies, and play computer 
games until about 14:00 when they were prepared for EEG recording. At 15:00, they 
performed a 10-minute PVT before the second delayed recall (DR2). In the following 
90 minutes, the nap group took a nap while the wake group played a computer game. 
After this interval, n-back tasks were administered. As in the early condition, 
participants performed a 10-minute PVT and the third delayed recall test (DR3) at 
17:15.
In both the early and the late conditions, the retention interval was approximately 
7.75 hrs. Participants’ subjective sleepiness level was measured with KSS before 
paired-associate learning, as well as before and after the administration of each PVT.
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5.2.4 Materials
Subjective sleepiness was assessed with the KSS as in Study 2, Study 3, and Study 4 
(for details, see section 2.1.2.2; for verbatim instructions, see Appendix 2). Vigilance 
level was measured with the PVT as in Study 3 and Study 4 (for details, see section 
2.1.2.3; for verbatim instructions, see Appendix 3).
Paired-associate task. In each laboratory session, participants learned a new list of 
40 semantically related and 40 unrelated word pairs. The two lists were constructed 
from the word pairs used in Study 3 and Study 4 (see below for further details). In 
the learning session, word pairs were randomly presented to the participants one after 
another. The cue was first shown for 1,000 ms followed by the target word which 
was displayed for 2,000 ms. Inter-pair interval was 500 ms. After all the word pairs 
had been presented once, an immediate cued recall test was administered. The 
participants were shown the cue for 1,000 ms. Afterwards, a blank screen was 
displayed for 2,000 ms when participants were required to verbally recall the target 
word. In the following 1,500 ms, the correct target word was shown regardless of the 
accuracy of their responses. Participants performed two immediate cued recall tests 
with feedback in the learning session, and therefore, all the stimuli were presented 
three times in total during learning, similar to all the previous four studies (see 
Appendix 87 for verbatim instructions and pictorial illustration of word pair 
presentation and the first two immediate cued recall tests). In order to provide an 
accurate assessment of paired-associate performance at the end of the learning 
session, participants were required to perform a third immediate cued recall test, but 
feedback was NOT given (see Appendix 88 for verbatim instructions and pictorial
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illustration of the final immediate cued recall test). Hence, similar to all the previous 
studies, the learning session of Study 5 was also composed of three immediate cued 
recall tests.
The delayed cued recall tests which were administered at various time points across 
the 7.75-hour retention interval were similar to the third immediate recall test, i.e. no 
feedback was given to the participants. However, in each delayed recall test, memory 
of only 40 (out of 80) word pairs was tested. These 40 pairs consisted of 20 related 
and 20 unrelated pairs, but only half of each were presented in all the three delayed 
recall tests (repeated word pairs), while the other half were shown in one test only 
(unique word pairs). This manipulation is necessary because according to the results 
from the previous four studies, multiple delayed recall tests, or more specifically, 
multiple memory retrieval attempts helped to improve the recall of word pairs. Thus, 
if memory of all the word pairs in the learning list was tested throughout the 
retention interval, and there was a significant performance improvement, it would be 
difficult to dissociate the effect of the nap / wake treatment from that of multiple 
attempts of memory retrieval.
Participants learned a new list of word pairs in each of the two lab sessions. The 160 
word pairs were selected from the 320 pairs used in Study 3 and Study 4 based on 
their ‘recallability’. The ‘recallability’ of each word pair was derived from the 
percentage of participants in Study 3 and Study 4 who could correctly recall that 
particular pair during the delayed recall tests in the control condition. The 80 
unrelated word pairs with the highest ‘recallability’ (52-76%) were chosen to prevent 
a floor effect. However, for related word pairs, those with the highest 40
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‘recallability’ values were discarded in order to avoid ceiling effect. Related word 
pairs with the lowest 40 ‘recallability’ value were not selected either because they 
showed a wide range of ‘recallability’ value. Therefore, the 80 related word pairs in 
the mid-range (69%-92%) were chosen.
The word pairs used in Study 5 and their semantic relatedness rating, which had been 
obtained in the pilot study for Study 3 and Study 4, are listed in Appendix 89. We 
found a considerable difference in the ratings between the a priori defined related 
and unrelated word pairs (3.69 ± 0.30 vs. 0.54 ± 0.57, r(158) = 44.00, p < .001). The 
two lists were comparable in the semantic relatedness ratings of both related and 
unrelated word pairs (related: 3.70 ± 0.31 vs. 3.69 ± 0.30, r(78) = .04, p > .05; 
unrelated: 0.49 ± 0.44 vs. 0.59 ± 0.67, r(78) = .85, p > .05). For each list, the 40 
related and 40 unrelated word pairs were divided into four equal portions, and only 
one portion was consistently repeated in the three delayed recall tests. The four 
portions of related word pairs had similar ratings (list 1: F(3,36) = .34, p > .05; list 2: 
F(3,36) = 2.23, p > .05; refer to Table 5.1 for the rating of each portion), and the four 
portions of unrelated word pairs were also comparable in terms of semantic 
relatedness (list 1: F(3,36) = 1.46, p > .05; list 2: F(3,36) = 1.23, p > .05). The 
portion that was repeated was determined based on a Latin square design.
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Table 5.1 Mean and standard deviation of the semantic relatedness ratings of the 
two word pair lists used in Study 5
Portion 1 Portion 2 Portion 3 Portion 4 F(3,36)
Related word pairs
List 1 3.73 (0.28) 3.61 (0.29) 3.70 (0.48) 3.74 (0.16) .34
List 2 3.53 (0.46) 3.83 (0.11) 3.64 (0.27) 3.77 (0.17) 2.23
Unrelated word pairs
List 1 0.34 (0.30) 0.69 (0.62) 0.55 (0.47) 0.36 (0.26) 1.46
List 2 0.70 (0.73) 0.85 (0.99) 0.50 (0.39) 0.32 (0.27) 1.23
As in the previous four studies, in Study 5, paired-associate performance was 
reflected by the number of related and unrelated word pairs correctly recalled in each 
immediate and delayed recall test. However, due to the differences in experimental 
protocol, the three delayed recall tests were no longer administered one after another 
within a single retest session, but instead, spread over a 7.75-hr retention interval. 
Therefore, the computation of delayed recall frequency which required successive, 
multiple delayed recall attempts was not meaningful, and those relevant analyses 
which had been performed for the other four studies were not conducted in Study 5.
The percentage of word pairs at different levels of learning that were (not) recalled in 
a delayed recall test were, however, still analysed. In the early condition, the 
percentages derived from the second delayed recall test at 2.50 hrs after learning 
represented the proportion of IRFq word pairs that were retrieved after the nap / wake 
treatment as well as the proportion of IRFi, IRF2, and IRF3 word pairs that were
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forgotten during the interval. The percentages from the third delayed recall test were 
also calculated to determine whether having a nap earlier in the retention interval 
would affect word pair retrieval at the end of retention, i.e. 7.75 hours after learning. 
Similarly, in the late condition, the percentages in the third delayed recall test were 
computed to indicate the effect of a nap several hours after learning on the proportion 
of word pairs recalled or forgotten during the entire retention interval.
The level of learning, or immediate recall frequency (IRF), of each word pair was 
again determined by the number of immediate recall tests in which it was correctly 
recalled at learning. To ensure that successful retrieval of IRFq word pairs in the 
second delayed recall test was due to memory enhancement in the preceding nap or 
wake interval, IRFo word pairs that were recalled correctly in the first delayed recall 
test were discarded. Similarly, IRFq word pairs that had already been retrieved 
successfully in the first and / or the second delayed recall test were not included for 
the computation of the percentage recalled during the third delayed recall test.
To ensure that retrieval failure of IRFi word pairs in the second delayed recall test 
was indeed due to a lack of memory stabilization in the preceding nap or wake 
interval, only those word pairs that were correctly recalled in the final immediate 
recall test and the first delayed recall test were considered. Forgetting of IRFi word 
pairs in the third delayed recall test was indicated by pairs which were correctly 
recalled in the final immediate recall test as well as the first and second delayed 
recall tests. Similar restrictions were applied for IRF2 word pairs and IRF3 word 
pairs. Since all these computations examined the consistency of a word pair being 
retrieved (or not) across learning and the delayed recall tests, only repeated (but not
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unique) word pairs could be taken into account in these computations.
In addition to some of the paired-associate performance measures used in the 
previous four studies, in Study 5, the reaction time for the correct recalls of word 
pairs during learning and the three delayed recall tests was also used to indicate 
recall performance at learning and retests. Reaction time in millisecond was 
manually coded with the Audacity® software and corrected to three decimal places. 
The median reaction time for each type of word pairs (related / unrelated and 
repeated / unique) in the immediate and the delayed recall tests was used in all the 
subsequent analyses.
5.3 Results
In this section, the screening data will first be examined so as to determine whether 
the nap and the wake groups initially differed in their age, frequency of nap, 
momingness-eveningness preference, sleep quality, and daytime sleepiness (section 
5.3.1). The statistical significance of group contrasts in the actigraphy data will also 
be tested in order to examine whether the two groups were similar in their sleep- 
wake timing on weekdays. Compliance to the requested bed and wake times (01:00 
and 07:00) the night before the laboratory sessions will be assessed (section 5.3.2). 
For the nap group, the similarity of the architecture of their early and late nap 
episodes was studied (section 5.3.3). As demonstrated in Study 3 and Study 4, 
daytime napping slowed the increase in subjective sleepiness and decrease in 
vigilance across the day. Therefore, these recovery effects were again examined in 
Study 5, though over a longer retention interval, i.e. 7.75 hours (sections 5.3.4 and
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5.3.5). Finally, paired-associate performance in the learning session, its change 
throughout the 7.75-hour retention interval in the early and the late conditions, and 
the associations with nap architecture will be reported (section 5.3.6).
5.3.1 Screening
The descriptive statistics of the age, nap frequency, momingness-eveningness 
preference, sleep quality (PSQI score), and daytime sleepiness (ESS score) of the nap 
and the wake groups are listed in Table 5.2. To determine whether the two groups 
were comparable in these variables, independent-samples t tests were conducted. 
None of the nap-wake contrasts was found to be statistically significant (r(30) = .05 
to 1.00, all ps > .05). Therefore, together with the actigraphy data reported in the 
following section, the nap and the wake groups were similar before the laboratory 
session, and any differences in subjective sleepiness, vigilance level, and paired- 
associate performance could not be attributed to any initial differences between the 
two groups.
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Table 5.2 Results of independent-samples t tests examining the differences in 
age, nap frequency, momingness-eveningness preference, sleep quality, and daytime 
sleepiness between the nap and the wake groups
Nap group Wake group
(n:= 16) (n = 16) r(30)
Age (year) 22.63 (3.10) 22.38 (2.96) .23
Frequency of nap 1.44 (0.63) 1.31 (0.60) .57
Momingness-eveningness (MEQ) 52.00 (7.05) 52.13 (6.91) .05
Sleep quality (PSQI)
Global 3.63 (1.41) 3.69 (0.87) .15
Sleep quality 0.75 (0.45) 0.69 (0.48) .38
Sleep latency 1.06 (0.85) 1.13 (0.50) .25
Sleep duration 0.13 (0.34) 0.25 (0.45) .89
Habitual sleep efficiency 0.06 (0.25) 0.00 (0 .00) 1.00
Sleep disturbance 0.94 (0.25) 0.88 (0.34) .59
Use of sleep medication 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) -
Daytime dysfunction 0.69 (0.60) 0.75 (0.45) .33
Daytime sleepiness (ESS) 4.94 (3.11) 4.75 (2.79) .18
Note: all ps > .05
5.3.2 Actigraphy
Descriptive statistics of the sleep parameters during weekdays and the night before 
each lab session are presented in Table 5.3. Two-factorial repeated-measures 
ANOVAs were conducted to examine whether the nap and the wake groups differed 
in their bedtime, the time sleep started and ended, wake time, time in bed, sleep
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duration, sleep latency, and sleep efficiency on weekdays, and whether these sleep 
parameters assessed before the early and the late conditions differed.
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The nap and the wake groups were comparable in each of the sleep parameters 
assessed with actigraphy on a weekday prior to the laboratory sessions (main effects 
of nap / wake: F(l,30) = .04 to 1.88, all ps > .05; see Table 5.3 for detailed results). 
The sleep parameters during a weekday before the early condition were similar to 
those before the late condition (main effect of early / late: F(l,30) = .30 to 3.95, all 
ps > .05). None of the two-way interaction effects was found to be statistically 
significant (F(l,30) = .01 to .65, allps > .05).
Participants were required to go to bed at 01:00 the night before each laboratory 
session and wake up at 07:00 the following morning. Table 5.3 showed that 
participants did comply with the experimental protocol. As a result, the nap and the 
wake groups did not differ in their bedtime, the time sleep started and ended, wake 
time, sleep duration, and sleep latency before the early and the late conditions (main 
effect of nap / wake: F(l,30) = .00 to .89, all ps > .05; see Table 5.3). However, a 
significant main effect of nap / wake was found in sleep efficiency (F(l,30) = 4.68, p 
< .05), indicating a lower sleep efficiency of the nap than the wake group (86.42 ± 
3.22% vs. 88.96 ± 3.41%). Note that the two values were very similar numerically, 
so the significant nap-wake contrast was probably due to the small individual 
variability within the groups. None of the nap / wake x early / late interaction was 
statistically significant (F(l,30) = .35 to 2.72, all ps > .05), except that for time in 
bed (F(l,30) = 5.97, p < .05), which might be due to the small individual variability. 
In fact, the wake group only spent 7 more minutes in bed prior to the late condition 
than the early condition, although the early-late contrast was still statistically 
significant (f(15) = 2.41, p < .05). On the other hand, no such difference was found in 
the nap group (r(15) = 1.08, p > .05).
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5.3.3 Nap architecture
On average, the early nap episodes started at 09:59, while the late nap episodes 
started at 15:15. Results of paired-samples t tests contrasting the early and late nap 
parameters are presented in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4 Results of paired-samples t tests examining the differences in the 
architecture of nap episodes immediately after learning (early condition) and 5.50 
hours after learning (late condition)
Early condition 
Mean SD
Late condition 
Mean SD r(l5)
Sleep duration (min) 64.47 (17.91) 77.13 ( 6.00) 3.50**
Sleep latency (min) 17.81 (11.38) 10.91 ( 4.94) 2.84*
Sleep efficiency (%) 71.50 (19.83) 85.58 ( 6.68) 3.54**
WASO (min) 5.81 ( 8.26) 1.97 ( 2.39) 1.90
Stage 1 sleep (min) 3.00 ( 3.33) 2.59 ( 2.33) .40
Stage 2 sleep (min) 37.06 (12.10) 25.81 (10.33) ^ 45***
Stage 3 sleep (min) 5.84 ( 5.37) 7.25 ( 4.02) .86
Stage 4 sleep (min) 3.25 ( 8.10) 23.94 (16.07) 5.91***
REM sleep (min) 17.19 (13.09) 17.47 ( 7.54) .07
SWS (min) 9.09 (10.85) 31.19 (14.82) 8.12***
Note: < .001, < .01, <.05
Compared to the early nap episodes, the late nap episodes lasted for a longer period
of time (f(15) = 3.50, p < .01), and consisted of less stage 2 sleep (t(15) = 4.45, p <
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.001), but more stage 4 and SWS (t{l5) = 5.91 and 8.12, both ps < .001). 
Furthermore, in the late condition, participants fell asleep more readily (sleep 
latency: ^(15) = 2.84, p < .05), and had a higher sleep efficiency (r(15) = 3.54, p < 
.01). These differences in the architecture of the early and the late nap episodes, 
particularly the amount of stage 2 and SWS, might be potential confounding factors 
when contrasting the effects of early and late nap on paired-associate performance, 
and therefore, would be controlled for statistically if necessary (see section 5.3.6.4).
5.3.4 Subjective sleepiness level
Participants were required to provide one rating of their subjective sleepiness level 
on the KSS at the beginning of the learning session. Furthermore, before each 
delayed recall test, two ratings were required. The first KSS score, which was 
collected before the participants performed the PVT, indicated level of sleepiness 
immediately after the previous segment of the retention interval. The second KSS 
score, which was collected after the PVT, indicated sleepiness immediately before 
the delayed recall test (refer to Figure 5.1 for the experimental protocol).
The nap-wake contrast of the KSS score at learning was tested with an independent- 
samples t test to determine whether the two groups initially differed in their 
sleepiness level before learning the word pairs. Simiarly, independent-samples t tests 
were performed on the KSS scores throughout the 7.75-hour retention interval to 
investigate the similarity of the two groups in their subjective sleepiness level after 
each segment of the retention interval as well as that prior to the delayed cued recall 
tests. To examine whether there was any significant change in subjective sleepiness
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during the entire retention interval, paired-samples t tests were conducted. The 
majority of significant contrasts were found with the second KSS score, i.e. after 
PVT but before the delayed cued recall tests, and the results will be summarized 
below.
Figure 5.2 Subjective sleepiness level of the nap group (solid line) and the wake 
group (dashed line) during the retention interval in the early and the late conditions. 
Left panel: KSS score at learning (L) and after each segment of the retention interval; 
right panel: KSS score at learning (L) and before each delayed recall test
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In the early condition, the nap and the wake groups did not differ in their subjective 
sleepiness level at the beginning of the learning session (f(30) = .86, p > .05). 
Thereafter, the nap group demonstrated a significant increase in their sleepiness 
ratings (t(15) = 3.82, p < .01), while the sleepiness level of the wake group only 
showed a similar trend (f(15) = 2.11, p = .052) , resulting in a significant group 
difference in KSS score 0.25 hrs after the learning session (f(30) = 2.07, p < .05). 
After taking a nap, the nap group demonstrated a significant decrease in their 
sleepiness level (f(15) = 3.32, p < .01). In contrast, after staying awake for the same 
interval, the wake participants’ sleepiness level increased (t(15) = 2.78, p < .05). 
Although sleepiness ratings of the two groups changed in different directions, there 
was no significant difference in their KSS rating 2.50 hrs after learning (f(30) = 1.59, 
p > .05). Both groups then stayed awake for about five hours during which neither 
group demonstrated any significant change in their sleepiness level (nap group: f(15) 
= .75; wake group: t{l5) = .57, both ps > .05). However, at the end of this period, the 
wake group reported being sleepier than the nap group (f(30) = 2.61, p < .05).
In the late condition, the nap and the wake groups were initially comparable in 
sleepiness (f(30) = 1.42, p> .05). From the beginning of the learning session to the 
beginning of the first delayed recall test which was administered 0.25 hrs after 
learning, the nap group showed a significant increase in their sleepiness level (r(15) = 
2.74, p< .05), although the increase in sleepiness of the wake group approached 
significance (t(l5) = 2.12, p = .051), a pattern also found in the early condition. Both 
groups were then kept awake for about five hours during which no further increase in 
sleepiness was detected (nap group: f(15) = .55; wake group: t(l5) = .11, both ps > 
.05). Upon having a daytime nap, the sleepiness level of the nap participants
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decreased (r(15) = 2.74, p < .05), whereas the wake participants who remained awake 
during this period increased in their subjective sleepiness level (r(15) = 3.05, p < 
.01). Hence, compared to the wake group, the nap group was less sleepy before 
performing the third delayed recall test at the end of the retention interval (r(30) = 
2.53, p < .05).
The results from both the early and the late conditions indicated that daytime napping 
reduced level of sleepiness and alleviated the increase in sleepiness across the day.
5.3.5 Vigilance level
Similar to the analyses performed on subjective sleepiness, independent-samples t 
tests were used to examine the differences between the nap and the wake groups in 
their vigilance level at learning and throughout the 7.75-hour retention interval (see 
Appendix 90 for detailed results). Paired-samples t tests were performed to 
determine whether vigilance level changed reliably during the retention interval 
(Figure 5.3, and refer to Appendix 91 for detailed results).
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Figure 5.3 Vigilance level of the nap group (solid line) and the wake group (dashed 
line) during the retention interval as reflected by their PVT performance: (a) mean 
reaction time, (b) median reaction time, (c) standard deviation of reaction time, (d) 
inverse of the mean reaction time of the fastest 10% responses, (e) inverse of the 
mean reaction time of the slowest 10% responses, (f) the number of lapses, and (g) 
the number of anticipations
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In the early condition, the nap and the wake groups did not initially differ in their 
vigilance level since during their first PVT, there was no significant group difference 
in the mean, median, or standard deviation of reaction time, the inverse of the mean 
reaction time of the fastest or the slowest 10% responses, the number of lapses or 
anticipations (f(30) = .69 to .84, all ps > .05). From 0.25 to 2.50 hrs after learning, 
i.e. across the period when the participants had the nap / wake treatment, the wake 
group showed an increase in mean reaction time (329.81 ± 38.16 ms vs. 360.63 ± 
48.42 ms, t(15) = 3.77, p < .01), median reaction time (308.47 ± 29.10 ms ± 340.66 ± 
44.39 ms, r(15) = 4.98, p < .001), as well as the number of lapses (3.63 ± 3.16 vs. 
7.56 ± 6.46, f(15) = 2.45, p < .05), which all indicated a decrease in vigilance level. 
On the other hand, no significant change in PVT performance was detected across a 
daytime nap during this interval (r(15) = .25 to 1.18, all ps > .05). Because of the 
group differences in the change in vigilance level, after the nap / wake treatment, the 
wake group had more anticipations (2.19 ± 1.97 vs. 4.13 ± 2.75, r(30) = 2.29, p < 
.05). During the following 5 hours of wakefulness, neither the nap nor the wake 
group showed any further changes in their PVT performance (r(15) = .05 to 1.52, all 
ps > .05). Nevertheless, at 7.75 hrs after learning, the mean reaction time of the wake 
group was higher than that of the nap group (351.87 ± 48.93 ms vs. 321.00 ±31.96 
ms, f(30) = 2.11, p < .05).
In the late condition, there was no initial group difference in PVT performance at 
0.25 hrs after learning (r(30) = .72 to 1.26, all ps > .05). Although both the nap and 
the wake groups were kept awake in the following five hours, the wake group 
demonstrated an increase in mean reaction time (317.07 ± 40.72 ms vs. 334.44 ± 
32.16 ms, t(15) = 2.40, p < .05) and median reaction time (302.25 ± 38.28 ms vs.
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318.44 ± 30.36 ms, f(15) = 2.50, p < .05), whereas the nap group did not show any 
significant change in any PVT measures (r(15) = .00 to .57, all ps > .05). Regardless 
of the decrease in vigilance level of the wake group and a maintenance of vigilance 
of the nap group during this interval, none of the nap / wake contrasts of PVT 
performance at 5.50 hrs after learning was statistically significant (r(30) = .00 to 
1.34, all ps > .05). In the following two-hour interval during which the nap / wake 
treatment was administered, the wake group showed further increases in their mean 
reaction time (334.44 ± 32.16 ms vs. 370.91 ± 54.69 ms, r(15) = 3.41, p < .01), and 
median reaction time (318.44 ± 30.36 ms vs. 348.82 ± 50.67 ms, r(15) = 3.08, p < 
.01). There was also an obvious increase in the number of lapses (3.63 ± 3.14 vs. 
8.63 ± 8.08, r(15) = 2.60, p < .05). However, no changes were detected in the nap 
group (r(15) = .15 to 1.86, all ps > .05). When considering changes in PVT across the 
entire retention interval (from 0.25 to 7.75 hours after learning), the wake group also 
showed an increase in the standard deviation of their reaction time (70.72 ± 20.22 ms 
vs. 111.33 ± 67.51 ms, r(15) = 2.61, p < .05), implying more variable performance 
towards to the end of the laboratory session. There was also evidence that the nap 
group became less vigilant over time since the inverse of the mean reaction time for 
their fastest 10% responses decreased, though only slightly (0.0041 ± 0.0005 vs. 
0.0039 ± 0.0005, r(15) = 2.24, p < .05). In spite of all these changes, the nap and the 
wake group did not differ in their PVT performance, and hence, their vigilance level 
was similar, 7.75 hrs after learning (r(30) = .37 to 1.94, all ps > .05).
The results from both the early and the late conditions suggested that participants’ 
vigilance level decreased across the day, but daytime napping helped maintain their 
vigilance level throughout the 7.75-hour retention interval.
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5.3.6 Paired-associate task
In this section, the number of word pairs correctly recalled by the nap and the wake 
groups in the learning session would first be examined to ensure that these groups 
had achieved a similar level of performance prior to the retention interval (section 
5.3.6.1). Next, participants’ paired-associate performance at the end of the learning 
session and in the first delayed recall test 15 minutes after learning will be contrasted 
to determine whether there was any change in the number of correct recalls. 
Moreover, performance of the nap and the wake groups in the first delayed recall test 
will be contrasted to ensure that they did not differ in their baseline paired-associate 
performance (section 5.3.6.2). Change in paired-associate performance across the
7.75-hour retention interval in the early as well as the late conditions will be 
examined with both the traditional and the word pair level approaches, as well as 
reaction time (section 5.3.6.3.1 - section 5.3.6.3.3). Finally, the effects of having an 
early nap and a late nap on the offline processing of declarative memory will be 
contrasted (section 5.3.6.4).
5.3.6.1 Performance throughout the learning session
Paired-associate performance in both the immediate and the delayed recall tests are 
shown in Figure 5.4 (refer to Appendix 92 for further details of the descriptive 
statistics). In order to determine whether paired-associate performance improved 
throughout the learning session (effect of learning), and whether performance 
improvement, if any, differed prior to the nap / wake manipulation, between the early 
and late conditions, between the repeated and unique word pairs, and between related
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and unrelated word pairs, a five-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA was performed 
(Appendix 93).
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Figure 5.4 The number of correctly recalled (a) repeated related, (b) unique 
related, (c) repeated unrelated, and (d) unique unrelated word pairs of the nap group 
(solid line) and the wake group (dashed line) in the immediate (IR) and the delayed 
recall (DR) tests
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The main effect of learning was considerable (F(2,60) = 239.78, p < .001), indicating 
that the number of correctly recalled word pairs increased considerably, and that 
recall performance did improve throughout the learning session. The main effect of 
semantic relatedness was also significant (F(l,30) = 356.83, p < .001), showing that 
participants successfully acquired a larger number of related word pairs than 
unrelated pairs. The non-significant main effect of nap / wake pointed out that the 
two groups achieved a similar level of paired-associate performance (F(l,30) = .20, p 
> .05). The main effect of early / late also did not reach the 0.05 statistical 
significance criterion (F(l,30) =.03, p > .05), and hence, participants learned a 
similar number of word pairs in both laboratory sessions. Furthermore, the main 
effect of repeated / unique was not statistically significant (F(3,90) = 1.86, p > .05), 
so the acquisition of the word pairs that would be repeatedly presented during the 
delayed recall tests was similar to those that would be tested once only. No 
significant interaction effect was found (F = .00 to 2.48, allps > .05; Appendix 93).
In addition to the number of correctly recalled word pairs, the median of the reaction 
time for successful memory retrievals was used to reflect participants’ paired- 
associate performance (Figure 5.5). We could not conduct a five-factorial repeated- 
measures ANOVA to examine whether there was any change in reaction time 
throughout the learning session (effect of learning), and whether the changes, if any, 
were moderated by the nap / wake, early / late condition, semantic relatedness, and 
uniqueness factors since only three participants in the nap group and two participants 
in the wake group provided all the data required. Hence, instead of interpreting these 
results, separate four-factorial repeated-measures ANOVAs were run for the related 
and the unrelated word pairs (refer to Appendix 94 for the desriptive statistics).
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Figure 5.5 Median reaction time for the successful retrieval of (a) repeated related, 
(b) unique related, (c) repeated unrelated, and (d) unique unrelated word pairs of the 
nap group (solid line) and the wake group (dashed line) in the immediate (IR) and the 
delayed recall (DR) tests
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For related word pairs (nap group: n -  15; wake group: n = 15), a significant main 
effect of learning was found (F(2,56) = 23.16, p < .001), indicating that participants 
could retrieve the correct target word more quickly as learning progressed. None of 
the other main or interaction effects was statistically significant (F = .17 to 3.34, all 
ps > .05; Appendix 95), and hence, recall of repeated and unique pairs was 
comparable in both the nap and the wake groups during the two experimental 
conditions.
For unrelated word pairs, results should be interpreted with caution since the data of 
only three nap participants and two wake participants were included in the analyses. 
The results were similar to those found with related word pairs. Reaction time 
decreased throughout the learning session (main effect of learning: F(2,6) = 15.08, p 
< .01), and there was no other significant main or interaction effect (F = .11 to 2 .86, 
all /7S > .05; Appendix 96).
To conclude, throughout the learning session, participants showed significant 
improvement in their paired-associate performance as reflected by an increase in the 
number of correct recalls and a decrease in the reaction time for successful memory 
retrievals. Furthermore, the nap and the wake groups were comparable in their 
acquisition of word pairs regardless of semantic relatedness and uniqueness in both 
the early and the late conditions.
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S.3.6.2 From end of learning to first delayed recall test (baseline)
To investigate whether there was reliable performance change across the 15-min 
period between the end of learning and the first delayed recall test, paired-samples t 
tests were conducted on each type of word pairs for each group in both the early and 
the late conditions. None of the before / after contrasts was statistically significant 
(?(15) = .00 to 1.82, all ps > .05; Table 5.5). Therefore, the number of correctly 
recalled word pairs did not increase further within the 15 minutes after word pair 
learning ceased, and neither did the participants show any forgetting within this short 
period of time.
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Paired-samples t tests were also performed to contrast the reaction time for correct 
recalls at the end of the learning session and in the first delayed recall test. Results 
are summarized in Table 5.6. The majority of the contrasts was not statistically 
significant (t = .22 to 2.12, all ps > .05). However, during the first delayed recall in 
the late condition, the nap group were able to recall faster the correct target word of 
unrelated word pairs which would be shown repeatedly across the 7.75-hour 
retention interval (t(l3) = 3.61, p < .01).
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To ensure that baseline recall performance of the four types of word pairs (repeated 
related, unique related, repeated unrelated, and unique unrelated) was comparable 
between the nap and the wake groups in the early and late conditions, a four-factorial 
repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted on the number of correct recalls in the 
first delayed recall test. Apart from a significant main effect of semantic relatedness 
(F(l,30) = 130.93, p < .001) which again showed the superior recall of semantically 
related word pairs, no other significant main or interaction effect was found (F(l,30) 
= .00 to 1.55, all ps > .05; Appendix 97). The reaction time data showed a similar 
pattern. The main effect of semantic relatedness was significant (F(l,18) = 18.40, p < 
.001), indicating faster retrieval of related word pairs than unrelated pairs. There was 
no other significant main or interaction effect (F(l,18) = .01 to 2.50, all ps > .05; 
Appendix 98). Therefore, in both experimental conditions, the nap and the wake 
groups did not differ in their baseline paired-associate performance regardless of the 
semantic relatedness and the uniqueness of the word pairs.
S.3.6.3 Performance change throughout retention
In this section, performance change throughout the retention interval will be 
reported. The number of correctly recalled word pairs will first he summarized. 
Then, the percentage of IRFq word pairs that were recalled in the second and third 
delayed recall tests, and the percentage of IRFi, IRF2, and IRF3 word pairs that failed 
to be retrieved in the second and third delayed recall tests will be presented. Finally, 
the reaction time for correct recall responses will be reported. For each of these 
performance measures, data from the early condition will be summarized prior to 
those from the late condition.
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5.3.6.3.1 Number of correct recalls
The number of correct recalls of each word pair type was contrasted between delayed 
recall tests with paired-samples t tests to examine whether the two groups showed 
any significant change in their paired-associate performance during the retention 
interval (Figure 5.6; see Appendix 99 for detailed results).
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Figure 5.6 Change in the number of correctly recalled (a) repeated related, (b) 
unique related, (c) repeated unrelated, and (d) unique unrelated word pairs of the nap 
group (filled bars) and the wake group (open bars) throughout the 7.75-hour retention 
interval
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Note: ** p < .01 and * p < .05 for paired-samples t tests examining performance 
change between delayed recall tests across the retention interval; 
none of the nap-wake contrasts in performance change was statistically 
significant;
shadowed areas indicate the nap / wake treatment periods.
Earlv condition
From 0.25 to 2.50 hrs after learning when the nap / wake treatment was administered, 
neither the nap nor the wake group demonstrated any change in their recall 
performance regardless of the semantic relatedness and the uniqueness of the word 
pairs (^(15) = .24 to 1.15, all ps > .05). In addition, results did not show any 
statistically significant contrast that compared the number of correct recalls at 2.50 
and at 7.75 hrs after learning when both the nap and the wake participants were kept 
awake (t(15) = .00 and 1.81, all ps > .05). However, when comparing the recall 
performance in the first and the third delayed recall tests (from 0.25 to 7.75 hrs after 
learning), it was found that the wake group recalled a smaller number of unique 
related word pairs over this interval (9.00 + 1.21 vs. 8.19 ± 1.22, t(15) = 3.90, p < 
.01), while the nap group maintained their performance (8.69 ± 1.66 vs. 8.63 ± 1.75, 
f(15) = A4, p > .05). Therefore, having a daytime nap immediately after learning 
helped protect the memory of unique related word pairs from forgetting.
The performance decrement found in the wake group was of considerable magnitude 
(Cohen’s d = 0.97), but might be due to the increase in sleepiness and decrease in 
vigilance levels across the day (see section 5.3.4 and section 5.3.5). To partial out the
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effects of these confounding factors, the before-after contrast was tested again in 
three separate ANCOVAs with the difference in KSS score, the mean and the median 
reaction time in the PVT between the first and third delayed recall tests as the 
covariate. The number of unique related word pairs was still found to decrease 
significantly from 0.25 to 7.75 hours after learning even when these factors had been 
controlled for (F(l,14) = 11.57, 10.17, and 7.16 respectively, all ps < .05).
In order to investigate whether any change in recall performance across the retention 
interval was due to the nap / wake treatment, independent-samples t tests were 
performed on the change in the number of correct recalls between the delayed recall 
tests. None of the contrasts was statistically significant (r(30) = .00 to 1.56, all ps > 
.05; Appendix 100). These results, thus, suggested that having a daytime nap 
immediately after learning did not facilitate the offline processing of declarative 
memory.
Although the nap-wake contrasts were not statistically significant, and the nap group 
did not show any significant change in the number of correctly recalled word pairs 
across the entire retention interval, results of Pearson correlational analyses did show 
that the change in paired-associate performance was associated with the architecture 
of the nap episode (refer to Appendix 101 for detailed results). Specifically, the 
amount of SWS was positively related to an increase in the number of repeated 
unrelated word pairs from 2.50 to 7.75 hours after learning, i.e after the nap / wake 
treatment (r(14) = .54, p < .05). This relationship was due to the positive correlation 
between stage 3 sleep and performance improvement over this interval (r(14) = .59, p 
< .05). Both of these correlations, however, were not statistically significant when
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considering the change in paired-associate performance across the nap episode, i.e. 
from 0.25 to 2.50 hours after learning (r(14) = -.43 and -.36, both ps > .05). 
Therefore, the amount of SWS of a daytime nap taken immediately after learning 
was not associated with the improvement in the recall of repeated unrelated word 
pairs across the nap retention interval per se, but was related to performance 
improvement after nap.
Late condition
Although both the nap and the wake groups were kept awake in the first five hours of 
the retention interval and they were not informed of the kind of nap / wake treatment 
they would receive, as illustrated in Figure 5.6, the nap group, but not the wake 
group, showed a decrease in the recall of unique unrelated word pairs (nap group: 
4.38 ± 3.12 vs. 3.50 ± 2.80, /(15) = 2.49, p < .05; wake group: 3.75 ± 3.26 vs. 3.69 ± 
2.85, (^15) = .12, p > .05). This decrease could not be attributed to increased 
sleepiness or decreased vigilance over this time period, since the nap group reported 
a similar KSS score and showed similar PVT performance before the first and the 
second delayed recall tests. From 5.50 to 7.75 hrs after learning when participants 
received their nap / wake treatment, surprisingly, the number of repeated related 
word pairs correctly recalled by the wake group increased (8.63 ±1.15 vs. 9.13 ± 
0.89, f(15) = 2.24, p < .05), while no such change was found in the nap group (8.94 ± 
1.34 vs. 9.00 ± 1.37, t(15) = .32, p>  .05).
The size of the improvement found in the wake group was moderate (Cohen’s d = 
0.56), and during the interval when this improvement was observed, the wake group.
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in fact, showed an increase in their subjective sleepiness levels and a decrease in 
their vigilance. Interestingly, this improvement was no longer statistically significant 
after partialling out the effects of the change in KSS score (F(l,14) = 3.08, p > .05), 
the mean reaction time in PVT (F(l,14) = 4.11, p = .062), the median reaction time 
(F(l,14) = 3.50, p = .083), and the number of lapses (F(l,14) = 4.18, p = .060).
As in the early condition, Pearson correlational analyses were performed to examine 
whether total sleep time or the amount of any particular sleep stage was related to 
any performance change across the 7.75-hour retention interval (Appendix 102). 
Across the late nap episode, i.e. from 5.50 to 7.75 hours after learning, an increase in 
the number of repeated related word pairs was found to be associated with the 
amount of stage 2 sleep (r(14) = .57, p < .05). In addition, an increase in the number 
of unique related word pairs across the entire 7.75-hour retention interval was 
correlated with the amount of REM sleep of a daytime nap taken about 5.5 hours 
after learning (r(14) = .52, p < .05).
These relationships between stage 2 sleep, REM sleep, and the recall of related word 
pairs were not found in the early condition. On the other hand, the importance of 
SWS in the recall of unrelated word pairs observed in the early condition was not 
found in the late condition. Therefore, these associations between the architecture of 
the post-leaming nap episodes and memory performance were not consistent across 
the two conditions.
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5.3.6.3.2 Percentage of word pairs (not) recalled in the second and third 
delayed recall tests
In this section, the importance of daytime napping in offline declarative memory 
enhancement of previously unrecalled materials will first be investigated. Then, its 
importance in stabilizing the memory of previously recalled declarative materials 
will be determined.
IRFn word pairs
The percentage of IRFq word pairs that were correctly recalled during the second and 
the third delayed recall tests is presented in Table 5.7. Results of independent- 
samples t tests did not reveal any significant difference between the nap and the 
wake groups in the early and the late conditions regardless of the semantic 
relatedness of the word pairs (f = .56 to 1.87, all ps > .05). These non-significant nap- 
wake contrasts, thus, pointed out that having a post-leaming nap did not help 
enhance declarative memory regardless of its semantic relatedness and regardless of 
whether the nap was taken immediately or several hours after learning.
However, results of Pearson correlational analyses showed that the amount of SWS, 
particularly stage 4 sleep, was positively associated with the percentage of IRFq 
related pairs that were recalled immediately after the nap episode in the early 
condition, i.e. 2.50 hours after learning (r(8) = .80 and .86, both ps < .01; Appendix 
101). These associations, thus, indicated the importance of post-leaming SWS in the 
offline memory enhancement of semantically related declarative materials. This
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association could not be examined in the late nap condition, since only three of the 
participants provided valid data and for each of them, the percentage of IRFq related 
pairs remembered after the nap episode (7.75 hours after learning) was 0.
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IRFi . IRF?. and IRFi word pairs
The percentage of IRFi, IRF2, and IRF3 word pairs that were no longer remembered 
during the second and the third delayed recall tests is listed in Table 5.7. 
Independent-samples t tests were again run to test each of the nap / wake contrasts. 
In both the early and the late conditions, the nap group and the wake group were 
comparable in the amount of related and unrelated word pairs forgotten across the 
retention interval {t = .41 to 2.01, all ps > .05). Therefore, post-leaming nap did not 
facilitate offline declarative memory stabilization, irrespective of the semantic 
relatedness of the teaming materials as well as the timing of the nap episode (i.e. 
immediately or several hours after teaming).
Results of Pearson correlational analyses did reveal the importance of post-leaming 
nap in offline declarative memory stabilization. Specifically, in the early nap 
condition, the longer the nap episode, the smaller the percentage of IRFi related pairs 
forgotten at the end of the entire retention interval (r(7) = -.76, p < .05; refer to 
Appendix 101 for detailed results). A similar relationship was observed in the late 
condition, although it was found between total sleep time and the forgetting of IRFi 
unrelated word pairs (r(ll) = -.64, p < .05; refer to Appendix 102 for detailed 
results). These significant relationships indicated the importance of daytime napping, 
in general, in offline declarative memory stabilization.
In the early condition, there was evidence that stage 1 and SWS did not facilitate, but 
impair, memory stabilization. Immediately after the nap episode, i.e. at 2.50 hours 
after teaming, the percentage of IRF2 related and unrelated word pairs forgotten was
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positively related to the amount of SWS, particularly stage 4 sleep, in the preceding 
nap episode (r = .70 to .94, all ps < .01). More stage 4 sleep was also associated with 
a greater percentage of IRF3 unrelated pairs forgotten during the nap episode (r(5) = 
.99, p < .001). In addition, stage 1 sleep was found to be associated with the 
forgetting of more IRFi unrelated word pairs in the final delayed recall test (r(9) = 
.85, p < .01). These negative relationships between stage 1, SWS, and memory 
stabilization was not found in the late nap condition (see Appendix 102).
S.3.6.3.3 Reaction time for correct responses
Similar to the analyses performed on the number of correctly recalled word pairs 
across the 7.75-hour retention interval, to determine whether in each delayed recall 
test, the nap and the wake groups differed in their median reaction time for 
successful memory retrievals of each type of word pairs, independent-samples t tests 
were performed (Figure 5.7 and see Appendix 103 for detailed results). Paired- 
samples t tests were conducted to determine whether there was any significant 
change in median reaction time between delayed recall tests (Figure 5.7 and see 
Appendix 104 for detailed results).
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Figure 5.7 Change in the median reaction time for the correct recalls of (a) 
repeated related, (b) unique related, (c) repeated unrelated, and (d) unique unrelated 
word pairs in the nap group (filled bars) and the wake group (open bars) across the
7.75-hour retention interval
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Note: ^ p < .05 for the contrast comparing the reaction time before and after the 
corresponding section of the retention interval;
 ^p < .05 for the nap-wake contrast in the change in reaction time
Earlv condition
There was no initial group difference in reaction time at 0.25 hrs from learning 
regardless of the semantic relatedness and the uniqueness of the word pairs (^(18) = 
.11 to .60, all ps > .05). From 0.25 to 2.50 hrs after learning, i.e. across the nap / 
wake treatment interval, neither the nap nor the wake group demonstrated any 
reliable change in the speed for recalling the correct target word (f = .07 to .1.70, all 
ps > .05). Therefore, the two groups did not differ in their reaction time at 2.50 hrs 
after learning (f(18) = .29 to 1.15, all ps > .05). Interestingly, from 2.50 to 7.75 hrs 
after learning when both the nap and the wake groups were kept awake, there was a 
decrease in the reaction time for the correct recalls of repeated unrelated word pairs 
in the wake group (592.54 ± 221.93 ms vs. 479.05 ± 163.06 ms, r(8) = 2.53, p < .05), 
but not in the nap group (485.42 ± 174.63 ms vs. 512.84 ± 247.52 ms, f(10) = .61, p 
> .05). However, at the end of the retention interval, no significant difference in 
reaction time was found between the two groups in repeated unrelated word pairs 
(f(18) = .22, p > .05), or the other three types of word pairs (r(18) = 1.02 to 1.96, all 
ps > .05).
The effect size of the decrease in reaction time to recall repeated unrelated word 
pairs in the wake group from 2.50 to 7.75 hours after learning was relatively large 
(Cohen’s d = 0.84). In addition, when the change in reaction time over this interval in
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the wake condition was contrasted with that in the nap condition, a statistically 
significant difference was found (r(18) = 2.20, p < .05; see Appendix 105 for the nap- 
wake contrasts for other types of word pairs across the retention interval). Based on 
these results, it seems that staying awake, rather than taking a nap, after learning 
helped speed up later memory retrievals. However, results of Pearson correlational 
analyses did indicate a positive effect of daytime napping. Specifically, the duration 
of the preceding nap episode accounted for 36.4% of the variance of the reduction in 
reaction time for retrieving repeated unrelated pairs over the course of the nap 
episode, i.e. from 0.25 to 2.50 hours after learning (r(9) = -.60, p < .05; see Appendix 
101). This strong relationship might be attributed to the effect of stage 4 sleep which 
accounted for 38.7% of the variance (r(9) = -.62, p < .05). The amount of stage 4 
sleep was also correlated with faster retrievals of repeated unrelated word pairs over 
the entire 7.75-hour retention interval (r(9) = -.63, p < .05).
Apart from speeding up the retrieval of repeated unrelated word pairs, recall of 
repeated related word pairs also benefited from SWS, although the effect was not 
immediate. Specifically, from 2.50 to 7.75 hours after learning, greater reduction in 
reaction time for recalling repeated related word pairs was related to the amount of 
stage 4 sleep (r(9) = -.64, p < .05). This relationship was also observed when 
considering the reduction in reaction time over the entire retention interval (r(9) = - 
.66,p  < .05).
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Late condition
In the late condition, the nap and the wake participants did not have any initial 
difference in reaction time to retrieve the four types of word pairs at 0.25 hrs after 
learning (r(18) = .16 to .83, all ps > .05). During the following five-hour wakefulness 
interval, no significant change in reaction time was found in either group {t = .02 to
2.00, all ps > .05). As a result, there was no significant difference between the nap 
and the wake groups at 5.50 hrs after learning (r(18) = .35 to 1.76, all ps > .05). From 
5.50 to 7.75 hrs after learning during which the participants received their nap / wake 
treatment, the nap group demonstrated a decrease in reaction time for successful 
retrievals of repeated unrelated word pairs (531.47 ± 119.27 ms vs. 416.10 ± 127.63 
ms, r(10) = 3.86, p < .01), but this change was not significant in the wake group 
(569.81 ± 245.87 ms vs. 480.08 ± 158.95 ms, r(8) = 1.16 ,p  > .05). Nevertheless, at 
the end of the retention interval, the two groups did not differ in the reaction time for 
retrieving the memory of repeated unrelated word pairs (r(18) = 1.04, p > .05), or the 
other three kinds of word pairs (r(18) = .17 to 1.18, all ps > .05). When examining 
whether there was any significant change in reaction time from the beginning to the 
end of the retention interval, i.e. from 0.25 to 7.75 hrs after learning, reaction time 
for the correct recalls of unique unrelated word pairs increased in the wake group 
(442.62 ± 183.89 ms vs. 587.56 ± 183.19 ms, f(8) = 2.38, p < .05). The nap group 
showed a similar increase in reaction time, but this change was not even close to the 
statistical significance criterion (407.98 ± 210.02 ms vs. 516.69 ± 197.79 ms, r(10) = 
1.50, p = .17).
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The effect size of the decrease in median reaction time for the correct recalls of 
repeated unrelated word pairs across the late nap episode, i.e. from 5.50 to 7.75 hours 
after learning was considerable (Cohen’s d = 1.16). This effect was robust and 
remained statistically significant after controlling for the decrease in participants’ 
subjective sleepiness across this interval (F(l,9) = 9.69, p < .05). Results of Pearson 
correlational analyses did not reveal any statistically significant association of this 
improvement with total sleep time or the amount of any particular sleep stage (r(9) = 
-.33 to .54, all ps > .05; see Appendix 102).
However, when considering the change in reaction time for this kind of word pair 
(repeated unrelated pairs) across the entire 7.75-hour retention interval, the amount 
of stage 3 sleep accounted for 37.8% of the variance of the increase in reaction time 
(r(9) = .62, p < .05). On the other hand, stage 3 sleep was found to be related to a 
dQcrease in reaction time for retrieving repeated related word pairs over this interval 
(r(9) = -.66, p < .05). In addition, SWS, particularly stage 4 sleep, benefited the recall 
of unique unrelated word pairs since it accounted for over 37% of the variance of the 
decrease in reaction time across the nap episode (r(9) = -.67 and -.61, bothps < .05).
Apart from the ‘impairing’ effect of stage 3 sleep on unrelated word pairs, the 
amount of REM sleep was also found to be related to an increase in reaction time for 
retrieving the memory of unique unrelated word pairs across the 7.75-hour retention 
interval (r(9) = .62, p < .05).
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S.3.6.4 Comparing the effects of an early and a late nap
The effects of having a nap immediately after learning and several hours after 
learning were compared using the change in the number of correct recalls as well as 
reaction time across the nap / wake treatment interval. However, analyses using the 
percentage of word pairs (not) recalled during the delayed recall tests would not 
provide any meaningful results because after the nap / wake interval, repeated word 
pairs would be retrieved the second time in the early condition, while in the late 
condition, these word pairs would be retrieved the third time. As mentioned before, 
data from the previous four studies showed a clear facilitative effect of multiple 
memory retrievals on word pair recall performance. For the same reason, the data of 
only the unique word pairs were used for all the following analyses.
5.3.6.4.1 Number of correct recalls
To reflect the change in paired-associate performance across the nap / wake 
treatment period, the change in the number of correctly recalled unique word pairs 
from 0.25 to 2.50 hrs after learning in the early condition and that from 5.50 to 7.75 
hrs after learning in the late condition was compared in a three-factorial repeated- 
measures ANOVA with the early / late, nap / wake, and semantic relatedness factors 
(Appendix 106).
The results did not reveal any statistically significant main effect or interaction effect 
(F(l,30) = .00 to 1.33, all ps > .05). Furthermore, no significant early / late contrast 
on performance change across a nap episode was found with paired-samples t tests
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regardless of the semantic relatedness of the word pairs (related: r(15) = .26; 
unrelated: (^15) = .32, both ps > .05). Therefore, whether the participants had a 
daytime nap or were kept awake and whether the nap / wake treatment was 
administered immediately or several hours after learning did not have any impact on 
the change in recall performance of related or unrelated word pairs across the 
treatment interval.
S.3.6.4.2 Reaction time for correct responses
The change in reaction time to retrieve unique word pairs across the early and across
the late nap / wake treatment interval was contrasted in a three-factorial repeated-
measures ANOVA with the early / late, nap / wake, and semantic relatedness factors 
(Appendix 107). The main effect of neither the early / late nor the nap / wake factors 
was statistically significant (F(l,18) = .11 and .01, both ps > .05). In addition, none 
of the interaction effects involving these two factors was statistically significant 
(F(l,18) = .00 and .72, both ps > .05). Therefore, any change in reaction time for 
correct responses across the nap / wake interval was independent of whether and 
when the participants had a nap.
5.4 Discussion
Although there were remarkable restorative effects of a daytime nap in reducing 
sleepiness and maintaining alertness particularly after partial sleep deprivation in the 
previous night, the traditional and word pair level approaches as well as the reaction 
time measures showed that a daytime nap taken either immediately or several hours
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after learning offered limited additional benefit in stabilizing and enhancing 
declarative memory over an equivalent period of wakefulness.
With the traditional approach, we found that for related word pairs, the nap group did 
not show any increase in the number of correct recalls. Instead, their recall 
performance was maintained throughout the 7.75-hour retention interval regardless 
of the timing of the nap episode and whether the memory of the word pairs was 
tested repeatedly or only once during the retention interval. These findings were 
inconsistent with Stickgold’s (2004) hypothesis and some recent evidence that recall 
of semantically related word pairs improved overnight independent of the timing of 
the sleep episode relative to learning (Backhaus et al., 2008). However, the 
maintenance in recall performance observed in Study 5 is perhaps not too surprising. 
Firstly, in the nap control condition of Study 3 and Study 4, a daytime nap of the 
same duration, i.e. 90 minutes, was found to maintain the recall of related word pairs. 
Secondly, in Study 1 and Study 2 where the 12-hour retention interval consisted of 
approximately 7.50 hours of sleep and 4.50 hours of wakefulness, we did not observe 
any change in the number of related word pairs overnight, indicating the resistance of 
pre-existing declarative associations to forgetting. Only when the duration of 
wakefulness increased to 12 hours as in the daytime wakefulness groups in the first 
two studies did we find significant forgetting. The duration of wakefulness is 5.50 
hours in the present study and therefore, may not be sufficient to result in detectable 
performance decrement.
Although the nap group maintained their recall of related word pairs, the wake group 
demonstrated significant forgetting of unique related word pairs over the entire
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retention interval in the early condition. Note that such forgetting was not found in 
the late condition which, in fact, involved the same duration of wakefulness, 
suggesting that this result is not very robust. Interestingly, in the late condition, the 
wake group improved in their recall of repeated related word pairs from 5.50 to 7.75 
hours after learning. Given that these word pairs had been continually tested 
throughout the retention interval, such behavioural improvement might be due to the 
enhancing effect of multiple retrievals on performance as demonstrated in the four 
studies previously reported in this thesis. These findings pointed out that forgetting 
of pre-existing associations over a 7.75-hour wakefulness retention interval is 
minimal, consistent with our earlier suggestion that a retention interval of less than 
12 hours of wakefulness is not sufficiently sensitive to detect forgetting of pre­
existing declarative associations.
In conclusion, for related word pairs, the limited forgetting in both the nap and the 
wake groups found with the traditional approach, together with the absence of any 
nap-wake contrasts in the number of word pairs forgotten in the entire retention 
interval, pointed out that a daytime nap taken either immediately or several hours 
after learning had minimal effect on the offline processing of pre-existing declarative 
associations.
For semantically unrelated word pairs, the traditional approach also failed to show 
much variation in the nap and the wake groups’ recall performance across the 90-
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minute nap / wake treatment and the entire 7.75-hour retention interval.^^ Hence, our 
data suggested that daytime napping also did not help to consolidate newly acquired 
declarative associations regardless of the timing of the nap episode. These results 
were unexpected. Firstly, paired-associate memory is the most fragile and therefore, 
forgetting is the fastest soon after learning (Slamecka et al., 1983). In the control 
conditions of Study 3 and Study 4, forgetting of unrelated word pairs was significant 
over the 90-minute retention interval regardless of whether it consisted of a daytime 
nap or only wakefulness. In Study 5 where the retention interval involved an 
additional 6 hours of wakefulness, forgetting should have been more prominent. 
Secondly, existing literature has shown the benefits of sleep soon after learning to the 
recall of declarative materials (Heine, 1914), including semantcally unrelated word 
pairs (Benson et al., 1977; Bkstrand, 1972). The absence of any significant forgetting 
in Study 5 cannot be explained by the beneficial effect of multiple memory retrievals 
since limited forgetting was not only found in repeated unrelated word pairs, but also 
in unique unrelated word pairs which were tested only once during the retention 
interval. One possibility is that in Study 5, memory of only 20 unrelated word pairs 
was tested in each delayed recall test as opposed to 40 pairs in Study 3 and Study 4, 
allowing less variation in individual performance and reducing the sensitivity of the 
behavioural measurement.
^ The nap group showed a significant decrease in the number of correctly recalled unique unrelated 
word pairs from 0.25 to 5.5 hours after learning in the late condition, i.e. prior to the 90-minute nap 
opportunity. Therefore, this performance decrement cannot be attributed to the effect of the 
subsequent nap episode. Furthermore, the overall performance change in terms of the number of 
correct recalls across the entire 7.75-hour retention interval was minimal even with this initial 
performance decrement and the extent did not differ significantly with that observed in the wake 
group, indicating the limited influence of a delayed nap on the consolidation of newly formed 
declarative associations.
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Consistent with the results of the traditional approach, the word pair level approach 
showed that independent of when the nap / wake treatment was administered, there 
was no nap-wake difference in the percentage of previously unrecalled related and 
unrelated word pairs that were remembered in the delayed recall tests. Daytime 
napping also did not have any effect on the percentage of previously recalled related 
and unrelated word pairs that were forgotten over the retention interval, a result 
contradictory to some earlier findings (Benson et al., 1977; Lovatt et al., 1968). In 
conclusion, our results suggested a limited role of daytime napping in facilitating the 
enhancement and the stabilization of declarative memory.
In addition to the traditional and the word pair level analyses used in the the previous 
four studies, reaction time for each verbal response was measured. Although existing 
empirical findings show a reduction in reaction time over nocturnal sleep (Gais et al., 
2007; Schabus et al., 2004) and daytime nap (Gorfine et al., 2007; Schabus et al., 
2005) where reaction time refers to the time elapsed for a button pressing response 
since presentation of the cue word, in the present study where the time needed to 
provide a verbal response was measured to eliminate factors such as lack of 
inhibition and demand characteristics, reaction time did not change over a daytime 
nap except in repeated unrelated word pairs across a late nap episode. Retrieval of 
repeated unrelated word pairs was also found to be faster over a period of 
wakefulness in the early condition. However, the decrease in reaction time might be 
attributed to the repeated retrieval of the same memory, since this effect was not 
found with unique unrelated word pairs. In fact, a recent study where paired- 
associate learning was followed by three successive immediate cued recall tests, 
reaction time decreased from the first to the third retrieval attempts (Kuhl,
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Dudukovic, Kahn, & Wagner, 2007). For unrelated word pairs that were tested only 
once, reaction time did not change across the entire 7.75-hour retention interval if the 
participants took a nap several hours after learning, while reaction time increased if 
they stayed awake throughout the retention interval. However, this slowing in 
responses was not found in the early condition which consisted of the same duration 
of wakefulness and the nap-wake contrast was not statistically significant, so it is not 
a very robust effect.
In general, the timing of the nap episode relative to learning had minimal effect on 
offline declarative memory processing. This is inconsistent with the superior effect 
of immediate over delayed nocturnal sleep reported in previous studies (Backhaus et 
al., 2008; Benson & Feinberg, 1975; Benson et al., 1977; Ekstrand, 1972; Graves, 
1936; Heine, 1914). One implication of these results is that the immediate vs. 
delayed effect of sleep can only be found with nocturnal sleep which involves 
physiology different from that during a daytime nap due to circadian rhythmicity. In 
addition, nocturnal sleep involves a much longer retention interval than a daytime 
nap. Therefore, the number of hours after learning when the retention of memory is 
tested may play a critical role in determining whether an immediate vs. delayed 
effect is observed. For example. Graves (1936) manipulated the duration of the 
retention interval and found an advantage of immediate sleep over delayed sleep in 
the recall of nonsense syllables when memory was tested at least 72 hours after 
learning.
Another critical implication of the absence of an immediate vs. delayed contrast is 
that SWS does not play an important role in declarative memory consolidation. In
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Study 5, we found marked differences in the duration and architecture of early and 
late nap episodes which indicated that sleep pressure increases across the day and 
this is consistent with the predictions of the two-process model of sleep regulation 
(Borbely, 1982; Daan et al., 1984). Specifically, compared to an earlier nap which 
started at approximately 10:00, during a later nap which began at about 15:00, 
participants slept for a longer period of time and fell asleep more readily. The late 
nap consisted of less stage 2 sleep but more SWS, particularly stage 4 sleep. Similar 
differences between a morning nap and an afternoon nap have been reported 
previously (Dijk et al., 1987). Since SWS plays an important role in offline 
declarative memory processing (Buzsaki, 1996; Hasselmo, 1999; Plihal et al., 1997; 
Schabus et al., 2005), the beneficial effect of an afternoon nap which consists of 
more SWS should be greater than that of a morning nap. However, in the present 
study, the majority of the performance change indices did not reveal any superior 
effect of a SWS-rich late nap.
In Study 5, we also examined the contribution of each sleep stage to performance 
change across both early and late nap episodes which, as in Study 3 and Study 4, was 
found to be inconsistent. Stage 1 sleep was related to more forgetting of previously 
recalled unrelated word pairs over the entire 7.75-hour retention interval in the early 
nap condition, but not in the late nap condition. Stage 2 sleep was related to a greater 
increase in the number of repeated related word pairs across a 90-minute nap episode 
several hours after learning, but this positive relationship was not observed when the 
nap episode immediately followed learning. In the early nap condition, SWS was 
found to facilitate the memory enhancement of both pre-existing and newly acquired 
declarative associations by increasing the proportion of previously unrecalled related
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word pairs that became retrievable after the nap episode, increasing the number of 
repeated unrelated word pairs that were correctly recalled, and speeding up the 
memory retrievals of both related and unrelated word pairs. These findings were 
consistent with the positive relationships between SWS and performance 
improvement found in previous daytime napping studies (Schabus et al., 2005; 
Tucker et al., 2008). However, apart from these positive effects, in the early 
condition, SWS was also associated with more forgetting of previously recalled 
related and unrelated word pairs across the nap episode, indicating an impairing 
effect on the stabilization of declarative memory. Most of the relationships between 
SWS and offline declarative memory processing were not found in the late condition 
except its facilitative effect on speeding up the memory retrievals of repeated related 
word pairs. SWS in a late nap episode was also associated with faster retrievals of 
unique unrelated word pairs, but it slowed down the retrieval of repeated unrelated 
word pairs. Finally, REM sleep had minimal contribution to offline declarative 
memory processing in the early condition. In contrast, in the late condition, it was 
related to an increase in the number of unique related word pairs over the entire 
retention interval, but it also slowed down the memory retrievals of unique unrelated 
word pairs. These inconsistent relationships between various sleep stages and recall 
performance did not provide any convergent evidence that suggest a robust 
contribution of any sleep stage to the enhancement and stabilization of declarative 
memory when multiple performance measures are used.
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CHAPTER 6 GENERAL DISCUSSION
6.1 Objectives of studies
The five studies reported in this thesis aim at examining whether declarative memory 
consolidation is a time- or a sleep-dependent process from a behavioural and 
neurophysiological perspective. We also explored whether declarative memory 
consolidation can be viewed as involving two processes, namely memory 
enhancement and stabilization, as proposed by Walker (2005) for procedural 
memory. According to this model, the stabilization of procedural memory which 
helps maintain performance is time-dependent, while its enhancement which results 
in performance improvement requires sleep. This is in line with Stickgold’s (2004) 
observation in the declarative memory domain that sleep is critical for the 
improvement in the recall of hippocampally independent associations such as those 
of semantically related word pairs. In contrast, the recall of semantically unrelated 
word pairs does not change over sleep because they involve hippocampally 
dependent associations. Using Walker’s (2005) terms, Stickgold’s (2004) proposal 
can be interpreted as a hypothesis that sleep selectively facilitates the enhancement 
of hippocapally independent declarartive associations. We experimentally tested this 
hypothesis in this thesis. We also studied the memory stabilizing effects of sleep as 
as well as its effects on hippocampally dependent declarative associations. In 
addition, we investigated the moderating role of the level of learning of the 
declarative materials acquired in the sleep-memory consolidation relationship.
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We investigated the memory enhancing and stabilizing effects of both nocturnal 
sleep (Study 1 and Study 2) and daytime napping (Study 3, Study 4, and Study 5). In 
Study 1 and Study 2, we also examined whether the offline processing of declarative 
and procedural memory is supported by the same or different systems. In Study 3 and 
Study 4, we manipulated learning performance to determine whether the number of 
word pairs acquired at each level of learning would affect the relationship between 
sleep, memory consolidation, semantic relatedness, and the level of learning of the 
materials observed in the first two studies. In Study 5, we investigated whether 
having a nap immediately after learning would facilitate declarative memory 
consolidation to the same extent as a delayed nap. Finally, in the three daytime 
napping studies, we recorded sleep PSG in order to determine whether sleep duration 
and architecture is related to offline declarative memory processing.
This thesis has addressed some of the major limitations of the existing sleep and 
memory consolidation literature, including poor index of declarative memory 
consolidation and inaccurate assessment of pre- and post-retention recall 
performance. For example, to indicate the extent of memory consolidation, we used 
both the traditional behavioural index, i.e. the change in the total number of correctly 
recalled word pairs across a retention interval, as well as a word pair level approach 
where appropriate. As opposed to the traditional behavioural memory consolidation 
index which determines whether enhancement or stabilization has occurred based on 
an increase, a decrease, or a lack of change in the number of all the word pairs, the 
word pair level approach takes level of learning into account and is based on the 
consistency in the recall of each word pair in all the recall tests. Therefore, the word 
pair level approach can better characterize the consolidation process each pair has
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undergone during the retention interval. We also examined the change in the reaction 
time for memory retrieval across the retention interval in Study 5 to determine the 
effect of sleep on memory consolidation. Furthermore, in all the five studies, after 
the assessment of pre-retention (baseline) performance, we did not present the word 
pairs to the participants again either in the form of stimulus presentation or feedback 
as reported in some existing studies (e.g. Fogel et al., 2007; Plihal et al., 1997; 
Tucker et al., 2008).
6.2 Findings
6.2.1 Summary and implications
Our findings clearly showed that Walker’s (2005) model of memory consolidation 
which is based on procedural memory can be applied to declarative memory. 
Specifically, declarative memory consolidation consists of both memory 
enhancement and memory stabilization. However, in contrast to the consolidation of 
procedural memory where sleep is crucial for memory enhancement but not 
stabilization, both processes of declarative memory are modulated by sleep. The 
importance of sleep in these two processes depends on (1) the semantic relatedness 
of the learning materials, or more specifically, the extent of hippocampal mediation 
in the storage and retrieval of the memory, (2) how well the learning materials have 
been acquired, (3) whether the retention interval involves nocturnal sleep or daytime 
napping, and (4) how memory enhancement and stabilization is defined 
behaviourally. Sleep’s effect on declarative memory consolidation, however, seems 
to be independent of when the sleep episode occurs relative to the end of memory
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acquisition. In the remainder of this section, we will illustrate the moderating effects 
of the above factors in the relationship between sleep and declarative memory 
enhancement and stabilization by summarizing firstly the behavioural results for 
semantically related and unrelated word pairs in all the five studies (Table 6.1, Figure
6.1, Figure 6.2, and Figure 6.3), followed by the neurophysiological results from the 
nap studies.
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Figure 6.2 The delayed recall frequency of related and unrelated word pairs at 
each level of learning after the retention interval
(a) IRFo related word pairs
s tu d y  1 an d  S tu d y  2 S tudy 3 an d  S tu d y  4
■  Overnight P A-only group (n=9) 
□  Daytime PA-only group (n = 8)
■  Overnight PA-PT group (n = 16) 
ED Daytime PA-PT group (n = 18)
■  Nap distraction condition (n= 15)
E3 Wake distraction condition (n = 15)
B  N ^ linkage condition (n= 15)
0  Wake linkage condition (n = 15)
B  Combined nap control condition (n = 13-33) 
□  Combined wake control condition (n = 13-33)
p  = .066
IRFi related word pairs
IRF2 related word pairs
(d) IRF3 related word pairs
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(e) IRFo unrelated word pairs
3.0
2.5 
2.0
1.5 
1.0 
0.5
(f) IRFi unrelated word pairs
IRF2 unrelated word pairs
5: %: :
IRF3 unrelated word pairs
I » '
Note: The delayed recall frequency (DRF) in Study 5 could not be calculated 
because at each time point across the retention interval, only one delayed 
recall test was administered;
***/?< .001; **/?< .01; < .05
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For related word pairs, the number of correct recalls did not change across a 12-hour 
retention interval involving nocturnal sleep or a 90-min / 7.75-hour retention interval 
containing a daytime nap. Over daytime wakefulness, no obvious change in recall 
performance was found when learning and retest was separated by shorter retention 
intervals, e.g. 90 minutes and 7.75 h o u r s b u t  when the wakefulness retention 
interval was extended to 12 hours, we found a significant decrease in the number of 
correctly recalled word pairs (Figure 6.1a). These findings that are based on the 
traditional behavioural memory consolidation index pointed out that the stabilization 
of hippocampally independent declarative associations is facilitated by nocturnal 
sleep but not a daytime nap. The word pair level approach, in contrast, shows very 
different results after taking the level of learning of the materials acquired into 
account (Table 6.1). For related word pairs that had been recalled at least once during 
learning, the frequency of recall and the percentage of these pairs forgotten after 
nocturnal sleep and after a daytime nap was similar to that observed after an 
equivalent duration of wakefulness (Figure 6.2b-d and Figure 6.3b-d). In other 
words, the memory stabilization of hippocampally independent declarative 
associations does not rely on sleep. However, sleep is crucial for enhancing 
hippocampally independent associations because the frequency as well as the 
percentage of previously unrecalled, i.e. poorly acquired, related word pairs which 
became retrievable after sleep was higher than after a period of wakefulness (Figure 
6.2a and Figure 6.3a). This memory enhancing effect was found in both nocturnal 
sleep and daytime napping, although compared to nocturnal sleep, the memory
^ In Study 5, the wake group showed a decrease in the number of correctly recalled unique related 
word pairs from 10 minutes to 7.75 hours after learning. This deterioration in performance was only 
found in the early condition, but not the late condition, although both involved the same duration of 
wakefulness, indicating that this effect may not be very robust.
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enhancing effect of daytime napping is smaller since out of the three daytime 
napping studies, only in one study (Study 3) was this effect observed.
In contrast to the findings of related word pairs, for unrelated word pairs, both the 
traditional and the word pair level approaches unequivocally indicated that sleep has 
minimal contribution to the memory enhancement of this kind of word pairs, but it 
plays a critical role in stabilizing these newly acquired, hippocampally dependent 
declarative associations (Table 6.1). Specifically, the results that the number of 
correct recalls did not increase across either nocturnal sleep or a daytime nap (Figure 
6.1b), and that the frequency as well as the percentage of poorly acquired unrelated 
word pairs which were correctly recalled after sleep was comparable to that after 
wakefulness retention (Figure 6.2e and Figure 6.3e) both suggested a limited 
memory enhancing effect of sleep on hippocamppally dependent declarative 
associations. However, both nocturnal sleep and daytime napping reduced the 
number of unrelated word pairs forgotten across the retention interval, thereby 
maintaining recall performance (Figure 6.1b). In addition, both nocturnal sleep and 
daytime napping increased the frequency of previously recalled word pairs that were 
correctly remembered at retest (Figure 6.2f-h) and reduced the percentage of these 
pairs that were forgotten across the retention interval (Figure 6.3f-h). These sleep- 
dependent memory stabilizing effects were particularly prominent on word pairs 
acquired to lower levels of learning. These findings, therefore, suggested that sleep 
facilitates the memory stabilization of newly acquired, hippocampally dependent 
associations, but its importance diminished as the word pairs became better acquired. 
This role of sleep was found in most of the studies reported in this thesis except
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Study 5 which might be limited in the sensitivity of the performance measure used 
(see section 6.3 below for a more detailed discussion of study limitations).
Our findings, therefore, showed a double dissociation of the effects of sleep on the 
offline processing of declarative memory: it selectively enhances hippocampally 
independent declarative associations and stabilizes hippocampally dependent 
associations. We also found that these offline processes of declarative memory do 
not share the same brain system and resources with the consolidation of procedural 
memory since the acquisition of a procedural task in the same learning session did 
not have any impact on the extent of subsequent declarative memory consolidation 
and vice versa (Study 1 and Study 2). Furthermore, there is limited evidence that 
they are related to the duration of the sleep episode or any sleep stage (Table 6.2).
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As shown in Table 6.2, there is limited consistency in the associations between the 
duration as well as architecture of a daytime nap and declarative memory 
consolidation across the three nap studies (Study 3, Study 4, and Study 5). For 
example, in the control condition of Study 3, the amount of Stage 2 sleep was 
associated with a higher percentage of previously unrecalled unrelated word pairs 
that were remembered at retest, but this memory enhancing effect of a daytime nap 
was not found in an identical control condition in Study 4. These inconsistencies 
across studies failed to indicate which stage(s) of sleep accounted for the sleep- 
dependent enhancing and stabilizing effects on declarative memory, but clearly 
pointed out the insufficiency of simply correlating sleep and behavioural memory 
consolidation indices by statistical means to determine whether offline declarative 
memory processing is facilitated by sleep, in general, or by a particulary stage of 
sleep.
Two relatively more consistent relationships were found between the amount of SWS 
and the frequency as well as the percentage of poorly acquired unrelated word pairs 
that were enhanced during the retention interval and therefore, were correctly 
recalled in the retest session. These relationships were observed in the control 
condition of both Study 3 and Study 4, the combined control condition, as well as the 
linkage condition of Study 4, though not in Study 5. Interestingly, these correlations 
were negative, indicating an impairing effect of daytime napping on the memory 
enhancement of hippocampally dependent declarative associations and corroborating 
with the absence of any significant sleep vs. wake contrast on the memory 
enhancement indices of this kind of declarative association with both the traditional 
and the word pair level approaches.
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Unfortunately, in Study 5, we did not find any robust effect of sleep on declarative 
memory consolidation, and hence, we cannot conclude whether sleep immediately 
after learning provides a larger memory enhancing and stabilizing effect than a 
delayed sleep. As previously mentioned, we will discuss the limitations of this study 
in more detail in section 6.3.
6.2.2 Comparison to existing literature and explanations
In all of our studies, we did not observe any increase in the number of correctly 
recalled related word pairs across sleep regardless of the duration of the retention 
interval and the sleep episode, whether the post-leaming sleep episode took place at 
night or during daytime, and whether sleep occurred immediately or several hours 
after learning, thereby, strongly indicating the absence of any performance 
improvement over sleep. Instead, the recall of related word pairs was only 
maintained. This is in clear contrast to Stickgold’s (2004) proposal about the 
performance enhancement effect of sleep on related word pairs, or more specifically, 
their hippocampally independent associations.
Our findings are also inconsistent with the majority of the current literature which 
supports Stickgold’s (2004) hypothesis and estimates the extent of improvement in 
recalling related word pairs to be 5.3% across a night of sleep (Marshall et al., 2006), 
19.5% - 32.4% across SWS-rich sleep in the first half of the night (Gais et al., 2004;
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Plihal et al., 1997), and 45.8% across a daytime nap (Tucker et al., 2006)^ "^ . As 
opposed to our studies, these studies involved the use of feedback in the learning 
session. In other words, upon presentation of the cue and retrieval of the target word, 
the correct response was shown to the participants. This procedure has been found to 
improve paired-associate performance, and in fact, is a more efficient learning 
method than simply presenting the cue-target pairs for the same amount of time 
(Carrier et al., 1992). Hence, in those published studies, it is likely that the use of 
feedback provided an additional learning opportunity, resulting in an underestimation 
of pre-retention recall performance, an artificial increase in the number of correctly 
recalled related word pairs across sleep, and an illusionary ‘enhancing’ effect of 
sleep. Indeed, without feedback as in our first four studies, and with an appropriate 
measure of pre-retention recall performance after feedback as in Study 5, we did not 
obtain any evidence for this role of sleep in ‘enhancing’ the memory of 
hippocampally independent associations and ‘increasing’ the amount of declarative 
materials remembered. Our findings did not only cast doubts on the extent of sleep- 
dependent behavioural improvement estimated in previous literature, but also pointed 
out the critical importance of using an appropriate measurement of pre-retention 
recall performance in drawing an accurate conclusion about the sleep-memory 
relationship.
In contrast to the traditional approach, when the level of learning of the related word 
pairs had been taken into account in the word pair level approach, the selective 
facilitative effect in enhancing hippocampally independent declarative associations
The extent of improvement across nocturnal sleep and daytime napping cannot be compared across 
studies because of the differences in protocols, the length of the retention interval, and the learning 
materials, e.g. the number of word pairs.
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became obvious since a higher frequency and percentage of related word pairs 
previously not recalled at learning were remembered after both nocturnal and 
daytime sleep than after an equivalent period of wakefulness. These novel findings, 
to our knowledge, have not been documented in any published studies. Together with 
the lack of a sleep-dependent increase in the number of correct recalls, these findings 
suggested that it is critical to examine the consistency in the recall of each word pair 
and take the level of learning of the learning materials into account in order to clearly 
show and accurately measure the selective enhancing effect of sleep on 
hippocampally independent declarative associations.
For unrelated word pairs, our findings that sleep (both nocturnal sleep and daytime 
napping) reduced the extent of forgetting are consistent with previous studies (Barrett 
et al., 1972; Ekstrand, 1967; Fowler et al., 1973; Yaroush et al., 1971). This memory 
stabilizing effect on hippocampally dependent declarative associations was also 
found when level of learning had been taken into account. Specifically, the frequency 
of recalling previously recalled unrelated word pairs in subsequent tests was higher 
after sleep than after wakefulness, and sleep also reduced the percentage of these 
word pairs forgotten over the retention interval. These facilitative effects of sleep 
were the most prominent in unrelated word pairs that were moderately learned and 
diminished as the word pairs became better acquired^^, consistent with some earlier 
findings (Drosopoulos et al., 2007; Lovatt et al., 1968).
Similar results have been found with a procedural task in which performance of the most difficult 
segment improved over a night of sleep, while that of the easiest segment was only maintained 
overnight (Kuriyama et al., 2004).
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Our findings illustrate the importance of considering the level of learning of the 
declarative materials acquired, in addition to their semantic relatedness and 
hippocampal dependence, when studying the effects of sleep on declarative memory 
enhancement and stabilization. We, therefore, proposed to modify Stickgold’s (2004) 
hypothesis:
Sleep selectively facilitates the memory enhancement o f 
hippocampally independent declarative associations when they have 
been poorly acquired, i.e. are not previously retrievable, and sleep 
selectively facilitates the memory stabilization of hippocampally 
dependent declarative associations when they have been moderately 
acquired, i.e. have been previously recalled, but sleep has minimal 
consolidating effects on well acquired declarative memory.
The facilitative effects of nocturnal sleep are stronger than that of daytime napping 
since the sleep-dependent memory enhancement of hippocampally independent 
associations and stabilization of hippocampally dependent assocations were 
consistently found in the nocturnal sleep studies but not in the three daytime napping 
studies. Possible explanations for this discrepancy are the differences in the durations 
of retention interval and the time of day of the sleep episode. Firstly, the nocturnal 
sleep studies involved a much longer retention interval (12 hours) than the daytime 
napping studies (90 minutes or 7.75 hours) which involved different durations of 
wakefulness, sleep, and the amount of sleep stages. However, the different durations 
of wakefulness cannot explain the stronger facilitative effects of nocturnal sleep 
since in Study 5, the recall of unrelated word pairs was similar before and after 7.75
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hours of wakefulness, but in Study 3 and Study 4, about 10% of the unrelated word 
pairs were forgotten over a much shorter wakefulness retention interval (90 minutes). 
The differences in the durations of the post-leaming sleep episodes and the various 
sleep stages cannot explain the the nocturnal sleep-daytime napping difference either 
because in the daytime napping studies, there were limited associations of TST and 
the amount of each stage of sleep with offline declarative memory processing. 
Furthermore, although in Study 5, the nap episodes which occurred either in the 
morning immediately after learning or in the afternoon several hours after learning 
differed in the amounts of Stage 2 and SWS, we did not observe any clear 
differences in the change in recall performance between the early and the late nap 
conditions.
Another possible explanation for the superior memory enhancing and stabilizing 
effects of nocturnal sleep over daytime napping is that the time of day of the post- 
leaming sleep episode determines the extent of declarative memory consolidation. As 
mentioned previously, we found that performance change over a moming nap and 
aftemoon nap was similar. Nevertheless, the architecture and the neurophysiological 
events during sleep at night are different from those during sleep at daytime. For 
example, compared to a 9hr:20min sleep episode starting at habitual bedtime, those 
starting at other times of day consist of more spindle activity (Dijk et al., 1995). 
Since spindle activity is associated with improved recall performance across sleep 
(Schabus et al., 2004; Schmidt et al., 2006), one would predict a smaller memory 
consolidating effect of noctumal sleep than a daytime sleep of the same duration. On 
the other hand, the low central cholinergic tone during SWS at night is critical to 
declarative memory enhancement (Gais et al., 2004), suggesting a stronger effect of
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noctumal sleep on offline declarative memory processing than sleep at other times of 
day. To our knowledge, no published study has examined the circadian contribution 
to the sleep-dependent enhancing and stabilizing effects on declarative memory, e.g. 
in a forced desynchrony protocol, which clearly deserves detailed investigation.
In Study 5, we failed to find any difference in the memory consolidating effect 
bewteen an immediate and a delayed post-leaming nap. In fact, no robust sleep- 
dependent effect was found. This is not in line with the findings of earlier studies 
which showed that noctumal sleep immediately after leaming had a superior effect 
over a delayed sleep episode on the memory consolidation of various kinds of 
declarative materials, including nonsense syllables (Benson et al., 1975; Heine, 
1914), related word pairs (Backhaus et al., 2008), and unrelated word pairs (Benson 
et al., 1977; Ekstrand, 1972). This discrepancy may be attributed to the differences in 
the duration and architecture between noctumal sleep and daytime naps as mentioned 
previously. Another possible explanation is the differences in the length of the 
retention interval. Most of the previous studies involved an approximately 24-hour 
retention interval as opposed to the 7.75-hour retention interval used in Study 5. In 
fact. Graves (1936) did not find any advantage of immediate sleep over delayed sleep 
until the retention interval was extended to 72 hours. In view of this, whether the 
timing of a daytime nap relative to leaming is critical to the extent of declarative 
memory consolidation and whether the superior effect of immediate nap can be 
observed with a longer retention interval (at least 24 hours) still remain to be 
examined.
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In the daytime napping studies where we statistically correlated the duration of sleep 
and each sleep stage with the various indices of declarative memory enhancement 
and stabilization, we did not find any strong evidence for the contribution of sleep 
and its substates, particularly SWS, to offline declarative memory processing. These 
findings are surprising and clearly differ from the proposal about SWS being the 
sleep stage in which feedback from the hippocampus to the neocortex (in the form of 
sharp save ripples) is disinhibited and therefore, newly acquired declarative memory 
can be transferred from its temporary hippocampal store to the neocortex for 
permanent storage (Buzsaki, 1996). They are also not consistent with the 
neurophysiological evidence reported in some recent studies. For example, a recent 
study has shown that during post-leaming SWS, the reactivation of hippocampal 
activities by an odour cue which has been previously presented during leaming is 
associated with an ovemight improvement in a declarative memory task (Rasch et 
al., 2007). Furthermore, Bom and colleagues, in a series of studies, showed that the 
extent of declarative memory consolidation could be modified by changing the 
neurophysiological milieu during SWS or NREM sleep either by pharmacological 
means or with brain stimulation techniques (Gais et al., 2004; Marshall et al., 2006; 
Marshall et al., 2004).
The inconsistency between these findings and our results about the impact of SWS 
pointed out that simply correlating the amount of sleep or its substates with the 
extent of declarative memory consolidation is not sufficient to determine the role of 
sleep and the various sleep stages in offline declarative memory processing, and 
experimental manipulation targeting the neuroendocrinal milieu during sleep, 
particularly SWS, is necessary. More importantly, SWS may only be a permissive
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factor for the consolidation of declarative memory (Gais et al., 2004). In other words, 
SWS always occurs in sleep regardless of whether it is preceded by leaming, and its 
amount is not modified by memory acquisition. Nevertheless, SWS provides an ideal 
milieu for the consolidation of declarative memory, and only when a large amount of 
SWS is missing, such as comparing the effects of SWS-rich sleep during the first half 
of the night and the REM-rich sleep during the second half (Plihal et al., 1997; 
Yaroush et al., 1971), will the importance of SWS in the offline processing of 
declarative memory become obvious.
In Study 1 and Study 2, the acquisition of a procedural task in the same leaming 
session did not affect the subsequent enhancement and stabilization of declarative 
memory during sleep nor during wakefulness. Brown and Robertson (2007a) 
obtained similar findings about the minimal interaction between the declarative and 
the procedural memory systems during sleep, but interestingly, they found that 
declarative memory consolidation during wakefulness was impaired if declarative 
leaming was followed by procedural leaming prior to the retention interval. A similar 
impairing effect was found on the consolidation of procedural memory over 
wakefulness by previous declarative leaming. Their results suggested that the 
declarative and procedural memory systems interact during offline memory 
processing over a period of wakefulness, but not during sleep. Such segregation of 
the memory systems during sleep can help to account for the superior memory 
consolidating effects of sleep over wakefulness observed in this thesis as well as the 
existing literature.
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6.3 Limitations and future studies
The definition of declarative memory enhancement in the word pair level approach 
may be limited by the regression to the mean phenomenon since only word pairs that 
had not been previously recalled can demonstrate any enhancement of memory. In 
other words, from a statistical perspective, the recall of these poorly acquired word 
pairs will tend to improve in the next retrieval opportunity. Hence, it may be by 
chance that the memory of IRFo word pairs became retrievable after the retention 
interval. If this was the case, all the percentages of IRFq pairs, regardless of semantic 
relatedness and the sleep-wake treatment during the retention interval, would be 
statistically different from 0 when examined with one-sample t tests.
Results consistently showed that the percentage of IRFq related word pairs correctly 
recalled after sleep significantly differed from 0 (ovemight retention groups in Study 
1 and Study 2; r(28) = 4.98, p < .001; the nap distraction condition in Study 3: f(3) = 
7.14, p < .01; the nap linkage condition in Study 4: f(ll) = 3.71, p < .01; the 
combined nap control condition in Study 3 and Study 4: f(15) = 2.96, p < .05), except 
in Study 5 where the percentage in both the immediate and the delayed nap 
conditions was 0. Across a wakefulness retention interval, this percentage of IRFq 
related word pairs differed from 0 only in the daytime retention groups in Study 1 
and Study 2 (?(29) = 2.76, p < .01), and the combined control conditions in Study 3 
and Study 4 (f(12) = 3.01, p < .05), but not in the wake distraction condition in Study 
3 (r(3) = 1.39, p  > .05) or the wake linkage condition in Study 4 (t(4) = 2.14, p > .05). 
In addition, the percentage of IRFq unrelated word pairs recalled at retest did not 
differ significantly from 0 in some conditions (daytime retention groups in Study 1
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and Study 2: f(28) = 1.55, p > .05; wake distraction condition: t{4) = 2.47, p = .07; 
wake linkage condition: r(4) = 2.14, p > .05). These findings point out that during 
wakefulness, declarative memory can also be enhanced, but as reported in the 
previous chapters, the extent is smaller than what we observed across a post-leaming 
sleep episode. Furthermore, our data mle out the possibility that the facilitative effect 
of sleep on declarative memory enhancement was simply due to chance, and it is 
difficult to explain why chance alone could enhance subsequent recall of IRFq word 
pairs after sleep compared to after an equivalent duration of wakefulness.
One of the possible explanation to the sleep-dependent memory enhancement on 
semantically related word pairs is that during sleep, the noise associated with newly 
acquired memory is reduced, increasing the signal-to-noise ratio, and therefore, 
subsequent memory retrieval is facilitated -  the core concept of the synaptic 
homeostatis hypothesis (Tononi & Cirelli, 2006). Another possible explanation is 
that during sleep, the recall threshold of the poorly acquired related word pairs was 
lowered, and therefore, the memory strength of some of these pairs can now pass the 
threshold, enabling successful memory retrieval after the retention interval. Whether 
such recall threshold exists, how it can be measured, and whether it can be adjusted 
during sleep remain to be studied. The word pair level approach is with its limitation, 
but its advantage in determining at an item level whether each word pair has been 
enhanced or stabilized after leaming provides a unique avenue for a more detailed 
examination of offline declarative memory processing.
In all the five studies reported in this thesis, we did not select participants based on 
language proficiency and intelligence. However, in a recent study (Schabus et al..
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2008), individuals with higher intelligence (and presumably, better language 
learners), but not their counterparts with lower intelligence, showed an increase in 
slow frontopolar spindle activity after paired-associate leaming. Given that sleep 
spindles in cortical areas are temporally correlated with the sharve wave-iipple 
activities in the hippocampus which has been hypothesized as the neural mechanism 
for the transfer of declarative memory from its temporary store in the hippocampus 
to its more permanent storage in the neocortex (Siapas et al., 1998), one would 
predict that a post-leaming sleep will offer a greater facilitative effect on declarative 
memory consolidation in individuals with higher language proficiency or 
intelligence. On the other hand, one would expect the paired-associate leaming 
performance of these individuals to be better, e.g. showing a smaller number of 
poorly acquired word pairs and a larger number of well acquired pairs, than their 
counterparts with lower language proficiency or intelligence. Based on our results 
from Study 3 and Study 4, the number of word pairs acquired at each level of 
leaming had minimal effect on offline declarative memory processing, and therefore, 
the extent of memory enhancement and stabilization may actually be similar for 
these individuals. This possible moderating role of language proficiency and 
intelligence in the sleep-declarative memory consolidation relationship is worth 
further exploration.
All the five studies in this thesis may be limited in the fixed short duration allowed 
for memory retrieval since in all the delayed recall tests^ ,^ the participants were given
In all the immediate recall tests, the time limit was also 2000 ms. If a longer interval was used, more 
word pairs could have been recalled. However, as shown in Study 3 and Study 4, the number of word 
pairs acquired to each level of leaming did not affect the extent of subsequent memory enhancement
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only 2000 ms to recall the target word of each word pair. This not only limits the 
reaction time measure in Study 5 to a maximum of 2000 ms, but also affects the 
interpretation of sleep’s effect on offline declarative memory processing. With a 
longer response duration, one would expect a larger number of poorly acquired word 
pairs to be recalled after the retention interval, thereby increasing the memory 
enhancing effects observed. When a longer response time is used, we will also have 
more confidence that the failure to continue recalling those better acquired word 
pairs at retest does reflect forgetting and a lack of memory stabilization instead of 
simply an insufficient time for memory retrieval. In the current literature, some 
researchers allowed unlimited time for response (e.g. Plihal et al., 1997; Schmidt et 
al., 2006), while others set a time limit at 2000 ms (e.g. Barrett et al., 1972; Yaroush 
et al., 1971) or longer intervals up to 5000 ms (Gais et al., 2007; Gorfine et al., 2007; 
Grosvenor et al., 1984). The effect of fixed vs. unlimited response interval has not 
been examined, and an optimal response duration needs to be determined in future 
studies in order to accurately measure recall performance after the retention interval 
and the extent of memory consohdation during sleep.
In addition, in Study 3, Study 4, and Study 5, recall performance, particularly that of 
semantically unrelated word pairs, might be impaired due to intra-list interference. In 
these studies, all the word pairs were derived from the University of South Florida 
Free Association Norms database (Nelson et al., 1998) which listed the strength of 
association of each word pair. We first selected all the word pairs with target words 
that have been normed and both the cue as well as the target words that are high in
and stabilization. Therefore, this fixed short duration allowed for memory retrieval should have a 
stronger impact on post-retention than pre-retention performance assessment.
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concreteness and frequency of occurrence. One hundred and sixty pairs with the 
highest associative strength without overlapping cue and target were selected as the 
semantically related word pairs, while the remaining pairs were split up and 
randomly paired to form the unrelated word pairs. In other words, the cue or the 
target word of an unrelated pair may have a higher associative strength with the cue 
or target of another pair in the same list, resulting in intra-list interference and 
impairing recall performance. We, therefore, propose that in future studies, the cue 
and the target word of all the unrelated word pairs in a list should be derived from 
different semantic categories so as to minimize intra-list interference.
In Study 4, we failed to improve paired-associate leaming performance by means of 
semantic linkages. A better approach to manipulate leaming performance is to 
systematically vary the interval of stimulus presentation or feedback. For example, 
Drosopoulos and colleagues (2007) manipulated the duration of feedback during 
paired-associate leaming (as well as the performance criterion which determines 
when the leaming session ends) and observed that noctumal sleep reduced forgetting 
of unrelated word pairs in individuals who were given shorter feedback and leamed 
fewer word pairs. These results indicated a stabilizing effect of noctumal sleep on 
hippocampally dependent associations when they have not been well acquired, 
similar to our findings in Study 3 which instead of noctumal sleep, used a daytime 
napping paradigm. However, whether the sleep-dependent memory enhancing effect 
on hippocampally independent declarative associations is modified by level of 
leaming when a similar paradigm as Drosopoulos and colleagues (2007) is used 
remains to be determined.
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In Study 5, no robust effect of sleep on the consolidation of declarative memory was 
found. This may be due to the insensitive measure used to assess recall performance. 
Although the leaming list in Study 5 consisted of 40 related and 40 unrelated word 
pairs similar to the other four studies, they were further categorized into repeated 
pairs (10 pairs) and unique pairs (30 pairs). In each delayed recall test conducted at 
various points across the retention interval, the memory of only 20 pairs (10 repeated 
and 10 unique) was tested. We conducted separate analyses for repeated and unique 
word pairs since the recall of repeated pairs might benefit from multiple memory 
retrievals even when the target word was not presented. This further limited the 
possible variability in recall performance throughout the retention interval. 
Therefore, in future studies which investigate the effects of an immediate vs. delayed 
post-leaming sleep episode on the offline processing of declarative memory, the 
memory of all the leaming materials should be tested at the beginning and the end of 
the retention interval so as to increase the sensitivity of the performance measure. 
Given that in those previous studies which contrasted the extent of declarative 
memory consolidation over an immediate and a delayed post-leaming sleep episode 
(e.g. Backhaus et al., 2008; Ekstrand, 1972), only the traditional recall performance 
measure was used, whether one needs to go to bed immediately after leaming in 
order to maximize the selective enhancing effect of sleep on poorly acquired, 
hippocampally independent associations and stabilizing effects on moderately 
acquired, hippocampally dependent associations as shown with the word pair level 
approach remains to be tested.
In conclusion, this thesis has provided evidence that declarative memory 
consolidation consists of two processes, namely enhancement and stabilization, and
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that sleep is crucial for the enhancement of poorly acquired, hippocampally 
independent declarative associations as well as the stabilization of moderately 
acquired, hippocampally dependent declarative associations, but the importance of 
sleep in offline declarative memory processing decreases as the declarative materials 
become better leamed. Furthermore, the enhancement and stabilization of declarative 
memory during sleep requires brain mechanisms and resources that differ from those 
involved in the consolidation of procedural memory, is independent of the amount of 
leaming materials acquired at each level of leaming, cannot be accounted for by the 
duration of the post-leaming sleep episode or any particular sleep stage, and is 
independent of the timing of the sleep episode relative to the end of leaming.
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Appendix 1 Screening: Items extracted from the British Sleep Survey for the 
assessment of sleep / wake schedule, short-term sleep quality, and frequency of sleep 
difficulties
Your sleep over the last seven days:
For tvpical working / busv davs
1. When you have had to get up for a typical work / busy day, over the last seven 
days, what time did you...
Go to bed:  :_am / pm
Get up:  am / pm
2. On a typical work / busy day, over the last seven days, on average...
... what time did you go to bed? ______ hrs_______ mins
... what time did you get up in the mornings? ____ _ hrs_______mins
3. On a typical work / busy day, on average...
... how much sleep IN BED did you have PER DAY? _______hrs
mins
... how much other sleep (e.g. napping) PER DAY? _______hrs
mins
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4. On a typical work / busy day, over the last seven days, on average, please circle 
the overall quality of your sleep.
Very good 0 ------- 1 ---------2 ---------3 --------4 --------- 5 Very poor
5. On a typical work / busy day, over the last seven days, on average, please circle 
how often you woke feeling rested and refreshed.
Never Seldom Sometimes Often Always
6. On the night of a typical work / busy day, over the last seven days, how tired 
were you when going to bed?
Not at all 0 ------- 1 ---------2 ---------3 --------4 --------- 5 Very tired
For tvpical NGN-working / rest davs
7. When the following morning was a non-working / rest day, over the last seven 
days, what time did you...
Go to bed; _______am / pm
Get up:  am / pm
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8. On a typical non-working / rest day, over the last seven days, on average...
... what time did you go to bed?  hrs_______ mins
... what time did you get up in the mornings? hrs_______ mins
9. On a typical non-working / rest day, on average...
... how much sleep IN BED did you have PER DAY? ______ hrs
mins
... how much other sleep (e.g. napping) PER DAY?   hrs
mins
10. On a typical non-working / rest day, over the last seven days, on average, please 
circle the overall quality of your sleep.
Very good 0 -------- 1 --------2 ----------3  4 --------5 Very poor
11. On a typical non-working / rest day, over the last seven days, on average, please 
circle how often you woke feeling rested and refreshed.
Never Seldom Sometimes Often Always
12. On the night of a typical non-working / rest day, over the last seven days, how 
tired were you when going to bed?
N^ ot at all 0 -— -— 1 --------2  -------- 3   4 -——— 5 V^ ery tired
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Persistent sleep problems
13. Over the last seven days, please UNDERLINE how often you have experienced 
any of the following... (Please CIRCLE any of the sleep problems that have 
lasted for longer than the last month.)
Difficulty in getting Not at all 1-3 nights 4+ nights Don’t know/can’t recall
to sleep?
: Î
Difficulty staying Not at all 1-3 nights' 4+ nights Don’t know/can’t recall
asleep?
Difficulty in waking Not at all 1-3 nights 4+ nights Don’t know/can’t recall 
on time?
Difficulty getting Not at all 1-3 nights 4+ nights Don’t know/can’t recall
enough sleep?
Difficulty getting Not at all 1-3 nights 4+ nights Don’t know/can’t recall
going after you wake?
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Appendix 2 Studies 2-5: Instructions for the Karolinska Sleepiness Scale 
Karolinska Sleepiness Scale
On the next screen you will be shown a list of adjectives relating to sleepiness. 
Please pick the adjective which most closely reflects how you are currently feeling 
and press the corresponding number.
1: Very Alert 
2: Pretty Alert
3: Alert
4: Not So Alert
5: Getting Bored
6: Drifting Off
7: Sleepy 
8: Very Sleepy
9: Very Sleepy, Great Effort to Keep Awake
□ □ 0  
0  0  0  
0 0 0
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Appendix 3 Studies 3-5: Instructions for the Psychomotor Vigilance Task 
Computer Psychomotor Vigilance Task
This is a test of reaction time and attention. On the screen you will see a rectangular 
box. Your task is to keep your eyes on this box until you see a red number counter. 
As soon as the counter starts, press the left mouse button as quickly as possible. The 
length of time between each trial will vary. Do not press the left mouse button before 
the counter begins. If you do the word "Anticipation" will appear on screen and that 
trial will begin again. The numbers that remain on screen after you have pressed the 
mouse key will tell you how long (in milliseconds) you took to respond. There will 
be a brief practice period before the test itself begins. Press the left mouse button 
when you are ready to continue.
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Appendix 4 Study 1 and Study 2: Instructions for the verbal I-, 2-, and 3-back 
tasks
Verbal 1-Back test
In this test you will be shown a succession of single characters. Each of these will be 
presented for a short time. The object of the exercise is to press 'yes' or 'no', 
depending on whether the symbol shown matches the one shown previously or not. 
You will be given a short practice run before the real test starts.
Verbal 2-Back test
In this test you will be shown a succession of single characters. Each of these will be 
presented for a short time. Hie object of the exercise is to press 'yes' or 'no', 
depending on whether the symbol shown matches the one shown two symbols 
before. You will be given a short practice run before the real test starts.
Verbal 3-Back test
In this test you will be shown a succession of single characters. Each of these will be 
presented for a short time. The object of the exercise is to press 'yes' or 'no', 
depending on whether the symbol shown matches the one shown three symbols 
before or not. You will be given a short practice run before the real test starts.
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Appendix 5 Study 1 and Study 2: Instructions and pictorial illustration for the 
paired-association task during word pair presentation
This is a test of how well you can remember pairs of words you read aloud. Say each 
word pair as it appears on the screen. Later you will be shown the first word in each 
pair and will have to remember word paired with it. In this test you may have to 
repeat this reading aloud and recall several times. Please speak slowly and clearly. 
Start speaking as soon as you see the first word pair.
PEN BIN
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Appendix 6 Study 1 and Study 2: Instructions and pictorial illustration for the 
paired-association task during the immediate and delayed cued recall tests
This is a test of how well you can remember the pairs of words you read aloud earlier 
in this test session. The first word each pair will be shown on screen. When you see it 
please say the word paired with it in the reading aloud task. Please speak slowly and 
clearly, the first word will appear on the next screen, speak as soon as you see it.
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Appendix? Study 1 and Study 2: Instructions for the rating task on semantic 
relatedness, frequency of co-occurrence, and ease of imagining of the word pairs
SEMANTIC RELATEDNESS
We are investigating judgements about pairs of words. On the screens which follow 
you will see pairs of words. Please rate how close in meaning the two words are. 
Below each will be a line marked with numbers, from 0 to 4, with words showing 
that
0 = Very unrelated
1 = Quite unrelated
2 = Fairly related
3 = Quite related
4 = Very related
Please use the mouse to click on the number which best describes how closely 
related in meaning the word pairs are.
FREQUENCY OF CO-OCCURRENCE
We are investigating judgements about pairs of words. On the screens which follow 
you will see pairs of words. Please rate how frequently these two words occur 
together in your everyday language (reading, writing, speaking and listening). Below 
each will be a line marked with numbers, from 0 to 4, with words showing that
0 = Not at all
1 = Sometimes
2 = Fairly often
3 = Quite often
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4 = Very Often
Please use the mouse to click on the number which best describes how often the pairs 
of words occur together.
EASE OF IMAGINING
We are investigating judgements about pairs of words. On the screens which follow 
you will see pairs of words. Please rate how easy it is for you to form a mental 
picture of the two words. Below each will be a line marked with numbers, from 0 to 
4, with words showing that
0 = Very difficult
1 = Quite difficult
2 = Fairly easy
3 = Quite easy
4 = Very easy
Please use the mouse to click on the number which best describes how easily you can 
imagine the word pair.
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Appendix 8 Study 1 and Study 2: Semantically related and unrelated word pairs 
arranged in descending order of their semantic relatedness rating
Related word pairs ia priori defined)
Rating
Cue Target Mean SD
Unrelated word pairs (a priori defined)
Rating
Cue Target Mean SD
MARRIAGE WEDDING 3.90 0.32 DARK MINT 2.60 1.07
ROAD STREET 3.90 0.32 SWIM HEART 2.00 0.82
TEACHER STUDENT 3.80 0.42 CITY FIRE 2.00 0.94
HAND FINGER 3.80 0.63 PLASTIC SCREEN 2.00 1.49
PILOT PLANE 3.80 0.63 PARADE SCHOOL 1.90 1.45
SMOKE CHIMNEY 3.80 0.63 CEILING CASTLE 1.40 1.17
TRICK TREAT 3.80 0.63 LAWN PUSH 1.30 1.06
DOOR WINDOW 3.70 0.48 WINE VEST 1.10 1.10
CHOIR SING 3.70 0.67 THIRST COMBAT 1.10 1.29
ENTER EXIT 3.70 0.67 PAINTER BOTTLE 1.00 0.82
TRAIN CARRIAGE 3.70 0.67 CLOCK MEDIC 1.00 0.94
INSANE CRAZY 3.60 0.97 BUTTER GUEST 1.00 1.25
KITCHEN BATHROOM 3.50 0.53 INFANT GINGER 1.00 1.25
DIAMOND EMERALD 3.50 0.71 SMELL WHALE 1.00 1.25
WHISKY VODKA 3.50 0.71 LETTER DRIVER 0.90 0.74
APPLE ORANGE 3.50 0.85 RING BITE 0.90 0.74
HOUSE MANSION 3.50 0.85 PREY CLAP 0.90 0.99
CHURCH STEEPLE 3.50 0.97 SPOON CRUTCH 0.90 0.99
DEATH MURDER 3.50 0.97 HYGIENE BANANA 0.90 1.10
PEBBLE STONE 3.50 0.97 RUBBISH SCALPEL 0.80 0.79
SWORD SHIELD 3.50 0.97 NOVEL TRAILER 0.80 1.03
FLOWER GARDEN 3.40 0.84 TRUMPET BONNET 0.80 1.03
POLICE SIREN 3.40 0.97 TRACTOR SEAGULL 0.70 0.48
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Unrelated word pairs (a priori defined)
Rating
Cue Target Mean SD
RIVER STREAM 3.40 1.07 WRIST FROWN 0.70 0.67
COMEDY DRAMA 3.30 0.67 BLACK GLIDER 0.70 0.82
SHEET BLANKET 3.30 0.82 TRUNK CRANE 0.70 0.95
ANTIQUE ANCIENT 3.30 1.06 GERBIL PRISON 0.70 1.06
CLIMB HIKE 3.30 1.25 SATURN TRENCH 0.70 1.06
SMASH BREAK 3.30 1.49 EGGS PARK 0.70 1.25
BLOOD PAIN 3.20 0.79 CANARY SPEAKER 0.60 0.70
SHIP SINK 3.20 0.92 GRIZZLY STUDY 0.60 0.70
INSECT SPIDER 3.10 0.99 CLOWN GRAIN 0.60 0.84
LAWYER JUSTICE 3.10 0.99 WALTZ POINT 0.50 0.53
ONION TOMATO 3.10 1.10 PEPPER ELBOW 0.40 0.52
WATER DROWN 3.10 1.10 VALLEY HONEY 0.40 0.52
FOREST JUNGLE 3.10 1.20 DRYER KOALA 0.30 0.67
TRACK FIELD 3.10 1.37 LOBBY FUNNEL 0.30 0.67
MUSTARD RELISH 3.00 0.94 PENINSULA CLOSET 0.30 0.67
HORSE CHICKEN 3.00 1.05 BUTCHER VACUUM 0.20 0.42
SHIRT SWEATER 3.00 1.15 MACARONI CHAMBER 0.20 0.42
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Appendix 9 Study 1 and Study 2: Instructions for the pursuit tracking task at 
learning and at retest
Mouse Tracking Task
Using the mouse, keep the yellow circle as close to the red circle as you can. You 
will be given a short practice run before the real test starts.
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Appendix 10 Study 1: Results of two-factorial ANOVAs comparing pre- and post- 
leaming sleep parameters among the overnight PA-only, PT-only, and PA-PT groups
Fre-/post-learning
(F(l,27))
Group
(F(2,27))
Interaction
(F(2,27))
Bedtime .06 1.10 .16
Sleep started .09 1.32 .52
Sleep ended 4.36* .16 1.23
Wake time 6.22* .12 .83
Sleep duration 2.53 .92 .74
Latency .67 .41 .47
Efficiency .03 .06 .11
Note: * p < .05
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Appendix 11 Study 1: Results of three-factorial ANOVAs examining the effects of 
task difficulty, retention interval timing, and PA-only / PT-only / PA-PT on n-back 
performance at learning and retest
d f F
Learning Retest
Main effects
Difficulty 2,108 66.96*** 70.95***
Retention interval timing 1,54 1.37 1.18
PA-only / PT-only / PA-PT 2,54 .03 .07
Two-way interactions
Difficulty x retention interval timing 2,108 .50 .18
Difficulty X PA-only / PT-only / PA-PT 4,108 .72 .69
Retention interval timing x PA-only / PT-only /
PA-PT 2,54 2.35 1.80
Three-way interaction 4,108 .57 .48
Note: ***p < .001
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Appendix 12 Study 1: Results of a four-factorial ANOVA examining whether 
paired-associate performance improved in the learning session and was affected by 
semantic relatedness, retention interval timing, and the single / dual task 
manipulation
d f F
Main effects
Learning 2,72 477.87***
Semantic relatedness 1,36 165.05***
Retention interval timing 1,36 .42
Single / dual task 1,36 .64
Two-way interactions
Learning x semantic relatedness 2,72 3.52*
Learning x retention interval timing 2,72 1.71
Learning x single / dual task 2,72 1.47
Semantic relatedness x retention interval timing 1,36 .86
Semantic relatedness x single / dual task 1,36 .02
Retention interval timing x single / dual task 1,36 .72
Three-way interactions
Learning x semantic relatedness x retention interval timing 2,72 .41
Learning x semantic relatedness x single / dual task 2,72 1.78
Learning x retention interval timing x single / dual task 2,72 .41
Semantic relatedness x retention interval timing x single /
dual task 1,36 .28
Four-way interaction 2,72 1.56
Note: ***p < .001; * jP < .05
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Appendix 13 Study 1: Results of a three-factorial ANOVA examining whether 
(baseline) paired-associate performance at the end of the learning session was 
affected by semantic relatedness, retention interval timing, and the single / dual task 
manipulation
F(l,36)
Main effects
Semantic relatedness 107.98***
Retention interval timing .54
Single / dual task .09
Two-way interactions
Semantic relatedness x retention interval timing .28
Semantic relatedness x single / dual task .49
Retention interval timing x single / dual task .27
Three-way interaction .05
Note: ***p<.001
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Appendix 14 Study 1: Results of a three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA 
examining the effects of semantic relatedness, retention interval timing, and the 
single / dual task manipulation on percentage change in the number of correctly 
recalled word pairs across the retention interval
F(l,36)
Main effects
Semantic relatedness 79.34***
Retention interval timing 10.12**
Single / dual task .34
Two-way interactions
Semantic relatedness x retention interval timing 1.68
Semantic relatedness x single / dual task .67
Retention interval timing x single / dual task .15
Three-way interaction .45
Note: ***/?< .001; < .01
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Appendix 15 Study 1: Results of a four-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA 
examining the effects of semantic relatedness, retention interval timing, single / dual 
task manipulation, and level of learning on delayed recall frequency
d f F
Main effects
Semantic relatedness 1,31 109.48***
Retention interval timing 1,31 7.90**
Single / dual task 1,31 2.21
Level of learning 3.93 321.15***
Two-way interactions
Semantic relatedness x retention interval timing 1,31 .86
Semantic relatedness x single / dual task 1,31 7.91**
Semantic relatedness x level of learning 3,93 9.86***
Retention interval timing x single / dual task 1,31 .06
Retention interval timing x level of learning 3,93 1.51
Single / dual task x level of learning 3,93 1.58
Three-way interactions
Semantic relatedness x retention interval timing x single / 1,31 .25
dual task
Semantic relatedness x retention interval timing x level of 3,93 2.47
learning ip = .067)
Semantic relatedness x single / dual task x level of learning 3,93 2.16
Retention interval timing x single / dual task x level of 3,93 .30
learning
Four-way interaction 3,93 .10
Note: ***/7 < .001; **/7 < .01
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Appendix 16 Study 1: Results of three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVAs 
examining the effects of retention interval timing, semantic relatedness, and single / 
dual task on delayed recall frequency at each level of learning
F(l.,31)
IRFo IRFi IRF2 IRF3
Main effects
Semantic relatedness 24.73*** 51.81*** 16.38*** 1.05
Retention interval timing 5.26* 5.37* 2.38 .28
Single / dual task 3.31 2.65 .07 .58
Two-way interactions
Semantic relatedness x retention 2.14 4.04 .36 .25
interval timing (p = .053)
Semantic relatedness x single / dual 3.46 6.12* .26 1.20
task
Retention interval timing x single / .47 .11 .03 .62
dual task
Three-way interaction .00 .27 .36 2.01
Note: ***/7 < .001; */7 < .05
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Appendix 17 Study 1: Results of a three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA 
examining the effects of semantic relatedness, retention interval timing, and single / 
dual task on the percentage of IRFq word pairs recalled in the first delayed recall test
F(l,30)
Main effects
Semantic relatedness 21.21***
Retention interval timing 5.15*
Single / dual task 1.25
Two-way interactions
Semantic relatedness x retention interval timing 4.44*
Semantic relatedness x single / dual task .60
Retention interval timing x single / dual task .99
Three-way interaction .43
Note: ***p < .001; *p < .05
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Appendix 18 Study 1: Results of a four-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA 
examining the effects of semantic relatedness, retention interval timing, single / dual 
task, and level of learning on the percentage of previously recalled word pairs that 
were no longer remembered in the first delayed recall test
d f F
Main effects
Semantic relatedness 1,30 49.47***
Retention interval timing 1,30 7.45*
Single / dual task 1,30 L77
Level of learning 2,60 46.83***
Two-way interactions
Semantic relatedness x retention interval timing 1,30 .35
Semantic relatedness x single / dual task 1,30 .00
Semantic relatedness x level of learning 2,60 14.93***
Retention interval timing x single / dual task 1,30 .30
Retention interval timing x level of learning 2,60 2.23
Single / dual task x level of learning 2,60 .64
Three-way interactions
Semantic relatedness x retention interval timing X single / dual task 1,30 .01
Semantic relatedness x retention interval timing X level of learning 2,60 .67
Semantic relatedness x single / dual task x level of learning 2,60 1.69
Retention interval timing x single / dual task x level of learning 2,60 .16
Four-way interaction 2,60 .25
Note: ***p < .001; *p  < .05
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Appendix 19 Study 1: Results of three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVAs 
examining the effects of retention interval timing, semantic relatedness, and single / 
dual task on the percentage of previously remembered word pairs that were no longer 
retrievable in the first delayed recall test at each level of learning
F(l,30)
IRFi IRF2 IRF3
Main effects
Semantic relatedness 40.73*** 10.42** 1.87
Retention interval timing 7.62** 2.29 .54
Single / dual task 2.46 .21 .81
Two-way interactions
Semantic relatedness x retention interval timing 1.02 .01 .19
Semantic relatedness x single / dual task 1.15 1.17 .08
Retention interval timing x single / dual task .00 .27 2.56
Three-way interaction .05 .03 4.05
(p = .053)
Note: ***/?< .001; **/?< .01
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Appendix 20 Study 1: Results of a four-factorial ANOVA examining whether 
paired-associate performance changed in the retest session and was affected by 
semantic relatedness, retention interval timing, and the single / dual task 
manipulation
d f F
Main effects
Testing 2,72 39.89***
Semantic relatedness 1,36 196.36***
Retention interval timing 1,36 3.10
Single / dual task 1,36 .29
Two-way interactions
Testing x semantic relatedness 2,72 .77
Testing x retention interval timing 2,72 .60
Testing x single / dual task 2,72 2.58
Semantic relatedness x retention interval timing 1,36 .50
Semantic relatedness x single / dual task 1,36 .90
Retention interval timing x single / dual task 1,36 .28
Three-way interactions
Testing x semantic relatedness x retention interval timing 2,72 3.05*
Testing x semantic relatedness x single / dual task 2,72 .46
Testing x retention interval timing x single / dual task 2,72 .88
Semantic relatedness x retention interval timing x single / 1,36 .06
dual task
Four-way interaction 2,72 .29
Note: ***p < .001; * p  < .05
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Appendix 21 Study 1; Results of a three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA 
examining whether mean Euclidean error distance decreased in the learning session 
and was affected by retention interval timing and the single / dual task manipulation
d f F
Main effects
Learning 2,72 15.16***
Retention interval timing 1,36 .02
Single / dual task 1,36 .68
Two-way interactions
Learning x retention interval timing 2J 2 .41
Learning x single / dual task 2,72 .14
Retention interval timing x single / dual task 1,36 .64
Three-way interaction 2,72 .08
Note: ***p<.001
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Appendix 22 Study 1: Results of a four-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA 
examining whether mean error distances along the more predictable horizontal axis 
and the less predictable vertical axis decreased in the learning session and was 
affected by retention interval timing and the single / dual task manipulation
d f F
Main effects
Learning 2,72 16.19***
Predictability 1,36 60.24***
Retention interval timing 1,36 .02
Single / dual task 1,36 .66
Two-way interactions
Learning x predictability 2,72 .53
Learning x retention interval timing 2,72 .38
Learning x single / dual task 2,72 .11
Predictability x retention interval timing 1,36 .11
Predictability x single / dual task 1,36 .79
Retention interval timing x single / dual task 1,36 .65
Three-way interactions
Learning x predictability x retention interval timing 2,72 .14
Learning x predictability x single / dual task 2,72 1.86
Learning x retention interval timing x single / dual task 2,72 .04
Predictability x retention interval timing x single / dual task 1,36 .01
Four-way interaction 2,72 .31
Note: ***p<.001
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Appendix 23 Study 1: Results of a three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA 
examining whether mean horizontal and vertical error distances in the final learning 
block was affected by retention interval timing and the single / dual task 
manipulation
F(l,36)
Main effects
Predictability 54.99***
Retention interval timing .00
Single / dual task .60
Two-way interactions
Predictability x retention interval timing .22
Predictability x single / dual task 1.50
Retention interval timing x single / dual task .58
Three-way interaction .02
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Appendix 24 Study 1: Results of a three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA 
examining the effects of predictability, retention interval timing, and the single / dual 
task manipulation on percentage change in error distance in the pursuit tracking task 
across the retention interval
F(l,36)
Main effects
Predictability .56
Retention interval timing 5.17*
Single / dual task .43
Two-way interactions
Predictability x retention interval timing .41
Predictability x single / dual task 1.90
Retention interval timing x single / dual task .21
Three-way interaction .20
Note: * p < .05
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Appendix 25 Study 1; Results of a three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA 
examining whether Euclidean error changed throughout the retest session and 
depended on retention interval timing and the single / dual task manipulation
d f F
Main effects
Testing 2J 2 .90
Retention interval timing 1,36 1.35
Single / dual task 1,36 .38
Two-way interactions
Testing x retention interval timing 2,72 .23
Testing x single / dual task 2,72 .56
Retention interval timing x single / dual task 1,36 .91
Three-way interaction 2,72 1.13
Note: all ps > .05
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Appendix 26 Study 1: Results of a four-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA 
examining whether pursuit tracking performance changed throughout the retest 
session and was affected by predictability, retention interval timing and the single / 
dual task manipulation
d f F
Main effects
Testing 2,72 .11
Predictability 1,36 82.05***
Retention interval timing 1,36 1.23
Single / dual task 1,36 .39
Two-way interactions
Testing x predictability 2,72 1.86
Testing x retention interval timing 2J 2 .21
Testing x single / dual task 2,72 .53
Predictability x retention interval timing 1,36 .11
Predictability x single / dual task 1,36 .19
Retention interval timing x single / dual task 1,36 .97
Three-way interactions
Testing x predictability x retention interval timing 2,72 .08
Testing x predictability x single / dual task 2,72 .01
Testing x retention interval timing x single / dual task 2,72 1.01
Predictability x retention interval timing x single / dual task 1,36 .00
Four-way interaction 2,72 1.02
Note: ***p<.001
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Appendix 27 Study 2: Supplementary instructions for the paired-associate and the 
pursuit tracking task
Verbal recall test
In this task, you will be shown related word pairs followed by unrelated ones. You 
will be tested on how well you can remember these word pairs. Detailed instructions 
will be shown before each task. Accuracy will be rewarded for up to a maximum of 
£6 : 5p for correctly recalling each ‘easy’ word pair and lOp for correctly recalling 
each ‘difficult’ word pair. The harder you try on each practice block, the better you 
can remember the words, and the larger your reward will be.
Mouse tracking task
This task tests how well you acquire a new skill. You will need to use a mouse to 
move a dot as close as possible to a moving target. Detailed instructions will be 
shown before each task. Good learning in terms of the reduction in error distance per 
block will be rewarded for up to a maximum of £6. The harder you try on each 
practice block, the better your performance will be, and the larger your reward will 
be.
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Appendix 28 Study 2: Results regarding the differences between the overnight and 
the daytime PA-PT groups in age, sleep parameters, subjective sleepiness levels, and 
performance in n-back, paired-associate, and pursuit tracking tasks
A28.1 Age
Results of an independent-samples t test showed that the overnight and the daytime 
PA-PT groups were similar in age (20.47 ± 1.37 vs. 20.96 ± 1.66, r(18) = .73, p > 
.05).
A28.2 Actigraphy
Independent-samples t tests were conducted to determine whether the two groups 
differed in any of the sleep parameters the night before the learning session. The two 
groups were equivalent in their bedtime, the time when the sleep episode started and 
ended, wake time, sleep duration, sleep latency, and sleep efficiency (f(18) = .11 to 
68, allps > .05; see Table A28. 1).
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Table A28. 1 Results of independent-samples t tests examining the differences in 
pre- and post-leaming actigraphy data between the overnight and the daytime PA-PT 
groups
Overnight PA-PT 
group
Daytime PA-PT 
group r(18)
Pre-learning sleep
Bedtime (hr:min) 00:10 (00:31) 00:14 (01:03) .20
Sleep started (hr:min) 00:13 (00:32) 00:19 (01:02) .27
Sleep ended (hr:min) 07:52 (00:49) 08:02 (00:34) .57
Wake time (hr:min) 07:58 (00:48) 08:05 (00:32) .41
Sleep duration (hr:min) 07:39 (00:46) 07:44 (00:58) .21
Latency (min) 3.50 ( 2.42) 4.90 ( 6.03) .68
Efficiency (%) 86.61 ( 3.73) 86.87 ( 6.21) .11
Post-learning sleep
Bedtime (hr:min) 00:25 (01:01) - - -
Sleep started (hr:min) 00:31 (01:01) - - -
Sleep ended (hr:min) 07:48 (00:42) - - -
Wake time (hr: min) 07:53 (00:41) - - -
Sleep duration (hr:min) 07:17 (00:59) - - -
Latency (min) 5.70 ( 2j8) - - -
Efficiency (%) 87.53 ( 3.64) - - -
Note: all ps > .05
To investigate whether any of the sleep parameters changed after learning, i.e. 
whether the pre- and post-leaming sleep parameters differed, in the overnight PA-PT 
group, paired-samples t tests were performed. No reliable difference was found in
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bedtime (t(9) = .83, p > .05), the time when the sleep episode started and ended (t{9) 
= .92 and .19, both ps > .05), wake time (t(9) = .23, p > .05), sleep duration (t(9) = 
1.11, p > .05), sleep latency (r(9) = 1.83, p > .05), or sleep efficiency (t(9) = .94, p > 
.05).
A28.3 Karolinska Sleepiness Scale
In the learning as well as the retest sessions, participants provided two ratings of their 
subjective sleepiness level, one at the beginning of the session prior to the n-back 
tasks, and the other one before the paired-associate and the pursuit tracking tasks. 
Results of independent-samples t tests examining the group contrasts on each rating 
were summarized in Table A28. 2. No significant difference was found (r(9) = .15 to 
.78, all ps > .05), so the two groups were similar in their subjective sleepiness in both 
sessions.
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Table A28. 2 Results of t tests examining the differences in subjective sleepiness 
level at learning and retest between the overnight and the daytime PA-PT groups and 
changes within each laboratory session
Overnight PA-PT Daytime PA-PT
group group t{9)
Learning
Beginning (before n-back) 4.40 (1.43) 4.10 (1.73) .42
Before the PA / PT tasks 4.50 (1.08) 4.40 (1.78) .15
Paired-samples (^9) .36 .90
Retest
Beginning (before n-back) 3.20 (1.48) 3.80 (1.93) .78
Before the PA / PT tasks 3.40 (1.35) 3.90 (1.79) .71
Paired-samples (^9) 1.00 .56
Note: all ps > .05
Paired-samples t tests were run to determine whether for each group, there was any 
reliable difference in the two ratings in the learning session as well as those in the 
retest session. Since none of these contrasts were significant (t(9) = .36 to 1.00, all ps 
> .05; see Table A28. 2), the mean was computed and the learning vs. retest contrast 
was tested to investigate whether participants’ subjective sleepiness differed between 
the two sessions. For the overnight PA-PT group, no significant difference was found 
(learning: 4.45 + 1.19; retest: 3.30 ± 1.38; t(9) = 1.69, p > .05). The daytime PA-PT 
group also did not show any significant change in subjective sleepiness from learning 
to retest (4.25 + 1.67 vs. 3.85 ± 1.84, t(9) = .68, p > .05).
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A28.4 Verbal n-back task
To examine whether the overnight and the daytime PA-PT groups differed in their 
verbal 1-, 2-, and 3-back performance (Table A28. 3), i.e. cognitive executive 
functions at learning, a two-factorial ANOVA was run. A similar analysis was 
performed on the n-back performance at retest. Results are summarized in Table 
A28. 4. Both analyses revealed similar patterns. At both learning and retest, n-back 
performance, and therefore, cognitive executive functions, were similar between the 
two groups (main effect of retention interval timing at learning: F(l,18) = 1.27; at 
retest: F(l,18) = 1.86, both ps > .05). There was a marked effect of task difficulty 
(learning: F(2,36) = 55.78; retest: F(2,36) = 50.16, both ps < .001), and linear 
contrasts were significant at both learning and retest (F(l,18) = 76.90 and 79.44, both 
ps < .001). The two-way interactions were not statistically significant (F(2,36) = 2.16 
and .75, both ps > .05).
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Table A28. 3 Mean and standard deviation of percentage of correct responses in 
verbal n-back tasks of the overnight and the daytime PA-PT groups
Overnight PA-PT group Daytime PA-PT group
1-back
Learning 85.74 (21.44) 95.96 ( 3.54)
Retest 93.62 (16.51) 97.66 ( 2.55)
2-back
Learning 75.65 (16.93) 84.57 (10.47)
Retest 82.39 (19.35) 92.17 ( 4.94)
3-back
Learning 63.33 (17.60) 63.56 ( 8.96)
Retest 65.33 (17.85) 74.67 (15.44)
Table A28. 4 Results of two-factorial repeated-measures ANOVAs examining the 
differences in verbal 1-, 2-, and 3-back tasks at learning and retest between the 
overnight and the daytime PA-PT groups
Retention interval timing Task difficulty Interaction
(F(l,18)) (F(2,36)) (F(2,36))
Learning 1.27 55.78*** 2.16
Retest 1.86 50.15*** .75
Note: ***p<.001
To investigate whether cognitive executive function at learning differed from that at 
retest since they were conducted at different times of day, these contrasts were tested 
separately for 1-, 2-, and 3-back tasks and for the two groups. For the overnight PA- 
PT group, 1-back performance was similar in both sessions (t(9) = 1.59, p > .05), but
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performance in the more difficult 2-back task tended to be better at retest, i.e. in the 
morning, than at learning, i.e. in the evening (t{9) = 2.19, p = .057). No significant 
difference was found in the most difficult 3-back task {t(9) = 1.01, p > .05). For the 
daytime PA-PT group, 1-back performance at learning and at retest was similar (t(9) 
= 1.10, p > .05). Performance in the 2-back task tended to be better at retest, i.e. in 
the evening, than at learning, i.e. in the morning (t(9) = 2.19, p = .057), a trend that 
was opposite to that observed in the overnight group in terms of possible circadian 
effects. Performance in the 3-back task, however, was significantly better in the 
retest session than in the learning session (t(9) = 3.41, p < .01), suggesting that the 
daytime PA-PT group had better cognitive executive function in the evening than in 
the morning.
A28.5 Paired-associate task
The mean and standard deviation of the number of word pairs correctly recalled at 
learning and retest are presented in Table A28. 5.
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Table A28. 5 Mean and standard deviation of the number of correctly recalled 
related and unrelated word pairs in the paired-associate task at learning and retest
Overnight PA-PT group Daytime PA-PT group
Related word pairs
Learning
Immediate recall test 1 16.20 ( 5.16) 14.80 (3.19)
Immediate recall test 2 25.70 ( 7.33) 25.60 (5.40)
Immediate recall test 3 31.30 ( 6.67) 31.60 (5.08)
Retest
Delayed recall test 1 30.60 ( 7.71) 29.50 (6.20)
Delayed recall test 2 31.30 ( 6.53) 30.20 04.73)
Delayed recall test 3 32.10 ( 6.71) 30.40 04 95)
Unrelated word pairs
Learning
Immediate recall test 1 6.00 ( 6.25) 6.10 (3.48)
Immediate recall test 2 14.20 ( 9.31) 13.30 (7.60)
Immediate recall test 3 19.80 (10.81) 19.10 (9.95)
Retest
Delayed recall test 1 17.70 (11.37) 12.10 (8.29)
Delayed recall test 2 18.20 (11.17) 12.80 (8.98)
Delayed recall test 3 18.70 (11.66) 14.00 (9.42)
Note: maximum number for each type of word pairs in each recall test = 40
A28.5.1 Performance throughout the learning session
To investigate whether the overnight and the daytime PA-PT groups improved in the 
recall of semantically related as well as unrelated word pairs from the beginning to
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the end of the learning session (effect of learning), a three-factorial repeated- 
measures ANOVA was performed (Table A28. 6). The large effect of learning 
indicated that paired-associate performance improved throughout the learning 
session (F(2,72) = 136.86, p < .001). Recall of related word pairs was consistently 
better than that of unrelated pairs (main effect of semantic relatedness; F(l,36) = 
130.42, p < .001). The overnight and the daytime PA-PT groups demonstrated a 
similar level of paired-associate performance in the learning session (main effect of 
retention interval timing: F(l,36) = .03, p > .05). No statistically significant 
interaction was found (F = .00 to 2.78, all ps > .05; see Table A28. 6).
Table A28. 6 Results of a three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA examining 
whether paired-associate performance improved in the learning session and was 
affected by semantic relatedness and retention interval timing
d f F
Main effects
Learning 2,72 136.86***
Semantic relatedness 1,36 130.42***
Retention interval timing 1,36 .03
Two-way interactions
Learning x semantic relatedness 2,72 2.78
Learning x retention interval timing 2,72 .03
Semantic relatedness x retention interval timing 1,36 .00
Three-way interaction 2,36 .64
Note: ***p<.001
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To ensure that the two groups were similar in their paired-associate performance 
prior to the retention interval, i.e. baseline, a two-factorial repeated-measures 
ANOVA was performed on their performance in the final immediate recall test. The 
main effect of retention interval timing was not significant (F(l,18) = .00, p > .05), 
suggesting the similarity in baseline performance between the two groups before the 
retention interval. Recall of related word pairs remained superior to that of unrelated 
word pairs at the end of the learning session (main effect of semantic relatedness: 
F(l,18) = 76.80, p < .001). The two-way interaction was not statistically significant 
(F(l,18) = .13,p>.05).
Separate independent-samples t tests were also conducted to further investigate any 
possible group difference in the recall of related and unrelated word pairs in the final 
immediate recall test. None of the overnight vs. daytime contrasts was found to be 
significant, so the overnight and the daytime groups successfully acquired a similar 
number of related as well as unrelated word pairs (r(18) = .11 and .15, both ps > .05).
A28.5.2 Pre- and post-retention performance comparison
A28.5.2.1 Number of correct recalls
Recall of related word pairs at the end of the learning session and at the beginning of 
retest was contrasted with paired-samples t tests to examine whether there was any 
reliable change across the retention interval in the overnight and the daytime PA-PT 
groups. Similar analyses were also performed on the recall of unrelated word pairs. 
For semantically related word pairs, while the overnight PA-PT group recalled a
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similar number of word pairs before and after the retention interval (t(9) = .87, p > 
.05), the daytime PA-PT group recalled fewer at retest, demonstrating reliable 
forgetting ( (^9) = 2.74, p < .05). In contrast, both groups recalled a significantly 
smaller number of unrelated word pairs at the beginning of retest than at the end of 
the learning session (overnight: t(9) = 4.16, p < .01; daytime: t{9) = 4.95, p < .001).
To determine whether the extent of these changes in the recall of both kinds of word 
pairs across the retention interval was statistically different between the overnight 
and the daytime groups, the percentage change in the number of correct recalls was 
computed, and the effects of retention interval timing and semantic relatedness were 
examined in a two-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA. There was a reliable main 
effect of semantic relatedness (F(l,18) = 61.10, p < .001), indicating less forgetting 
of related than unrelated word pairs across the retention interval. The main effect of 
retention interval timing was also significant (F(l,18) = 6.35, p < .05), pointing out 
that fewer word pairs were forgotten during the overnight retention interval when 
participants slept than during the daytime retention interval when they stayed awake. 
However, this effect of retention interval timing, or more specifically, sleep, differed 
for related and unrelated word pairs, since the retention interval timing x semantic 
relatedness interaction was significant (F(l,18) = 12.22, p < .01). Results of post hoc 
independent-samples t tests showed that a significant group difference was found in 
the recall of unrelated word pairs (r(18) = 3.03, p < .01; see Figure A28. 1), but not 
related word pairs (^(18) = 1.02, p > .05). In other words, post-leaming sleep 
facilitated the stabilization of the memory of unrelated word pairs, thereby reducing 
the extent of forgetting, although no such effect was found for semantically related 
word pairs.
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Figure A28. 1 Results of independent-samples t tests examining the group contrast in 
the percentage change in the number of correct recalls across the retention interval
Related word pairs Unrelated word pairs
B  Overnight PA-PT group 
E3 Daytime PA-PT group
 ^-10 
I
■g -30 
I  -40 
« -50
I -60
ë  -70
Note: **p < .01
As reported earlier, the overnight retention group showed better 2-back performance 
at retest than at learning (section A28. 4), and therefore, better cognitive executive 
functions after the retention interval might contribute to the reduced forgetting of 
unrelated word pairs. However, if this were the case, with better 2- and 3-back 
performance at retest, the daytime retention group would show a similar, rather than 
a greater, extent of forgetting as compared to the overnight retention group. To 
further investigate whether the percentage change in the number of correctly recalled 
word pairs across the retention interval was associated with the percentage change in 
n-back performance, Pearson correlational analyses were conducted (Table A28. 7).
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Table A28. 7 Pearson correlations between improvement in n-back performance 
and the change in the number of correctly recalled word pairs across the retention 
interval
1-back 2-back 3-back
Related word pairs
Overnight retention groups .19 -.62 
ip = .057)
-.06
Daytime retention groups .51 
(p -  .13)
.14 .59 
ip = .074)
Unrelated word pairs
Overnight retention groups .15 -.21 .26
Daytime retention groups .14 -.03 .62 
(p = .059)
Note: all/js > .05; 38
Some of the relationships were found to be of considerable magnitude, but did not 
reach the significance level because of the small sample size. Similar to Study 1, in 
Study 2, improvement in 3-back performance was related to the changes in the 
number of correctly recalled related word pairs across daytime retention; however, 
the direction of the correlation was different (Study 1: r(38) = -.58, p < .01; Study 2: 
r(18) = .59, p = .074). In Study 1, improvement in 3-back performance was 
associated with greater decreases in the number of correct recalls of related word 
pairs, while the opposite pattern was found in Study 2, i.e. greater n-back 
improvement was related to greater increases in the number of correctly recalled 
related word pairs.
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Improvement in 3-back performance across daytime retention was also correlated 
with improvement in the number of correctly recalled unrelated word pairs (r(18) = 
.62, p = .059). In addition, the correlation between the improvement in 1-back 
performance and the recall of semantically related word pairs across daytime 
retention was of considerable magnitude (r(18) = .51, p = .13).
Across the overnight retention interval, the only correlation that approached the 
significance level was found between improvement in 2-back performance and the 
recall of related word pairs, although this relationship was negative (r(18) = -.62, p = 
.057), i.e. greater increases in 2-back performance was related to greater decreases in 
the number of correctly recalled related word pairs.
To summarize, post-learning sleep facilitated the stabilization of the memory of both 
related and unrelated word pairs so that across the 12-hour retention interval, 
forgetting of related pairs was negligible, while that of unrelated word pairs was 
greatly reduced. This beneficial effect could not be attributed to the improved 
cognitive functions after sleep. However, better cognitive function after wakefulness 
retention alleviated forgetting of word pairs and was, in fact, related to improved 
recall performance.
A28.5.2.2 Delayed recall frequency
To determine whether the frequency of recalling related and unrelated word pairs at 
retest depended on their level of learning and the timing of the retention interval, a
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three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA was performed (Figure A28. 2). Results 
are presented in Table A28. 8.
Figure A28. 2 Delayed recall frequency of (a) related and (b) unrelated word pairs 
that had been recalled in 0, 1, 2, and 3 immediate recall tests at learning .
(a)
3
* 2
1;
(b)
I  '
B  Overnight PA-PT gro i^  (n =  7) 
ED Daytime PA-PT group (n =  9)
A ll
IRF = 0 IRF=1 IRF = 2 IRF = 3
 Immediate recall frequency (IRF) / Level o f learning-----
Note: < .01; *p < .05
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Table A28. 8 Results of a three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA examining the 
effects of semantic relatedness, retention interval timing, and level of learning on 
delayed recall frequency
d f F
Main effects
Semantic relatedness 1,14 34.31***
Retention interval timing 1,14 7.21*
Level of learning 3,42 159.86***
Two-way interactions
Semantic relatedness x retention interval timing 1,14 4.25
(p = .058)
Semantic relatedness x level of learning 3,42 3.76*
Retention interval timing x level of learning 3,42 1.38
Three-way interaction 3,42 6.09**
Note: < .001; < .01; *p < .05
The reliable main effect of semantic relatedness pointed out that the frequency of
recalling related word pairs after the retention interval was higher than that of
unrelated word pairs (F(l,14) = 34.31, p < .001). Delayed recall frequency was also
highly influenced by level of learning (F(3,42) = 159.86, p < .001), i.e. better learned 
word pairs were more frequently recalled at retest. Furthermore, delayed recall 
frequency depended on retention interval timing (F(l,14) = 7.21, p < .01), and was 
higher after overnight than daytime retention. There was a significant two-way 
interaction between semantic relatedness and level of learning (F(3,42) = 3.76, p < 
.05), and the semantic relatedness x retention interval timing x level of learning
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interaction was also statistically significant (F(3,42) = 6.09, p < .01). To further 
examine this three-way interaction, and hence, the contribution of semantic 
relatedness and retention interval timing to delayed recall frequency at each level of 
learning, separate post hoc two-factorial repeated-measures ANOVAs were 
performed. Results are summarized in Table A28. 9.
Table A28. 9 Results of two-factorial repeated-measures ANOVAs examining the 
effects of semantic relatedness and retention interval timing on delayed recall 
frequency at each level of learning
IRFo
F(l,14) 
IRFi IRF2 IRF3
Main effects
Semantic relatedness 5.21* 28.17*** 8.92** 4.38
Retention interval timing 1.87 7.17* 1.75
(p = .055) 
5.15*
Two-way interaction 3.36 9.04** 4.50 6.97*
(p = .088) (p = .052)
Note: ***p < .001; < .01; *p < .05
For word pairs never recalled in the learning session, i.e. IRFo pairs, the frequency of 
recalling related pairs at retest was higher than that of unrelated pairs (main effect of 
semantic relatedness: F(l,14) = 5.21, p < .05). The effect of retention interval timing 
was not statistically significant (F(l,14) = 1.87, p > .05), but its interaction with 
semantic relatedness approached significance (F(l,14) = 3.36, p = .088), indicating a 
differential effect of retention interval timing, or more specifically, sleep, on how
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frequently IRFo pairs were enhanced during the retention interval and as a result, 
recalled at retest. Results of post hoc independent-samples t tests examining the 
difference between the overnight and the daytime groups on related and unrelated 
word pairs were both not significant (related pairs; 0.97 ±1.10 vs. 0.29 ± 0.37, t(14) 
= 1.59, p > .05; unrelated pairs: 0.20 ± 0.32 vs. 0.20 ± 0.49, r(14) = .01, p > .05; see 
Figure A28. 2), although for related word pairs, the delayed recall frequency after 
overnight retention was clearly superior to that after daytime retention. In fact, the 
effect size of retention interval timing was large (Cohen’s d = .84). Hence, it can be 
concluded that post-learning sleep facilitated memory enhancement of previously 
unrecallable related word pairs.
For word pairs that had been correctly recalled in one of the immediate recall tests, 
i.e. IRFi pairs, the main effects of both semantic relatedness and retention interval 
timing as well as their interaction were significant (F( 1,14) = 7.17 to 28.17, all ps < 
.05). Results of post hoc independent-samples t tests showed that the overnight and 
the daytime groups demonstrated similar delayed recall frequency of related word 
pairs (2.42 ± 0.54 vs. 2.24 ± 0.40, t{\A) = .79, p > .05), but frequency of recalling 
unrelated word pairs was higher after overnight than after daytime retention (2.06 ± 
0.75 vs. 0.91 ± 0.63, t(14) = 3.32, p < .01). In other words, post-leaming sleep 
facilitated the stabilization of the memory of unrelated word pairs so that they were 
not forgotten during the retention interval and could be recalled more often after 
sleep than after wakefulness.
For word pairs that were recalled twice in the learning session, i.e. IRF2 pairs, there 
was again a reliable effect of semantic relatedness (F(l,14) = 8.92, p < .01), showing
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the superior recall of related word pairs. The main effect of retention interval timing 
was not statistically significant (F(l,14) = 1.75, p > .05), but there was a marginally 
significant semantic relatedness x retention interval timing interaction effect (F(l,14) 
= 4.50, p  = .052). No significant difference between the overnight and the daytime 
groups was found in the delayed recall frequency of related word pairs (2.73 ± 0.28 
vs. 2.81 ± 0.11, f(14) = .86, p > .05), or unrelated pairs (2.60 ± 0.44 vs. 2.08 ± 0.68, 
t(l4) = 1.78, p > .05). However, as illustrated in Figure A28. 2, after the retention 
interval, the overnight retention group clearly recalled unrelated word pairs more 
often than the daytime retention group, and the effect size was considerable (Cohen’s 
d — .93).
Finally, for word pairs consistently recalled in the learning session, i.e. IRF3 pairs, 
the main effect of semantic relatedness approached significance (F(l,14) = 4.38, p  = 
.055), and hence, related word pairs tended to be more frequently recalled after the 
retention interval than unrelated pairs. A reliable effect of retention interval timing 
was observed (F(l,14) = 5.15, p < .05), and its interaction with semantic relatedness 
was also statistically significant (F(l,14) = 6.97, p < .05). Similar to the IRFi and the 
IRF2 pairs, there was no reliable group difference in the delayed recall frequency of 
related word pairs (2.95 ± 0.05 vs. 2.91 ± 0.11, t(l4) = 1.14, p > .05), but the 
overnight group demonstrated superior recall of unrelated word pairs than the 
daytime group (3.00 ± 0.00 vs. 2.52 ± 0.52, t{\4) = 2.80, p < .05). Note that the mean 
delayed recall frequency of the overnight PA-PT group was 3.00 (SD = 0), indicating 
that all the participants in the overnight PA-PT group recalled all the IRF3 pairs 
consistently throughout the retest session. This further pointed out the facilitative 
effect of post-leaming sleep on stabilizing the memory of unrelated word pairs.
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To summarize, similar to the results observed in Study 1, in Study 2, post-leaming 
sleep played a critical role in the offline enhancement and the stabilization of 
declarative memory, and its effects depended on the semantic relatedness of the word 
pairs as well as how well they had been acquired prior to the retention interval. Post- 
leaming sleep helped enhance the memory of related word pairs that were not 
previously retrievable so that they were recalled more often after the retention 
interval, while facilitating the memory stabilization of unrelated word pairs which 
had been recalled previously so that they would not be forgotten during the retention 
interval and were recalled more frequently at retest.
A28.5.2.3 Percentage of word pairs (not) recalled in the first delayed recall 
test
To investigate the effects of retention interval timing and semantic relatedness on the 
extent of declarative memory enhancement during the retention interval, a two- 
factorial repeated-measures ANOVA was performed on the percentage of word pairs 
never recalled at teaming (IRFo word pairs) that were remembered in the first 
delayed recall test (Figure A28. 3).
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Figure A28. 3 Percentage of (a) related and (b) unrelated word pairs never recalled 
during learning that were successfully retrieved in the first delayed recall test after 
the retention interval
(a)
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1
I 20
B  Overnight PA-PT group (n =  7) 
□  Daytime PA-PT grot^ (n = 9 )
(b)
100 
&  80
I  40
I 20
IRF=0
Note: The p  values for the independent-samples t tests examining the group 
difference on the recall of related and unrelated word pairs were both > .05
Although Figure A28. 3 showed that the percentage of IRFo related word pairs that 
were retrieved at retest was clearly higher than that of unrelated word pairs, the main 
effect of semantic relatedness was only marginally significant (F(l,14) = 3.87, p  = 
.069). Neither the main effect of retention interval timing nor its interaction with 
semantic relatedness was reliable, and therefore, post-leaming sleep did not seem to 
help declarative memory enhancement. However, the size of the effect of retention 
interval timing on the percentage of IRFo related word pairs that were remembered at
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retest was moderate (Cohen’s d = .47), indicating the importance of post-leaming 
sleep in the offline memory enhancement of related word pairs.
To determine the influence of level of leaming, retention interval timing, and 
semantic relatedness on the extent of forgetting or lack of offline stabilization, a 
three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted on the percentage of word 
pairs successfully acquired in the leaming session that was no longer recalled at 
retest (Figure A28. 4 and Table A28. 10).
Figure A28.4 Percentage of (a) related and (b) unrelated word pairs recalled once, 
twice, or three times during leaming that were no longer remembered in the first 
delayed recall test after the retention interval
(a)
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-Immediate recall frequency (ERF) / Level of leaming-
Note: **p < .01; *p  < .05
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There was a significant main effect of semantic relatedness, implying that the 
percentage of previously recalled related word pairs that were forgotten during the 
retention interval was smaller than that of unrelated word pairs (F(l,14) = 55.78, p < 
.001; see Table A28. 10). The percentage of word pairs forgotten was affected by 
their level of leaming as well (F(2,28) = 28.17, p < .001). The significant interaction 
between these two factors (F(2,28) = 5.84, p < .01) pointed out that for word pairs 
that had been recalled once and twice during leaming, a significantly greater 
percentage of unrelated word pairs were forgotten than related pairs (IRFi pairs: 
52.02 ± 29.98% vs. 26.18 ± 24.33%, t{\9) = 4.11, p < .001 ; IRFg pairs: 29.87 ± 
29.77% vs. 10.49 ± 14.87%, t{l9) = 2.90, p < .01). In contrast, for word pairs 
consistently recalled during leaming, forgetting of related and unrelated word pairs 
was statistically similar (3.92 ± 9.37% vs. 0.42 ± 1.73%, t{\9) = 1.80, p > .05). A 
significant main effect of retention interval timing on forgetting was found (F(l,14) 
= 9.69, p < .01) with the ovemight retention group showing less forgetting than the 
daytime retention group. Its interaction with semantic relatedness was also 
significant (F(l,14) = 25.19, p < .001), indicating a differential effects of retention 
interval timing, i.e. sleep, on stabilizing the memory of related and unrelated word 
pairs. Although the three-way interaction with level of leaming was not statistically 
significant, (F(2,28) = 2.02, p > .05), further analyses revealed that the effect of post- 
leaming sleep also depended on how well the declarative materials had been 
acquired (Table A28. 11).
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Table A28. 10 Results of a three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA examining the 
effects of semantic relatedness, retention interval timing, and level of leaming on the 
percentage of previously recalled word pairs that were no longer remembered in the 
first delayed recall test
d f F
Main effects
Semantic relatedness 1,14 55.78***
Retention interval timing 1,14 9.69**
Level of leaming 2,28 28.17***
Two-way interactions
Semantic relatedness x retention interval timing 1,14 25.19***
Semantic relatedness x level of leaming 2,28 5.84**
Retention interval timing x level of leaming 2,28 2.90
Three-way interaction 2,28 2.02
Note: ***p < .001; **p < .01
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Table A28. 11 Results of two-factorial repeated-measures ANOVAs examining the 
effects of retention interval timing and semantic relatedness on the percentage of 
previously recalled word pairs that were no longer retrievable in the first delayed 
recall test at each level of leaming
IRFi
F(l,14)
IRFi IRF3
Main effects
Semantic relatedness 23.79*** 12.79** 2.84
Retention interval timing 6.56* 4.74* 2.33
Two-way interaction 9.36*** 5.92* 2.84
Note: ***p < .001; **p < .01; *p < .05
For word pairs that were recalled only in the final immediate recall test in the 
leaming session, i.e. IRFi pairs, a smaller percentage of related pairs were forgotten 
than unrelated word pairs (main effect of semantic relatedness: F(l,14) = 23.79, p < 
.001). The main effect of retention interval timing as well as its interaction with 
semantic relatedness were significant (F(l,14) = 6.56, p < .05 and F(l,14) = 9.36, p < 
.01). Results of post hoc independent-samples t tests showed that the ovemight and 
the daytime groups forgot a similar percentage of related word pairs (17.70 ± 22.94% 
vs. 25.74 ± 25.02%, 7(14) = .66, p > .05), but participants who slept during the 
retention interval forgot a smaller percentage of unrelated pairs than those who 
stayed awake (28.17 ± 18.82% vs. 71.47 ± 23.58%, r(14) = 3.97, p < .01).
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For word pairs that had been recalled in the second and the third immediate recall 
tests, i.e. IRF2 pairs, there were significant main effects of both semantic relatedness 
and retention interval timing (F(l,14) = 12.79, p < .01 and F(l,14) = 4.74, p < .05). 
Their interaction was also significant (F(l,14) = 5.92, p < .05). As in IRFi pairs, the 
percentage of IRF2 related word pairs forgotten during ovemight and daytime 
retention was similar (7.76 ± 11.22% vs. 6.27 ± 7.89%, r(14) = .31, p > .05), but 
post-leaming sleep greatly reduced the forgetting of semantically unrelated word 
pairs (14.66 ± 13.28% vs. 42.49 ± 26.76%, r(14) = 2.51, p < .05).
For word pairs consistently recalled throughout the leaming session, i.e. IRF3 pairs, 
the non-significant main effect of semantic relatedness pointed out that forgetting of 
related and unrelated word pairs no longer differed significantly when they had been 
acquired to high levels in the leaming session (F(l,14) = 2.84, p > .05). The main 
effect of retention interval timing and its interaction with semantic relatedness were 
also not significant (F(l,14) = 2.33 and 2.84, both ps > .05), and therefore, whether 
participants slept or stayed awake during the retention interval did not affect the 
percentage of related as well as unrelated word pairs that were forgotten. This 
absence of a significant effect of retention interval timing was confirmed with 
separate independent-samples t tests on the two kinds of word pairs (related pairs: 
0.00 ± 0.00% for the ovemight group vs. 0.79 + 2.38% for the daytime group, r(14) = 
.88, p > .05; unrelated pairs: 0.00 ± 0.00% vs. 7.47 ± 12.11%, r(14) = 1.84, p > .05). 
Note that all the participants in the ovemight group did not forget any of the IRF3 
related or unrelated word pairs, so the percentage not retrieved at retest was 0%. This 
suggests that post-leaming sleep might still be important in the stabilization of word
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pairs when they had been well acquired, although its effect was relatively smaller as 
compared to that observed with less well learned pairs, i.e. IRFi and IRF2 pairs.
A28.5.3 Performance throughout the retest session
The mean and standard deviation of the number of correct recalls in each delayed 
recall test are presented in Table A28. 5. Results of a three-factorial repeated- 
measures ANOVA showed that recall performance improved throughout the retest 
session even when no feedback was given (main effect of testing: F(2,36) = 9.10, p < 
.001; see Table A28. 12), and therefore, multiple retrieval attempts helped to 
improve recall performance, a result also found in study 1. Participants continued to 
recall a greater number of semantically related pairs than unrelated pairs at retest 
(main effect of semantic relatedness: F(l,18) = 139.86, p < .001). As previously 
mentioned, sleep reduced the forgetting of word pairs, so the ovemight retention 
group should remember more word pairs than the daytime retention group at retest, 
but in fact, the two groups showed a similar level of recall performance (main effect 
of retention interval timing: F(l,14) = .86, p > .05). None of the interaction effects 
was statistically significant (F = .03 to 2.37, all ps > .05).
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Table A28. 12 Results of a three-factorial ANOVA examining whether paired- 
associate performance changed in the retest session and was affected by semantic 
relatedness and retention interval timing
d f F
Main effects
Testing 2,36 9.10***
Semantic relatedness 1,18 139.86***
Retention interval timing 1,18 .86
Two-way interactions
Testing x semantic relatedness 2,36 .14
Testing x retention interval timing 2,36 .03
Semantic relatedness x retention interval timing 1,18 2.37
Three-way interaction 2,36 .70
Note: ***p < .001
In conclusion, paired-associate performance improved in the retest session, although 
no feedback was provided.
A28.6 Pursuit tracking task
A28.6.1 Performance throughout the learning session
The mean and standard deviation of the Euclidean error distance and its horizontal 
and vertical components at leaming and retest are presented in Table A28. 13.
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Table A 28.13 Mean and standard deviation of the Euclidean, horizontal and vertical 
error distances (in pixels) in the pursuit tracking task at leaming and retest
Overnight PA-PT group Daytime PA-PT group
Euclidean error distance
Leaming
Block 1 286.36 (86.81) 294.42 (29.14)
Block 2 276.12 (74.81) 271.26 (21.96)
Block 3 262.13 (72.90) 259.01 (18.76)
Retest
Block 1 259.60 (75.70) 236.08 (33.48)
Block 2 267.22 (88.44) 234.16 (23.77)
Block 3 1 262.03 (85.02) 236.93 (39.86) 1
Horizontal error distance
Leaming
Block 1 155.44 (50.65) 151.80 (25.14)
Block 2 139.37 (39.12) 135.41 (17.79)
Block 3 133.95 (34.56) 126.49 (13.76)
Retest
Block 1 132.40 (31.81) 117.66 (10.14)
Block 2 128.53 (34.76) 115.04 (11.42)
Block 3 126.20 (32.89) 112.24 (15.36)
Vertical error distance
Leaming
Block 1 202.91 (68.04) 216.53 (22.59)
Block 2 205.73 (59.55) 203.95 (21.10)
Block 3 194.40 (59.58) 197.47 (22.52)
Retest
Block 1 191.77 (66.03) 177.66 (36.01)
Block 2 204.96 (75.35) 177.81 (25.88)
Block 3 201.51 (72.57) 183.22 (40.42)
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To investigate whether Euclidean error distance decreased, i.e. pursuit tracking 
performance improved throughout the leaming session (effect of leaming), whether 
such improvement differed between the ovemight and the daytime retention groups, 
a two-factorial repeated measures ANOVA was conducted. Euclidean error distance 
decreased from the beginning to the end of the leaming session (main effect of 
leaming: F(2,36) = 12.42, p < .001). Neither the main effect of retention interval 
timing nor its interaction with leaming was statistically significant (F(l,18) = .00 and 
F(2,36) = .68, both ps > .05), so the ovemight and the daytime PA-PT groups were 
similar in their pursuit tracking performance in the leaming session. The absence of 
any group difference in pursuit tracking performance at the end of the leaming 
session was further tested with an independent-samples t test to ensure that the two 
groups did not differ in their baseline performance. The group contrast was not 
statistically significant (r(18) = .13, p > .05).
The similarity of the ovemight and the daytime retention groups in their pursuit 
tracking performance along the horizontal and the vertical axes during the leaming 
session was also investigated (Table A28. 14). Similar to the results in Euclidean 
error distance, there was a reliable main effect of leaming (F(2,36) = 12.98, p < 
.001), indicating that participants could predict the trajectory of the target more 
accurately towards the end of the leaming session. Performance along the horizontal 
axis which was more predictable was better than that along the vertical axis (F(l,18) 
= 63.66, p < .001). The ovemight and the daytime retention groups were very similar 
in their pursuit tracking performance (main effect of retention interval timing: 
F(l,18) = .00, p > .05). No significant interaction effect was found (F = .40 to 2.73, 
all ps > .05; see Table A28. 14). Results of independent-samples t tests further
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confirmed the similarity of the two groups in their pursuit tracking performance 
along both the horizontal and the vertical axes at the end of the leaming session 
(r(18) = .63 and .15, bothps > .05).
Table A28. 14 Results of a three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA examining 
whether error distances along the more predictable, horizontal axis and the less 
predictable, vertical axis decreased in the leaming session and differed between the 
ovemight and the daytime PA-PT groups
d f F
M ain effects
Leaming 2,36 12.98***
Predictability 1,18 63.66***
Retention interval timing 1,18 .00
Two-way interactions
Leaming x predictabihty 2,36 2.73
Leaming x retention interval timing 2,36 .71
Predictability x retention interval timing 1,18 .40
Three-way interaction 2,36 1.04
Note: ***p < .001
In conclusion, the ovemight and the daytime groups were similar in their pursuit 
tracking performance in the leaming session.
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A28.6.2 Pre- and post-retention performance comparison
To determine whether pursuit tracking performance of the ovemight and the daytime 
PA-PT groups changed across the retention interval, the Euclidean error distance and 
its horizontal as well as vertical components at the end of the leaming session was 
compared with that at the beginning of retest with paired-samples t tests (Table A28. 
15).
Table A28. 15 Results of paired-samples t tests contrasting pursuit tracking 
performance at the end of the leaming session and at the beginning of the retest 
session
Overnight PA-PT group Davtime PA-PT group
Beginning of Beginning of
End of learning retest (^9) End of learning retest t{9)
Euclidean
error distance 262.13 (72.90) 259.60 (75.70) .25 259.01 (18.76) 236.08 (33.48) 2.81*
Horizontal 2.18
error distance 133.95 (34.56) 132.40 (31.81) .34 126.49 (13.76) 117.66 (10.14) (p = .057)
Vertical error
distance 194.40 (59.58) 191.77 (66.03) .26 197.47 (22.52) 177.66 (36.01) 2.89*
Note: * p  < .05
Similar to the interesting results found in Study 1 (reported in section S.2.2.5.2), the 
ovemight retention group did not show any significant reduction in Euclidean, 
vertical, or horizontal error distance {t{9) = .25 to .34, all ps > .05). It was even more 
surprising given that n-back performance and therefore, cognitive functions were 
better at retest than at leaming. In contrast, across daytime retention. Euclidean as
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well as vertical errors decreased (t(9) = 2.81 and 2.89, both ps < .05), while 
horizontal error showed a similar decreasing trend (t(9) = 2.18, p  = .057).
To determine whether the extent of improvement in pursuit tracking performance, as 
indicated by percentage reduction in Euclidean error distance, was affected by 
retention interval timing, an independent-samples t test was conducted. No 
significant difference between the ovemight and the daytime group was found, 
although the performance of the daytime retention group was clearly superior to that 
of the ovemight retention group (8.92 ± 9.77% vs. 0.70 ± 12.72%, r(18) = 1.62, p  > 
.05; see Figure A28. 5). A two-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA was performed 
to examine the effect of predictability on the extent of performance improvement 
across the retention interval. Improvement in pursuit tracking performance along the 
horizontal and the vertical axes was similar (main effect of predictability: F(l,18) = 
.70, p  > .05). Whether the participants slept or stayed awake during the retention 
interval did not affect the extent of performance improvement (main effect of 
retention interval timing: F(l,18) = 2.64, p  > .05). The two-way interaction was not 
statistically significant (F(l,18) = .27, p  > .05). Results of independent-samples t 
tests confirmed the similarity of the two groups in the extent of performance 
improvement along the horizontal and the vertical axes (horizontal: 0.30 ± 9.91% vs. 
6.36 ± 9.69%, r(18) = 1.38, p  > .05; vertical: 1.23 ± 17.34% vs. 10.35 + 10.70%, 
f(18) = 1.42, p  > .05), although Figure A28. 5 did reveal more improvement in the 
daytime retention group.
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Figure A28. 5 Improvement in pursuit tracking task across the retention interval in 
terms Euclidean error distance and its horizontal and vertical components
Euclidean error distance Horizontal error distance Vertical error distance
Ï ?
II
■  Ovemight PA-PT group 
Q Daytime PA-PT group
Note: Group contrasts in Euclidean, vertical, and horizontal error distances were all 
not statistically significant (all ps > .05).
A 28.6 .3 Perform ance throughout the retest session
To investigate whether pursuit tracking performance changed throughout the retest 
session because of further testing and whether the possible change was moderated by 
retention interval timing, a two-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA was performed 
on Euclidean error distance. No significant change in Euclidean error distance was 
found in the retest session (main effect of testing: F(2,36) = .11, p  > .05). 
Furthermore, the ovemight and the daytime retention groups demonstrated a similar 
level of pursuit tracking performance (main effect of retention interval timing: 
F(l,18) = .99, p  > .05). The two-way interaction was also not significant (F(2,36) = 
.35, p  > .05).
A three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA was then run to test whether 
performance change, if any, was determined by predictability (Table A28. 16). No 
reliable change was found (main effect of testing: F(2,36) = .11, p  > .05). The two 
groups showed a similar level of performance at retest (main effect of retention
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interval timing: F(l,18) = 1.04, p  > .05). The significant main effect of predictability 
(F(l,18) = 60.58, p  < .001) pointed out unsurprisingly that performance along the 
more predictable, horizontal axis was consistently better than that along the less 
predictable, vertical axis. None of the interaction effects was significant, except the 
testing X predictability interaction (F(2,36) = 4.92, p  < .05). Post hoc repeated- 
measures ANOVAs were conducted to determine if the changes in performance 
along the horizontal and the vertical axes were different, but no reliable change was 
found in either the horizontal error (F(2,38) = 2.15, p  > .05), or the vertical error 
(F(2,38) = 1.21, p  > .05). Next, the possibility that the two-way interaction was due 
to significant differences in horizontal and vertical errors in some, but not all, retest 
blocks was examined. Results of post hoc paired-samples t tests showed that the 
contrast was significant for the first block (r(19) = 6.45, p  < .001), the second block 
(t(19) = 8.35, p  < .001), as well as the third block (t(l9) = 8.17, p  < .001).
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Table A28. 16 Results of a three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA examining 
whether pursuit tracking performance changed throughout the retest session and was 
affected by predictability and retention interval
d f F
M ain effects
Testing 2,36 .11
Predictability 1,18 60.58***
Retention interval timing 1,18 1.04
Two-way interactions
Testing x predictability 2 J 6 4.92*
Testing x retention interval timing 2 J 6 .33
Predictability x retention interval timing 1,18 .11
Three-way interaction 2 J 6 1.33
Note: * * * p < .0 0 1 ;* * * p < .0 5
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Appendix 29 Study 1 and Study 2: Results of two-factorial ANOVAs comparing 
pre- and post-leaming sleep parameters among the overnight retention groups
Pre-/post-learning Group Interaction
(F(l,37)) (F(2,37)) (F(2,37))
Bedtime (hr:min) .43 2j& .02
Sleep started (hr:min) .68 3.03 .07
ip = .061)
Sleep ended (hr:min) 2.34 .14 .60
Wake time (hr:min) 3.74 .10 .44
(p = .061)
Sleep duration (hr:min) 3.57 2.43 .79
Latency (min) 2.12 .26 .16
Efficiency (%) .11 .74 .21
Note: all ps < .05
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Appendix 30 Study 1 and Study 2: Results of three-factorial ANOVAs examining 
the effects of task difficulty, retention interval timing, and PA-only / PT-only / PA- 
PT on n-back performance at learning and at retest
#  F
Learning Retest
M ain effects
Difficulty 2,148 97.81*** 96.39***
Retention interval timing 1,74 .40 1.59
PA-only / PT-only / PA-PT 2,74 .17 .13
Two-way interactions
Difficulty x retention interval timing 2,148 .64 .15
Difficulty x PA-only / PT-only / PA-PT 4,148 .21 .34
Retention interval timing x PA-only / PT-only /
PA-PT 2,74 233 2.07
Three-way interaction 4,148 .50 .20
Note: ***p< .001
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Appendix 31 Study 1 and Study 2: Results of three-factorial repeated-measures 
ANOVAs examining the effects of time of day on n-back performance of the 
overnight and the daytime PA-only, PT-only, and the PA-PT groups
F(1J6)
1-back 2-back 3-back
M ain effects
Time of day (morning vs. evening) 1.72 6.06* 16.50***
Retention interval timing .76 .10 .10
Single /  dual task .00 .00 .02
Two-way interactions
Time of day x retention interval timing .41 .00 .45
Time of day x single / dual task .00 .12 1.61
Retention interval timing x single / dual task .97 .06 .17
Three-way interaction 2.10 .58 1.46
Note: *** p  < .001; * p  < .05
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Appendix 32 Study 1 and Study 2: Results of a four-factorial ANOVA examining 
whether paired-associate performance improved in the learning session and was 
affected by semantic relatedness, retention interval timing, and the single /  dual task 
manipulation
d f F
M ain effects
Learning 2,112 530.76***
Semantic relatedness 1,56 254.42***
Retention interval timing 1,56 .76
Single / dual task 1,56 .28
Two-way interactions
Learning x semantic relatedness 2,112 5.93**
Learning x retention interval timing 2,112 .78
Learning x single / dual task 2,112 1.31
Semantic relatedness x retention interval timing 1,56 .53
Semantic relatedness x single /  dual task 1,56 .01
Retention interval timing x single / dual task 1,56 .72
Three-way interactions
Learning x semantic relatedness x retention interval timing 2,112 .02
Learning x semantic relatedness x single /  dual task 2,112 .74
Learning x retention interval timing x single / dual task 2,112 .09
Semantic relatedness x retention interval timing x single /
dual task 1,56 .05
Four-way interaction 2,112 .40
Note; * * * p < .001; *p  < .05
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Appendix 33 Study 1 and Study 2: Results of a three-factorial ANOVA examining 
whether (baseline) paired-associate performance at the end of the learning session 
was affected by semantic relatedness, retention interval timing, and the single /  dual 
task manipulation
F (l,56 )
M ain effects
Semantic relatedness 170.60***
Retention interval timing .60
Single / dual task .00
Two-way interactions
Semantic relatedness x retention interval timing .31
Semantic relatedness x single / dual task .37
Retention interval timing x single / dual task .37
Three-way interaction .03
Note: ***p< .001
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Appendix 34 Study 1 and Study 2: Results of a three-factorial repeated-measures 
ANOVA examining the effects of semantic relatedness, retention interval timing, and 
the single / dual task manipulation on percentage change in the number of correct 
recalls across the retention interval
F (l,56)
M ain effects
Semantic relatedness 122.57***
Retention interval timing 15.69***
Single /  dual task .36
Two-way interactions
Semantic relatedness x retention interval timing 6.69*
Semantic relatedness x single /  dual task .60
Retention interval timing x single / dual task .05
Three-way interaction .04
Note: ***p < .001; * p  < .05
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Appendix 35 Study 1 and Study 2: Results of a four-factorial repeated-measures 
ANOVA examining the effects of semantic relatedness, retention interval timing, 
single /  dual task manipulation, and level of learning on delayed recall frequency
d f F
M ain effects
Semantic relatedness 1,47 126.40***
Retention interval timing 1,47 12.72***
Single /  dual task 1,47 1.51
Level of learning 3,141 426.84***
Two-way interactions
Semantic relatedness x retention interval timing 1,47 2.14
Semantic relatedness x single /  dual task 1,47 288
Semantic relatedness x level of learning 3,141 13.96***
Retention interval timing x single /  dual task 1,47 .03
Retention interval timing x level of learning 3,141 2.29
Single /  dual task x level of learning 3,141 1.21
Three-way interactions
Semantic relatedness x retention interval timing x single / 1,47 2 9 2
dual task
Semantic relatedness x retention interval timing x level of 3,141 5.30**
learning
Semantic relatedness x single /  dual task x level of learning 3,141 1.72
Retention interval timing x single /  dual task x level of 3,141 .44
learning
Fonr-way interaction 3,141 .81
Note: ***p < .001; **p < .01
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Appendix 36 Study 1 and Study 2: Results of three-factorial repeated-measures 
ANOVAs examining the effects of retention interval timing, semantic relatedness, 
and single / dual task on delayed recall frequency at each level of learning
IRFo
F(l,47) 
IRFi IRF2 IRF3
M ain effects
Semantic relatedness 29.64*** 77.60*** 21.53*** 4.10*
Retention interval timing 7.08* 9.90** 3.45 1.78
Single / dual task 2.03 1.93
ip = .070) 
.08 .36
Two-way interactions
Semantic relatedness x retention 4.09* 7.92** 1.56 1.47
interval timing
Semantic relatedness x single / dual 2.67 3.02 .43 .06
task
Retention interval timing x single / .37 .04 .01 2.50
dual task 
Three-way interaction .20 1.41 1.56 2.81
Note: ***p < .001; **p  < .01; * p  < .05
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Appendix 37 Study 1 and Study 2: Results of a three-factorial repeated-measures 
ANOVA examining the effects of semantic relatedness, retention interval timing, and 
single /  dual task on the percentage of IRFo word pairs recalled in the first delayed 
recall test
F (l,46)
M ain effects
Semantic relatedness 15.25***
Retention interval timing 4.84*
Single / dual task .03
Two-way interactions
Semantic relatedness x retention interval timing 3.40
ip = .072)
Semantic relatedness x single /  dual task .01
Retention interval timing x single / dual task .79
Three-way interaction .05
Note: ***p < .001; * p  < .05
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Appendix 38 Study 1 and Study 2: Results of a four-factorial repeated-measures 
ANOVA examining the effects of semantic relatedness, retention interval timing, 
single /  dual task, and level of learning on the percentage of previously recalled word 
pairs (IRFi, IRF2, and IRF3) that were no longer remembered in the first delayed 
recall test
d f F
M ain effects
Semantic relatedness 1,46 69.27***
Retention interval timing 1,46 12.04**
Single / dual task 1,46 1.69
Level of learning 2,92 63.63***
Two-way interactions
Semantic relatedness x retention interval timing 1,46 4.51*
Semantic relatedness x single / dual task 1,46 .48
Semantic relatedness x level of learning 2,92 19.66***
Retention interval timing x single / dual task 1,46 .87
Retention interval timing x level of learning 2,92 4.06*
Single /  dual task x level of learning 2,92 .61
Three-way interactions
Semantic relatedness x retention interval timing x single /  dual 1,46 2.50
task
Semantic relatedness x retention interval timing x level of 2,92 1.68
learning
Semantic relatedness x single / dual task x level of learning 2,92 1.98
Retention interval timing x single /  dual task x level of learning 2,92 .03
Four-w ay interaction 2,92 .02
Note: ***p < .001; **p < .01; *p  < .05
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Appendix 39 Study 1 and Study 2: Results of a four-factorial ANOVA examining 
whether paired-associate performance changed in the retest session and was affected 
by semantic relatedness, retention interval timing, and the single /  dual task 
manipulation
d f F
M ain effects
Testing 2,112 37.19***
Semantic relatedness 1,56 309.13***
Retention interval timing 1,56 4.19*
Single /  dual task 1,56 .08
Two-way interactions
Testing x semantic relatedness 2,112 .98
Testing x retention interval timing 2,112 .17
Testing x single / dual task 2,112 1.41
Semantic relatedness x retention interval timing 1,56 1.30
Semantic relatedness x single / dual task 1,56 .78
Retention interval timing x single /  dual task 1,56 .28
Three-way interactions
Testing x semantic relatedness x retention interval timing 2,112 1.43
Testing x semantic relatedness x single /  dual task 2,112 .38
Testing x retention interval timing x single /  dual task 2,112 .29
Semantic relatedness x retention interval timing x single / 1,56 .32
dual task
Four-way interaction 2,112 .17
Note: ***p < .001; *p  < .05
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Appendix 40 Study 1 and Study 2: Results of a three-factorial repeated-measures 
ANOVA examining whether mean Euclidean error distance decreased in the learning 
session and was affected by retention interval timing and the single / dual task 
manipulation
d f F
M ain effects
Learning 2,112 22.37***
Retention interval timing 1,56 .01
Single / dual task 1,56 .88
Two-way interactions
Learning x retention interval timing 2,112 .28
Learning x single /  dual task 2,112 .24
Retention interval timing x single /  dual task 1,56 .49
Three-way interaction 2,112 .13
Note: * **p< .001
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Appendix 41 Study 1 and Study 2: Results of a four-factorial repeated-measures 
ANOVA examining whether mean error distances along the horizontal and the 
vertical axes decreased in the learning session and was affected by retention interval 
timing and the single /  dual task manipulation
d f F
M ain effects
Learning 2,112 112.73***
Predictability 1,56 64.75***
Retention interval timing 1,56 .01
Single / dual task 1,56 .85
Two-way interactions
Learning x predictability 2,112 17.63***
Learning x retention interval timing 2,112 .18
Learning x single / dual task 2,112 2.02
Predictability x retention interval timing 1,56 .72
Predictability x single / dual task 1,56 .25
Retention interval timing x single /  dual task 1,56 .50
Three-way interactions
Learning x predictability x retention interval timing 2,112 .30
Learning x predictability x single /  dual task 2,112 .58
Learning x retention interval timing x single /  dual task 2,112 .01
Predictability x retention interval timing x single / dual task 1,56 .17
Four-way interaction 2,112 .06
Note; *** p < .001
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Appendix 42 Study 1 and Study 2: Results of a three-factorial repeated-measures 
ANOVA examining whether the horizontal and vertical error distances at the end of 
the learning session was affected by retention interval timing and the single / dual 
task manipulation
F(l,56)
M ain effects
Predictability 91.53***
Retention interval timing .05
Single / dual task .58
Two-way interactions
Predictability x retention interval timing .39
Predictability x single / dual task 2.60
Retention interval timing x single / dual task .63
Three-way interaction .05
Note: ***p< .001
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Appendix 43 Study 1 and Study 2: Results of a three-factorial repeated-measures 
ANOVA and an ANCOVA examining the effects of predictability, retention interval 
timing, and the single /  dual task manipulation on percentage change in error distance 
in the pursuit tracking task across the retention interval with and without controlling 
for the effect of n-back performance
ANOVA
(F(l,56))
ANCOVA
(F(l,55))
M ain effects
Predictability .35 .27
Retention interval timing 7.85** 6.76*
Single / dual task .41 .35
Two-way interactions
Predictability x retention interval timing .84 .55
Predictability x single /  dual task 1.81 1.57
Retention interval timing x single / dual task .13 .15
Three-way interaction .16 .19
Note: **p  < .01; * p  < .05
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Appendix 44 Study 1 and Study 2: Results of a three-factorial repeated-measures 
ANOVA examining whether Euclidean error distance changed throughout the retest 
session and depended on retention interval timing and the single / dual task 
manipulation
d f F
M ain effects
Testing 2,112 .68
Retention interval timing 1,56 1.34
Single / dual task 1,56 .39
Two-way interactions
Testing x retention interval timing 2,112 .41
Testing x single /  dual task 2,112 .39
Retention interval timing x single /  dual task 1,56 .84
Three-way interaction 2,112 1.24
Note: all ps > .05
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Appendix 45 Study 1 and Study 2: Results of a four-factorial repeated-measures 
ANOVA examining whether pursuit tracking performance changed throughout the 
retest session and was affected by predictability, retention interval timing and the 
single /  dual task manipulation
d f F
M ain effects
Testing 2,112 .61
Predictability 1,56 119.48***
Retention interval timing 1,56 1.23
Single / dual task 1,56 .38
Two-way interactions
Testing x predictability 2,112 3.35*
Testing x retention interval timing 2,112 .32
Testing x single / dual task 2,112 .38
Predictability x retention interval timing 1,56 .20
Predictability x single /  dual task 1,56 1.32
Retention interval timing x single /  dual task 1,56 .93
Three-way interactions
Testing x predictability x retention interval timing 2,112 .29
Testing x predictability x single / dual task 2,112 .54
Testing x retention interval timing x single /  dual task 2,112 1.16
Predictability x retention interval timing x single /  dual task 1,56 .00
Four-way interaction 2,112 1.20
Note: ***p < .001; *p  < .05
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Appendix 46 Study 3 and Study 4: Semantically related and unrelated word pairs 
arranged in descending order of their semantic relatedness rating
Related word pairs (a priori defined)
Rating
Unrelated word pairs (a priori defined)
Rating
Cue Target List Mean SB Cue Target List Mean SB
ARM LEG 2 4.00 0.00 SPHERE MARBLE 1 2.60 1.35
ARTERY VEIN 1 4.00 0.00 EXPERT SCIENCE 2 2.50 0.97
BED SLEEP 3 4.00 0.00 WINE BOX 2 2.50 1.18
BROTHER SISTER 3 4.00 0.00 APARTMENT SHELTER 2 2.20 0.79
CLOUD SKY 4 4.00 0.00 WIND VALLEY 3 2.00 1.33
EAST WEST 4 4.00 0.00 MESSAGE FILE 3 1.80 1.40
FATHER MOTHER 2 4.00 0.00 RESTAURANT DOOR 3 1.70 1.16
FUNERAL DEATH 1 4.00 0.00 BIBLE LEATHER 3 1.70 1.42
GIRL BOY 1 4.00 0.00 BASEMENT DUST 3 1.60 0.84
HUSBAND WIFE 3 4.00 0.00 CUP PARTY 4 1.50 0.85
KING QUEEN 4 4.00 0.00 VAN PRODUCT 1 1.50 1.18
PAINT BRUSH 2 4.00 0.00 CONTRACT HERO 1 1.30 1.34
PISTOL GUN 2 4.00 0.00 PROBLEM HRE 1 1.30 1.42
POST OFFICE 1 4.00 0.00 SCENE HEIGHT 1 1.20 1.14
PRISON JAIL 2 4.00 0.00 LINE LOOP 3 1.20 1.23
PUPIL STUDENT 4 4.00 0.00 MUD PILE 4 1.10 1.10
SAND BEACH 3 4.00 0.00 INSTRUMENT BASE 2 1.10 1.20
SILVER GOLD 4 4.00 0.00 TUBE ACCIDENT 2 1.00 0.67
SON DAUGHTER 1 4.00 0.00 BACKGROUND ACTOR 3 1.00 0.82
STADIUM FOOTBALL 2 4.00 0.00 BREATH TEARS 4 1.00 0.94
WAVES OCEAN 1 4.00 0.00 EMPLOYEE AGE 3 1.00 0.94
BAND MUSIC 2 3.90 0.32 PAIR EQUATIONS 4 1.00 0.94
BOOTS SHOES 2 3.90 0.32 AWARD PARADE 2 1.00 1.25
CALENDAR DATE 3 3.90 0.32 MIRROR MATERIAL 3 1.00 1.33
CASH MONEY 3 3.90 0.32 PRICE WEAPON 1 1.00 1.41
DOG CAT 3 3.90 0.32 VILLAGE SPEECH 1 1.00 1.41
ELECTION VOTE 2 3.90 0.32 LIQUID WARMTH 3 1.00 1.49
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Unrelated word pairs ia priori defined)
Rating
Cue Target List Mean SD
FILM MOVIE 1 3.90 0.32 CATTLE KNIFE 4 0.90 0.88
FOREST TREE 3 3.90 0.32 DESK SECTION 3 0.90 0.88
FRONT BACK 4 3.90 0.32 BLOCK BEAM 1 0.90 1.20
HEN CHICKEN 1 3.90 0.32 SEAT PHONE 3 0.80 0.63
HOUSE HOME 3 3.90 0.32 DRAWING HUMAN 1 0.80 0.92
JACKET COAT 2 3.90 0.32 GANG COLLEGE 1 0.80 0.92
LOCK KEY 1 3.90 0.32 SIDEWALK LIBRARY 3 0.80 1.03
MAN WOMAN 4 3.90 0.32 ILLNESS TERM 4 0.80 1.14
MANAGER BOSS 4 3.90 0.32 FACE MAYOR 1 0.80 1.23
MELODY SONG 4 3.90 0.32 GLORY HOLE 1 0.80 1.23
OXYGEN AIR 3 3.90 0.32 TOUR SNOW 2 0.80 1.23
PATIENT DOCTOR 4 3.90 0.32 ROOT BIRTH 3 0.80 1.32
QUESTION ANSWER 1 3.90 0.32 MORNING GUARD 2 0.70 0.82
SAILING BOAT 4 3.90 0.32 TYPE FURNITURE 1 0.70 0.95
STEPS STAIRS 1 3.90 0.32 WARNING BOARD 2 0.70 0.95
STONE ROCK 3 3.90 0.32 CABIN GIN 1 0.70 1.06
STREAM RIVER 1 3.90 0.32 CHRISTMAS FACTORY 4 0.70 1.25
TABLE CHAIR 4 3.90 0.32 DRAMA KITCHEN 4 0.60 0.70
TENT CAMP 1 3.90 0.32 MAID BOTTLE 4 0.60 0.70
VEHICLE CAR 2 3.90 0.32 STAGE WALL 4 0.60 0.84
WEEK DAY 2 3.90 0.32 VOICE CAMERA 1 0.60 0.84
YOU ME 4 3.90 0.32 FIGURE BUS 3 0.60 0.97
ACCOUNT BANK 2 3.80 0.42 VICTIM FOG 1 0.60 0.97
ARTICLE NEWSPAPER 1 3.80 0.42 LENGTH KINGDOM 3 0.60 1.07
AUTHOR WRITER 1 3.80 0.42 CELL NOSE 1 0.50 0.53
AUTUMN FALL 1 3.80 0.42 COMPANY LESSON 2 0.50 0.71
BATTLE WAR 4 3.80 0.42 ENTRANCE CITIZEN 1 0.50 0.71
CAPTAIN SHIP 1 3.80 0.42 CHEST CORNER 3 0.50 0.85
CHAPEL CHURCH 4 3.80 0.42 DISASTER ROOM 1 0.50 0.85
CLOCK TIME 1 3.80 0.42 BATH BORDER 3 0.50 0.97
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Unrelated word pairs ia priori defined)
Rating
Cue Target List Mean SD Cue Target List Mean SD
COFFEE TEA 1 3.80 0.42 CODE STYLE 2 0.50 0.97
ENEMY FRIEND 2 3.80 0.42 TRUCK BLONDE 4 0.50 0.97
ENVELOPE LETTER 1 3.80 0.42 BARREL BLANKET 1 0.40 0.52
FASHION CLOTHES 2 3.80 0.42 HEART LAWYER 1 0.40 0.52
GARDEN FLOWER 2 3.80 0.42 PACKAGE PIECE 3 0.40 0.52
GENTLEMAN LADY 1 3.80 0.42 PIKE RITUAL 1 0.40 0.52
HE SHE 4 3.80 0.42 POUND FLOOR 1 0.40 0.52
HERD COW 4 3.80 0.42 SOLDIER SHORTS 4 0.40 0.52
KID CHILD 3 3.80 0.42 AMOUNT TEETH 3 0.40 0.70
MINUTE SECOND 2 3.80 0.42 CORE JUNGLE 3 0.40 0.70
MOON SUN 3 3.80 0.42 FIELD GAS 3 0.40 0.70
NAVY ARMY 3 3.80 0.42 PATH MAGAZINE 3 0.40 0.70
NEST BIRD 2 3.80 0.42 POINT TRAFFIC 4 0.40 0.70
OCCUPATION JOB 4 3.80 0.42 STATION SECRETARY 4 0.40 0.70
PALM HAND 3 3.80 0.42 CANDIDATE INCH 4 0.40 1.26
PIPE SMOKE 3 3.80 0.42 PLATE DOLLAR 3 0.40 1.26
PROFESSOR TEACHER 2 3.80 0.42 RADIO SHIRT 3 0.40 1.26
STORM RAIN 4 3.80 0.42 BARN POWDER 4 0.30 0.48
SUGAR SWEET 3 3.80 0.42 BENEFIT YARD 1 0.30 0.48
SWITCH LIGHT 1 3.80 0.42 CHART RELIGION 4 0.30 0.48
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 3 3.80 0.42 CRYSTAL STORY 3 0.30 0.48
TOWN CITY 1 3.80 0.42 EAR BRANCH 4 0.30 0.48
CREAM ICE 2 3.80 0.63 EVENT COMFORT 2 0.30 0.48
BLOOD RED 1 3.70 0.48 GIFT RANCH 4 0.30 0.48
BREAD BUTTER 3 3.70 0.48 INCOME CLUB 2 0.30 0.48
CHLORINE POOL 3 3.70 0.48 KNEE BILL 1 0.30 0.48
COACH TEAM 1 3.70 0.48 LAND POCKET 1 0.30 0.48
COCKTAIL DRINK 1 3.70 0.48 MEMBER BOWL 3 0.30 0.48
EVENING NIGHT 1 3.70 0.48 MOTION HAIR 2 0.30 0.48
EXAM TEST 1 3.70 0.48 SHAPE BEAR 3 0.30 0.48
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Unrelated word pairs (a priori defined)
Rating
Cue Target List Mean SD
FLESH SKIN 4 3.70 0.48 SHELL SHOULDER 4 0.30 0.48
FOUNTAIN WATER 3 3.70 0.48 SIZE PRAYER 3 0.30 0.48
FRAME PICTURE 2 3.70 0.48 TAX BALL 1 0.30 0.48
GATE FENCE 2 3.70 0.48 WHEEL ANGLE 2 0.30 0.48
OFFICER POLICE 1 3.70 0.48 AUTOMOBILE MARKET 2 0.30 0.67
PLANET EARTH 1 3.70 0.48 CAFE SOAP 2 0.30 0.67
POND LAKE 4 3.70 0.48 DESERT MUSCLE 2 0.30 0.67
RHYTHM BEAT 4 3.70 0.48 SITE BAG 4 0.30 0.67
SADDLE HORSE 1 3.70 0.48 SOCIETY CENTURY 4 0.30 0.67
SEED PLANT 2 3.70 0.48 SPEED CIGARETTE 1 0.30 0.67
SOIL DIRT 3 3.70 0.48 VOLUME WINDOW 2 0.30 0.95
TEXT BOOK 2 3.70 0.48 ATMOSPHERE HORN 4 0.20 0.42
TOTAL SUM 4 3.70 0.48 BULLET WIRE 2 0.20 0.42
WHITE BLACK 3 3.70 0.48 CASE TAPE 3 0.20 0.42
REGION AREA 1 3.70 0.67 CENTER WORD 4 0.20 0.42
SUPPER DINNER 1 3.70 0.95 FLIGHT STEM 1 0.20 0.42
BELLY STOMACH 3 3.60 0.52 FOIL ARGUMENT 2 0.20 0.42
BREAKFAST LUNCH 3 3.60 0.52 GATHERING LUXURY 2 0.20 0.42
CLIMATE WEATHER 3 3.60 0.52 HARMONY BELT 2 0.20 0.42
DISCUSSION TALK 3 3.60 0.52 JOURNAL GOLF 4 0.20 0.42
FARM ANIMAL 3 3.60 0.52 MUSTARD SALE 2 0.20 0.42
HIGHWAY ROAD 3 3.60 0.52 OPERATION PARK 2 0.20 0.42
HILL MOUNTAIN 2 3.60 0.52 SAUCE TIP 1 0.20 0.42
LEAD PENCIL 3 3.60 0.52 SENTENCE FAMILY 1 0.20 0.42
LOBBY HOTEL 3 3.60 0.52 SERGEANT PARTNER 4 0.20 0.42
TONGUE MOUTH 2 3.60 0.52 SHEEP SHERIFF 3 0.20 0.42
UNIVERSE WORLD 3 3.60 0.52 SHORE BASEBALL 2 0.20 0.42
VACATION TRIP 4 3.60 0.52 SYMBOL OIL 1 0.20 0.42
AVENUE STREET 4 3.60 0.70 TAIL DRUG 1 0.20 0.42
DIVORCE MARRIAGE 1 3.60 0.70 THROAT MASTER 1 0.20 0.42
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Unrelated word pairs (a priori defined)
Rating
Cue Target List Mean SD
NECK HEAD 1 3.60 0.70 YOUTH ORGAN 3 0.20 0.42
SHADOW DARK 3 3.60 0.70 LIFE SHADE 3 0.20 0.63
SKIRT DRESS 4 3.60 0.70 BRAIN SEASON 2 0.10 0.32
JUDGE COURT 1 3.60 0.97 BRIDE PHYSICS 1 0.10 0.32
ONE TWO 4 3.60 0.97 BRIDGE BUSINESS 2 0.10 0.32
SOUND NOISE 1 3.60 0.97 CHARACTER SALT 2 0.10 0.32
ATOM BOMB 2 3.60 1.26 CHIEF RICE 4 0.10 0.32
AUNT UNCLE 4 3.60 1.26 COLONEL TOOL 3 0.10 0.32
GRASS GREEN 4 3.60 1.26 EDGE TRIAL 2 0.10 0.32
PILOT PLANE 4 3.60 1.26 FOAM CANCER 1 0.10 0.32
NATION COUNTRY 3 3.50 0.53 GRAIN CONCERT 4 0.10 0.32
CEILING ROOF 2 3.50 0.71 GROUND LANGUAGE 2 0.10 0.32
COMMITTEE GROUP 3 3.50 0.71 HOSPITAL CAPE 3 0.10 0.32
CONFERENCE MEETING 4 3.50 0.71 INTERVIEW PRINCE 2 0.10 0.32
CROWD PEOPLE 4 3.50 0.71 LANE CHARM 2 0.10 0.32
LABOR WORK 4 3.50 0.71 MASS PRAIRIE 2 0.10 0.32
SHEET PAPER 4 3.50 0.71 MEDICINE PALACE 1 0.10 0.32
TRAIN TRACK 4 3.50 0.71 MILE CLERK 4 0.10 0.32
FOUR FIVE 4 3.50 0.97 MILK COMEDY 4 0.10 0.32
STEEL METAL 2 3.50 0.97 MINISTER SIGNAL 2 0.10 0.32
QUARREL FIGHT 2 3.50 1.27 PAGE PORT 4 0.10 0.32
CENT PENNY 2 3.40 0.70 PHASE COAST 4 0.10 0.32
LINK CHAIN 2 3.40 0.70 PRESSURE ROSE 4 0.10 0.32
MEAL FOOD 3 3.40 0.70 PROOF ISLAND 1 0.10 0.32
SIGHT EYE 2 3.40 0.97 STRANGER LEVEL 4 0.10 0.32
BALLET DANCE 2 3.40 1.26 SUBMARINE BENCH 4 0.10 0.32
CAP HAT 4 3.40 1.26 UNIFORM POET 4 0.10 0.32
HALF WHOLE 2 3.40 1.26 WAGON HALL 1 0.10 0.32
ASTRONOMY STAR 2 3.30 0.67 BEARD NAME 4 0.00 0.00
CIRCLE SQUARE 3 3.20 0.79 BONE BEER 2 0.00 0.00
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Unrelated word pairs (a priori defined)
Rating
Cue Target List Mean SD
NET FISH 3 3.20 1.23 CARBON COURSE 4 0.00 0.00
SALOON BAR 4 3.20 1.23 COAL GUEST 2 0.00 0.00
SHOP STORE 4 3.20 1.23 DAWN FIST 2 0.00 0.00
UNIVERSITY SCHOOL 3 3.20 1.23 EGGS FEET 3 0.00 0.00
ARTIST PAINTER 2 3.20 1.32 FORT COTTON 2 0.00 0.00
STRUCTURE BUILDING 2 3.10 0.99 GOVERNMENT FRUIT 3 0.00 0.00
LORD GOD 2 3.10 1.52 ITEM LIPS 3 0.00 0.00
SURFACE TOP 1 2.90 1.10 MEAT CAREER 2 0.00 0.00
COMMERCIAL TELEVISION 4 2.80 0.63 MISSILE HONEY 1 0.00 0.00
SCALE WEIGHT 1 2.80 1.03 PAIN OWNER 3 0.00 0.00
CHARGE CARD 2 2.80 1.23 RIFLE DISEASE 3 0.00 0.00
LUMBER WOOD 3 2.70 1.25 SNAKE JOY 4 0.00 0.00
SESSION CLASS 1 2.40 0.97 TRACTOR FINGER 4 0.00 0.00
Note: List 1 was always presented in the first, list 2 the second, list 3 the third, and 
list 4 the fourth laboratory session; 
maximum semantic relatedness rating = 4.00
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Appendix 47 Study 3 and Study 4: Instructions for the paired-associate task during 
word pair learning in the control condition
Paired-Associate Learning Memory (Training)
In this task you will have to learn pairs of words. Later you will be tested by being 
shown the first word of a pair, and you will have to say the word you paired with it. 
One word will appear on screen and will be followed by a second word. Between 
each word, the two words will be shown together on a single line followed by a blank 
screen which requires you to say aloud the second word. DON'T say the second 
word, but instead, keep repeating the word pair until the second word is shown to 
you. You should try to repeat this pair aloud at least FOUR times before you see the 
second word. Remember to speak when the two words are shown to you on a single 
line as well as during the blank screen.
Say the second word o f  the pair
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Appendix 48 Study 3: Instructions for the paired-associate task during word pair 
learning in the distraction condition
Paired-Associate Learning Memory (Training)
In this task you will have to learn pairs of words and count symbols. Later you will 
be tested by being shown the first word of a pair, and you will have to say the word 
you paired with it. One word will appear on screen and will be followed by a second 
word. Between each word, the two words will be shown together on a single line, 
separated by symbols. Two of these will be TARGET SYMBOLS which you must 
count. Counting the symbols is AS IMPORTANT AS remembering the word pairs. 
While making sure you keep careful count of the symbols, you also need to learn the 
word pairs, so try also to say the pair aloud before the second word is shown to you. 
At the end of each run record the number of SYMBOLS on the sheet provided.
Say the second word o f  the pair
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Appendix 49 Study 3: Example of a target symbol sheet 
Participant code:____________________  List:______
Practice Target symbol 1 Count Target symbol 2 Count
1 A
2
3 n ❖
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Appendix 50 Study 3 and Study 4: Instructions for the immediate and delayed cued 
recall tests
Paired-Associate Learning Memory (Test)
We will now test how well you remember the word pairs you learned earlier. Please 
ensure that your headset and microphone are positioned as they were during training. 
Immediately after this screen, the computer will test your memory for the word pairs. 
It will show you the first word, and you should say the SECOND word as soon as the 
first one has disappeared. This time it will not show you the correct answer. 
Remember to speak AFTER the FIRST WORD has disappeared. THE TEST WILL 
BEGIN AS SOON AS YOU CLICK THE LEFT MOUSE BUTTON.
Say the second word o f  the pair
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Appendix 53 Study 3: Results of three-factorial ANOVAs comparing the subjective 
sleepiness levels before and after the nap and the wakefulness retention intervals in 
the distraction and the control conditions
Learning vs. Retest Learning vs. Retest
(after retention (before delayed
interval) recall)
(F(l,14)) (F(l,14))
Main effects
Before / after retention .40 4.26
(p = .058)
Nap / wake .24 .48
Distraction / control .07 .03
Two-way interactions
Before / after retention x nap / wake 13.11** 14.46**
Before / after retention x distraction / control .09 .71
Nap / wake x Distraction / control 2.08 1.71
Three-way interaction .52 1.56
Note: **p<.01
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Appendix 54 Study 3: Pearson correlations between performance in symbol
counting and paired-associate task in the three learning blocks in the nap and the
wake conditions
Symbol counting nerformance
(deviation from actual occurrence)
Block 1 Block 2 Block 3
Nap Wake Nap Wake Nap Wake
Paired-associate performance
(number o f correct recalls)
Related word pairs .07 -.29 .06 -.16 -.01 -.35
Unrelated word pairs -.22 .03 -.01 -.15 .09 -.36
Note: all /?s > .05; 13
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Appendix 55 Study 3: Results of a four-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA 
examining whether paired-associate performance improved in the learning session, 
was affected by semantic relatedness, and differed across the nap / wake and 
distraction / control conditions
d f F
Main effects
Learning 2,28 189.00***
Semantic relatedness 1,14 138.05***
Nap / wake 1,14 4.96*
Distraction / control 1,14 24.50***
Two-way interactions
Learning x semantic relatedness 2,28 5.38*
Learning x nap / wake 2,28 2.49
Learning x distraction / control 2,28 .16
Semantic relatedness x nap / wake 1,14 .90
Semantic relatedness x distraction / control 1,14 1.71
Nap / wake x distraction / control 1,14 6.67*
Three-way interactions
Learning x semantic relatedness x nap / wake 2,28 3.42
Learning x semantic relatedness x distraction / control 2,28 12.66**
Learning x nap / wake x distraction / control 2,28 1.57
Semantic relatedness x nap / wake x distraction / control 1,14 3.79
ip = .072)
Four-way interaction 2,28 1.81
Note: ***/?< .001; **/7 < .01; */7 < .05
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Appendix 56 Study 3: Results of a three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA 
examining whether paired-associate performance in the final immediate recall test 
was affected by semantic relatedness, and differed among the nap / wake and 
distraction / control conditions
F(l,14)
Main effects
Semantic relatedness 48.64***
Nap / wake 1.68
Distraction / control 17.00**
Two-way interactions
Semantic relatedness x nap / wake 3.29
Semantic relatedness x distraction / control 7^6*
Nap / wake x distraction / control 2.95
Three-way interaction .62
Note: *** p < .001; ** p < .01; * /7 < .05
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Appendix 57 Study 3: Results of two-factorial ANOVAs examining the effects of 
distraction on the distribution of related and unrelated word pairs across the four 
levels of learning in the nap and the wake conditions
Main effect of 
nap / wake 
(F(l,14))
Main effect of 
distraction / control 
(F(l,14))
Interaction
(F(l,14))
Related word pairs
IRFo .06 8.68* 1.19
IRFi 4.14 2.75 13.91**
(p = .061)
IRF2 4.29 6.62* .42
(p = .057)
IRF3 8.59* 21.13*** 6.41*
Unrelated word pairs
IRFo 2.48 15.81** 2.04
IRFi .10 .02 1.07
IRF2 3.06 8.73* .01
IRF3 2.23 16.38** 1.27
Note: ***p < .001; **/7 < .01; < .05
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Appendix 58 Study 3: Results of a three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA 
examining the effects of semantic relatedness, nap / wake, and distraction / control 
on the percentage change in the number of correct recalls across the retention interval
F(l,14)
Main effects
Semantic relatedness 27.75***
Nap / wake 7.58*
Distraction / control 1.02
Two-way interactions
Semantic relatedness x nap / wake 2.61
Semantic relatedness x distraction / control .05
Nap / wake x distraction / control .41
Three-way interaction .01
Note: ***/?< .001; *p < .05
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Appendix 60 Study 3: Results of three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVAs 
examining the effects of semantic relatedness, nap / wake, and distraction / control 
on delayed recall frequency at each level of learning
IRFo IRFi IRF2 IRF3
(F(l,4)) (F(l,9)) (F(l,14)) (F(l,3))
Main effects
Semantic relatedness 42.37** 6.75* 2 ^ 8 8.77
(p = .059)
Nap / wake 9.83* 7.21* .01 2.81
Distraction / control .69 .29 .97 2.49
Two-way interactions
Semantic relatedness x nap / wake 21.01* 4.86 .59 8.23
ip = .055) {p = .064)
Semantic relatedness x distraction / .13 .03 .05 5.66
control
Nap / wake x distraction / control 1.01 .58 .64 1.45
Three-way interaction .26 .89 .63 1.52
Note: **p< .01 ;*p< .05
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Appendix 61 Study 3: Results of a three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA 
examining the effects of semantic relatedness, nap /wake, and distraction / control on 
the percentage of previously unrecalled word pairs that were remembered in the first 
delayed recall test
F(l,4)
Main effects
Semantic relatedness 85.55***
Nap / wake 6.75
ip = .060)
Distraction / control .02
Two-way interactions
Semantic relatedness x nap / wake 5.99
ip = .011)
Semantic relatedness x distraction / control 22.70*
Nap / wake x distraction / control .08
Three-way interaction .62
Note: ***p < .001; *p < .05
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Appendix 62 Study 3: Results of three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVAs 
examining the effects of semantic relatedness, nap / wake, and distraction / control 
on the percentage of previously remembered word pairs that were no longer 
retrievable in the first delayed recall test at each level of learning
IRFi IRF2 IRF3
(F(l,9)) (F(l,14)) (F(l,8))
Main effects
Semantic relatedness 22.35** 8.92** 5.14 
(p = .053)
Nap / wake 1.03 .00 .30
Distraction / control .45 2.04 .53
Two-way interactions
Semantic relatedness x nap / wake 2.41 .00 .32
Semantic relatedness x distraction / control .11 .92 .07
Nap / wake x distraction / control .04 .36 .92
Three-way interaction .55 .01 1.10
Note: ** p < .01
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Appendix 63 Study 3: Results of paired-samples t tests examining the nap / wake 
contrasts on the percentage of IRFi, IRF2, and IRF3 related and unrelated word pairs 
that were not remembered in the first delayed recall test
IRFi IRF2 IRF3
(f(9)) (((14)) (((8))
Related word pairs .41 .01 .17
Unrelated word pairs 1.63 .01 .56
Note: all ps > .05
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Appendix 64 Study 3: Results of a four-factorial ANOVA examining whether 
paired-associate performance changed in the retest session, was affected by semantic 
relatedness, and differed among the nap / wake and distraction / control conditions
d f F
Main effects
Testing 2,28 16.57***
Semantic relatedness 1,14 53.75***
Nap / wake 1,14 .11
Distraction / control 1,14 8.71*
Two-way interactions
Testing x semantic relatedness 2,28 14.10***
Testing x nap / wake 2,28 .53
Testing x distraction / control 2,28 .36
Semantic relatedness x nap / wake 1,14 .98
Semantic relatedness x distraction / control 1,14 10.98**
Nap / wake x distraction / control 1,14 2.41
Three-way interactions
Testing x semantic relatedness x nap / wake 2,28 1.63
Testing x semantic relatedness x distraction / control 2,28 7.99**
Testing x nap / wake x distraction / control 2,28 .78
Semantic relatedness x nap / wake x distraction / control 1,14 1.09
Four-way interaction 2,28 .08
Note: ***p < .001; **p < .01; *p < .05
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Appendix 65 Study 4: Sentences linking up the cue and the target of related and 
unrelated word pairs in the linkage condition
Related word pairs
1. They have a joint ACCOUNT at that BANK
2. She has bad SIGHT in one EYE
3. He is the COACH of the basketball TEAM
4. That MANAGER is my BOSS
5. The JUDGE was late for COURT
6. She wore the SKIRT instead of the DRESS
7. The COMMITTEE disagreed with the other GROUP
8. The MOON and the SUN cannot be seen simultaneously
9. He won the ELECTION by one VOTE
10. There is a tiled SURFACE on that cupboard TOP
11. The CALENDAR was full on that DATE
12. STEEL is a kind of METAL
13. He did not attend the first SESSION of the CLASS
14. I try to treat my ENEMY as a FRIEND
15. The TOTAL is the SUM of all parts
16. LEAD can be found in a PENCIL
17. A STREAM is smaller than a RIVER
18. The AUTHOR of that book is a good WRITER
19. I cannot remove the PAINT from that BRUSH
20. The TRAIN was delayed because of a broken TRACK
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21. A  GENTLEMAN should not start eating before a LADY
22. DIVORCE happens after MARRIAGE
23. The NECK supports the HEAD
24. BLOOD is RED in colour
25. He went to a UNIVERSITY after SCHOOL
26. The LOBBY of that HOTEL is very busy
27. They used the HIGHWAY instead of the ROAD to go to their destination
28. The NATION is more than the electorate of a COUNTRY
29. There was a black CLOUD in the SKY
30. A CEILING is below the ROOF
31. A POND is smaller than a LAKE
32. Using a GATE is easier than climbing a FENCE
33. I could not see my SHADOW in the DARK
34. A RHYTHM is made from more than one BEAT
35. SAILING is like driving a BOAT
36. A lot of SOUND makes NOISE
37. GRASS is GREEN in colour
38. Every PATIENT likes that DOCTOR
39. A STORM comes with heavy RAIN
40. She likes CREAM on scones and ICE in drinks
41. That STADIUM is where the FOOTBALL match was played
42. That tiny FARM has only one ANIMAL
43. The FASHION industry is all about CLOTHES
44. CLIMATE change will alter the WEATHER in England
45. One sixtieth of a MINUTE is a SECOND
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46. She stuck her TONGUE out of her MOUTH
47. They use a NET to catch FISH
48. The UNIVERSE is bigger than the WORLD
49. She went to the CONFERENCE before attending her MEETING
50. My GARDEN has only one kind of FLOWER
51. She went to the local SHOP before trying the high street STORE
52. The CAPTAIN was in charge of the SHIP
53. The number following FOUR is FIVE
54. BELLY is the same as STOMACH
55. There is more than one LINK in a CHAIN
56. That LOCK can only be opened by that KEY
57. COMMERCIAL breaks ruin TELEVISION
58. He hummed the MELODY rather than sang the SONG
59. The STRUCTURE of the BUILDING was damaged in the earthquake
60. Cutting an ARTERY is worse than cutting a VEIN
61. The EVENING is earlier than the NIGHT
62. He wrote his first ARTICLE for the local NEWSPAPER
63. The tobacco in his PIPE created a lot of SMOKE
64. During their VACATION, they took a TRIP to Italy
65. It was wet, so he wore BOOTS instead of SHOES
66. He got a PRISON sentence and went to JAIL
67. She collected the POST from the other OFFICE
68. A HILL is smaller than a MOUNTAIN
69. Everything on this SHEET of PAPER is confidential
70. BALLET is a kind of DANCE
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11. That BAND plays good MUSIC
72. SUGAR is added to some kinds of SWEET
73. The SEED fell from the PLANT
74. The ARTIST had worked as a decorator and PAINTER
75. I prefer COFFEE to TEA
76. She ate HALF the cake rather than the WHOLE
77. A HEN is a female CHICKEN
78. He forgot which COCKTAIL was his girlfriend's favourite DRINK
79. OXYGEN is a component of AIR
80. The SWITCH of that LIGHT is not working
81. He brought along a TENT to the annual scout CAMP
82. Her friend was an OFFICER in the POLICE force
83. The PALM is part of the HAND
84. Winning a BATTLE is not the same as winning the WAR
85. I always eat my BREAKFAST before my LUNCH
86. A KID is a goat not a CHILD
87. The LORD is another way of referring to GOD
88. A WEEK is longer than a DAY
89. The SYMPHONY was beautifully played by the ORCHESTRA
90. Although over his limit, he put the CHARGE on his credit CARD
91. At the match there was a big CROWD of PEOPLE
92. In America, a CENT is the same as a PENNY
93. BREAD does not taste as nice without BUTTER
94. It was a big MEAL with many different kinds of FOOD
95. He addressed the ENVELOPE and enclosed the LETTER
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96. She dived through the WAVES and swam towards the OCEAN
97. The PROFESSOR was not a very good TEACHER
98. That remote REGION will be devloped into a tourist AREA
99. The FUNERAL took place soon after his DEATH
100. In America, AUTUMN is called FALL
101. Taking giant STEPS, he raced up the STAIRS
102. He came from a small TOWN some distance from the CITY
103. She prefers to use a metric SCALE to measure her WEIGHT
104. The FILM over the camera lens blurred the MOVIE
105. Because of sea-sickness, he left the NAVY and joined the ARMY
106. Expecting SUPPER, they were surprised when it turned out to be DINNER
107. There was a period of DISCUSSION after the TALK had ended
108. The head of the HERD was a surprisingly large COW
109. Because of the cold, over my JACKET 1 wore a long COAT
110. The cowboy entered the SALOON and saw the outlaw at the BAR
111. Bone is surrounded by FLESH not SKIN
112. She thought she could make the HOUSE into a real HOME
113. The dried up FOUNTAIN had no WATER
114. They had two children, a SON and a DAUGHTER
115. Splitting the ATOM was the discovery that made the BOMB possible
116. LUMBER is cut and collected WOOD
117. The PLANET Venus is light years from EARTH
118. The CHAPEL was attended by those who believed in the Catholic 
CHURCH
119. In that FOREST, every single TREE was cut down for the new development
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120. A STONE is smaller than a ROCK
121. He drove in a CIRCLE around the SQUARE
122. A nice BED is essential for a good SLEEP
123. The ring was made of both SILVER and GOLD
124. The CLOCK chimed and he checked the TIME
125. Chess pieces come in WHITE and BLACK
126. The off-license was held up by a MAN and WOMAN
127. She does not like the smell of CHLORINE in the swimming POOL
128. The DOG barked and chased the CAT
129. The wounded commando had lost an ARM and a LEG
130. His cottage was on an AVENUE away from the main STREET
131. A NEST is where a BIRD lives
132. She decided to change her OCCUPATION and applied for a new JOB
133. Being a kindergarten PUPIL is much easier than being an engineering 
STUDENT
134. The new mother had not expected LABOUR to be such hard WORK
135. What began as a small QUARREL erupted into a violent FIGHT
136. Are YOU the same as ME ?
137. When counting, the number ONE is followed by the number TWO
138. His FATHER and MOTHER loved each other
139. The worker raised his CAP to the heiress in the yellow HAT
140. The postcard had writing on the FRONT and on the BACK
141. The SAND on the BEACH was very fine
142. The farmer knew the SOIL was no better than DIRT
143. The PILOT lost control of his PLANE
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144. The GIRL winked at the BOY she fancied
145. The VEHICLE ahead crashed into a CAR
146. Her AUNT and UNCLE visited her yesterday
147. His BROTHER was older but less fun that his SISTER
148. He studied ASTRONOMY hoping to discover a STAR
149. He sat down at the TABLE having pulled up a CHAIR
150. Every QUESTION has an ANSWER
151. There is rumour that the KING does not love the QUEEN
152. The kidnapper drew a PISTOL when holding up the hostage at GUN point
153. Whatever HE said SHE simply would not listen
154. The EXAM tomorrow is a TEST of how much we have learned
155. The beautifully carved FRAME complements the PICTURE
156. They went to the CASH point to get some MONEY
157. He tightened the SADDLE and mounted his HORSE
158. The font of the TEXT in the BOOK was very hard to make out
159. After years of rowing, the HUSBAND left his WIFE
160. EAST and WEST are in opposite directions
Unrelated word pairs
1. The tram left the STATION as a SECRETARY tripped and fell
2. Posters about the DISASTER covered the interior of the ROOM
3. The BIBLE had a LEATHER cover
4. CENTER is the American way of spelling another WORD for middle
5. The collection PLATE was piled high with DOLLAR notes
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6. She keeps all her treasures in a CHEST in the CORNER of her bedroom
7. His PATH was blocked by reporters from a MAGAZINE
8. Inside the PACKAGE was a PIECE of jewellery
9. The HOSPITAL porter was dressed in a Batman CAPE
10. The waiter went down on one KNEE as he presented the BILL
11. She spent most of her LIFE in the SHADE
12. He brought more COAL in case the GUEST was cold
13. The first PHASE of the development destroyed the COAST
14. The SHEEP bleated and ran towards the SHERIFF
15. The broken WHEEL was hanging at an ANGLE
16. Everything in the BASEMENT was covered in DUST
17. In his YOUTH he played an electronic ORGAN
18. The CAFÉ had no SOAP in the washroom
19. They offered their APARTMENT as SHELTER from the hurricane
20. He put down the JOURNAL and set off to play GOLF
21. The COMPANY offers more than a LESSON to its trainees
22. The WINE in the BOX on the lower shelf is very expensive
23. She held her BREATH and fought back the TEARS
24. The RADIO presenter signed the fans SHIRT
25. He got a CONTRACT as an action HERO in the latest Hollywood 
production
26. They learned CARBON during the chemistry COURSE
27. Drinking the hot LIQUID gave him a feeling of WARMTH
28. Slowly the contents of the WAGON were unloaded into the HALL
29. She used FOAM to sit on after her surgery for CANCER
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30. The EGGS fell and smashed at his FEET
31. The fairy has a magical CRYSTAL wand in that STORY
32. Sitting on the GROUND the LANGUAGE tutor taught the lecture
33. His nephew pretended the SUBMARINE was under the BENCH
34. The ticket TAX made going to the BALL even more expensive
35. Bent over in PAIN she pleaded with the Rottweiler's OWNER
36. The gunpowder BARREL was covered by a BLANKET
37. The careless MAH) broke an expensive BOTTLE of champagne
38. The last ITEM she bought was some balm for her LIPS
39. The CATTLE had their hooves trimmed with a sharp KNIFE
40. The AWARD ceremony ended with a grand PARADE
41. The smaller CANDIDATE was just an INCH shorter
42. Driving at SPEED the CIGARETTE smoke quickly disappeared
43. She recorded the VOICE using her video CAMERA
44. Everyone was on EDGE as the TRIAL began
45. The tribe killed a bull with a sacred PIKE during the RITUAL
46. The expensive MUSTARD was reduced in price during the SALE
47. The clown squirted MILK during the COMEDY show
48. The EMPLOYEE retired when he reached the appropriate AGE
49. The GANG waited for them as they left COLLEGE
50. The mermaid listened to the SHELL which was resting on her SHOULDER
51. Despite her ILLNESS, she really made progress that TERM
52. Everyone in the VILLAGE was bored by the chairman's SPEECH
53. Having won the CUP the players really enjoyed the PARTY
54. She brought stirrups as a GIFT when visiting the RANCH
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55. He paid the PRICE of forgetting to load his WEAPON
56. The OPERATION took place in a theatre near the PARK
57. The GOVERNMENT suggests we eat FRUIT everyday
58. The profit from selling his parents' LAND goes into his own POCKET
59. For every MILE he travelled the CLERK recieved expenses
60. The ATMOSPHERE was ruined by the blaring HORN
61. They parked the AUTOMOBILE some distance from the MARKET
62. Close to the SITE of the explosion they found a small BAG
63. They used a concrete BLOCK to support the BEAM
64. Butchers make MEAT their CAREER
65. He took the INSTRUMENT back to the military BASE
66. The MIRROR showed how good she looked in that MATERIAL
67. In that boutique, every garment has a CODE indicating its STYLE
68. He left the BARN leaving a trail of POWDER behind him
69. The final act of the DRAMA took place in a KITCHEN
70. She watched the SCENE unfold from a great HEIGHT
71. A potion made from vegetable ROOT eased the pain of giving BIRTH
72. He used his RIFLE to shoot the pigs riddled with DISEASE
73. Suspended above them was a SPHERE made of MARBLE
74. She cut her cookies into the SHAPE of a BEAR
75. The COLONEL used a TOOL to fix the cannon
76. The fishing LINE was tied in a LOOP at the end of the pier
77. As DAWN broke his FIST knocked on the window
78. SOCIETY has changed a great deal in the last CENTURY
79. He sat on the SEAT and dialled the number on his PHONE
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80. Despite their SIZE the giants kneeled in PRAYER
81. The FIELD was full of toxic GAS
82. In full MOTION his HAIR barely moved because of the gel
83. The MINISTER gave a SIGNAL and the march began
84. The MUD began to form a huge PILE at the shallow end of the estuary
85. The success of the EVENT was some COMFORT to the grieving widow
86. He put the MESSAGE in the blue FILE
87. He hoped with all his HEART that his LAWYER would save him
88. The pirate wanted PROOF that there was treasure on the ISLAND
89. A famous BACKGROUND can sometimes help an ACTOR succeed
90. Out of his CASE the estate agent took a pad and measuring TAPE
91. The BULLET hit an electric WIRE and all the lights went out
92. The SNAKE chewed the mouse and seemed to smile with JOY
93. The handsome FACE of the young MAYOR partly explains his charisma
94. Close HARMONY singing is heard throughout the bible BELT
95. The PRESSURE in the greenhouse is critical for the growth of pretty ROSE
96. The bee's FLIGHT ended as it landed on a STEM
97. The atlas PAGE had a mark around a PORT in an African state
98. Before amputating his broken TAIL the squirrel was sedated with a DRUG
99. The PROBLEM was that without more fuel, the FIRE would die
100. Standing in UNIFORM, the lieutenant did not look like the POET he was
101. The TUBE was turning late because of the earlier ACCIDENT
102. That CHRISTMAS, everyone at the FACTORY got a bonus
103. The body of the VICTIM was found when the FOG cleared
104. Having a sore THROAT, all the MASTER could do was whisper
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105. During the GATHERING, a LUXURY holiday was the prize in the lucky 
draw
106. He mounted the STAGE as if climbing a high WALL
107. After nibbling the BONE, the rat sipped the BEER
108. A lonely FIGURE sat on the BUS
109. The teenagres playing by the SHORE hit the BASEBALL into the ocean
110. The tramp was given a long SENTENCE for murdering the FAMILY
111. She was a literary EXPERT but knew nothing about SCIENCE
112. The flag raised in GLORY had a musket-shot HOLE from the revolution
113. The garrison of the FORT wore tunics made from COTTON
114. The Indians celerbrated MASS far out on the PRAIRIE
115. The SOLDIER surpised everyone by marching in pink SHORTS
116. The draughtsman completed his DRAWING of the HUMAN body quickly
117. The emperor searched the LENGTH and breath of the KINGDOM
118. He was transferred to a special CELL after breaking an inmate's NOSE
119. The famous reporter had an exclusive INTERVIEW with the young 
PRINCE
120. The TRUCK slowed to pick up the BLONDE hitch-hiker
121. Each MEMBER is given a cereal BOWL with the organization's crest on it
122. The conductor waved the POINT of his baton at the TRAFFIC
123. A STRANGER wandered at the restricted LEVEL of the research facility
124. My BRAIN relaxes during the holiday SEASON
125. They used a leaf as a SYMBOL of the OIL company
126. The Indian CHIEF ate RICE in his wigwam
127. She found a POUND coin on the FLOOR
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128. The WIND blew strongly down the VALLEY
129. The monkey stole an apple CORE and took it back to the JUNGLE
130. He was surprised his new BRIDE wanted to discuss PHYSICS
131. The MISSILE was filled with HONEY
132. He hid under a DESK in the foreign SECTION of the embassy
133. The last PAIR of EQUATIONS in the homework was the most difficult
134. The battery-powered VAN was the PRODUCT of the year
135. After a journey to the DESERT, every MUSCLE of his old body aches
136. The TOUR de France was delayed because of SNOW
137. The billionaire only picked the finest TYPE of FURNITURE
138. The guy with the BEARD mumbled his NAME
139. On the MORNING of his retirement party, the GUARD was asked to make 
a wish
140. The SIDEWALK outside the LIBRARY is busy during its opening hours
141. That little LANE has its own CHARM
142. They decided a BRIDGE across the harbour would increase BUSINESS
143. The technician put a WARNING note on the BOARD outside the laboratory
144. The model spent a large AMOUNT just to whiten her TEETH
145. It is impossible to control a TRACTOR with one FINGER
146. The VOLUME of gardener's walkman made him close the WINDOW
147. The ENTRANCE only allows one CITIZEN to pass through at a time
148. He supplemented his INCOME with profits from running a CLUB
149. The CHART showed Christianity to be the most popular RELIGION
150. Clumsily cutting the FOIL was bound to cause an ARGUMENT
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151. The SERGEANT reluctantly left his PARTNER in order to defend his 
homeland
152. The surgeon was knighted for services to MEDICINE at the PALACE
153. The superstitious CHARACTER threw SALT onto the floor
154. His EAR was scratched by a falling BRANCH
155. She took a BATH before setting out for the BORDER
156. It went against the GRAIN, but he really enjoyed the CONCERT
157. The Police played at a BENEFIT in Scotland YARD
158. There was sticky SAUCE on the TIP of her thumb
159. The RESTAURANT had a revolving DOOR
160. The CABIN crew refused to serve GIN to the drunk passenger
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Appendix 66 Study 4; Instructions for the paired-associate task during learning in 
the linkage condition
Paired-Associate Learning Memory (Training)
In this task you will have to learn pairs of words, by using the link sentences 
provided. Later you will be tested by being shown the first word of a pair, and you 
will have to say the word you paired with it. One word will appear on screen and will 
be followed by a second word. Between each word, a sentence will be shown which 
uses the two words. As a way of learning the word pairs, we want you to SAY THE 
SENTENCE ALOUD and RATE ALOUD HOW WELL IT LINKS THE WORDS 
between 1 and 5 (1 - VERY BADLY, 5 - VERY WELL). Please do this when you 
see “Say the second word of the pair” on the screen. Remember to speak when you 
see the sentences.
i= >
Say the second word o f  the pair
He threw a PEN into the BIN
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Appendix 69 Study 4: Results of three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVAs 
comparing the subjective sleepiness levels before and after the nap and the wake 
retention interval in the linkage and the control conditions
Learning vs. RetestLearning vs. Retest
(after retention (before delayed
interval) recall)
(F(l,14)) (F(l,14))
Main effects
Before / after retention
14.29** 10.42**
Nap / wake .38 1.82
Linkage / control 1.69 1.63
Two-way interactions
Before / after retention x nap / wake
1.89 9.55** •
Before / after retention x linkage / control 1.72 .24
Nap / wake x Linkage / control 1.98 5.74*
Three-way interaction .02 .92
Note: **/7 < .01; */? < .05
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Appendix 70 Study 4: Results of a four-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA 
examining whether paired-associate performance improved in the learning session, 
was affected by semantic relatedness, and differed among the nap / wake and linkage 
/ control conditions
d f F
Main effects
Learning 2,28 164.95***
Semantic relatedness 1,14 197.93***
Nap / wake 1,14 .03
Linkage / control 1,14 .04
Two-way interactions
Learning x semantic relatedness 2,28 20.71***
Learning x nap / wake 2,28 .52
Learning x linkage / control 2,28 1.99
Semantic relatedness x nap / wake 1,14 1.36
Semantic relatedness x linkage / control 1,14 2.87
Nap / wake x linkage / control 1,14 1.26
Three-way interactions
Learning x semantic relatedness x nap / wake 2,28 .08
Learning x semantic relatedness x linkage / control 2,28 .52
Learning x nap / wake x linkage / control 2,28 2.28
Semantic relatedness x nap / wake x linkage / control 1,14 1.99
Four-way interaction 2,28 .09
Note: ***/?<.001
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Appendix 71 Study 4: Results of a three-factorial ANOVA examining whether 
paired-associate performance in the final immediate recall test was affected by 
semantic relatedness, and differed among the nap / wake and linkage / control 
conditions
F(l,14)
Main effects
Semantic relatedness 46.10***
Nap / wake .32
Linkage / control .26
Two-way interactions
Semantic relatedness x nap / wake .47
Semantic relatedness x linkage / control .46
Nap / wake x linkage / control .00
Three-way interaction .76
Note: ***/?<.001
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Appendix 72 Study 4: Results of two-factorial ANOVAs examining the effects of 
semantic linkages on the distribution of related and unrelated word pairs across the 
four levels of learning in the nap and the wake conditions
Main effect of Main effect of
nap / wake linkage / control Interaction
(F(l,14)) (F(l,14)) (F(l,14))
Related word pairs
IRFo .10 1.57 1.95
IRFi .22 .12 3.16
IRF2 .02 1.52 .17
IRF3 .18 .12 4.15 
ip -  .061)
Unrelated word pairs
IRFo .67 .02 .10
IRFi .16 1.29 .82
IRF2 .37 .52 .17
IRF3 .03 1.32 1.69
Note: all ps > .05
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Appendix 73 Study 4: Results of a three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA 
examining the effects of semantic relatedness, nap / wake, and linkage / control on 
percentage change in the number of correct recalls across the retention interval
F(l,14)
Main effects
Semantic relatedness 7.83*
Nap / wake 1.52
Linkage / control .24
Two-way interactions
Semantic relatedness x nap / wake 5.85*
Semantic relatedness x linkage / control 1.63
Nap / wake x linkage / control 1.01
Three-way interaction .03
Note: * p < .05
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Appendix 75 Study 4: Results of three-factorial repeated-measures 
examining the effects of semantic relatedness, nap / wake, and linkage / 
delayed recall frequency at each level of learning
ANOVAs 
control on
IRFo IRFi IRF2 IRF3
(F(l,3)) (F(l,7)) (F(l,13)) (F(l,6))
Main effects
Semantic relatedness 20.69* 3.16 3.11 1.89
Nap / wake 3.77 6.55* 1.57 1.41
Linkage / control 5.78 
(p = .096)
1.75 1.32 2.77
Two-way interactions
Semantic relatedness x nap / wake .96 1.54 .39 1.06
Semantic relatedness x linkage / 25.25* .77 .50 3.22
control
Nap / wake x linkage / control 1.55 .79 .09 1.88
Three-way interaction .16 .72 .12 1.99
Note: * /? < .05
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Appendix 76 Study 4: Results of paired-samples t tests examining the significance 
of the nap-wake contrasts on the delayed recall frequency of related and unrelated 
word pairs
IRF2 IRF3
(f(13)) (r(6))
Related word pairs .87 .82
Unrelated word pairs 1.35 1.12
Note: all ps > .05
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Appendix 77 Study 4; Results of a three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA 
examining the effects of semantic relatedness, nap /wake, and linkage / control on the 
percentage of IRFo word pairs recalled in the first delayed recall test
F(l,3)
Main effects
Semantic relatedness 10.53*
Nap / wake .79
Linkage / control 1.78
Two-way interactions
Semantic relatedness x nap / wake .25
Semantic relatedness x linkage / control 5.72
(p = .097)
Nap / wake x linkage / control .07
Three-way interaction .24
Note: * p < .05
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Appendix 78 Study 4: Results of three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVAs 
examining the effects of semantic relatedness, nap / wake, and linkage / control on 
the percentage of previously remembered word pairs that were no longer retrievable 
in the first delayed recall test at each level of learning
IRFi IRF2 IRF3
(F(l,7)) (F(l,13)) (F(l,9))
Main effects
Semantic relatedness 13.35** 10.25** 1.40
Nap / wake .34 .55 .10
Linkage / control .33 .51 1.37
Two-way interactions
Semantic relatedness x nap / wake 4.15
(p = .081)
5.03* .55
Semantic relatedness x linkage / control .56 .31 .78
Nap / wake x linkage / control .11 .48 .13
Three-way interaction .32 1.67 .01
Note: **p < .01; *p < .05
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Appendix 79 Study 4: Results of a four-factorial ANOVA examining whether 
paired-associate performance changed in the retest session, was affected by semantic 
relatedness, and differed among the nap / wake and linkage / control conditions
d f F
Main effects
Testing 2,28 22.96***
Semantic relatedness 1,14 41.60***
Nap / wake 1,14 1.86
Linkage / control 1,14 .79
Two-way interactions
Testing x semantic relatedness 2,28 20.26***
Testing x nap / wake %28 1.91
Testing x linkage / control %28 2.93
Semantic relatedness x nap / wake 1,14 2.99
Semantic relatedness x linkage / control 1,14 .56
Nap / wake x linkage / control 1,14 .04
Three-way interactions
Testing x semantic relatedness x nap / wake 2,28 .08
Testing x semantic relatedness x linkage / control 2,28 1.04
Testing x nap / wake x linkage / control 2,28 1.13
Semantic relatedness x nap / wake x linkage / control 1,14 1.39
Four-way interaction 2,28 .11
Note: ***p<.001
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Appendix 81
Appendix 81 Study 3 and Study 4 control conditions: Results of a three-factorial 
ANOVA examining whether paired-associate performance improved in the learning 
session, was affected by semantic relatedness, and differed between the nap and the 
wake conditions
d f F
Main effects
Learning 2,66 344.62***
Semantic relatedness 1,33 251.73***
Nap / wake 1,33 .36
Two-way interactions
Learning x semantic relatedness 2,66 29.67***
Learning x nap / wake 2,66 1.83
Semantic relatedness x nap / wake 1,33 .06
Three-way interaction 2,66 .47
Note: ***/?<.001
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Appendix 82 Study 3 and Study 4 control conditions: Results of paired-samples t 
tests examining whether the number of related and unrelated word pairs achieved at 
the end of the learning session differed between the nap and the wake conditions at 
each level of learning
r(33)
IRFo IRFi IRF2 IRF3
Related word pairs .28 .69 .74 1.03
Unrelated word pairs .29 1.49 .12 .86
Note: all ps > .05
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Appendix 83 Study 3 and Study 4 control conditions: Pearson correlations between 
nap architecture and change in paired-associate performance across retention
N TST SI S2 S3 S4 REM  SWS
Percentage change in 
the number o f correct 
recalls 
Related pairs 34 -.04 .15 .15 .00 -.18 -.08 -.17
Unrelated pairs 34 .13 .24 .21 -.21 -.10 -.04 -.14
DRF
Related pairs 
IRFo 16 .01 -.25 .29 -.02 -.16 -.04 -.15
IRFi 28 .14 .37 .26 .02 -.24 -.02 -.23
IRF2 34 .05 .26 .28 .06 -.24 -.13 -.21
IRF3 34 .25 .06 .12 .08 -.12 .24 -.09
Unrelated pairs 
IRFo 32 .01 .40* 52** -.51** -.49** -.07 -.58***
IRFi 34 .26 .31 .15 -.17 .01 .03 -.03
IRF2 33 .02 .23 .23 -.14 -.04 -.26 -.07
IRF3 31 .20 -.42* .14 -.07 -.05 .29 -.06
Percentage recalled at 
first retest block 
Related pairs 
IRFo 15 -.04 -.10 .28 .01 -.19 -.15 -.18
Unrelated pairs 
IRFo 32 -.02 .46** .51** -.48** -.48** -.13 -.56***
Percentage not 
recalled at first retest 
block
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N TST SI S2 S3 S4 REM SWS
Related
IRFi 28 -.03 -.28 -.29 -.05 .26 .12 .23
IRF2 34 .20 -.08 .27 -.03 -.15 .11 -.15
IRF3 34 -.27 .02 .01 -.21 -.05 -.21 -.10
Unrelated
IRFi 34 -.36* -.14 -.08 -.08 -.13 -.10 -.14
IRF2 33 -.02 -.27 -.12 .04 -.09 .31 -.07
IRF3 31 -.14 .28 -.27 .02 .21 -.19 .20
Note: ***p< .001 ,**p< .01 ,*p< .05 ;
51 = amount of stage 1 sleep;
52 = amount of stage 2 sleep;
53 = amount of stage 3 sleep;
54 = amount of stage 4 sleep
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Appendix 84 Study 3 and Study 4 control conditions: Results of two-factorial 
repeated-measures ANOVAs examining the effects of semantic relatedness and nap / 
wake on delayed recall frequency at each level of learning
IRFo
(F(l,12))
IRFi
(F(l,24))
IRF2
(F(l,32))
IRF3
(F(l,27))
Main effects
Semantic relatedness 10.25** 20.00*** 4.20* 6.69*
Nap / wake .14 4.09 1.64 11.06**
(p = .054)
Two-way interaction .16 2.90 .11 6J3*
Note: ***/?< .001; **p < .01; */7 < .05
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Appendix 85 Study 3 and Study 4 control conditions: Results of two-factorial 
repeated-measures ANOVAs examining the effects of semantic relatedness and nap / 
wake treatment on the percentage of previously remembered word pairs that were no 
longer retrievable in the first delayed recall test at each level of learning
IRFi
(F(l,24))
IRF2
(F(l,32))
IRF3
(F(l,27))
Main effects
Semantic relatedness 24.44*** 12.99** 2.30
Nap / wake 1.43 1.80 3.73
(p = .064)
Two-way interaction 2.54 5.78* 1.41
Note: ***/?< .001; **/7 < .01; */?< .05
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Appendix 86 Study 3 and Study 4 control conditions: Results of a three-factorial 
ANOVA examining whether paired-associate performance changed in the retest 
session, and was affected by the nap / wake treatment and semantic relatedness
d f F
Main effects
Testing 2,66 14.76***
Semantic relatedness 1,33 70.01***
Nap / wake 1,33 1.64
Two-way interactions
Testing x semantic relatedness 2,66 18.16***
Testing x nap / wake 2,66 .44
Semantic relatedness x nap / wake 1,33 2.17
Three-way interaction 2,66 .86
Note: ***/?<.001
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Appendix 87 Study 5: Instructions for the paired-association task during word pair 
presentation and the first two immediate cued recall tests (with feedback)
Paired-Associate Learning Memory (Training)
In this task you will have to learn pairs of words. One word will appear on screen 
and will be followed by a second word. As a way of learning the words you will be 
shown one, and will have to GUESS or SAY the second word. Some of these are 
related to each other, some are not. The learning session is in two parts.
Firstly the computer will allow you to view all word pairs, one by one. You should 
say the second word aloud as you view the words. When you have seen all the pairs 
the LEARNING practice will begin.
Word 1: Word 2
Then the computer will begin to test your memory for the word pairs. It will show 
you the first word, and you should say the SECOND word as soon as the first one 
has disappeared. It will then show you the correct answer. When the list has ended.
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the test and feedback session will repeat. If you do not know the SECOND word of a 
pair, GUESS.
Remember to speak AFTER the FIRST WORD has disappeared and before the 
ANSWER is given.
Say the second word o f  the pair
The correct response was;
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Appendix 88 Study 5: Instructions for the final immediate cued recall test (without 
feedback) and all the delayed cued recall tests
Paired-Associate Learning Memory (Test)
We will now test how well you remember the word pairs you learned earlier. Please 
ensure that your headset and microphone are positioned as they were during training. 
Immediately after this screen, the computer will test your memory for the word pairs. 
It will show you the first word, and you should say the SECOND word as soon as the 
first one has disappeared. This time it will not show you the correct answer. 
Remember to speak AFTER the FIRST WORD has disappeared. THE TEST WILL 
BEGIN AS SOON AS YOU CLICK THE LEFT MOUSE BUTTON.
Say the second word o f  the pair
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Appendix 89 Study 5: Semantically related and unrelated word pairs arranged in 
descending order of their semantic relatedness rating
Related word pairs (a priori defined)
Rating
Cue Target List Mean SD
Unrelated word pairs (a priori defined)
Rating
Cue Target List Mean SD
BED SLEEP la 4.00 0.00 SPHERE MARBLE 2b 2.60 1.35
CLOUD SKY Id 4.00 0.00 WINE BOX 2b 2.50 1.18
PUPIL STUDENT la 4.00 0.00 APARTMENT SHELTER 2a 2.20 0.79
SAND BEACH Ic 4.00 0.00 WIND VALLEY lb 2.00 1.33
WAVES OCEAN Ic 4.00 0.00 MESSAGE FILE 2a 1.80 1.40
EAST WEST 2b 4.00 0.00 CUP PARTY Ic 1.50 0.85
PAINT BRUSH 2c 4.00 0.00 VAN PRODUCT 2b 1.50 1.18
PRISON JAIL 2d 4.00 0.00 SCENE HEIGHT lb 1.20 1.14
STADIUM FOOTBALL 2a 4.00 0.00 INSTRUMENT BASE 2c 1.10 1.20
BAND MUSIC la 3.90 0.32 BACKGROUND ACTOR lb 1.00 0.82
BOOTS SHOES la 3.90 0.32 BREATH TEARS 2c 1.00 0.94
CALENDAR DATE Ic 3.90 0.32 AWARD PARADE la 1.00 1.25
FILM MOVIE Ic 3.90 0.32 MIRROR MATERIAL Ic 1.00 1.33
JACKET COAT lb 3.90 0.32 VILLAGE SPEECH Ic 1.00 1.41
MELODY SONG Ic 3.90 0.32 CATTLE KNIFE lb 0.90 0.88
STEPS STAIRS lb 3.90 0.32 BLOCK BEAM 2a 0.90 1.20
STREAM RIVER Id 3.90 0.32 SEAT PHONE Id 0.80 0.63
VEHICLE CAR Ic 3.90 0.32 ILLNESS TERM 2c 0.80 1.14
CASH MONEY 2b 3.90 0.32 TOUR SNOW lb 0.80 1.23
DOG CAT 2d 3.90 0.32 GLORY HOLE 2c 0.80 1.23
ELECTION VOTE 2b 3.90 0.32 ROOT BIRTH 2d 0.80 1.32
FOREST TREE 2a 3.90 0.32 MORNING GUARD 2b 0.70 0.82
FRONT BACK 2b 3.90 0.32 WARNING BOARD Id 0.70 0.95
HOUSE HOME 2b 3.90 0.32 CABIN GIN 2d 0.70 1.06
OXYGEN AIR 2a 3.90 0.32 LENGTH KINGDOM la 0.60 1.07
STONE ROCK 2d 3.90 0.32 CELL NOSE 2d 0.50 0.53
TABLE CHAIR 2a 3.90 0.32 COMPANY LESSON 2a 0.50 0.71
TENT CAMP 2c 3.90 0.32 ENTRANCE CITIZEN 2a 0.50 0.71
ACCOUNT BANK la 3.80 0.42 DISASTER ROOM Id 0.50 0.85
AUTUMN FALL Id 3.80 0.42 BATH BORDER la 0.50 0.97
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Unrelated word pairs (a vriori defined)
Rating
Cue Target List Mean SD
FASHION CLOTHES lb 3.80 0.42 CODE STYLE Ic 0.50 0.97
GARDEN FLOWER la 3.80 0.42 BARREL BLANKET Id 0.40 0.52
NEST BIRD Id 3.80 0.42 POUND FLOOR Ic 0.40 0.52
STORM RAIN Id 3.80 0.42 SOLDIER SHORTS 2b 0.40 0.52
SUGAR SWEET Id 3.80 0.42 STATION SECRETARY Ic 0.40 0.70
AUTHOR WRITER 2c 3.80 0.42 FIELD GAS 2c 0.40 0.70
BATTLE WAR 2d 3.80 0.42 PATH MAGAZINE 2d 0.40 0.70
CAPTAIN SHIP 2c 3.80 0.42 POINT TRAFFIC 2c 0.40 0.70
ENEMY FRIEND 2b 3.80 0.42 CANDIDATE INCH lb 0.40 1.26
HERD COW 2d 3.80 0.42 PLATE DOLLAR Id 0.40 1.26
PIPE SMOKE 2d 3.80 0.42 RADIO SHIRT Id 0.40 1.26
PROFESSOR TEACHER 2b 3.80 0.42 CHART RELIGION Ic 0.30 0.48
TOWN CITY 2d 3.80 0.42 KNEE BILL Ic 0.30 0.48
BLOOD RED Ic 3.70 0.48 BARN POWDER 2a 0.30 0.48
CHLORINE POOL la 3.70 0.48 MOTION HAIR 2b 0.30 0.48
RHYTHM BEAT Ic 3.70 0.48 TAX BALL 2a 0.30 0.48
SOIL DIRT lb 3.70 0.48 CAFE SOAP la 0.30 0.67
TOTAL SUM Id 3.70 0.48 DESERT MUSCLE la 0.30 0.67
COACH TEAM 2d 3.70 0.48 SITE BAG lb 0.30 0.67
EXAM TEST 2b 3.70 0.48 AUTOMOBILE MARKET 2a 0.30 0.67
FLESH SKIN 2a 3.70 0.48 SOCIETY CENTURY 2d 0.30 0.67
FRAME PICTURE 2c 3.70 0.48 VOLUME WINDOW la 0.30 0.95
GATE FENCE 2a 3.70 0.48 ATMOSPHERE HORN la 0.20 0.42
SADDLE HORSE 2b 3.70 0.48 FOIL ARGUMENT lb 0.20 0.42
TEXT BOOK 2c 3.70 0.48 JOURNAL GOLF Id 0.20 0.42
REGION AREA 2b 3.70 0.67 CENTER WORD 2c 0.20 0.42
SUPPER DINNER lb 3.70 0.95 HARMONY BELT 2d 0.20 0.42
DISCUSSION TALK lb 3.60 0.52 MUSTARD SALE 2a 0.20 0.42
LOBBY HOTEL Ic 3.60 0.52 SHORE BASEBALL 2b 0.20 0.42
AVENUE STREET la 3.60 0.70 TAIL DRUG 2b 0.20 0.42
SHADOW DARK 2c 3.60 0.70 THROAT MASTER 2c 0.20 0.42
JUDGE COURT lb 3.60 0.97 BRIDE PHYSICS la 0.10 0.32
SOUND NOISE 2d 3.60 0.97 BRIDGE BUSINESS Id 0.10 0.32
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Unrelated word nairs (a priori defined)
Rating
Cue Target List Mean SD
PILOT PLANE Id 3.60 1.26 COLONEL TOOL lb 0.10 0.32
NATION COUNTRY Id 3.50 0.53 INTERVIEW PRINCE Ic 0.10 0.32
COMMITTEE GROUP lb 3.50 0.71 STRANGER LEVEL Id 0.10 0.32
CROWD PEOPLE Id 3.50 0.71 WAGON HALL la 0.10 0.32
LABOR WORK lb 3.50 0.71 BRAIN SEASON 2d 0.10 0.32
SHEET PAPER 2c 3.50 0.71 EDGE TRIAL 2b 0.10 0.32
QUARREL FIGHT la 3.50 1.27 GROUND LANGUAGE 2c 0.10 0.32
LINK CHAIN 2a 3.40 0.70 HOSPITAL CAPE 2d 0.10 0.32
MEAL FOOD 2d 3.40 0.70 PRESSURE ROSE 2d 0.10 0.32
NET FISH 2c 3.20 1.23 BEARD NAME Ic 0.00 0.00
SHOP STORE 2c 3.20 1.23 COAL GUEST lb 0.00 0.00
ARTIST PAINTER 2a 3.20 1.32 DAWN n sT la 0.00 0.00
STRUCTURE BUILDING la 3.10 0.99 FORT COTTON Id 0.00 0.00
SURFACE TOP lb 2.90 1.10 CARBON COURSE 2b 0.00 0.00
SCALE WEIGHT 2a 2.80 1.03 ITEM LIPS 2c 0.00 0.00
CHARGE CARD 2a 2.80 1.23 MEAT CAREER 2a 0.00 0.00
SESSION CLASS Ic 2.40 0.97 TRACTOR FINGER 2d 0.00 0.00
Note: Memory of word pairs in one of the four portions (a, b, c, and d) was tested in 
all the delayed recall tests, while the other three portions were only presented 
in one of the three delayed recall tests. The portion that was repeated was 
counterbalanced based on a Latin Square design across participants.
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Appendix 90 Study 5: Results of independent-samples t tests examining the 
differences in PVT performance between the nap and the wake groups in the early 
and the late conditions
Time since learning 0.25 hrs
t s m
2.50 /  5.50 hrs 7.75 hrs
Early condition 
Reaction time
Mean .84 1.67 2.11*
Median .71 1.82 2.04
SD .78 .51 2.02
Fastest 10%: 1 / mean RT .70 .57 .62
Slowest 10%: 1 / mean RT .69 .00 .71
Number of lapses .77 1.67 1.94
Number of anticipations .69 2.29* .55
Late condition 
Reaction time
Mean 1.08 .41 1.63
Median .72 .42 1.94
SD 1.12 1.34 1.45
Fastest 10%: 1 / mean RT 1.26 .00 .62
Slowest 10%: 1 / mean RT .90 .57 .37
Number of lapses 1.07 .85 1.36
Number of anticipations 1.16 1.17 1.42
Note: * /7 < .05
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Appendix 91 Study 5: Results of paired-samples t tests examining the changes in 
PVT performance during the retention interval of the nap and the wake groups in the 
early and the late conditions
£051
Time since learning 0.25-2.50 hrs 2.50-7..75 hrs 0.25-7.75 hrs
Group Nap Wake Nap Wake Nap Wake
Early condition
Reaction time
Mean .85 3.77** 1.49 1.13 1.05 2.31*
Median .45 4.98*** 1.22 1.40 .99 3.04**
SD 1.18 .56 1.27 .55 1.23 .22
Fastest 10%: 1 / mean RT .25 1.86 .32 1.15 .00 .00
Slowest 10%: 1 / mean RT .44 .57 1.38 .44 1.46 .00
Number of lapses .62 2.45* 1.52 .93 1.17 1.67
Number of anticipations 1.11 .51 .86 .05 .26 .33
Time since learning 0.25-5.50 hrs 5.50-7.75 hrs 0.25-■7.75 hrs
Group Nap Wake Nap Wake Nap Wake
Late condition
Reaction time
Mean .48 2.40* .15 3.41** .62 3.65**
Median .04 2.50* .22 3.08** .30 3.52**
SD .50 1.49 1.62 2.04 1.02 2.61*
Fastest 10%: 1 / mean RT .57 1.18 1.86 .37 2.24* 1.70
Slowest 10%: 1 / mean RT .00 1.46 .57 1.38 .57 2.08
Number of lapses .55 .57 .18 2.60* .49 2.38*
Number of anticipations .27 .30 .18 .71 .14 .65
Note: ***p< .001 ;**p< .01 ;*p< .05
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Appendix 92 Study 5: Mean and standard deviation of the number of correct recalls 
of repeated related, unique related, repeated unrelated, and unique unrelated word 
pairs in the immediate and the delayed recall tests
Early condition Late condition
Nap group Wake group Nap group Wake group
Related word pairs 
Repeated
Immediate recall test 1 5.81 (2.43) 6.75 (2.14) 5.56 (2.50) 5.81 (1.38)
Immediate recall test 2 7.38 (1.71) 7.50 (1.75) 7.69 (2.02) 7.63 (1.45)
Immediate recall test 3 8.50 (1.41) 8.63 (1.71) 9.13 (1.36) 8.75 (1.06)
0.25 hrs after learning 8.69 (1.35) 8.75 (1.44) 9.19 (1.38) 8.75 (0.86)
2.50 or 5.50 hrs after learning 8.88 (1.02) 9.00 (1.41) 8.94 (1.34) 8.63 (1.15)
7.50 hours after learning 8.63 (1.45) 8.69 (1 40) 9.00 (1.37) 9.13 (0.89)
Unique 1
Immediate recall test 1 6.06 (2.52) 5.13 (1.86) 5.56 (1.93) 5.06 (2.72)
Immediate recall test 2 7.75 (2.14) 7.25 (1.57) 7.88 (1.78) 6.94 (2.69)
Immediate recall test 3 (1.67) 8.63 (1.54) 9.19 (1.22) 8.31 (1.66)
0.25 hrs after learning 8.69 (1.66) 9.00 (1.21) 8.81 (1.38) 8.75 (1.69)
Unique 2 
Immediate recall test 1 6.31 (2.39) 5.44 (1.97) 5.50 (2.03) 5.00 (L79)
Immediate recall test 2 7.69 (2.36) 7.19 (1.52) 8.06 (1.61) 6.94 (1.98)
Immediate recall test 3 8.69 (1.58) 8.63 (1.45) 8.63 (1.50) 8.31 (1.58)
2.50 or 5.50 hrs after learning 8.81 (128) 8.63 (1.31) 8.63 (1.50) 8.50 (1.21)
Unique 3
Inunediate recall test 1 5.31 (2.82) 5.00 (1.93) 6.31 (2.30) 5.19 (2.14)
Immediate recall test 2 7.06 (2.38) 7.00 (1.75) 8.06 (2.26) 7.19 (2.07)
Immediate recall test 3 8.44 (2.22) 8.75 (1.13) 9.19 (1.64) 8.44 (1.59)
7.50 hrs after learning 8.63 (1.75) 8.19 (1.22) 8 88 (1.36) 8.81 (1.28)
Unrelated word pairs 
Repeated
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Early condition Late condition
Nap group Wake group Nap group Wake group
Immediate recall test 1 1.06 (1.39) 0.56 (0.63) 1.00 (L32) 1.50 (2.13)
Immediate recall test 2 2.94 (2.59) 1.94 (198) 2.38 (2.73) 2.56 (3.18)
Immediate recall test 3 4.19 (2.90) 3j# (285) 4.25 (207) 4.00 (3.03)
0.25 hrs after learning 4.50 (3.12) 4.06 (2.77) 4.38 (218) 4.06 (3.13)
2.50 or 5.50 hrs after learning 4.13 (Z83y 4 25 (2&0 4.44 (3.37) 4.00 (3.10)
7.50 hrs after learning 4.31 (2.85) 4.25 (3.02) 4.38 (3.38) 4.06 (3.02)
Unique 1
Immediate recall test 1 0.81 (1.11) 0.69 (0.70) 0.75 (0.86) 0.75 (1.13)
Immediate recall test 2 1.81 (2.07) 2.13 (1.86) 2.31 (2.18) 2.19 (2.76)
Immediate recall test 3 3.31 (2.57) 3.94 (2.57) 4.06 (2.69) 3.75 (3.38)
0.25 hrs after learning 3.56 (2.83) 4.13 (294 4.38 (3.12) 3.75 (3.26)
Unique 2
Immediate recall test 1 1.13 (1.31) 1.06 (1.00) 1.13 (1.20) 1.00 (1.51)
Immediate recall test 2 2.56 (2.50) 3.19 (2.29) 2.69 (2.15) 2.69 (3.09)
Immediate recall test 3 4.25 (2.82) 3.94 (2.49) 3.94 (2.62) 4.25 (3.17)
2.50 or 5.50 hrs after learning 3.81 (2.51) 4.00 (2.83) 3.50 (2.80) 3.69 (2.85)
Unique 3
Inunediate recall test 1 1.19 (1.38) 0.88 (1.45) 0.69 (0.95) 1.13 (1.59)
Immediate recall test 2 2.50 (2.25) 2.50 (2.28) 2.19 (1.83) 2.06 (2.64)
Immediate recall test 3 3.69 (2.24) 3.88 (2.66) 4.13 (2.63) 3.44 (3.12)
7.50 hrs after learning 3.38 (2.39) 3.19 (2.79) 3.88 (2.80) 3.19 (3.04)
Note: maximum number for each type of word pairs in each recall test = 10;
the delayed recalls before and after the nap / wake treatment are highlighted.
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Appendix 93 Study 5: Results of a five-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA 
examining whether the number of correctly recalled word pairs increased in the 
learning session, and whether such improvement in paired-associate performance 
was moderated by the nap / wake, early / late, repeated / unique, and semantic 
relatedness factors
^  F
Main effects
Learning 2,60 239.78***
Nap/wake 1,30 .20
Early/late 1,30 .03
Repeated/unique 3,90 1.86
Relatedness 1,30 356.83***
Two-way interactions 
Learning x nap/wake 2,60 .03
Learning x early/late 2,60 .98
Learning X repeated/unique 6,180 1.00
Learning X relatedness 2,60 1.05
Nap/wake X early/late 1,30 .28
Nap/wake x repeated/unique 3,90 .45
Nap/wake X relatedness 1,30 .44
Early/late x repeated/unique 3,90 .43
Early/late X relatedness 1,30 .00
Repeated/unique X relatedness 3,90 1.38
Three-way interactions 
Learning x nap/wake x early/late 2,60 2.48
Learning x nap/wake x repeated/unique 6,180 1.29
Learning X nap/wake X relatedness 2,60 .15
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d f F
Learning x early/late x repeated/unique 6,180 .48
Learning x early/late x relatedness 2,60 2.00
Learning x repeated/unique x relatedness 6,180 1.07
Nap/wake x early/late x repeated/unique 3,90 .44
Nap/wake x early/late x relatedness 1,30 1.25
Nap/wake x repeated/unique x relatedness 3,90 2.27
Early/late x repeated/unique x relatedness 3,90 1.68
Four-way interactions
Learning x nap/wake x early/late x repeated/unique 6,180 1.53
Learning x nap/wake x early/late x relatedness 2,60 .15
Learning x nap/wake x repeated/unique x relatedness 6,180 1.03
Learning x early/late x repeated/unique x relatedness 6,180 1.54
Nap/wake x early/late x repeated/unique x relatedness 3,90 .91
Five-way interaction 6,180 .84
Note: ***p < .001
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Appendix 94 Study 5: Mean and standard deviation of median reaction time for the 
correct recalls of repeated related, unique related, repeated unrelated, and unique 
unrelated word pairs in the learning session
Early condition 
Nap group Wake group
Late condition
Nap group Wake group
(n =:15) (n = 15) (n = 3) (n = 2)
Related word pairs 
Repeated
Immediate recall test 1 539.22 (263.13) 526.09 (166.44) 578.71 (227.72) 636.38 214.28)
Immediate recall test 2 621.29 (271.60) 561.59 (227.37) 497.34 (154.09) 560.48 171.47)
Immediate recall test 3 400.78 (178.24) 434.20 (136.52) 415.39 (136.05) 448.79 121.13)
Unique 1
Immediate recall test 1 505.55 (265.61) 557.84 (251.89) 613.99 (213.83) 659.38 264.49)
Immediate recall test 2 501.19 (220.22) 553.26 (144.09) 491.04 (239.41) 534.68 173.73)
Immediate recall test 3 418.65 (185.37) 450.18 (135.88) 458.71 (132.46) 450.83 138.31)
Unique 2
Immediate recall test 1 575.30 (273.15) 569.23 (161.97) 545.69 (232.52) 658.39 274.82)
Immediate recall test 2 508.78 (191.17) 452.59 (190.13) 509.31 (186.69) 554.54 162.92)
Immediate recall test 3 372.04 (182.37) 436.84 (139.08) 373.03 (154.83) 461.90 135.50)
Unique 3
Immediate recall test 1 579.64 (223.56) 654.84 (233.98) 484.70 (165.59) 571.96 264.73)
Immediate recall test 2 466.84 (216.32) 523.78 (207.43) 506.51 (198.17) 550.73 185.58)
Immediate recall test 3 435.53 (195.05) 505.09 (160.95) 403.91 (152.95) 438.97 110.41)
Unrelated word pairs 
Repeated
Immediate recall test 1 779.76 (283.01) 870.73 (332.08) 718.90 ( 97.74) 987.16 156.82)
Immediate recall test 2 661.00 (238.37) 564.79 (111.68) 669.03 (321.33) 582.15 0.64)
Immediate recall test 3 378.26 (152.50) 518.06 (277.39) 561.68 (197.67) 499.32 171.30)
Unique 1
Immediate recall test 1 1278.47 (416.22) 633.89 ( 22.26) 693.54 (169.69) 1241.78 87.20)
Immediate recall test 2 835.88 (169.25) 740.63 ( 8.32) 816.20 (194.02) 697.15 139.65)
Immediate recall test 3 454.75 ( 52.98) 646.63 (182.73) 475.89 ( 69.55) 479.62 181.14)
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Early condition Late condition
Nap group Wake group Nap group Wake group
(n = 15) (n = 15) (n = 3) (n:= 2)
Unique 2
Immediate recall test 1 367.27 (289.89) 802.01 (156.69) 463.06 (274.26) 883.08 (421.32)
Immediate recall test 2 606.06 (202.05) 784.27 ( 22.67) 411.22 ( 58.93) 850.59 (224.28)
Immediate recall test 3 509.27 (126.03) 567.51 (333.37) 426.86 (121.83) 591.43 ( 62.92)
Unique 3
Immediate recall test 1 686.78 (364.40) 912.77 (101.06) 716.36 (568.66) 632.75 (319.50)
Immediate recall test 2 745.10 (657.25) 729.72 ( 51.68) 458.56 (167.99) 713.60 (156.87)
Immediate recall test 3 441.23 (123.68) 530.04 (218.94) 501.24 ( 69.92) 639.26 ( 80.13)
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Appendix 95 Study 5: Results of a four-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA 
examining whether changes in reaction time for the correct recalls of related word 
pairs during learning was moderated by the nap / wake, early / late, and repeated / 
unique factors
d f F
Main effects
Learning 2,56 23.16***
Nap/wake 1,28 .84
Early/late 1,28 .20
Repeated/unique 3,84 .50
Two-way interactions
Learning x nap/wake 2,56 .21
Learning x early/late 2,56 .44
Learning x repeated/unique 6,168 1.52
Nap/wake x early/late 1,28 .37
Nap/wake x repeated/unique 3,84 .67
Early/late x repeated/unique 3,84 2.24
Three-way interactions
Learning x nap/wake x early/late 2,56 .50
Learning x nap/wake x repeated/unique 6,168 .65
Learning x early/late x repeated/unique 6,168 3.34
Nap/wake x early/late x repeated/unique 3,84 1.39
Four-way interaction 6,168 .17
Note: ***/?<.001
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Appendix 96 Study 5; Results of a four-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA 
examining whether changes in reaction time for the correct recalls of unrelated word 
pairs during learning was moderated by the nap / wake, early / late, and repeated / 
unique factors
d f F
Main effects
Learning 2,6 15.08**
Nap/wake 1,3 2.86
Early/late 1,3 .11
Repeated/unique 3,9 .65
Two-way interactions
Learning x nap/wake 2,6 .50
Learning x early/late 2,6 .68
Learning x repeated/unique 6,18 1.48
Nap/wake x early/late 1,3 1.70
Nap/wake x repeated/unique 3,9 .72
Early/late x repeated/unique 3,9 .35
Three-way interactions
Learning x nap/wake x early/late 2,6 2.81
Learning x nap/wake x repeated/unique 6,18 .83
Learning x early/late x repeated/unique 6,18 .34
Nap/wake x early/late x repeated/unique 3,9 1.05
Four-way interaction 6,18 2.55
Note: **p < .01
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Appendix 97 Study 5: Results of a four-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA 
examining whether baseline paired-associate performance (the number of correct 
recalls in the first delayed cued recall test) was affected by the nap / wake, early / 
late, repeated / unique, and semantic relatedness factors
F(1,30)
Main effects
Nap/wake .04
Early/late .12
Repeated/unique 1.14
Relatedness 130.93***
Two-way interactions
Nap/wake x early/late .98
Nap/wake x repeated/unique 1.14
Nap/wake x relatedness .04
Early/late x repeated/unique .00
Early/late x relatedness .00
Repeated/unique x relatedness 1.49
Three-way interactions
Nap/wake x early/late x repeated/unique .74
Nap/wake x early/late x relatedness .02
Nap/wake x repeated/unique x relatedness .01
Early/late x repeated/unique x relatedness 1.06
Four-way interaction 1.55
Note: ***;?<.001
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Appendix 98 Study 5: Results of a four-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA 
examining whether baseline reaction time for successful word pair retrieval (during 
the first delayed cued recall test) was affected by the nap / wake, early / late, repeated 
/ unique, and semantic relatedness factors
F(l,18)
Main effects
Nap/wake .01
Early/late 1.68
Repeated/unique .26
Relatedness 18.40***
Two-way interactions
Nap/wake x early/late .05
Nap/wake x repeated/unique .33
Nap/wake x relatedness .60
Early/late x repeated/unique 2.10
Early/late x relatedness .60
Repeated/unique x relatedness .98
Three-way interactions
Nap/wake x early/late x repeated/unique .03
Nap/wake x early/late x relatedness .37
Nap/wake x repeated/unique x relatedness .01
Early/late x repeated/unique x relatedness 2.50
Four-way interaction .10
Note: ***p<.001
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Appendix 99 Study 5: Results of paired-samples t tests examining the changes in the 
number of correct recalls during the retention interval of the nap and the wake groups 
in the early and the late conditions
Time since learning 0.25-2.50 hrs
t o ^
2.50-7.75 hrs 0.25-7.75 hrs
Group Nap Wake Nap Wake Nap Wake
Early condition 
Related word pairs
Repeated 1.15 1.07 1.00 1.32 .29 .25
Unique .27 .90 .55 1.00 .14 3.90**
Unrelated word pairs
Repeated 1.10 .90 1.38 .00 .82 .72
Unique .94 .24 .96 1.81
(p=.091)
.41 1.54
0.25-5.50 hrs 5.50-7.75 hrs 0.25-7.75 hrs
Nap Wake Nap Wake Nap Wake
Late condition 
Related word pairs
Repeated .94 .62 .32 2.24* .76 1.86
Unique .48 .72 .59 1.58 .18 .19
Unrelated word pairs
Repeated .24 .37 .29 .57 .00 .00
Unique 2.49* .12 .90 .97 1.41 1.71
Note: **/7 < .01; */7 < .05
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Appendix 100 Study 5: Results of independent-samples t tests examining the nap- 
wake contrasts in the change in the number of correct recalls between delayed recall 
tests across the retention interval
Early condition Late condition
Nap Wake Nap Wake
group Group group group
Mean SD Mean SD /(30) Mean SD Mean SD r(30)
Related pairs - repeated
0.25-2.50 / 0.25-5.50 hrs 0.19(0.66) 0.25(0.93) .22 -0.25(1.06) -0.13(0.81) .37
2.50-7.75 / 5.50-7.75 hrs -0.25(1.00) -0.31(0.95) .18 0.06(0.77) 0.50(0.89) 1.48
0.25-7.75 hrs -0.06(0.85) -0.06(1.00) .00 -0.19(0.98) 0.38(0.81) 1.77
Related pairs - unique
0.25-2.50/0.25-5.50 hrs 0.13(1.86) -0.38(1.67) .80 -0.19(1.56) -0.25(1.39) .12
2.50-7.75 / 5.50-7.75 hrs -0.19(1.38) -0.44(1.75) .45 0.25(1.69) 0.31(0.79) .13
0.25-7.75 hrs -0.06(1.73) -0.81(0.83) 1.56 0.06(1.39) 0.06(1.34) .00
Unrelated pairs - repeated
0.25-2.50/0.25-5.50 hrs -0.38(1.36) 0.19(0.83) 1.41 0.06(1.06) -0.06(0.68) .40
2.50-7.75/5.50-7.75 hrs 0.19(0.54) 0.00(0.73) .82 -0.06(0.85) 0.06(0.44) .52
0.25-7.75 hrs -0.19(0.91) 0.19(1.05) 1.08 0.00(1.10) 0.00(0.63) .00
Unrelated pairs - unique
0.25-2.50/0.25-5.50 hrs 0.25(1.06) -0.13(2.13) .63 -0.88(1.41) -0.06(2.05) 1.31
2.50-7.75 / 5.50-7.75 hrs -0.44(1.82) -0.81(1.80) .58 0.38(1.67) -0.50(2.07) 1.32
0.25-7.75 hrs -0.19(1.83) -0.94 (2.43) .98 -0.50(1.41) -0.56(1.31) .13
Note: The interval where the nap/wake treatment was administered was highlighted; 
all ps > .05
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Appendix 101 Study 5: Pearson correlations between the architecture of early nap 
episodes and the change in paired-associate performance across the 7.75-hour 
retention interval
n TST SI 82 S3 S4 REM SWS
Change in the number of 
correct recalls
0.25-2.50 hrs
Related pairs - repeated 16 .13 .03 .47 .25 -.08 -.12 .06
Unrelated pairs - repeated 16 -.21 .00 .26 -.36 -.34 -.13 -.43
Related pairs - unique 16 .27 -.16 -.13 .00 .00 .27 .00
Unrelated pairs - unique 16 .38 .11 .34 -.18 .02 .06 -.08
2.50-7.75 hrs
Related pairs - repeated 16 .33 -.04 -.48 -.16 .22 .41 .08
Unrelated pairs - repeated 16 .34 -.15 -.13 .59* .33 .12 .54*
Related pairs - unique 16 .05 .23 .09 .02 .13 -.03 .11
Unrelated pairs - unique 16 -.24 -.12 .05 -.32 .04 -.20 -.13
0.25-7.75 hrs
Related pairs - repeated 16 .49 -.02 -.20 .00 .19 .39 .14
Unrelated pairs - repeated 16 -.11 -.09 .32 -.18 -.31 -.13 -.32
Related pairs - unique 16 .33 .01 -.06 .01 .11 .27 .08
Unrelated pairs - unique 16 -.02 -.05 .25 -.42 .05 -.16 -.17
Percentage of IRFq word 
pairs recalled during delayed 
recall tests
2.50 hrs
Related pairs - repeated 10 .30 -.17 -.19 .26 .86** -.15 .80**
Unrelated pairs - repeated 14 - - - - - - -
7.75 hrs
Related pairs - repeated 9 - - - - - - -
Unrelated pairs - repeated 14 -.52 -.25 -.36 .04 -.09 -.35 -.04
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n TST SI S2 S3 S4 REM SWS
Percentage word pairs not 
recalled during delayed 
recall tests 
IRFi word pairs
2.50 hrs
Related pairs - repeated 9 -
Unrelated pairs - repeated 11 .16
7.75 hrs
Related pairs - repeated 9 -.76*
Unrelated pairs - repeated 11 -.28 
IRF2 word pairs
2.50 hrs
Related pairs - repeated 15 .18
Unrelated pairs - repeated 10 .43
7.75 hours
.33 -.05 -.05 -.04 .20 -.05
.02 .57 -.17
.85** -.44 .09
.14 -.54 -.18
.50 -.23 .14
-.13 -.15 .04
-.13 -.14 .59
.90*** -.20 
.94*** .20
70**
^ 6**
Related pairs - repeated 15 - - - - - - -
Unrelated pairs - repeated 10 - - - - - - -
IRF3  word pairs 
2.50 hrs
Related pairs - repeated 16 .05 -.24 -.22 -.29 -.11 .47 -.22
Unrelated pairs - repeated 7 .31 .32 -.27 .36 -.17 .72
7.75 hrs
Related pairs - repeated 16 -.14 -.14 -.09 .17 .12 -.28 .17
Unrelated pairs - repeated 7 - - - - - - -
Change in reaction time 
0.25-2.50 hrs
Related pairs - repeated 11 -.50 .30 -.29 -.23 -.38 -.29 -.34
Unrelated pairs - repeated 11 -.60* .44 -.05 -.36 -.62» -.49 -.54
Related pairs - unique 11 -.28 .19 -.03 -.08 -.06 -.34 -.08
Unrelated pairs - unique 11 -.31 -.32 -.33 -.41 -.54 .33 -.54
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n TST SI S2 S3 S4 REM SWS
2.50-7.75 hrs
Related pairs - repeated 1 : -.25 -.40 .01 -.18 -.64* .11 -.42
Unrelated pairs - repeated 1 .23 -.20 -.09 .18 -.23 .42 .01
Related pairs - unique 1 -.21 -.26 -.56 .00 -.30 .33 -.14
Unrelated pairs - unique 1 -.59 .07 -.39 -.31 .25 -.43 -.10
0.25-7.75 hrs
Related pairs - repeated 1 -.55 .05 -.24 -.29 -.66* -.18 -.51
Unrelated pairs - repeated 1 -.27 .18 -.11 -.13 -.63* -.05 -.39
Related pairs - unique 1 -.47 -.06 -.54 -.08 -.33 -.03 -.21
Unrelated pairs - unique 1 -.55 -.22 -.46 -.49 -.32 .05 -.49
Note: ***/?< .001, **/7< .01, */>< .05;
51 = amount of stage 1 sleep;
52 = amount of stage 2 sleep;
53 = amount of stage 3 sleep;
54 = amount of stage 4 sleep
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Appendix 102 Study 5: Pearson correlations between the architecture of late nap 
episodes and change in paired-associate performance across the 7.75-hour retention 
interval
n TST SI S2 S3 S4 REM SWS
Change in the number of 
correct recalls
5.50-7.75 hrs
Related pairs - repeated 16 -.01 .18 .57* .04 -.42 .02 -.44
Unrelated pairs - repeated 16 .09 .25 .24 .28 -.10 -.26 -.03
Related pairs - unique 16 -.22 -.04 -.16 -.10 .02 .07 -.01
Unrelated pairs - unique 16 -.27 .00 .02 .18 -.16 -.03 -.12
0.25-7.75 hrs
Related pairs - repeated 16 -.01 .27 .20 .24 -.29 .12 -.25
Unrelated pairs - repeated 16 -.07 .03 .02 .24 -.09 -.02 -.04
Related pairs - unique 16 -.20 .26 .05 .02 -.39 .52* -.41
Unrelated pairs - unique 16 -.07 -.11 -.04 -.01 .00 .01 .00
Percentage of IRFq word 
pairs recalled during the 
final delayed recall test
7.75 hrs
Related pairs - repeated 3 - - - - - - -
Unrelated pairs - repeated 13 -.24 .53 .10 .31 -.26 -.17 -.17
Percentage word pairs not 
recalled during the final 
delayed recall test 
IRFi word pairs
7.75 hrs
Related pairs - repeated 10 -.15 .19 -.10 .12 .00 -.08 .03
Unrelated pairs - repeated 13 -.64* .17 .07 -.31 -.29 .04 -.42
IRF2 word pairs
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n TST 81 82 83 84 REM 8W8
7.75 hrs
Related pairs - repeated 15 .30 .21 .41 .32 -.29 .07 -.22
Unrelated pairs - repeated 9 - - - - - - -
IRF3 word pairs 
7.75 hrs
Related pairs - repeated 14 - - - - - - -
Unrelated pairs - repeated 
Change in reaction time
7
5.50-7.75 hrs
Related pairs - repeated 11 .21 .11 -.24 -.36 .22 .11 .16
Unrelated pairs - repeated 11 .26 -.01 .20 .54 -.33 .40 -.23
Related pairs - unique 11 .00 .27 -.35 -.48 .11 .27 -.01
Unrelated pairs - unique 11 -.19 .60
(p=.052)
.33 .18 -.61* .43 -.67*
0.25-7.75 hrs
Related pairs - repeated 11 .29 -.13 -.45 -.66» .46 .14 .35
Unrelated pairs - repeated 11 .09 .31 .12 .62* -.49 .51 -.39
Related pairs - unique 11 -.35 .11 -.20 -.48 -.04 .15 -.19
Unrelated pairs - unique 11 .47 -.16 -.37 -.01 .09 ^2* .11
Note: *p < .05;
51 = amount of stage 1 sleep;
52 = amount of stage 2 sleep;
53 = amount of stage 3 sleep;
54 = amount of stage 4 sleep
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Appendix 103 Study 5: Results of independent-samples t tests examining the 
differences in reaction time for correct responses during delayed recall tests between 
the nap and the wake groups in the early and the late conditions
Time since learning 0.25 hrs 2.50 / 5.50 hrs 7.75 hrs
Early condition
Related word pairs
Repeated .11 1.14 1.02
Unique .50 .35 1.96
{p = .065)
Unrelated word pairs
Repeated .60 1.15 .22
Unique .15 .29 1.71
iMte condition
Related word pairs
Repeated .53 .92 .17
Unique .16 .35 1.18
Unrelated word pairs
Repeated .83 .46 1.04
Unique .22 1.76 .68
Note: all ps > .05
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Appendix 104 Study 5: Results of paired-samples t tests examining the changes in 
reaction time for correct responses during delayed recall tests
Time since learning 0.25-2.50 hrs
/(lO) or t(8) 
2.50-7.75 hrs 0.25-7.75 hrs
Gronp Nap Wake Nap Wake Nap Wake
Early condition 
Related word pairs
Repeated .27 .78 1.97 1.57 1.26 .74
Unique .38 .07 1.53 1.40 1.03 1.08
Unrelated word pairs
Repeated .69 1.70 .61 2.53* .05 .04
Unique .35 .74 1.59 .87 .51 1.45
0.25-5.50 hrs 5.50-7.75 hrs 0.25-■7.75 hrs
Nap Wake Nap Wake Nap Wake
iMte condition 
Related word pairs
Repeated .14 2.00 1.06 1.25 1.34 .62
Unique .02 .69 .01 1.35 .00 1.91
Unrelated word pairs
Repeated 1.02 .83 3.86** 1.16 1.36 .00
Unique 1.05 1.69 .04 .44 1.50 2.38*
Note: nap group: df= 10; 
wake group: df= 8; 
**p < .01; < .05
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Appendix 105 Study 5: Results of independent-samples t tests examining the nap- 
wake contrasts in the change in median reaction time between delayed recall tests
Early condition 
Nap group Wake group 
(n=ll) (n=9)
Late condition 
Nap group Wake group 
(n=ll) (n=9)
Mean SD Mean SD ((18) Mean SD Mean SD ((18)
Related pairs - repeated
0.25-2.50/0.25-5.50 hrs -8.24(101.51) 20.07 ( 77.11) .69 -5.97(145.24) 52.08 ( 78.02) 1.08
2.50-7.75/5.50-7.75 hrs -37.75 ( 63.71) -34.47 ( 65.70) .11 58.73(184.35) -34.53 ( 83.08) 1.40
0.25-7.75 hrs -45.99(120.70) -14.40 ( 58.71) .72 52.76(130.45) 17.54 ( 84.49) .70
Related pairs - unique
0.25-2.50/0.25-5.50 hrs 14.22(122.81) 3.20(136.47) .19 -0.43 ( 82.20) 20.06 ( 86.90) .54
2.50-7.75/5.50-7.75 hrs -54.07(117.09) 54.32(116.85) 2.06 0.33(108.18) 70.35 (156.12) 1.18
0.25-7.75 hrs -39.85 (128.05) 57.52(159.40) 1.52 -0.10(119.04) 90.41 (142.37) 1.55
Unrelated pairs - repeated
0.25-2.50/0.25-5.50 hrs -30.64(147.93) 111.45(196.67) 1.85 45.60(148.08) 89.88 (325.41) .41
2.50-7.75/5.50-7.75 hrs 27.42(148.16)-■113.49(134.51) 2.20* -115.36( 99.13)-89.73 (232.85) .33
0.25-7.75 hrs -3.22(199.40) -2.04(155.52) .01 -69.76(169.95) 0.14 (189.31) .87
Unrelated pairs - unique
0.25-2.50 / 0.25-5.50 hrs 31.28(300.73) 51.39(208.24) .17 104.38(329.47)200.30 (354.63) .63
2.50-7.75/5.50-7.75 hrs -87.54(182.97) 92.21 (317.67) 1.51 4.34(342.55) -55.35 (374.40) .37
0.25-7.75 hrs -56.26(366.26) 143.60(296.39) 1.32 108.71(240.54)144.95 ( 60.96) .37
Note: * p < .05
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Appendix 106 Study 5: Results of a three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA 
examining whether early and late nap / wake affected the changes in the number of 
correctly recalled unique word pairs over the corresponding retention interval
F(l,30)
Main effects
Nap/wake .36
Early/late 1.33
Relatedness .07
Two-way interactions
Nap/wake x early/late .00
Nap/wake x relatedness .47
Early/late x relatedness .96
Three-way interaction .96
Note: all ps > .05
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Appendix 107 Study 5: Results of a three-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA 
examining whether early and late nap / wake affected the change in the reaction time 
of successful retrievals of unique word pairs over the corresponding retention 
interval
F(l,18)
Main effects
Nap/wake .01
Early/late .11
Relatedness .09
Two-way interactions
Nap/wake x early/late .00
Nap/wake x relatedness .28
Early/late x relatedness .98
Three-way interaction .72
Note: all ps > .05
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